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IntroductIon

The view from  
the twenty-first century

Why study the Clinton administration and its grand strategy initiative? In 
the years since it left office, tumultuous events have occurred that suggest 
its time in power belongs in a previous era. The attacks of September 11 
(9/11), wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as domestic clashes over 
healthcare and the economy raise doubts about the continued relevance of 
Clinton’s time in office and imply that if the end of the Cold War marked 
The End of History, then perhaps 9/11 constituted its recommencement. 
Those who lament President Clinton’s apparent disengagement with 
foreign affairs and the supposed absence of a discernable Clinton Doctrine 
exacerbate this sentiment. In their view, there is all too little to study and 
too few reasons to do so, except perhaps as a cautionary tale. Such views, 
however, are fundamentally flawed.

Bill Clinton had a natural inclination toward domestic politics, but this 
did not mean he was disinterested in world affairs. He attended Georgetown 
University’s School of Foreign Service, served on the staff of Senator 
Fulbright, Chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and studied 
at Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar. These are not the actions of 
someone disinterested in the outside world. However, notwithstanding his 
education, Bill Clinton’s tenure as governor of Arkansas and requisite focus 
on domestic affairs left him vulnerable to the charge of being unqualified 
to preside over a challenging period in global history following the end of 
the Cold War.

The Clinton administration came to power as the global environment 
became less stable and more dangerous and was forced to address a new 
geopolitical environment “with no rules and no patterns.”1 Communism’s 
collapse heralded not an era of peace, but a time of uncertainty, as President 

  

 

 



clInton’s Grand strateGy2

Clinton sought to “find a role for an America that [could] neither dominate 
nor retreat.”2 The administration’s external challenges were compounded 
by internal struggles, as its efforts to devise a grand strategy were hindered 
by bureaucratic sensibilities, personal rivalries, and intense partisanship 
in Washington, DC. Despite these difficulties, the Clinton administration 
produced a series of strategic documents in line with congressional 
requirements that revealed the continuing intent behind its grand strategy. 
Issues of globalization, international trade, the rise of China, and the 
emergence of the European Union were all addressed as the administration 
recalibrated the US global role in the aftermath of the Cold War.

This book considers the development of policy on the Clinton presidential 
campaign and the manner in which this was enacted in office as US 
Grand Strategy between January 1993 and January 2001. It addresses the 
development of Clinton’s Grand Strategy and the manner in which this was 
influenced by the individuals who devised it and the events that helped to 
shape it. This, therefore, is not a book driven by events, or an attempt to 
chronicle every foreign policy decision taken by the Clinton administration; 
those seeking a strict chronological account of Clinton’s foreign policy 
initiatives must look elsewhere. Neither is this an attempt to contort the 
administration’s policies into an abstract theoretical framework, nor 
arcane conceptual constructs. It is, instead, a political history of the effort 
to devise and implement US Grand Strategy in the post-Cold War world 
and of the individuals responsible for this. This book provides an insight 
into the previously underappreciated coherence that underpinned US Grand 
Strategy in the 1990s; what it was, how it worked, what and who drove it, 
and what it sought to achieve. This book addresses a number of key areas: 
first, the administration’s commitment to a series of key principles that were 
extolled on the campaign trail and implemented in office; secondly, the 
importance of personality and bureaucratic sensibilities in the formulation 
of policy; finally, it notes that regardless of well-intended ideas, global 
events have a habit of making a mockery of well-laid plans.

This book draws extensively on primary material, including speeches 
by the principals, National Security Strategy Reports, documentation 
from the National Security Council, Presidential Decision Directives, 
Presidential Review Documents, as well as newly declassified materials 
from the Clinton Presidential Library. Interviews with senior members of 
the administration have been conducted, revealing the development and 
implementation of policy from deep within the West Wing of the Clinton 
White House. These new commentaries provide an insight into the nature 
of the interpersonal politics of the Clinton White House, as former members 
of the administration reflect not only on the policy they devised, but also on 
the reaction to it and the manner in which it was implemented.

This book focuses on “declaratory” grand strategy, using the National 
Security Strategy documents as both a guide to analyze policy, and a 
structural device through which to consider the emerging policies. At the 
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heart of this book is President Clinton’s replacement of Containment with 
the grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement. This was based on 
three elements first espoused on the campaign trail in December 1991, 
which sought to “tear down the wall in . . . thinking between domestic and 
foreign policy.”3 These were enhanced security, prosperity promotion, and 
democracy promotion. There was an important and overlooked link between 
these elements that remained in place throughout Clinton’s presidency: 
by stressing the need to enhance US national security, the administration 
sought to prove that Democrats could be trusted with security issues, 
reduce global tensions and as a result, cut the defense budget; the promotion 
of prosperity sought increased exports to new overseas markets, higher 
wages, lower unemployment, and rising confidence on Wall Street, all vital 
for a successful 1996 reelection campaign; finally, democracy promotion 
ensured the United States would “stand up for democracy,” promised open 
markets, and reduced global tension, building on the benefits of the first 
two initiatives.4 This trinity embraced and advanced American values 
and deliberately combined foreign and domestic initiatives to utilize the 
strengths and reduce the perceived weakness of President Clinton in the 
international arena.

These issues will be examined sequentially in the following chapters. 
Chapter one addresses the tensions between the development of foreign 
and domestic policy on Clinton’s 1992 campaign and the challenges that 
this caused once in office. The chapter addresses the process of developing 
strategy in a campaign setting and the role it played during the debates. The 
chapter analyzes the individuals who advised Governor Clinton during the 
campaign and the role they played in preparing him for power. The chapter 
examines Clinton’s campaign speeches on foreign affairs and dissects their 
importance and meaning, both domestically and internationally, as foreign 
governments began to take note of what the candidate said on the future 
direction of US Grand Strategy.

Having considered the development of policy on the campaign trail, 
chapter two addresses the first months of the Clinton administration as 
it came to power, sought to adjust to its newfound role, and was seen to 
flounder in its initial steps on the world stage. President George H. W. Bush 
had spoken of a New World Order; however, the world he bequeathed Bill 
Clinton was best characterized by its total lack of order, as the authority 
of the United States was tested in ways that could not have been imagined 
only 4 years previously. The chapter analyzes President Clinton’s first 
foreign policy speeches to discern the new directions to be adopted and the 
structural alterations that the Clinton administration introduced.

Chapter three considers the various approaches to grand strategy that 
emerged during 1993 and 1994. The chapter considers the individuals 
responsible for their development, their personal focus, and the speeches that 
shaped policy. The eventual grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement 
was drawn from Bill Clinton’s campaign speeches, the ambitions of his 
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advisers, and done so, partly, to maximize Clinton’s economic interests and 
reduce focus on his lack of foreign policy experience. The chapter considers 
the extent to which the Clinton administration redefined US Grand Strategy 
in a manner that recognized that a new era was beginning, just as an old 
one was ending.

With a new grand strategy having been devised, the following three 
chapters assess its core pillars and consider their implementation: chapter 
four addresses the national security component of grand strategy and the 
extent to which events in Somalia and Rwanda impacted the administration 
as the realities of power encroached upon the theoretical construct of 
policy. The chapter also addresses the decision to expand NATO and the 
importance of this to Clinton’s Grand Strategy.

Chapter five considers the decision to place prosperity promotion at the 
heart of grand strategy. The chapter addresses the concept’s implications as 
the administration steered the nation out of recession and into the longest 
period of sustained growth in the twentieth century. The policy depended, 
in part, on access to sensitive data and, therefore, the chapter addresses 
the use of the CIA to assist American business and thereby bolster the 
economy. The chapter addresses the decision to support Mexico during the 
Peso crisis and the administration’s structural alterations to the executive 
branch, including the creation of the National Economic Council (NEC). 
The chapter demonstrates the domestic implications of policy, as efforts 
to open foreign markets to US goods and services led to a need for more 
American jobs to feed the growing international appetite, resulting in a 
decline in unemployment figures and a booming economy.

Chapter six addresses the most contentious element of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy: democracy promotion. The chapter examines the administration’s 
dedication to the policy, the bureaucratic clashes that threatened its 
implementation, and the degree to which it was accomplished. The chapter 
considers the extent to which this policy was a step too far for key members 
of the administration and how this influenced the degree to which it was 
implemented. The chapter addresses the implications of this policy on 
global regions and how the war in Bosnia became a focal point for US 
diplomatic efforts.

Having addressed the evolution and execution of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy, chapter seven considers its overall impact and implications. 
The chapter considers the fact that while America was certainly engaged 
abroad, few Americans had any idea with whom the nation was engaged, 
nor why it was so engaged, with the world apparently at peace. The 
chapter notes that the Clinton administration brought 8 years of stability 
and economic growth that was accompanied by a lack of clear sense of 
mission or national reason. At the time this seemed unimportant, but in 
retrospect it is clear that it was a harbinger for tough times ahead and that 
perhaps too little was done to prepare a populace for the brewing storms 
that waited in the twenty-first century.
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This book directly challenges the claim by John Lewis Gaddis that 
there was “an absence of any grand design,” or that there was “a kind 
of incrementalism and ad-hocism to things” and, instead, reveals a 
hitherto unexplored continuity of core policies from October 1991 to 
January 2001.5 These policies must be examined, and the relationship 
between them understood, to appreciate the true nature of US Grand 
Strategy in the 1990s. Too little consideration has so far been paid to 
the interconnectivity of Clinton’s policy initiatives, which redefined the 
direction of US Grand Strategy in the 1990s. Instead, critics have lamented 
a decade of lost opportunities and confused initiatives, during which 
the United States allegedly lacked purpose and direction.6 This has been 
exacerbated by an inability of former administration officials to explain 
their grand strategy initiative adequately in their memoirs. Accordingly, 
studies of the Clinton administration to date have failed to consider the 
evolution of policy and the impact of events on its formulation, ensuring 
that Clinton’s efforts remain misunderstood and their lasting impact 
underappreciated.7

By covering the entire duration of Clinton’s presidential odyssey, from 
his 1991 Announcement Speech to his final day in office, this work covers 
the evolution of policy on the 1992 campaign, the staffing of foreign policy 
posts during the transition, and the manner in which events influenced 
the evolution of policy and how the evolution of policy impacted events. 
Through it all, the roles played by key individuals are considered to provide 
a telling insight into the implementation of US Grand Strategy under 
President Clinton.

The Clinton administration devised US Grand Strategy for the post-
Cold War world that moved beyond a preponderance of power, to embrace 
ideas that were both radical and yet quintessentially American; that ethics 
should count in foreign policy; and that how other nations ruled their own 
people should matter to the United States. It placed the free movement of 
people, capital, and ideas at the heart of foreign policy and sought to lock 
the United States into an ever-increasing number of global entities. The 
Clinton administration’s grand strategy was the tale of years of toil and 
planning that did not necessarily develop as expected, but which made for 
a fascinating spectacle, whose legacy continues to impact the world many 
years after leaving office.

notes

1 Author’s interview with Leon Fuerth (National Security Adviser to Vice-
President Gore, 1993–2001), George Washington University, Washington, DC, 
June 8, 2004.

2 Henry Kissinger, “Clinton and the World,” Newsweek 121, no. 5 (February 1, 
1993), p. 45.
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3 William J. Clinton, “A New Covenant for American Security,” speech at 
Georgetown University, Washington, DC, December 12, 1991, in Stephen 
A. Smith (ed.), Preface to the Presidency: Selected Speeches of Bill Clinton 
1974–1992 (Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas Press, 1996), p. 113.

4 William J. Clinton, “Strategic Security in a Changing World,” speech at the 
Los Angeles World Affairs Council, California, August 13, 1992, in Smith 
(ed.), Preface to the Presidency, p. 271.

5 John Lewis Gaddis, quoted in John F. Harris, “Despite ‘Lessons,’ Clinton Still 
Seen Lacking Strategy,” Washington Post, March 27, 1999, p. A15.

6 For critical analysis of the Clinton administration’s foreign policy initiatives, 
see William G. Hyland, Clinton’s World: Remaking American Foreign Policy 
(Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1999); Linda B. Miller, “The Clinton 
Years: Reinventing Foreign Policy,” International Affairs 70 (October 1994), 
pp. 621–634; Michael Mandelbaum, “Foreign Policy as Social Work,” 
Foreign Affairs 75, no. 1 (January–February 1996), pp. 16–32; Joshua 
Muravchik, “Carrying a Small Stick,” National Review (September 2, 1996), 
pp. 57–62; William G. Hyland, “A Mediocre Record,” Foreign Policy 101 
(Winter 1995–1996), pp. 69–74; Richard H. Ullman, “A Late Recovery,” 
Foreign Policy 101 (Winter 1995–1996), pp. 75–79.

7 All too few scholars have attempted to address a broad analysis of the 
Clinton administration’s foreign engagements to date. Rare exceptions include 
John Dumbrell, Clinton’s Foreign Policy: Between the Bushes, 1992–2000 
(Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2009) and Richard Sale, Clinton’s Secret Wars: 
The Evolution of a Commander in Chief (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
2009).

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER ONE

The long road from Little Rock

Before he could enact US Grand Strategy for the post-Cold War world, 
Bill Clinton had to win the presidency, a tall order considering his 
background as the governor of a poor state and George Bush’s historic 
approval ratings following the Gulf War. Clinton secured victory, in part, 
by turning the 1992 election into a referendum on the state of the US 
economy, with his campaign being remembered for the expression, “It’s 
the economy, stupid,” which captured the importance of economic issues 
for the candidate.1 However, while Clinton focused on domestic issues, 
international considerations were addressed on the campaign as a series 
of foreign policy positions were developed that both helped and hindered 
Bill Clinton following his election as president. The challenge for the 
Clinton team was how to address global issues on a domestically focused 
campaign, and prepare their candidate to serve as commander-in-chief. 
The 1992 campaign served as a training ground for power, during which 
Bill Clinton developed the skills and accrued much of the knowledge 
required to serve as president. The campaign revealed much about Bill 
Clinton’s ability to withstand media attention, his decision-making 
processes, his choice of advisers, and the issues he chose to address. 
Through a consideration of campaign speeches and the contribution of 
key advisers, it is possible to discern the evolution of the candidate and his 
grand strategy on the long road from Little Rock to the White House.

Grand strategy in principle and history

Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign team members were not the first to 
consider concepts of grand strategy, nor were they the first to struggle 
with its definitions or implementation. Indeed, the very expression is open 
to varying interpretation, causing Sir Lawrence Freedman to refer to the 
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“developing muddle in use of this fundamental term.”2 Concepts of strategy, 
grand or otherwise, have evolved over the millennia from a deliberation of 
military might to a wide-ranging consideration of national power and its 
use to advance national interests. From Sun Tzu and Clausewitz to Gaddis 
and Kennedy, grand strategy has been considered and differing elements 
emphasized, as strategists sought to define the term for their times.3 As 
Freedman cautions, the word “strategy” originates from the Greek word 
strategos, translated as “the art of the general.”4 It is apt, therefore, that a 
seemingly problematic contradiction must be addressed—grand strategies 
must be specific enough to identify a series of criteria, yet be fluid enough to 
adapt to changing circumstances as well as interpretation. The production 
of a grand strategy document poses several challenges, not least of which is 
the fact that it may quickly be rendered irrelevant by global events.

Today’s approach to grand strategy, indeed its very definition, has 
evolved from a narrow focus on military methodology and now seeks 
to chart the manner in which the full resources of a nation (economic, 
diplomatic, social, political, military, even cultural) may be operationalized 
to advance the national interest. This is a profound shift from Sun Tzu’s 
focus on the military and use of “extraordinary and the normal forces,” 
or Clausewitz’s attention to “the use of engagements for the object of 
war.”5 Reflecting on the career of General Grant, J. F. C. Fuller used the 
term in a broader context, defining it as “the national fabric upon which 
the war picture . . . is woven [which necessitated] directing all warlike 
resources towards the winning of the war.”6 Given the times during which 
these definitions were devised, it is perhaps unsurprising that many adopt 
a militaristic nature, a practice that continued throughout much of the 
twentieth century.

The total mobilization required during the Second World War and the 
accompanying writings of Edward Mead Earle and Sir Basil Liddell Hart 
both broadened the meaning of grand strategy and took the concept to 
a broader audience. Writing in 1943, Earle argued that drawing together 
aspects of national power to achieve an important objective was no less 
imperative in peacetime than in war.7 In Strategy, Liddell Hart established 
a definition of grand strategy as a mechanism to “co-ordinate and direct 
all the resources of a nation, or band of nations, towards the attainment of 
the political object of the war.” Liddell Hart’s definition of grand strategy 
as being “the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfil ends 
of policy” may have been apt for the interwar period, but became less 
relevant with the end of the Cold War. His distinction between nations 
at war and those that were not, as well as the state-centric focus of his 
work also reduce its relevance in the current era of multipolarity and non-
state actors. He did, however, warn of the potential costs of victory, in a 
message that predated President Eisenhower’s renowned Farewell Address 
by several years: Grand strategy, he warned, “should not only combine the 
various instruments [of statecraft], but also regulate their use as to avoid 
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damage to the future state of peace.”8 Liddell Hart also offered a glimpse 
of a more Clintonesque approach, suggesting that grand strategy should 
“calculate and develop the economic resources and manpower of nations 
in order to sustain the fighting services.”9 The blending of national security 
with economics was of particular interest to Governor Clinton and found 
its way into administration policy in the 1990s.

As the Cold War ended, Paul Kennedy observed that “the crux of grand 
strategy lies therefore in policy, that is, in the capacity of the nation’s leaders 
to bring together all of the elements, both military and non-military, for the 
preservation and enhancement of the nation’s long-term (i.e., in wartime 
and peacetime) best interests.”10 Kennedy’s prescription, of military and 
nonmilitary elements, was seized upon by the Clinton campaign as it sought 
to erase distinctions between foreign and domestic policy in the post-Cold 
War era.

Following the attacks of September 2001, former presidential candidate 
Senator Gary Hart defined grand strategy as being, “a coherent framework 
of purpose and direction in which random and not so random events 
can be interpreted, given meaning and then responded to as required.”11 
More recently, Stephen D. Krasner defined grand strategy as “a conceptual 
framing that describes how the world is, envisions how it ought to be, and 
specifies a set of policies that can achieve that ordering.” Unsurprisingly, 
perhaps, given the complexities involved, Krasner concedes that such efforts 
rarely succeed, since “it is hard to align vision, policies, and resources.”12 
Clearly, therefore, the concept of grand strategy has developed to a point 
where it must now accommodate the modern era’s geopolitical reality; that 
nations remain on high alert without being at war and utilize all resources 
to advance their national interest.

The current requirement for a US Grand Strategy document has 
its origins in the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act (codified in 50 USC 404a), which mandated that 
administrations provide an annual account of foreign policies and 
ambitions. The congressionally mandated report is designed to reveal 
the approach adopted by an administration in pursuit of its broader 
aspirations. However, the necessity to commit grand strategy to paper 
has several drawbacks: first, it sets strategy in stone, despite the need 
to react rapidly in a highly fluid international system.13 Secondly, it 
telegraphs national intent that may be undermined by international 
rivals. This ensures that grand strategy is positively reactive; designed to 
address a dynamic international system, within which competitors (and 
allies) are constantly seeking to advance their own national interests. 
However, partly because of this legislation, modern definitions of grand 
strategy may now legitimately consider the role of presidential doctrines 
and national security strategies, a central element of this book.14

John Lewis Gaddis insists that the production of grand strategy documents 
is “an ecological discipline, in that it requires the ability to see how all of the 
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parts of a problem relate to one another and therefore to the whole thing.”15 
Amy Zegart developed upon this, noting that grand strategy “is a multi-
player game with powerful adversaries who are seeking their own future 
state of the world to serve their own interests.” To be relevant, they depend 
“on knowing the number and identities of these key adversaries, what they 
want, how they operate and what damage they can inflict.” As the Clinton 
administration discovered, the writing of such documents is part intellectual 
puzzle and part political maneuvering—a process imbued with inherent 
risks. Grand strategy documents must, by definition, be horizon-scanning 
reports that necessarily require an investment of time and energy. They 
must also avoid sounding too prophetic, or risk descending into the fanciful 
and the idealistic (or alternatively, the pessimistic and the apocryphal). As 
Zegart has noted, grand strategy “has always been seductive because it 
promises policy coherence in the face of complexity.” However, they are 
“usually alluring but elusive.”16

Such a conclusion has been borne out by events, as debate over the 
composition of grand strategy has occurred throughout the history of 
the United States. The 1990s were no different, with serious debate being 
conducted regarding the direction of US Grand Strategy due to the end of 
the Cold War, continuing a historical debate that predates the foundation 
of the Republic.

Writing in 1776, Thomas Paine sowed the seeds of a nascent isolationist 
approach to grand strategy initiatives, declaring “It is in the interest of 
America to steer clear of Europe.”17 This was a view echoed subsequently 
by George Washington, whose 1796 Farewell Address warned of the 
“insidious wiles of foreign influence,” since “tis folly in one nation to 
look for disinterested favours from another,” and by Thomas Jefferson, 
who promised “peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all nations, 
entangling alliances with none,” in his 1801 Inaugural Address.18 Despite 
these repeated commitments to avoid alliances, the United States took an 
early interest in the Western hemisphere, issuing what may be its first grand 
strategy document in 1823, the Monroe Doctrine.

An apparent turning point in US Grand Strategy came with the 1912 
election of Woodrow Wilson. A sense of idealism has had a pronounced 
impact on the United States and her role in the world ever since, as Wilson 
ensured the application of morality to foreign diplomacy. Henry Kissinger 
noted, “it is above all to the drumbeat of Wilsonian idealism that American 
foreign policy has marched since his watershed presidency and continues 
to march to this day.”19 However, after the First World War, America saw 
a return to Warren Harding’s “normalcy” and for many years this was the 
status of America’s place in the world: neutral, disarmed, unready, and 
unable to adequately lead the world.

The outbreak of the Second World War, however, established the United 
States as a true global power, exacerbated by its participation in the United 
Nations, due in part to the efforts of Secretary of State Cordell Hull, whose 
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Trade, Prosperity, and Peace concept later exerted a strong influence on 
the Clinton administration. In the ensuing decades, America’s place in the 
world and its accompanying grand strategy was defined by its response to 
the Soviet threat that came to overshadow the remainder of the twentieth 
century. Those decades witnessed the globalization of American power as 
it sought to defend freedom, not only on its own shores, but also far from 
home.

As Bill Clinton prepared to challenge for the presidency, the end of 
the Cold War offered a rare opportunity to reevaluate the direction of 
US Grand Strategy and to reflect on the last such demarcation point: the 
presidency of Harry Truman at the dawn of the Cold War. In retrospect, 
the era was viewed as the high point of US Grand Strategy, during which 
time NATO, the CIA, the NSC, the Department of Defense, and the United 
Nations were established; the Marshall Plan and the Truman Doctrine 
were announced; NSC-68 was drafted; and the National Security Act of 
1947 was implemented to contain the growing Soviet threat. Leslie Gelb 
has suggested that the Truman administration “marked the golden age of 
US foreign policy . . . as glorious in our history as the founding fathers’ 
creation of the Constitution.”20 Like Truman, Clinton was a Democrat 
with little foreign policy experience, at the dawn of a new international era, 
required to redefine grand strategy. To Clinton, however, fell the unenviable 
task of replacing the much-lauded grand strategy of Containment, credited 
as having been responsible for winning the Cold War.

However, Containment had not been a static policy. As Gaddis relates 
in Strategies of Containment, it necessarily took into account changes in 
circumstances and evolved according to the undulating nature of global 
politics.21 This most revered of grand strategies, therefore, was one that 
“had to be developed, refined, and adjusted amid a seemingly ceaseless flow 
of events.”22 As the father of Containment, George Kennan observed “any 
policy must rest on principles . . . but its application must be in a constant 
state of flux.”23 Kennan’s Long Telegram of 1946 and subsequent article 
in Foreign Affairs “helped define American views of the Soviet threat, and 
they laid out the intellectual premises for a strong but measured response,” 
ensuring that Kennan “came as close to authoring the diplomatic doctrine 
of his era as any diplomat in our history.”24

Although revered in hindsight, however, the Truman administration 
was simply reacting to events and situations as best it could. Kennan’s 
recommendations, “to be of good heart, to look to our own social and 
economic health, to present a good face to the world,” were described by 
Dean Acheson as being “of no help.” Acheson conceded that Kennan’s 
“historical analysis might or might not have been sound” but recognized 
that “his predictions and warnings could not have been better.” Despite 
this, Washington “responded to them slowly.”25 While being viewed with 
reverence retrospectively, James Forrestal declared at the time, “there has 
been a notable lack of any central planning on American policy.”26
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The internal divisions and evolving international environment that 
contributed to the evolution of grand strategy under Truman was evident 
in the shift away from Kennan as the architect of policy. Having been 
named director of the newly established Policy Planning Staff from 1947 
to 1949, Kennan’s thinking was overtaken by events. By 1950, following 
the loss of China and the US nuclear monopoly, Truman ordered a review 
of national security that resulted in the production of NSC-68 under 
Kennan’s replacement, Paul Nitze. The report incorporated existing 
concepts, including those expressed by Kennan, and also incorporated a 
new commitment to prevent further Soviet advances in peripheral areas, if 
necessary through the use of proxy wars.27

The drafting of NSC-68 was driven in part by the evolving international 
system, and also by the domestic impact of McCarthyism, which had a 
devastating impact on the Truman administration and helped solidify Cold 
War sentiment. The impact of domestic politics on the implementation 
of grand strategy likewise became a challenge for President Clinton, 
particularly after 1994. This highlights the fact that the American system 
of government, with its 2-year electoral cycle, rarely rewards long-term, 
horizon-scanning policies. The failure to deliver rapid solutions with 
demonstrable results may result in foreign policy falling prey to partisan 
attacks, ensuring that the very system of government that grand strategy 
is in part designed to protect could be an impediment to its successful 
implementation. This has been compounded by the rapid expansion of 
the federal bureaucracy, which, as Halperin observes, rarely assists in the 
efficient implementation of policy.28

Despite being lauded retrospectively, therefore, the Truman 
administration and its policy of Containment was an all-too imperfect model 
for Clinton to emulate, with its internal divisions and deadly international 
environment. Neither had it produced a political result that Governor 
Clinton wished to emulate, as President Truman was driven from office 
with some of the lowest approval ratings in modern history. A similar fate 
had befallen successive Democratic presidents, including Lyndon Johnson 
and Jimmy Carter, who had both been seen to fail in regard to US Grand 
Strategy. As a result, the fate of previous administrations, the policies of 
Woodrow Wilson and Cordell Hull, as well as the intrinsic contradictions 
and political considerations of peace and trade were very much on the 
minds of Bill Clinton’s fledgling foreign policy team as the governor of 
Arkansas announced his intention to seek the presidency of the United 
States on October 3, 1991.

The 1992 primary season

Following a remarkable career, 1992 should have been the pinnacle of 
George H. W. Bush’s political life and a year that returned him for a 
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second term in the White House. During his 4 years in office, the Berlin 
Wall had fallen; the Cold War had ended; US forces had prevailed in the 
1991 Gulf War and toppled General Noriega from power in Panama. 
President Bush received sky-high approval ratings heading into the election 
season and appeared to be the logical candidate to guide the United States 
through the formative years of the post-Cold War era.29 His reelection 
campaign questioned the capability of his opponents to deal with potential 
international crises and portrayed the president as being uniquely qualified 
to lead. His son, George W. Bush, joked with reporters, “Do you think the 
American people are going to turn to a Democrat now?”30 Initially, this 
appeared unlikely.

However, despite President Bush’s international successes, his ill-defined 
New World Order had failed to materialize; the USSR had disintegrated, 
leaving a scattering of suddenly nuclear-empowered states; civil war was 
raging in the former Yugoslavia, while Japanese financial preeminence 
appeared to be inevitable. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) talks and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
negotiations had stalled; Europe was beset by recession and dissent over 
further integration; China faced condemnation for its crack down on pro-
democracy protests in Tiananmen Square, while South Africa was making 
steps toward international acceptance with the release of Nelson Mandela. 
Such incidents led President Bush to speculate that the world was going 
through changes of “biblical proportions.”31 Accordingly, there was a 
growing recognition that the policies of the past could not endure; that 
new ideas were required for the post-Cold War era. As noted by Stanley 
Hoffman, “the three principles that have guided foreign policy; American 
exceptionalism, anti-communism and world economic liberalism, will be 
of little help because all are less receptive, or because ‘victory’ has made 
anti-communism irrelevant, or because the market itself is the problem or 
provides no answers.”32 As the incumbent, President Bush needed to justify 
his continued relevance as powerful global forces swept established leaders 
from power.

This caused President Bush’s advisers to consider what they called, “The 
Churchill Parallel,” noting that “leaders are not necessarily re-elected for 
their foreign policy and wartime successes, even when monumental.”33 
Despite the initial jubilation felt with the end of the Cold War, communism’s 
collapse removed the unifying sense of purpose that had pervaded US 
society since the 1940s, leaving uncertainty in its place.34 Senator Paul 
Tsongas captured the national mood when he wrote, “the Cold War is 
over and Japan won,” while Gavin Esler noted that the United States “had 
conquered the world and yet . . . found little peace,” as Americans were 
beset by political scandals and economic woes.35

Although elections rarely turned on issues of foreign policy, fear of the 
USSR had helped Republicans win 7 of the 12 presidential elections during 
the Cold War. The year 1988, however, proved to be the final presidential 
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election of that era, removing a key justification for Bush’s reelection. Fear 
of a historical analogy and the rapidly shifting geopolitical environment 
had a devastating impact on Bush’s reelection campaign and contributed 
to his defeat. The president failed to campaign on his strengths in the 
international arena and was, instead, drawn into domestic policy debates 
on the state of the economy. President Bush’s refusal to “dance on the 
Berlin Wall” and proclaim an historic victory over the USSR revealed his 
strong diplomatic reasoning, and also his poor domestic political touch, 
as he refused to utilize a vital justification for his reelection for fear of 
destabilizing the international situation.36

President Bush’s position was further undermined by two unexpected 
domestic challenges. Former Nixon speechwriter, Patrick Buchanan, 
openly challenged Bush for the Republican nomination, which forced 
Bush to adopt a less internationalist approach to foreign policy than he 
wanted and to embrace more conservative domestic policies than he found 
agreeable. This rearguard action, necessary to secure his own nomination, 
forced Bush to the right, vacating the center ground of US politics where 
the election was decided. Secondly, driven by forces that appeared more 
personal than political, Texan billionaire H. Ross Perot launched an 
independent bid for the presidency, in a move that hemorrhaged support 
from the president in a three-way race.

Democrats were eager to exploit the growing mood of national 
discontent and benefit from Republican Party in-fighting, to fulfill Arthur 
Schlesinger’s forecast of a decade of liberalism in the 1990s.37 Their 
challenge was to present a credible case for change that encompassed 
foreign and domestic policy, despite being viewed as having “no coherent 
foreign policy” and being “widely considered pacifists.”38 However, 
while the Republicans were divided over the degree of internationalism 
to embrace, the Democratic Party was split between two foreign policy 
factions.39 Exponents of New Internationalism advocated the promotion 
of democracy with a concentration on multilateralism and supported “an 
activist approach rooted in classic American values but with the cost 
mitigated through burden sharing with others.”40 Conversely, proponents 
of Retrenched Internationalism sought to promote economics on a par 
with diplomacy and defense, insisting that the end of the Cold War 
enabled the United States to “redirect [its] energy and resources towards 
outstanding social problems at home.”41 To succeed, the Democratic Party 
needed to bridge these competing views before taking their message to the 
country. However, President Bush’s popularity in the wake of the 1991 
Gulf War convinced leading Democrats to avoid the campaign and those 
who did run were not considered the party’s most credible candidates. 
They were former senators, governors of small, rural states, and maverick 
politicians with nowhere else to go, not a field of experienced candidates 
who appeared qualified to compete for America’s highest office.
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Grand strategy on the Clinton campaign

When Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton announced his candidacy on 
October 3, 1991, it appeared unlikely that he would steer the United 
States through the emerging post-Cold War era. The idea that a 46-year-
old governor from the second poorest state in the nation could unseat a 
president with the highest approval ratings ever recorded seemed unrealistic 
and it appeared likely that he was positioning himself for a more viable run 
in 1996 against Vice President Quayle.42 While Clinton “had a profile as a 
very smart political animal,” it was noted that he was looking to “succeed 
a president who probably knew more about foreign policy and had more 
foreign policy experience than many presidents in a long number of 
years.”43 Both individually and as a representative of the Democratic Party, 
it was vital for Governor Clinton to inoculate himself against charges of 
international inexperience as early as possible. Foreign policy could not win 
the presidency for Bill Clinton, but it threatened to reduce his credibility 
as it had for the last Democratic president, Jimmy Carter and the previous 
Democratic candidate, Michael Dukakis. Bill Clinton, therefore, had his 
work cut out for him in this area, long before he began to espouse a grand 
strategy of his own.

Bill Clinton’s political background was exclusively domestic; he 
had been Governor of Arkansas, head of the Democratic Leadership 
Council (DLC), and Chairman of the National Governors Association. 
These roles convinced Clinton of the importance that international 
trade played in the modern world, an understanding he brought to the 
White House with wide-ranging implications for US Grand Strategy. 
His exposure to foreign affairs had been almost exclusively academic, 
having attended the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at 
Georgetown University, worked in Senator Fulbright’s office at the height 
of the Vietnam War, and studied at Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar. As a 
state governor, however, he had acted as “an international salesman for 
his state,” which brought Clinton into contact with foreign politicians 
and policy makers.44 Accordingly, “he was someone for whom the 
foreign world was not foreign.”45 Clinton’s appreciation of the emerging 
concept of globalization and his willingness to seeking solutions from 
the wider world became central to the Clinton presidency. In the autumn 
of 1991, however, Clinton’s rivals remained focused on domestic issues 
and avoided international affairs, as they believed it was unpopular 
with the electorate, ensuring Governor Clinton was alone in addressing 
foreign policy early in the campaign.46 As he began his presidential 
odyssey, however, Clinton had no particular global philosophy and was, 
therefore, initially reliant upon a core group of advisers that played a 
vital role in the evolution of foreign policy during the election and later 
of grand strategy in the White House.
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The foreign policy advisers, Anthony Lake, Samuel “Sandy” Berger, 
and Nancy Soderberg, formed a distinct team, separate from the core that 
advised Clinton on domestic issues, becoming a “wholly owned subsidiary” 
of the Clinton campaign, granting them “a lot of running room” on foreign 
policy.47 Anthony Lake advised the campaign while teaching at Mount 
Holyoke College in Massachusetts, and had been recruited to the campaign 
to act as “the focal point” for putting together Clinton’s first speech on 
foreign policy, to be delivered at Georgetown University in December 1991. 
The success of the speech led to Lake being asked to stay on and coordinate 
foreign policy for the campaign, which he did along with Samuel Berger, 
who had known Clinton since working together on the 1972 McGovern 
campaign and who had been Lake’s deputy at the Policy Planning Staff 
in the 1970s. As the campaign progressed and Clinton won an increasing 
number of primaries, it became clear that as Lake was still teaching in 
Massachusetts, “it made sense to do it jointly, so Sandy and [Lake] became 
the co-equal or senior advisers.”48

Lake was a proponent of Neo-Wilsonianism, which he defined as an 
attempt to create a world that was neither naively liberal in the Wilsonian 
sense nor relentlessly realist in the conservative sense. He felt that the 
United States “should use its moral, military, economic and political 
strength to engage and promote a more just, stable world.”49 It was noted 
that, “Tony is a moralist. He believes passionately in the moral aspect 
of foreign policy, he is a true Wilsonian.”50 Having spent his adult life 
considering the balance of American supremacy and responsibility, Lake 
saw the 1990s as a time to pursue “democracy’s promise of a better, safer 
world” and unite elements of the Democratic Party that had been at odds 
since the Vietnam War.51 Lake and Berger wrote the campaign’s initial 
foreign policy speeches and brought what Clinton needed, “in terms of 
adding to Clinton’s contacts within the foreign policy establishment, 
reassuring the democratic establishment that Clinton was an OK guy and 
making sure his ideas were not out of line or going to be attacked too 
much.”52

In June 1992, Nancy Soderberg was hired as Foreign Policy Director 
to run foreign policy out of the campaign’s Little Rock headquarters. She 
was “the day-to-day person,” coordinating the flow of ideas and arguments 
from the foreign policy advisers to the candidate, while Lake and Berger 
were engaged in “the bigger picture stuff.”53 For a time Soderberg was 
the campaign’s top-paid, full-time foreign policy official, since Lake and 
Berger remained volunteers.54 The three were responsible for coordinating 
policy and “were reporting directly to Clinton or through George 
Stephanopoulos.”55

The campaign consulted regularly with academics such as Michael 
Mandelbaum of Johns Hopkins University, Joseph Nye of Harvard, with 
members of the Democratic Party’s foreign policy community including 
Madeleine Albright and Martin Indyk, as well as with Congressmen Les 
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Aspin, Sam Nunn, Lee Hamilton, Dave McCurdy, and Stephen Solarz.56 
Their utilization provided political coverage and revealed Clinton’s 
willingness to court advice from the Democratic Party’s foreign policy 
elite.57

In addition, many of Clinton’s policy proposals originated from the 
Progressive Policy Institute (PPI), which helped prepare policy statements 
and “covered his right flank as he began campaigning from the left against 
Senator Tsongas.”58 PPI president, Will Marshall, argued that the United 
States had to “erect a whole new conceptual basis for foreign policy” after 
the Cold War, believing that a new age had dawned on defense issues.59 As a 
member of the PPI, Clinton was a proponent of the Third Way, which posited 
a middle ground between liberalism and conservatism. In an expansion of 
this approach to the realm of foreign policy, Clinton made shrewd use of 
language to combine elements of New Internationalism and Retrenched 
Internationalism to appeal to varying elements of the Democratic Party. 
He stressed economic policy to the masses, while reserving discussion of 
US Grand Strategy for select audiences, ensuring that while Bush offered 
“a limited presidency in a rather unusual time of limited expectations,” 
Clinton offered a viable alternative, far removed from the Realpolitik of 
the Cold War years.60 The PPI espoused a New Internationalist philosophy, 
perhaps the truest indication of where Governor Clinton’s instincts lay 
on the issue, irrespective of how his statements were refined for public 
consumption.

Central to that effort were Communications Director George 
Stephanopoulos and Campaign Manager James Carville, who developed a 
narrative of responsibility and growth, detailing Clinton’s humble origins, 
his 1963 encounter with President Kennedy, and success as governor of 
Arkansas to advance the candidate’s cause with the electorate. Governor 
Clinton campaigned as a New Democrat to distinguish himself from a 
series of Democratic presidential failures, invoked memories of President 
Kennedy whenever possible, and actively downplayed any reference to the 
Carter years. However, while the Clinton campaign sought to distinguish 
itself from Carter’s term in office, Lake and Berger had been members of 
the former administration, which was reflected in several of the policies 
that emerged on the campaign trail.61

Clinton’s Grand strategy campaign addresses

With Containment of the USSR no longer a valid justification for a 
continued global presence, the question naturally arose, “What does a 
superpower do in a world no longer dominated by superpower conflict?”62 
To address this question, Governor Clinton made a series of foreign policy 
speeches based on three principles designed to build harmony among the 
disparate elements of the Democratic Party: advancing American economic 
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competitiveness, spreading democracy, and the maintenance of a strong 
national defense. Clinton believed that this combination would ensure the 
United States stayed “secure by remaining the strongest force for peace, 
freedom and prosperity in the world.”63 Clinton saw these speeches as 
opportunities “to articulate the ideas and proposals [he] had developed 
over the previous decade as governor and at the Democratic Leadership 
Council.”64 The Clinton campaign “was very strategic about his foreign 
policy speeches, going to the right of Bush,” and doing “slightly more 
than the minimum necessary to give himself foreign policy credentials 
and heft.”65 Foreign policy was not Clinton’s forte, but it was manipulated 
to stress his progressive policies, while negating his perceived weakness 
in the area. Clinton’s message was that “the world had changed and the 
government hadn’t changed with it,” insisting that the Bush administration 
“had missed the boat in trying to handle the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
had opposed the independence of Slovenia and Croatia,” and retained “a 
Cold War mentality,” inappropriate for the post-Cold War world.66

The Announcement Address

Governor Clinton introduced his campaign with an Announcement Address 
on October 3, 1991 in Little Rock, Arkansas. The candidate referred to 
his campaign manifesto as the New Covenant with echoes of FDR’s New 
Deal and JFK’s New Frontier. In a speech that dealt predominantly with 
domestic issues, Clinton charged that President Bush was prepared to 
“celebrate the death of communism abroad with the loss of the American 
Dream at home.” This enabled Clinton to conceptualize the end of the 
Cold War in economic terms, noting that “national security begins at home 
. . . the Soviet empire never lost to us on the field of battle. Their system 
rotted from the inside out, from economic, political and spiritual failure.” 
Governor Clinton presented this as a warning, stressing the inherent risks 
of concentrating on foreign policy at the expense of domestic affairs.

Clinton used the speech to introduce his signature concept, the linkage 
of foreign and domestic policy, insisting that the United States could not 
“build a safe and secure world unless we can first make America strong 
at home.” Clinton sought to bring his experience of dealing with trade 
issues in Arkansas to the world stage, insisting that the competition for the 
future was “Germany and the rest of Europe, Japan and the rest of Asia” 
and that the United States risked losing its role as a global leader “because 
we’re losing the American dream right here at home.”67 This stance enabled 
Clinton to address foreign policy by redefining its parameters and benefit 
from the appearance of a grand vision. However, his reference to Germany 
and Japan raised concerns over Clinton’s future ability to forge relations with 
either nation and was an example of the difficulties faced by the candidates 
in 1992: Bush and Clinton sought to promote a domestic agenda, realizing 
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that the outside world still needed attention after the election. However, 
offending foreign leaders was a risk both sides took in 1992, as President 
Bush urged Mikhail Gorbachev “not to pay any attention” to campaign 
rhetoric taking credit for ending the Cold War.68

Clinton’s concentration on the state of the US economy enabled him to 
turn the incumbent’s perceived strength in foreign affairs into a fatal flaw. 
George H. W. Bush was labeled “the foreign policy president,” as Clinton 
promised to “focus like a laser beam on the economy.”69 Accordingly, 
Clinton’s team strove to ensure the election focused on the economy, 
campaigning to President Bush’s left on domestic issues and to his right 
on foreign affairs.70 The campaign sought to “blunt Bush’s advantage [on 
foreign affairs] and in boxing terms, keep a left jab in his face,” ensuring 
that Bush was so worried about being seen as a foreign policy president, 
“he failed to take advantage of his strengths.”71 While pledges of an activist 
approach to government generated dynamic campaign speeches, however, 
they returned to haunt the candidate once in office.

The Georgetown University Address

On December 12, 1991, Governor Clinton spoke at Georgetown University 
and surveyed the challenges faced by the United States following the end of 
the Cold War. As prepared by Anthony Lake and Samuel Berger, this was 
the first foreign policy speech of the campaign, designed to attract financial, 
intellectual, and political support. While it was kept deliberately generic to 
avoid alienating individuals or groups, the speech revealed a willingness to 
address matters of international importance. Lake’s moral influence was 
evident as Governor Clinton lamented the speed with which President Bush 
rushed “to resume cordial relations with China barely a month after the 
massacre in Tiananmen Square.” Such an approach may have made sense 
during the Cold War, Clinton noted, “when China was a counterweight to 
Soviet power. But it makes no sense to play the China card now, when our 
opponents have thrown in their hand.” Clinton stressed that he favored 
a more assertive approach toward Beijing, with implications for China’s 
continuing most favored nation (MFN) trading status.

Clinton used the address to rally behind Boris Yeltsin and the emerging 
democratic movement in Russia, where he argued, “a small amount spent 
stabilising the emerging democracies . . . will reduce by much more the 
money we may have to commit to our defense in the future.” Clinton was 
at pains to draw distinctions with the Bush campaign, lamenting that the 
president had “devoted his time and energy to foreign concerns and ignored 
dire problems here at home.” This prevented him from learning from the 
fall of the USSR, which Clinton stressed had “collapsed from the inside 
out, from economic, political and spiritual failure.”72 Clinton’s stance 
received an unexpected endorsement from President Nixon, who agreed 
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that if Yeltsin were to fail, “the new despotism which will take [his] place 
will mean that the peace dividend is finished, we will have to rearm and 
that’s going to cost infinitely more than would the aid that we provide at 
the present time.”73

Governor Clinton insisted that foreign and domestic policy were 
“inseparable in today’s world” and that the “false choice” between them 
placed the United States and its economy at risk, a contribution to strategic 
thinking that had been formulated in tandem with Anthony Lake. There 
was an undisguised duality in this approach to policy, which Clinton 
stressed could “lead to the creation of lucrative new markets, which 
means new American jobs.”74 The decision to emphasize the domestic 
element to foreign policy allowed Clinton to highlight his record and 
distinguish himself from President Bush. This was an astute manipulation 
of politics and policy that allowed Clinton to take the battle to Bush on the 
incumbent’s apparent strongest area. It was an approach that was reprised 
whenever foreign policy arose on the campaign and represented an example 
of Clinton blending the issues to suit his strengths. Clinton’s argument that 
the best foreign policy was a sound domestic policy and that Bush had 
failed by devoting so much attention to foreign affairs was “unusual, if 
not downright tautological, but it works as part of a jeremiadic critique 
because of the jeremiad’s embodiment of contradictions.”75 Drawing on his 
experience, Clinton noted, “any governor who’s tried to create jobs over the 
last decade knows that experience in international economics is essential 
and that success in the global economy must be at the core of national 
security in the 1990s.” This shift in focus and the changes it promised for 
US Grand Strategy were at the heart of Clinton’s insistence that in 1992, 
Americans should not elect “the last president of the twentieth century, but 
the first president of the twenty-first century.”

The basic principles of Bill Clinton’s eventual grand strategy were 
present in his Georgetown University Address of December 1991 and were 
outlined in language that appeared almost verbatim in future National 
Security Strategy Reviews; the need to “restructure our military forces for a 
new era . . . work with our allies to encourage the spread and consolidation 
of democracy abroad,” and “re-establish America’s economic leadership 
at home and in the world.” These elements became the blueprint for the 
Clinton administration’s grand strategy and the bedrock of all campaign 
addresses on the subject. At the forefront of this emerging strategy was 
Democracy Promotion, which carried the dual caveat of making the 
world safer while opening new markets for US exports, resulting in more 
American jobs. This combined Anthony Lake’s moral call to enlarge 
democracy with Governor Clinton’s pragmatic advocacy of economic 
expansionism and encapsulated the candidate’s call to “tear down the wall 
in our thinking between domestic and foreign policy.”76 It also exemplified 
Governor Clinton’s ability to combine aspects of New and Retrenched 
Internationalism.
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Bill Clinton first encountered this approach as a student working on 
Capitol Hill in 1967, when he noted Senator Fulbright’s preference for 
“multilateral cooperation over unilateral action; dialogue with, not isolation 
from, the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact nations . . . and the winning of 
converts to American values and interests by the force of our examples and 
ideas, not the force of arms.”77 Governor Clinton built on this approach in 
his campaign speeches to advocate a distinct American engagement in the 
world, while stressing the practical implications of the policy.

Clinton’s observation that “democracies don’t go to war with each 
other . . . don’t sponsor terrorist acts against each other” revealed 
the campaign’s embrace of the Democratic Peace Theory, as espoused 
in 1795 by Immanuel Kant, who suggested that peace was not only 
possible, hence a moral duty, but also inevitable. Thinkers such as Hegel 
had challenged this approach, insisting that war was “historically and 
morally necessary and good,” and that “the idea of perpetual peace was 
therefore absurd.”78 Michael Doyle had sought to advance the concept 
in 1983, but at a time when the end of the Cold War was not foreseen it 
received little serious attention. However, with the end of the Cold War, 
democracy was seen as a potential vehicle for peace and became central 
to the development of Governor Clinton’s strategic thinking, guided by 
insights from Anthony Lake.79

But was democracy really the best solution to the world’s challenges? 
Were democracies less able or willing to use power in an arbitrary and 
indiscriminate manner against other democracies?80 Or were they, as 
Churchill dryly observed, merely “the worst form of government, except 
for all the others that had been tried.” Even George Kennan, whose 
thinking did so much to define the response to the Soviet Union during 
the Cold War, was known to have his doubts. Speaking at the University 
of Chicago in 1950, Kennan spoke of democracy in the following 
terms:

I sometime wonder whether . . . a democracy is not uncomfortably similar 
to one of those prehistoric monsters with a body as long as this room and 
a brain the size of a pin: he lies there in his comfortable primeval mud 
and pays little attention to his environment; he is slow to wrath-in fact, 
you practically have to whack his tail off to make him aware that his 
interests are being disturbed; but, once he grasps this, he lays about him 
with such blind determination that he not only destroys his adversary 
but largely wrecks his native habitat.81

Despite such concerns, the end of the Cold War provided an opportunity 
to test Kant’s thesis on a global scale as the Democratic Peace concept 
became embraced by Democrats and Republicans alike, ensuring 
bipartisan support for “repeated presidential calls to promote the creation 
of democratic government abroad.”82
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In embracing this Kantian approach, Clinton sought to distinguish 
between the possibility of an Iranian nuclear arsenal and the deterrence 
retained by European democracies. “The French and British have nuclear 
weapons,” Clinton insisted, “but we don’t fear annihilation at their 
hands.” Therefore, he argued that the spread of democracy was more than 
reassuring to Americans; it was of the utmost importance to US security. 
Democracy Promotion became a defining policy of the campaign, identified 
as “a legitimate part of our national security budget,” as Clinton insisted 
that under his leadership an “American foreign policy of engagement for 
democracy will unite our interests and our values.”83

Clinton’s Georgetown University speech was important for four 
reasons. It was made only 2 months after the Announcement Address and 
2 months before the first primary, when other candidates were dwelling 
on domestic issues, establishing Bill Clinton as a candidate capable of 
addressing international policy. This allowed Governor Clinton to gain 
the support of the Democratic Party’s foreign policy elite before returning 
to domestic issues in New Hampshire and Iowa. Secondly, the speech 
brought New Democrat, Third Way thinking to foreign affairs, stressing 
the linkage of foreign and domestic policy. Thirdly, it demonstrated 
Clinton’s mastery over a range of foreign policy issues including economics, 
trade, geopolitics, and defense. Finally, it enabled Clinton to demonstrate 
he was not a “failed governor from a poor southern state” and allowed 
him to “cross the threshold of understanding and competence in foreign 
affairs.”84

The New York Primary Address

Governor Clinton sought to consolidate his developing international 
thinking in an address to the Foreign Policy Association in New York 
City on April 1, 1992, shortly before the state primary. Taking direct aim 
at the president, Clinton charged that George Bush had “invoked a new 
world order without enunciating a new American purpose.” In addition 
to appeasing China, President Bush had “poured cold water on Baltic and 
Ukrainian aspirations for independence,” failed to recognize Croatia and 
Slovenia, and relied too heavily on global partners, resulting in hesitancy 
when the world was undergoing powerful change. Governor Clinton called 
for greater use of multilateralism, but refused to rule out unilateral action. 
In a statement that became the unrecognized position of his subsequent 
administration, Clinton pledged, “we will never abandon our prerogative 
to act alone when our vital interests are at stake. Our motto in this era will 
be: together when we can; on our own where we must.”85 This approach 
was present from the earliest days of the campaign and remained in place 
throughout Clinton’s time as president. However, the inability to convey 
this position successfully haunted the administration, as a perceived 
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predilection for multilateralism led to accusations of weakness by political 
opponents.

The speech and accompanying remarks made during the New York 
Primary were an example of the use of foreign policy to gain domestic 
support at the potential expense of longstanding international 
relationships, as Clinton’s foreign policies collided with the Special 
Relationship in a struggle for the Irish vote. Speaking on St. Patrick’s 
Day 1992, President Bush claimed that the United States was “not in a 
position to dictate a solution, to in any way be the sole arbiter of this 
difficult situation” between London and Dublin.86 Congressman Joseph P. 
Kennedy and Boston Mayor Ray Flynn condemned this position, ensuring 
that the president’s remarks were resonating as Clinton campaigned in 
New York. In keeping with his campaign’s multilateral approach, Clinton 
conceded the possibility of UN involvement in Northern Ireland, stated 
his intention to appoint a special envoy to Northern Ireland, and pledged 
to raise the subject of human rights violations with the British Prime 
Minister if elected.87 Clinton also promised to consider issuing a visa to 
Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams, in the full knowledge that such a move 
may “infuriate the British and strain our most important transatlantic 
relationship.”88 At this stage of the campaign, however, Clinton had no 
ability to implement these promises and nothing to lose by making them. 
In time, however, they returned to haunt him as pledges proved harder to 
implement in office than to make on the campaign trail.

Although the Clinton campaign was criticized for risking Anglo-
American ties, it was less concerned about upsetting the British government 
and more focused on gaining the votes of 40 million Irish-Americans. 
George Stephanopoulos noted, “it obviously ticks off the Brits, but equally 
obviously, that is acceptable to a lot of us.”89 Prime Minister John Major’s 
annoyance was not a matter of concern to the Clinton team, who were 
anticipating a Labour Party victory in the upcoming British elections of 
April 1992. In London, however, “there would have been an assumption 
that the UK government was assuming a second Bush term.”90 Thus began 
a series of events that saw UK consultants aid the Republican campaign 
and suggestions that John Major’s government tried to discover whether 
Clinton sought British citizenship to avoid the Vietnam draft. The 
affair was dismissed as “a bunch of media chatter,” but US Ambassador 
Raymond Seitz noted that such “clumsy little incidents planted the seeds 
of transatlantic recriminations,” which haunted Anglo-American relations 
throughout Clinton’s first term in office.91

Clinton’s Foreign Policy Director, Nancy Soderberg, was instrumental 
in developing Clinton’s Irish policy and sought to steer it away from its 
confrontational tone. “I joined in June of ’92,” she noted, “He made the 
statements April ’92, in the New York Primary, not insignificantly!”92 
Her efforts met with limited success, however, as Clinton reinforced his 
position in October 1992, declaring that, as president, he would “take 
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a more active role in talks on Northern Ireland and tell the British to 
establish more effective safeguards against the wanton use of lethal force 
and against further collusion between the security forces and Protestant 
paramilitary groups.”93 Clinton’s Irish policy, cloaked in the mantle of 
support for human rights, was designed to attract votes not only in the 
primary, but also in the general election when New York’s Electoral 
College votes would be essential. This demonstrated the inherent risk 
in an electoral strategy that prioritized domestic issues above global 
relationships and revealed the often overlooked influence that domestic 
political pressures place on the development of grand strategy: the 
need to appeal to a multicultural melting pot of competing domestic 
constituencies risked alienating overseas powers. While Clinton’s 
approach helped him win the New York Primary, it placed a strain 
on Anglo-American relations that was not fully healed until the 1997 
election of Tony Blair.

Clinton’s Acceptance Address

Clinton’s first speeches on the future direction of US Grand Strategy were 
delivered when he was a candidate in search of the Democratic Party’s 
nomination. By the summer of 1992 that goal had been achieved, ensuring 
that when he next addressed the issue it was as his party’s nominee for 
the presidency of the United States. The ensuing addresses on the subject 
revealed the changing nature of the campaign and of the candidate himself, 
as the responsibilities of power closed in and his speeches became more 
realistic in tone and rhetorical in style.

However, in his Acceptance Speech at the Democratic National 
Convention in New York on July 16, 1992, Governor Clinton devoted only 
141 words to foreign affairs, among which were, “the Cold War is over. 
Soviet communism has collapsed and our values—freedom, democracy, 
individual rights, free enterprise—they have triumphed all around the 
world.” However, as Clinton told his audience, “just as we have won the 
Cold War abroad, we are losing the battles for economic opportunity and 
social justice here at home.”94 While the brevity of his remarks reflected 
the view that the election was to be fought on domestic policy, it exposed 
Clinton to attacks that were repeated until Election Day and beyond; 
that he was ambivalent on foreign policy and unfit to lead a military he 
had actively avoided serving in during the Vietnam War. President Bush 
mocked Governor Clinton’s lack of attention to foreign affairs, noting that 
his speech “spent about one minute on the national security of this Nation 
. . . If you blinked or had to do something else or even heated up a ham and 
cheese sandwich in the microwave, you missed the entire part about the 
national security and world peace.”95 Both men played to their perceived 
strengths in their acceptance speeches, however, for just as Governor 
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Clinton downplayed foreign policy, President Bush failed to make reference 
to his own economic record.

The development of what became Clinton’s Grand Strategy continued 
with the publication of Putting People First, the blueprint for a potential 
administration. The chapter on national security insisted that the United 
States “cannot go four more years without a plan to lead the world,” 
and argued that with the end of the Cold War Americans needed “a 
team in the White House whose goal is not to resist change, but to shape 
it.”96 The vital elements of Clinton’s Grand Strategy were all present: 
an enhanced military, a role for economics in foreign affairs, and the 
promotion of democracy. The Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace mirrored these findings in a report entitled Changing our Ways: 
America and the New World, a bipartisan critique of Bush’s performance 
that echoed the Clinton campaign’s call for an economic renaissance. As 
Patrick Buchanan dragged President Bush further to the right, the center 
ground of American politics opened up for Governor Clinton, ensuing 
opportunities to draw on previously unforeseen support. Former Carter 
aide Stuart Eizenstat prepared a memo for the Clinton campaign entitled, 
“Winning Back the Neo-Conservatives” that explained the group “had 
influence far out of proportion to their numbers” and insisting that “they 
can be won back in 1992 and to do so would be viewed as a major 
crack in the Republican armour.”97 The eventual support of several 
neoconservatives, though tepid, conditional, and ultimately short-lived, 
eased concerns about Clinton’s capacity to serve as commander-in-chief 
and further fractured support for Bush, as Eizenstat predicted.

The Los Angeles Address

Much of the Carnegie Endowment’s report fed into Governor Clinton’s 
address to the World Affairs Council in Los Angeles (LA) on August 13, 
1992. At the time, LA was in turmoil following the Rodney King verdict 
and for Clinton to deliver a foreign policy speech in the midst of domestic 
strife was a risky move, which only succeeded because of his linkage of 
foreign and domestic policy. The local audience was on Clinton’s mind as 
he highlighted job losses created by the defense cuts that were a by-product 
of the end of the Cold War. This demonstrated the link between foreign 
and domestic policy and the manner in which George Bush, the “foreign 
policy president,” had failed America. Clinton insisted that the United 
States required a president “who attends to prosperity at home” if the 
American people were “to sustain their support for engagement abroad,” a 
role in which Clinton claimed Bush had singularly failed. Governor Clinton 
lamented that the Californian economy had been hurt by “the lack of a plan 
to convert defense cuts into domestic economic investments,” contrasting 
his policies with those of the incumbent, who had “no serious plan to help 
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our defense personnel make the transition to a civilian economy.” Clinton 
promised to help “retrain defense technicians for work in critical civilian 
fields.”98 As the challenger, Governor Clinton had the advantage of being 
able to campaign on such promises, rather than on his record in office.

Congressman Lee Hamilton aided Clinton’s efforts, writing in Foreign 
Affairs that the restoration of US competitiveness was critical not only 
to the domestic economy, but also to its foreign policy. “Our economic 
problems are limiting the reach of our foreign policy at a time when the 
rest of the world is looking to the United States for leadership,” Hamilton 
stressed, in a deliberate echo of the Clinton campaign’s central message.99 
The LA speech began a series of attacks on Bush’s claims to have won 
the Cold War, as Clinton reminded Americans that a bipartisan effort 
had secured victory in the struggle with the USSR. “The notion that the 
Republicans won the Cold War reminds me of the rooster who took credit 
for the dawn,” the governor said. “The truth is, from Truman to Kennedy 
to Carter, Democratic as well as Republican presidents held firm against 
the expansion of communism.”

Clinton used the LA speech to set forth three tests of presidential 
leadership for the 1990s: “the first is to grasp how the world has changed. 
The second test is to assert a vision of our role in this dynamic new world. 
The third test is to summon all our strengths; our values, our economic 
power, when necessary our military might, in service of that vision.” The 
speech was phrased to promote Clinton as a proponent of leadership and 
vision in contrast to the incumbent, who was accused of holding on to “old 
assumptions and policies, trying to prop up yesterday’s status quo, failing 
to confront our new challenges.” The idea that domestic strife was a result 
of an undue concentration on foreign affairs was key to understanding 
Clinton’s foreign policy: if domestic policy was flawed, foreign policy 
was irrelevant, for it implied that the United States was headed for a 
disaster akin to that which had consumed the USSR. Governor Clinton 
was adamant on this central concept: “in this new era, our first foreign 
priority and our first domestic priority are one and the same: reviving our 
economy.” Clinton not only outlined where President Bush had failed but 
also announced that he planed to “elevate economics in foreign policy; 
create an Economic Security Council, similar to the National Security 
Council; and change the State Department’s culture so that economics is 
no longer a poor cousin to old-school diplomacy.” This campaign pledge 
led to the establishment of the National Economic Council, which assisted 
Clinton as he presided over one of the most prosperous eras in the nation’s 
history.

Clinton charged that Bush lacked “a vision of our role in this new era,” 
arguing that “in a world of change, security flows from initiative, not inertia.” 
The governor scolded China, whose trading privileges he promised to link 
to “its human rights record and its conduct on trade and weapons sales” 
and attacked President Bush for failing to advance US interests with the 
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rising power. Clinton critiqued the president for appeasing Saddam Hussein, 
despite evidence of his brutality toward the Kurds, called for intervention in 
the Balkans and for the delivery of supplies to Sarajevo. Finally, he decried 
Bush for siding “with the status quo rather than democratic change, with 
familiar tyrants rather than those who would overthrow them.”100 This 
refrain was echoed by the authors of Marching in Place who referred to 
President Bush as “a warrior for the status quo.”101

Clinton expanded on his notion of Democratic Enlargement, calling 
for Ukrainian independence, in contrast to what William Safire of the 
New York Times referred to as the “Chicken Kiev” policy of the Bush 
administration.102 Clinton accused the president of moral cowardice for 
his refusal to support Ukrainian “emancipation from a dying communist 
empire” and for publicly chastising Ukrainian calls for what Bush referred 
to as “suicidal nationalism.” In contrast, Clinton portrayed himself as an 
agent of change, seeking to recapture the idealism of the Peace Corps by 
announcing that his administration would “stand up for democracy and 
create a Democracy Corps to help them develop free institutions.”103 Berger, 
Lake, and Soderberg urged Clinton to stress Democratic Enlargement along 
with a strong defensive posture as they believed this was “a theme that brings 
together conservatives and liberals, and would be an excellent vehicle for 
solidifying your support from both wings of the party . . . It also provides a 
defining purpose for America’s role in the post-Cold War world.”104 It was 
a combination that Clinton adopted throughout his campaign and into his 
presidency.

The LA speech made direct reference to the Base Force defense policy 
of the Bush administration and revealed the powers at work behind 
the campaign: “House Armed Services Chair Les Aspin is right: The 
administration’s Base Force plan leaves us with a military that does not fit 
our strategy and cannot do what we ask.”105 Aspin became a key adviser 
to the campaign and, along with Senator Sam Nunn, provided Clinton 
with political coverage and vital defense-related data. Given Clinton’s 
lack of military experience and avoidance of service during the Vietnam 
War, the support of such prominent individuals was a great boost to his 
credentials. Moreover, Aspin was right of center in the Democratic defense 
spectrum, offering the political protection Clinton desperately needed, as 
his campaign produced a post-Cold War plan for the Pentagon that could 
have been modeled on the views of his opponent. This hindered efforts by 
the Bush team to portray him as an old-style Democrat, weak on defense, 
or hesitant to use force. However, the candidate’s repeated references to 
his advisers raised questions as to Clinton’s personal grasp of the issues 
at hand.

Ultimately, Bill Clinton presented the election as a choice between two 
opposing outlooks: “President Bush will seek to establish his leadership by 
emphasizing the time he has spent, the calls he has placed and the trips he 
has taken in the conduct of foreign policy,” Clinton noted, insisting that 
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such criteria were no longer sufficient, since “the measure of leadership 
in the new era is not the conversations held or the miles travelled. It is 
the new realities recognized, the crises averted, the opportunities seized.” 
With his eye on the White House, Clinton echoed Kennedy’s call for a 
new generation of leadership that was “strategic, vigorous and grounded 
in America’s democratic values,” insisting his vision was of a world 
“united in peaceful commerce; a world in which nations compete more in 
economic and less in military terms . . . a world increasingly engaged in 
democracy, tolerant of diversity and respectful of human rights.”106 This 
exemplified the changes that had enveloped the campaign as it sought to 
utilize soaring rhetoric to define its aspirations; the language of the past 
was utilized to portray a vision of the future that was both interventionist 
and internationalist.

The Milwaukee Address

As the race tightened toward Election Day, Lake, Berger, and Soderberg 
convinced Clinton to deliver a final foreign policy address in Milwaukee. 
“When they walk into the voting booth . . . Americans must be able 
to visualise you as commander-in-chief,” they noted in a memo dated 
August 22. “It’s a threshold test. You are well positioned, but you’re 
not there yet.”107 Seeking to regain the support of Democrats who 
had defected to Reagan in 1980, Clinton spoke at the University of 
Wisconsin in Milwaukee on October 1, 1992, asserting his belief that 
the United States had “a higher purpose than to coddle dictators and 
stand aside from the global movement toward democracy.” He chided 
President Bush for his “ambivalence about supporting democracy,” his 
“eagerness to befriend potentates and dictators” and for not being “in 
the mainstream, pro-democracy tradition of American foreign policy.” 
In contrast, Clinton promised “a pro-democracy foreign policy” based 
on American principles, dedicated to “building a just, enduring and ever 
more democratic peace in the world.”

Governor Clinton attacked Bush for his “callous disregard for democratic 
principles” after the Gulf War, but carefully avoided calling for a global 
crusade: “Every ideal, including the promotion of democracy, must be 
tempered with prudence and common sense,” Clinton noted, stressing, 
“we cannot support every group’s hopes for self-determination.”108 This 
was an indication of how much had changed since President Kennedy’s 
promise to “pay any price, bear any burden, oppose any foe, in order 
to ensure the survival and the success of liberty.”109 Clinton was content 
to commit the United States to the promotion of democracy when and 
where possible, but pragmatism prevailed as this approach became not 
an overriding moral duty, “but one objective amongst others that would  
help guarantee America’s place in a complex international system.”110 
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The address was carefully constructed to shore up support, reach out to 
disaffected Democrats, and present Clinton as a credible commander-in-
chief. The speech was indicative of Clinton’s developing grand strategy, 
which now benefited from official briefings by the Central Intelligence 
Agency.

On September 4, 1992, Director of Central Intelligence Robert Gates 
met with Clinton in Arkansas to brief him on intelligence matters. The 
governor invited his running mate, Senator Al Gore, and the outgoing 
chairmen of the two congressional intelligence committees, Senator David 
Boren and Representative David McCurdy, to attend the session.111 The 
meeting covered Russia, the former Yugoslavia, developments in Iraq, 
North Korea, China, and Iran, as well as weapons of mass destruction. 
Clinton’s inclusion of his running mate was indicative of the relationship 
that developed between them. Former Deputy Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher, tasked by Clinton to identify a vice presidential candidate, 
felt Senator Gore had “worked hard to make himself knowledgeable in 
arms control, foreign affairs and the environment, all areas where Clinton 
needed support.”112 With a strong reputation in security matters, it was 
natural for Gore to speak on the issue and in September 1992 declared 
“George Bush does not fit the requirements of the New World Order his 
own speechwriters once summoned up. We require a fresh approach from a 
new leader of vigour and high intelligence, of courage and vision.”113 Gore’s 
foreign policy adviser, Leon Fuerth, assisted in preparing the address, which 
alleged that loan guarantees and dual-use technology exports in the 1980s 
helped Saddam Hussein build the war machine that American soldiers had 
to fight in 1991.114

In August 1991, President Bush referred to Governor Clinton as “a 
very nice man,” but a year later his opinion had changed, insisting, “my 
dog Millie knows more about foreign policy than these two bozos!”115 
However, rather than defend his actions over the course of the previous 
4 years, George Bush appeared to acknowledge his predilection for foreign 
policy by canceling and rescheduling overseas trips and suggesting that in 
a second term he planned an energetic domestic agenda, the opposite of 
most presidencies. This, however, was viewed as being too little, too late, 
as the editors of New Republic noted that the Bush administration had 
“failed to grasp the two essential movements of its world: the growing 
clamour for democracy and the related impulse for national sovereignty. 
Its instinct has always been the status quo.”116 Such assessments enabled 
Anthony Lake to observe that “Bush was so worried about being seen 
as a foreign policy president that he failed to take advantage of his 
strengths.”117

For Clinton, appearing presidential was a vital requirement in his 
efforts to convince Americans to elect a Democrat administration for the 
first time in 12 years and his foreign policy speeches helped him in this 
process, elevating him from a rural politician to a credible challenger. 
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As the campaign progressed, his speeches became more refined and 
rhetorical, though less ambitious. While they inflicted no harm on 
Clinton’s electoral chances, his policy of appearing more activist than 
Bush led to statements that returned to haunt him, as he called for aid in 
Somalia, a reversal of Bush’s repatriation policy toward Haitian refuges 
and for intervention in the Balkans. Yet for the first time in a generation, 
a Democratic candidate was dictating the parameters of the debate going 
into the final stages of a Presidential Election and the accompanying 
televised debates.

Grand strategy in the presidential debates

The televised presidential debates have become a vital component in 
modern US elections and have historically favored the challenger, of 
whom expectations are usually lower, since appearing on the same stage 
bestows equality on the contestants. They proved to be the undoing of 
President Ford, whose 1976 insistence that there was no Soviet domination 
of Eastern Europe did much to undermine confidence in him. Four years 
later, President Carter’s revelation that he discussed arms control with his 
daughter did little to strengthen his reelection chances. Although George 
Bush was the incumbent, few doubted Clinton’s debating skills, especially 
when contrasted to the president’s garbled syntax and known disdain for 
debates, which he viewed as a triumph of style over substance. The debates, 
therefore, were an opportunity and a risk for Governor Clinton: he could 
reveal his intelligence, stature, and empathy, but it was an unforgiving 
environment where any mistake risked undermining his growing presidential 
credibility.

There was little difference between Clinton and Bush on the subject 
of defense and in the first debate both candidates attempted to trump 
the other in terms of cuts and the use of US forces. Clinton stressed his 
disagreement over the need to station 150,000 US troops in Europe, 
citing a report that argued for “100,000 or slightly fewer troops.” 
Clinton continued to advance the idea of democratic promotion, insisting 
“we ought to be promoting the democratic impulses around the world. 
Democracies are our partners. They don’t go to war with each other.” 
He lambasted Bush over his China policy, but with an eye on the future, 
stressed that he did not wish to alienate the emerging power: “I don’t 
want to isolate China, but I think it is a mistake for us to do what this 
administration did when all those kids went out there carrying the Statue 
of Liberty in Tiananmen Square.”118

In the subsequent debates, Clinton stuck to his central message: “If you 
don’t rebuild the economic strength of this country at home, we won’t be a 
superpower . . . We need to be a force for freedom and democracy and we 
need to use our unique position to support freedom.” Throughout, Bush 
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mocked Clinton’s experience as Chief of the Arkansas National Guard 
and ridiculed his equivocation over Operation Desert Storm. Bush posed 
the question directly: “If in the next five minutes a television announcer 
came on and said there is a major threat to this country, who would you 
choose? Who has the character, the integrity, the maturity, to get the job 
done?”119 Bush made it clear that only he had the wisdom and experience 
to chart a course in his self-proclaimed New World Order. Governor 
Clinton, however, reminded the audience that the former Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs, Admiral Crowe, had recently endorsed his candidacy, 
a move that Clinton strategist, Paul Begala, noted had an “enormous 
impact” on the campaign: “Having the most important military figure in 
America getting up and saying Clinton could be an effective commander-
in-chief undermined the Republicans’ fundamental argument.”120

Crowe’s endorsement was reinforced by a statement released by the 
Clinton campaign in October 1992, in which many leading hawks 
revealed their support for Clinton: “We did not agree with the stand Bill 
Clinton took toward the Vietnam War as a young man, but that should 
not disqualify him from the presidency today . . . his firm support for the 
democratic and anticommunist movements in the former Soviet empire and 
in China make him a distinctly preferable candidate to George Bush.”121 
Therefore, by the time of the debates, even Bush’s foreign policy credentials 
were in doubt, as Adam Michnik, founding member of Poland’s Solidarity 
movement, suggested that the Bush administration was “sleep-walking 
through history.”122

These sentiments boosted the Clinton campaign and gave credence to the 
belief, expressed by Leon Fuerth, that Bush’s foreign policy reputation was 
“over-rated.”123 His administration was being referred to as “The Revlon 
Presidency,” due to Bush’s perceived ability “to identify serious problems 
but offer only cosmetic solutions.”124 George Stephanopoulos declared 
“experience isn’t judgment” and insisted that the Clinton campaign 
intended “to question the president’s judgment when it is appropriate. Bill 
Clinton will cede no ground on foreign policy.”125 Polls taken immediately 
after the debates indicated that President Bush had lost them all, while 
Governor Clinton was only prevented from taking a clean sweep by a strong 
performance from Ross Perot in the first event.126 The debates revealed 
Clinton to be Bush’s equal in stature and his superior in style. As Craig 
Allen Smith observed, “Where Bush decried the ‘vision thing,’ Clinton had 
a vision . . . and a fusion of the liberal agenda and traditional values; and 
where Bush ‘went negative’ in the campaign, Clinton was positive in his 
affirmation of American values.”127

The Clinton campaign’s strategy in the final weeks concentrated on 
domestic affairs when possible and mentioned foreign policy only when 
necessary and always in a manner designed to demonstrate their candidate’s 
abilities. However, Bush had the upper hand in the dying days of the 
campaign in his incumbency—his power to control events—and the Clinton 
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campaign feared that with Bush stressing the threats and dangers of the 
new world, an international incident could be enough to convince voters 
to reelect the president.128 However, despite potential troop deployments 
in Somalia, Bosnia, or Iraq, no such moves materialized by Election Day, 
paving the way for the election of William Jefferson Clinton as the forty-
second president of the United States.

Conclusion: Clinton’s triumph

Contrary to the popularly held misconception that Governor Clinton’s 
1992 campaign for the presidency focused entirely on domestic policy, an 
effort was made to define a grand strategy for his administration. Clinton 
focused his campaign on a comprehensive worldview and articulated an 
assertive internationalist approach, introducing the concept of linkage 
between domestic and foreign policy. The campaign proposed restructuring 
military forces to counter post-Cold War threats, promoting democracy 
and restoring America’s economic leadership. Governor Clinton worked 
to overcome the foreign policy credibility gap that he had, both as an 
individual and as a member of the Democratic Party, and downplay Pat 
Buchanan’s assertion that his international experience consisted of having 
“had breakfast once at the International House of Pancakes.”129

Thomas Friedman noted that the Clinton campaign’s foreign policy 
was “hard to summarize in a single phrase,” but recognized that it was 
“a blend of idealism and pragmatism, internationalism and protectionism, 
use of force and reliance on multinational institutions.”130 Certainly, the 
policies that emerged from the campaign were vague and unformed, but 
the principles that continued in office were all in place: the promotion of 
democracy, the importance of the economic development, and the need to 
maintain a strong defensive capability. These concepts permeated policy, 
influenced rhetoric, and helped define attitudes in the Clinton White House 
until the strategies became not just stand-alone objectives, but integral 
aspects of US Grand Strategy.

The end of the Cold War created the conditions for Clinton’s 
domestically focused candidacy, but as a candidate and as president, he 
discovered that challenges from beyond America’s shores were impossible 
to avoid. Governor Clinton and his advisers established the broad concepts 
around which to base US Grand Strategy, but had also created challenges 
for themselves in locations as diverse as China, Bosnia, and Somalia. It 
was these challenges that they were forced to address in office, as they 
struggled to implement their activist policies and come to terms with their 
new roles. However, they found the transition to power more complex 
and bewildering than any of them had imagined, exposing concerns 
about their level of competence even before the administration had taken 
office.
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CHAPTER TWO

Taking charge and taking stock

On the evening of November 3, 1992, Bill Clinton made his first 
appearance as President-Elect of the United States, urging his fellow 
citizens to face “the challenges of the end of the Cold War . . . to face 
problems too long ignored” and begin “the conversion of our economy, 
from a defense to a domestic economic giant.”1 After a yearlong 
campaign advocating the need for sweeping change, the mantra for 
Clinton’s period as president-elect was “essential continuity.”2 During 
the 11-week transition period that followed, Clinton was forced 
to reassess the viability of promises and assumptions made on the 
campaign, ensuring that long before he set foot in the Oval Office his 
attempts to dwell on domestic policy were threatened by events over 
which he had little control. The incoming administration was forced 
to assemble a foreign policy team drawn from a Democratic Party that 
had been out of power for all but 4 of the previous 24 years and take 
account of their challenging geopolitical inheritance.

The transition period exposed traits that continued once the Clinton 
team members were in office: a reluctance to confront difficult problems; 
a commitment to diversity that hindered decision making; and an 
inclusiveness that hampered an ability to say “no.” The Democratic 
Party’s 12-year absence from the White House became apparent as the 
administration came to Washington with a group of people who hadn’t 
worked together as a team, whose job descriptions weren’t clear and with 
a foreign policy concept that was generic at best and too theoretical for 
many. As George Stephanopoulos noted later, “We didn’t know what we 
didn’t know.”3

World crises came to the fore during the transition that dominated the 
Clinton administration’s first year on office, preventing it from focusing 
on long-term challenges and forcing it to concentrate on peripheral issues. 
Administration officials, returned to power for the first time in a political 
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generation, struggled to implement their pet projects and come to terms 
with a news cycle that was radically different from the 1970s. Rather than 
the smooth transition of previous years, inexperience and in some cases 
sheer exhaustion meant that many in the administration simply “hit the 
ground barely standing.”4 Poor planning, unexpected crises, and a lack 
of focus ensured that Clinton’s political honeymoon was effectively over 
before he even took the oath of office.

Clinton’s post-Cold War world

Despite President-Elect Clinton’s rhetorical emphasis on continuity, change 
was immediately apparent as the incoming team placed its stamp on US 
foreign policy. Foreign heads of state calling to offer their congratulations, 
all received the same message: “The next President of the United States 
was not available, call back tomorrow.”5 This was a calculated decision 
to convey that Clinton would not afford foreign affairs the same priority 
that President Bush had. It was, however, not a decision that endeared 
Clinton to world leaders with whom he needed to work in the coming 
years. Unlike Bush, who came to office with a network of foreign 
contacts, “Clinton was an unknown factor” and his actions caused “a bit 
of naval gazing at what might be the implications of this new president.”6 
However, Clinton was determined that foreign policy not disturb him 
during the transition and declared “the greatest gesture of goodwill any 
nation can make toward me is to continue their full cooperation during 
this period with our one president, George Bush.”7 It was a declaration 
that distanced Clinton from any decisions made during the transition, 
with profound implications for when he took office.

Bill Clinton sought to effect change, but in foreign policy he found 
himself a prisoner of his own past and of decisions made long before 
he ran for the presidency. Despite his noted experience in international 
relations, President Bush failed to initiate a coherent policy to deal with 
the post-Cold War era that began during his administration, ensuring his 
time in office was “an era of illusion and false hopes in American policy” 
culminating in “the false dawn of a New World Order.”8 As a result, the 
incoming Clinton administration “faced a vacuum” in foreign policy, a 
challenge compounded by an apparent lack of planning for what to do once 
in office.9 As Morton Halperin conceded, there was no coherent foreign 
policy in place when the administration came to power.10 As a result, US 
foreign policy was in “disarray and confusion” at this point and the lack of 
direction hindered Clinton during his first months in power.11

On the campaign trail, “foreign policy had been more a matter of words 
than deeds, it amounted to little more than a couple of speeches and a 
series of press releases.”12 Suddenly, Clinton encountered the realities of 
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power, as campaign pledges returned to haunt him as he found himself 
restricted by the size of his mandate, political intransigence, and the 
realities of governing in the 1990s. What Clinton needed was a smooth 
transition and a prolonged congressional honeymoon. However, Clinton’s 
mandate for change was not as clear as his supporters imagined. Only 
Arkansas gave Clinton a plurality of its ballots and, with just 43 percent of 
the popular vote, his was a minority presidency. Accordingly, Republican 
Senator Bob Dole was quick to suggest that Clinton had no mandate, 
no coat tails, and no excuses, stressing “the good news is he’s getting a 
honeymoon in Washington. The bad news is that Bob Dole is going to 
be his chaperon.”13 Republicans were determined to complicate Clinton’s 
arrival in Washington, eyeing the midterm elections of 1994 before Clinton 
had even taken his oath of office.

During the transition, Clinton’s advisers drafted papers on a potential 
trade war with Europe, the Middle East peace talks, and the state of Russian 
economic reform. With two of the reports directly linked to economics, 
Clinton’s priorities reflected the ascendancy of economics in international 
relations and reinforced the president-elect’s assertion that US economic 
recovery and its ability to shape world affairs were inseparable. Leon 
Fuerth conceded that the incoming administration faced a bewildering 
array of issues to address: “Would the US take an active role in promoting 
Middle East peace and how deeply should the president be in this? What 
approach should we take towards reform and democratisation in Russia? 
What was America prepared to do to prevent Russia from entering a free-
fall?”14

The Council on Foreign Relations and the Carnegie Endowment 
National Commission advised the president-elect to prioritize geofinance 
(the measurement of national power in terms of exports and currency 
markets) over geopolitics (in which national strength was measured in 
armaments).15 The suggestion that Clinton focus on the economy as a 
precondition for an effective foreign policy was warmly received in Little 
Rock and was, in part, a reflection of the changing times. No president 
in the previous four decades could have elevated economics to the level of 
national security in the manner that Clinton aspired to, due to the ongoing 
Cold War. As President Kennedy remarked, “The big difference [between 
domestic and foreign policy] is between a bill being defeated and the 
country being wiped out.”16 Clinton, freed from Cold War commitments, 
was finally able to throw off this yoke.

However, while the incoming administration’s focus may have been on 
domestic issues, foreign policy could not be ignored. Bill Clinton had won 
the election with promises of a proactive presidency to change America. 
However, he found the era to be a double-edged sword: the end of the Cold 
War created the domestic conditions for his election, and also caused a 
turbulent international environment that demanded more of his attention 
than he wished to surrender, as the departing Bush administration left a series 
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of unresolved dilemmas: the USSR had collapsed; China was undergoing 
civil unrest following the Tiananmen Square protests; tensions with Iraq 
were unresolved; Haitians were preparing for a mass exodus to the United 
States; and Yugoslavia had degenerated into a civil war. These were matters 
of historical importance, but did not represent a direct threat to US national 
security and were certainly not a priority for the new administration. They 
did, however, need to be addressed, costing the president-elect valuable 
political capital as they distracted from his domestic focus.

As a consequence, many aspects of Bush’s foreign policy continued 
under Clinton: the Middle East peace talks, START II negotiations, 
world trade talks, bolstering Russia’s fledgling democracy, efforts to find 
a resolution to the conflict in the Balkans, and preventing starvation in 
Somalia were all policies that varied little from what George Bush had 
intended to address had he been reelected. President-Elect Clinton did 
not wish to dwell on these issues, so it made sense to continue existing 
programs, at least until there was time to devise new ones. Clinton also 
discovered during the transition that continuity was less dangerous than 
attempting new initiatives, as his credibility suffered due to two candid 
remarks that initially appeared to signify changes in US foreign policy.

When asked about future dealings with Iraq, the president-elect 
indicated that Saddam could be welcomed back into the family of nations, 
declaring that he “believed in deathbed conversions.”17 Unlike Eisenhower’s 
dramatic decision to intervene personally to end the Korean conflict, 
however, Bill Clinton did not have the military experience to immediately 
rectify the struggle with Iraq. He had neither the military standing nor 
the political strength on Capitol Hill to espouse bold new initiatives in 
this area and discovered that his past dealings with the military forced 
him to acquiesce to the policies of the previous administration.

This was compounded by a furore that developed during the transition 
over the issues of homosexuals serving in the US military. This issue had 
not been a priority on the campaign and was triggered by an off the cuff 
remark the president-elect made to a reporter. The ensuing mêlée distracted 
attention from domestic affairs, raised doubts over the president-elect’s 
political competence, and ensured that Bill Clinton’s standing with the 
military eroded further before he took office.

Assembling a foreign policy team

Despite having campaigned solidly since October 1991, Bill Clinton 
immediately began the process of assembling a foreign policy team to 
implement his grand strategy for the post-Cold War world. However, in 
1992 the Democratic Party had been out of power for 12 years and in 
power for only 4 of the past 24 years. Jimmy Carter’s single term was the 
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party’s only experience in government since Lyndon Johnson left the White 
House in January 1969, ensuring that all senior Democrats were tainted 
either by their time in the Carter or Johnson administrations. Michael 
J. Sandel voiced the concerns of many when he noted that while Clinton 
was “rightly confident about his abilities in domestic affairs . . . he seems 
less confident about foreign policy. There is a risk, therefore, that he will 
embrace the conventional wisdom in foreign policy of the old Democratic 
Party establishment.”18

There were also personalities to consider, for there was “the sense 
that Bill and Hillary thought they could do it all themselves.” Both were 
used to being the center of attention in Arkansas and were determined 
to continue this at the White House. “As a result, some of the most 
clever and experienced Democratic Party operatives found themselves 
shut out of the administration or marginalized.”19 This included Richard 
Holbrooke, whose credentials should have made him a natural selection 
for a high-profile role at the State Department, but whose deteriorating 
relationship with Lake and reputation for being “a pain in the ass” led to 
his appointment as Ambassador to Germany.20 With his domestic focus 
and lack of international experience, Clinton needed a strong foreign 
policy team to compensate for his “background, indecisiveness, and 
detachment.”21 The difference between what Clinton needed and what he 
secured was instrumental to the development and direction of US Grand 
Strategy in the 1990s.

Clinton wanted a competent Secretary of State who could run the 
department efficiently and prevent foreign policy from distracting the 
president from his domestic agenda. However, Clinton discovered that 
there was “a huge gap in age between those who would do it in the past and 
those who were not yet ready, but wanted to do it.”22 Having discounted 
senior Democrats from previous administrations, it appeared that the 
right candidate might be found on Capitol Hill. However, there was a 
reluctance to take people out of Congress due to the narrow Democratic 
majorities in both chambers. Additionally, the most viable candidates 
in the Senate were more experienced than the president-elect. Drawing 
on their experience during the campaign was one thing, but many were 
unwilling to surrender their safe seats to serve a president with a slender 
mandate and a perceived ambivalence toward foreign policy, especially 
since many believed that they could wield more power on congressional 
committees than in the cabinet.

Intriguingly, the successful candidate was already part of the transition 
team but had played no role in advising the candidate on foreign policy during 
the campaign. Later identified as “the only man ever to eat Presidential 
M&Ms on Air Force One with a knife and fork,” Clinton’s Transition 
Director Warren Christopher had been Deputy Secretary of State under 
President Carter and was the most senior figure in the Democratic Party’s 
foreign policy establishment and, who, at 67, was not too old to serve and 
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had not served at a Cabinet level before.23 Christopher had not started 
out as Clinton’s preference, but he had proved to be a discreet adviser on 
choosing the vice president. In his selection of Christopher, Bill Clinton 
demonstrated an ability to identify some of his own failings; his lack of 
standing with Washington’s elite, his lack of foreign policy experience, and 
a perceived lack of refinement.

However, while Christopher’s abilities were not inconsiderable, his 
critics thought they fell short, particularly for a job about to become 
extremely important now that the Cold War was over. It was noted that 
Christopher “may be a consummate manager, but is a highly unlikely 
architect of a new world order.”24 Few were excited by him, his view of 
the world or believed he had any particular ideas of his own on foreign 
policy. Indeed, although Christopher wanted to be Secretary of State 
“he seemed to have no strong beliefs or guiding philosophy.”25 This was 
partly why he had so few enemies, and also why many people who knew 
him had doubts about his selection. Madeleine Albright suggested that 
Christopher remained “a lawyer’s lawyer,” while others worried that he 
lacked imagination and innovation.26 The consensus was that he was an 
ideal deputy, but unqualified to run the State Department and “unlikely to 
develop into a Metternich for the 1990s.”27

In a move that had serious repercussions for Clinton’s presidency, 
Christopher advised the president-elect to ignore suggestions that an 
overarching, single-word doctrine for US foreign policy be identified 
to replace Containment. Christopher stressed that the post-Cold War 
challenges were too diverse to be summarized in a neatly defined doctrine. 
Although this stance was not without its supporters, it revealed a lack 
of appreciation for the need to present a coherent strategic vision that 
became an impediment to the development of Clinton’s Grand Strategy.

Samuel “Sandy” Berger was offered the top job at the National 
Security Council (NSC), but realized that the foreign policy establishment 
perceived him as a Washington trade lawyer with strong Democratic 
Party connections. In a move that endeared him to the president-elect, 
Berger recommended Anthony Lake, his old boss from the Policy 
Planning Staff, for the position. Lake had not lobbied for the position, 
nor worked on the transition, but agreed to serve, despite reservations 
about the potential impact on his home life and general contentment 
working in Massachusetts and living on his farm.28 Lake and Berger 
became the central components of Clinton’s foreign policy team, “the 
principals, working with the issues and dealing with the president . . . 
Tony and Sandy were the CEO and deputy CEO; they were the decision 
makers, the ones making judgments and briefing the president.”29 Lake 
and Berger agreed on the need for US foreign engagement and the support 
for human rights, although Berger brought “a less academic and more 
political approach to the table.”30
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Nancy Soderberg joined Lake and Berger, serving as Deputy Assistant 
to the President for National Security Affairs, the third ranking official 
at the NSC, or “the COO of the NSC” from 1993 to 1997.31 However, 
the appointment of Lake and Berger proved frustrating to Michael 
Mandelbaum, who had advised the Clinton campaign on Russian affairs, 
contributed to early speeches, and had a relationship with Clinton dating 
back to their university days in England. It was believed, however, that his 
thinking was more Realist than Wilsonian, placing him at odds with the 
central core of advisers on the campaign. Having been denied the job he 
sought at the NSC, he rejected the Directorship of the Policy Planning Staff 
and remained at Johns Hopkins University.32

Due to Clinton’s past dealings with the military and his lack of a 
service record, the task of running the Pentagon was always likely to 
be contentious. Senator Sam Nunn was considered, but his conservative 
voting record made him anathema to the liberal wing of the Democratic 
Party. Despite the reluctance to take people out of the Congress, Les 
Aspin, the Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, had 
helped on the campaign and was a bona fide defense intellectual, was 
selected. He was also a Democrat who disagreed with calls for dramatic 
reductions in the US defense budget and was initially well regarded by 
the professional military.33 However, doubts were raised as to whether 
Aspin was too abrasive to run the Pentagon and, although he was 
selected, his time in office was neither happy nor protracted. The same 
was true for Clinton’s appointment as CIA Director. Clinton had intended 
to nominate the Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, Dave 
McCurdy, but he refused to resign his seat to run the CIA. The only job 
that interested him was at the Pentagon, where he was Clinton’s second 
choice. After considering Tom Pickering, Clinton was persuaded to name 
neoconservative James Woolsey, whose credentials were a mystery to 
Clinton’s closest advisers—as Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers mistook 
him for an admiral.34

Clinton initially invited his friend and Russian expert Strobe Talbott 
to be ambassador to Moscow; however, Talbott urged Clinton to consider 
Condoleezza Rice, who served as President Bush’s senior Russia adviser 
on the NSC. Talbott believed that her appointment might address the 
lack of bipartisanship in the foreign policy team and provide continuity 
in a vital area of foreign policy.35 Instead, Clinton heeded Warren 
Christopher’s advice that a seasoned professional diplomat was needed 
in Moscow, and appointed Tom Pickering.36 Talbott took a role at the 
State Department where he came to assist with broader policy toward 
Russia, although within a year he was promoted to Deputy Secretary of 
State.37 Clinton again considered Dr Rice for the UN Ambassadorship, 
but decided to stay within the Democratic Party, naming another Carter 
administration alum, Madeleine Albright.38
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“In a time of great change and challenges, the world is no longer a 
simple place with clear choices,” Clinton said as he introduced his foreign 
policy team. In the post-Cold War era, he noted, “we need bold thinking 
to advance our American values.”39 The foreign policy team had been 
assembled for their capability to do the job with as little fuss as possible. 
To many, however, the appointments represented a poor choice to devise 
US policy in a time of rapid and unpredictable change, and were widely 
viewed as a collection of “Carter administration retreads.”40 Even Clinton 
supporters expressed concern over the team, which many New Democrats 
felt looked a lot like Old Democrats. Joe Klein lamented that there was 
“a blandness, a lack of personal intensity in positions of great power that 
seems, well, weird.”41 Republicans, uniformly excluded from the cabinet, 
feared an obsession with negotiations, angst over the use of military force 
and, from their point of view, too low an intellectual level.42 Even the desire 
to avoid “the total chaos and disillusion and misery” caused by in-fighting 
during the Carter years was not avoided, as personal feuding and the desire 
to define policy continued unabated.43

Bill Clinton had sought a diverse group of cabinet officers that resembled 
the United States, but it appeared that their defining qualities were 
membership of the Council on Foreign Relations, their time together at a 
subcabinet level under President Carter, and the fact that they “were not 
attuned to the rigours of the new twenty-four hour news cycle or the harsh 
partisan politics that pervaded the Congress.”44 Suddenly, the “essential 
continuity” that Clinton spoke of appeared to be with the 1970s, rather 
than with the early 1990s. It was not an auspicious beginning.45

The return to Georgetown

Having named his foreign policy team, President-Elect Clinton outlined 
his administration’s priorities in an address to members of the Diplomatic 
Corps at Georgetown University, 2 days before he took the oath of office. 
He had spoken at the university 13 months earlier to unveil the New 
Covenant concepts that formed the ideological basis of his campaign for 
the presidency. Now Bill Clinton had arrived at a position of unrivalled 
power to dictate grand strategy for the coming 4 years, a moment he 
referred to as “an era of both peril and promise,” during which “the future 
for millions and millions of people around the globe can be better than the 
present.” It could be an age when “the dreams of freedom and democracy 
and economic prosperity and human rights can become real,” but Clinton 
stressed that much depended on what path the United States adopted. 
Having spent the previous year attacking the Bush administration, the 
president-elect announced that he intended to build on his predecessor’s 
work in the Middle East, nuclear arms reduction, Somalia, and reform in 
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the former USSR, raising questions about the degree of change that could 
be expected under this New Democrat.

However, the central narrative of Clinton’s foreign policy remained 
consistent from the Georgetown Address of December 1991 and was 
reiterated once more on the eve of his presidency. Clinton formalized the 
place of economic security within US Grand Strategy and collapsed the 
barrier between domestic and foreign policy, since the United States could 
no longer “sustain an active engagement abroad without a sound economy 
at home.” Having not served in the military, the president-elect sought to 
stress the most robust element to his foreign policy initiative: maintaining 
US national security through superior firepower. Clinton insisted that grand 
strategy would be “based on a restructuring of our armed forces to meet new 
and continuing threats to our security interests and the international peace.” 
The end of the Cold War allowed the new administration to “continue 
prudently to reduce defense spending,” but the incoming commander-in-
chief stressed that “potential aggressors should be clear about American 
resolve.” Clinton did not relish the prospect of military engagement, but 
stressed that he would do so “when all appropriate diplomatic measures 
have been exhausted.”

Clinton announced that his grand strategy was to be dedicated to “the 

to which so many now around the world aspire.” The president-elect 
insisted “America cannot and should not bear the world’s burdens alone. 
But if we work together, we can make great progress in making this a 
better world.” He committed his administration to the defense of freedom 
and democracy, noting that “whenever possible we will support those 
who share our values, because it is in the interests of America and the 
world at large for us to do so.” Finally, Clinton advocated the promotion 
of democracy, insisting, “history has borne out these enduring truths: 
Democracies do not wage war against one another; they make better 
partners in trade and . . . offer the best guarantee for the protection of 
human rights.”46

This utilization of Kant’s Democratic Peace concept proved to be 
pivotal to the grand strategy adopted by the United States in the post-Cold 
War era and was central not only to Clinton, but also to his successor. The 
capacity of the United States to implement sweeping Democracy Promotion 
was severely tested in Clinton’s time in office and the moral justification 
for it came to be disputed during his successor’s tenure. In 1993, however, 
few questioned this commitment to freedom and democracy so soon after 
the collapse of the Berlin Wall.47

Bill Clinton’s decision to address the diplomatic corps at Georgetown 
University on the eve of his presidency should not be overlooked. The 
combination of location, audience, and timing sent a variety of messages, 
both domestically and internationally. It signified a new era in grand 
strategy was imminent, with new priorities and a new focus in which 
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economics were central, along with Wilsonian concepts of Democracy 
Promotion. However, this was not going to be an administration that 
shrank from military confrontation when necessary and Clinton was 
eager to highlight this, lest his opponents, foreign or domestic, thought 
otherwise. In the coming weeks, Clinton would refer darkly to a passage 
from Machiavelli’s The Prince: “There is nothing more difficult to 
plan, more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to manage, than a 
creation of a new order of things” as he discovered the difference between 
campaigning and governing, and pledges returned to haunt him in the 
partisan atmosphere of Washington, DC.48

Following an efficient campaign, Clinton’s transition period was 
“considered by many historians and by more than a few staff members 
who suffered through it, as the worst in modern history.”49 A chaotic 
management style and the president-elect’s insistence on approving all 
White House appointments resulted in vital time being lost. Morton 
Halperin insists that Clinton’s approach reflected the priorities of the 
president as well as the changing geopolitical environment: “The president 
had his domestic agenda and foreign policy was not as imposing or as 
pressing then as when Kennedy had come to power. The Cold War was over 
so he spent less time dealing with foreign policy.” Halperin acknowledged 
that this was hindered by the Bush administration, which left “a mess 
in Somalia that demanded more attention than we would have liked.”50 
However, these were “eleven lost weeks, a time irretrievably squandered,” 
which raised concerns about the new administration’s preparedness for 
power.51 Eisenhower’s critique of the Kennedy White House appeared apt: 
“Good organization does not guarantee good policy. But bad organization 
guarantees bad policy.”52 The momentum behind Clinton’s early agenda 
was taken from him and he spent his first months in office struggling to 
get it back.

Talking the talk . . .

The first opportunity for Bill Clinton to address grand strategy as 
president of the United States was in his inaugural address. As a student 
of history, Clinton was aware of those who had gone before him and of 
the opportunity that lay ahead, telling readers of Time that he aimed to 
be “somewhere between Roosevelt and Kennedy” since “there’s a sense 
that we need to get the country moving again.”53 What Roosevelt and 
Kennedy had brought to the White House, however, was an eloquence that 
Clinton had not been blessed with in the past. He had been jeered while 
nominating Michael Dukakis in 1988 and his own acceptance speech 
had been criticized for lasting over an hour. George Stephanopoulos 
understood that Clinton’s inaugural address had to be “crisp, concise, 
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Kennedyesque.”54 For the previous 40 years, inaugural addresses had 
dwelt on foreign affairs, as presidents declared their intentions to the 
world. However, this was not to be the case with President William 
Jefferson Clinton—as he was to be known officially. Due to Clinton’s 
domestic agenda, foreign policy did not dominate the address and was 
only referenced in the context of linkage to domestic policy. Over the 
course of at least 20 drafts, Michael Waldman and David Kusnet prepared 
a speech that focused on campaign pledges to renew American democracy 
and stressed the themes of economic renewal, government reform, and 
increased personal responsibility.55 However, the word of the day was 
“change,” which was mentioned nine times. Clinton’s campaign speeches 
were abridged into an inaugural address of 1,557 words, making it, “the 
third shortest inaugural speech in history by the third youngest man to 
make one.”56

On the campaign, Governor Bill Clinton insisted that his foreign and 
domestic priorities were “one and the same: reviving our economy.”57 
Now, as president, Clinton used his inaugural address to insist “there is 
no longer a clear division between what is foreign and what is domestic. 
The world economy, the world environment, the world arms race—they 
affect us all.” This became a recurring theme in Clinton’s presidency as an 
increasing dependence on international commerce to bolster the domestic 
economy ensured that trade became an integral aspect of US Grand 
Strategy. Clinton redefined the parameters of American power to utilize 
foreign policy for domestic purposes. However, he insisted that, “While 
America rebuilds at home, we will not shrink from the challenges nor 
fail to seize the opportunities of this new world.” Clinton was adamant 
that a US global presence would not be forfeited in favor of domestic 
renewal, but instead would be used to assist in strengthening the nation, 
confirming that America “must continue to lead the world [it] did so 
much to make.”

However, in an inaugural address dedicated almost entirely to 
domestic affairs, the line concerning foreign affairs received most focus, 
as Clinton announced, “when our vital interests are challenged, we 
will act, with peaceful diplomacy whenever possible, with force when 
necessary.”58 In this oblique reference to Iraq came confirmation that 
if foreign issues arose that were not economic in nature, the Clinton 
administration planned to resort to classic power politics. However, 
although the new administration’s view of foreign policy rejected a 
preponderance of power philosophy in favor of a multilateral approach, 
its overall methodology was unclear at this stage. Bill Clinton had 
campaigned stressing an activist approach to government, but his 
inaugural address lacked direction, ensuring that questions remained 
concerning the focus and intent of US Grand Strategy.

The new geopolitical environment was of little help to the 
administration in this regard. Two years before Clinton took office, 
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Theodore H. Moran predicted that in the coming decade, US national 
security would face “not clear and present dangers requiring great 
sacrifices, but dim and distant dangers calling for small sacrifice.”59 
The sudden absence of a single foe presented the Clinton administration 
with a challenge, since discerning the national interest was complicated 
by the lack of an external threat. This ensured the White House “faced 
a choice instead of compulsion” as it sought to define America’s new role 
in the world.60 Kissinger noted at the time that Clinton “must find a role 
for an America that can neither dominate nor retreat.”61 The president 
needed to do so while fulfilling his pledge to concentrate on domestic 
policy, a balancing act that was initially achieved by delegating authority 
to National Security Advisor Anthony Lake, Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher, and Defense Secretary Les Aspin. This, however, quickly 
led to claims that the president was not in control of foreign policy, a 
charge that hindered his efforts to implement sweeping change in the 
direction of international affairs. “I might have to spend all my time on 
foreign policy,” Clinton admitted, “and I don’t want that to happen.”62 
However, Clinton’s presidential inheritance beckoned and the world was 
not about to wait for his new team to settle in. All too quickly, President 
Clinton “became surprised by how quickly the in-box filed up with stuff 
that he didn’t put there.”63

Having devoted barely 200 words to foreign affairs in a 7,000-word 
address to a joint session of Congress on February 17, 1993, President 
Clinton’s speech at the American University 9 days later was intended to 
compensate. This was the first national security speech drafted following 
Anthony Lake’s successful effort to ensure that the NSC prepared such 
addresses rather than the White House speechwriters. On the day of the 
event, speechwriter Jeremy Rosner was concerned that the president had 
not practiced enough and could flounder, drawing upon varying drafts. 
However, as Rosner noted, Clinton “ad-libbed some sections, he found the 
key paragraphs. And it was this gorgeous speech . . . much better than 
anything we wrote.”64

Speaking on February 26, Clinton reminded his audience that President 
Kennedy had spoken at the same university at the height of the Cold War 
on “the imperative of pursuing peace in the face of nuclear confrontation.” 
Having drawn the historical comparison and raised the image of his 
political hero, President Clinton used similar language to address “the 
great challenge of this day: the imperative of American leadership in the 
face of global change.” Clinton insisted that the great question of the time 
was whether the United States would adopt an isolationist stance as it had 
in the 1920s and 1930s, or “repeat the successes of the 1940s and the 1950s 
by reaching outward and improving ourselves as well.” The president made 
clear that definitions of national security were changing in the new era and 
that economic leadership was a priority. In light of this, the debate over 
GATT and NAFTA took on new meaning. They were no longer seen as 
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trade agreements, but as strategic initiates vital to the continued economic 
security of the United States.

It was already apparent that capital and services had become global 
and the new president summoned his countrymen to see the future as 
a land of opportunity, intoning, “in the face of all the pressures to do 
the reverse, we must compete, not retreat.” The address revealed the 
understanding of globalization that Bill Clinton brought to the presidency 
as he analyzed the problems to be overcome and presented a series of 
remedies. Neither globalization nor Clinton’s prescribed solutions were 
necessarily new, but his move to define economic security as vital to US 
national security was indicative of the new post-Cold War environment 
in which he sought to define US Grand Strategy. The president insisted 
his concept was based on established principles, for “as philosophers 
from Thucydides to Adam Smith have noted, the habits of commerce 
run counter to the habits of war.”65 This, at least, was a philosophical 
basis for Clinton’s policies, but his referencing of an ancient Greek 
historian best known for his History of the Peloponnesian War, and 
an eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher raised questions about the 
originality of Clinton’s New Democrat concepts and their suitability for 
the late twentieth century.

Tough talk with the Pentagon

As the Clinton administration sought to develop grand strategy during 
1993, the Bottom Up Review was underway at the Pentagon, drafted 
from position papers prepared by Les Aspin’s staff from the House Armed 
Services Committee. The goal was to implement Clinton’s “pledge to cut 
forces by 200,000 troops and tens of billions of dollars.”66 More immediate 
was the “pledge to slash $60 billion from George Bush’s defense budget 
over five years, beginning with $5.7 billion in 1994.”67 There was a public 
expectation that millions of dollars could be diverted from the military 
to domestic spending, thus delivering a peace dividend. However, on the 
campaign Clinton had been attacked as a draft dodging, pot smoking, 
military-bashing liberal. Now, as commander-in-chief, Clinton desperately 
needed to avoid an open clash with the military, finding himself caught 
between political expediency and ideology.

On March 12, 1993, Bill Clinton made his first visit to a military 
establishment as president. Aboard the aircraft carrier USS Theodore 
Roosevelt, he addressed the issues facing the US military and declared that 
a “changed security environment demands not less security but a change 
in our security arrangements.” The trip was designed to address the belief 
that Clinton’s avoidance of military service in Vietnam disqualified him 
from serving as commander-in-chief, as well as allay fears of impending 
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reductions in military spending. The two did not play well together, 
especially when compounded by the furore over gays in the military that 
enveloped the administration. The president stressed, “you have the services 
working together in new ways. That enables you to operate perhaps with 
fewer ships and personnel, but with greater efficiency and effectiveness.” 
It was unclear how many of the assembled sailors were convinced, but 
the commander-in-chief reminded them that defense spending had been 
declining since 1986.

The downsized military needed to react to a growing number of 
regional crises where US interests were not directly involved, as the 
conflicts of the era became focused on the periphery of what could 
broadly be defined as America’s area of strategic interest. One of Clinton’s 
greatest challenges was in defining exactly where US interests lay in the 
absence of a single, formidable foe and his efforts to reconfigure the 
economy or the armed forces remained impeded by an inability to do 
so. The world environment, however, meant the US military “must also 
be agile, with an emphasis on manoeuvre, on speed, on technological 
superiority.” The president referred to the world as “a hopeful time, yet 
one still full of challenges.”68 Not all agreed with this sunny assessment 
of the international situation and their pessimism soon found focus in 
the Horn of Africa.

The president sought to build on his remarks concerning US military 
priorities in a Commencement Address at West Point Military Academy 
on May 29, 1993. He conceded that the collapse of the Soviet Union had 
not resulted in utopia and that the end of the Cold War left America “with 
unfamiliar threats, not the absence of danger.” The new era heralded the 
return of older forces; “ethnic and religious conflict, the violent turmoil of 
dissolving or newly created states, the random violence of the assassin and 
the terrorist.” It was these forces that Clinton saw unleashed; “from the 
former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia to Armenia to Sudan, the dynamics 
of the Cold War have been replaced by many of the dynamics of old war.” 
However, even at the crucible of America’s military machine, Clinton 
could not ignore the economy, insisting that “what ultimately enabled us 
to prevail in the Cold War was the simple fact that our free political and 
economic institutions had produced more prosperity and more personal 
human happiness than did the confining institutions of communism.”69 
The speeches were only the first in a series that Clinton gave during his 
presidency in a vain effort to gain the support of the military.

new structures

Among his very first acts as president, Bill Clinton initiated a number 
of changes to the national security architecture. Awaiting his signature 
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immediately after taking the oath of office were two Presidential Decision 
Directives. The first (PDD-1) established the Clinton-era Presidential 
Review Directive (PRD) and the Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 
series.70 The second (PDD-2) enlarged the membership of the NSC to 
include the Secretary of the Treasury, thereby placing a greater emphasis 
on economic issues in the formulation of national security policy. PDD-2 
also granted the Deputies Committee responsibility for day-to-day crisis 
management (CM), when it was designated Deputies Committee/CM.  
This was a decision with implications for operations in Somalia, Rwanda, 
and Bosnia in the years ahead and led to allegations of disengagement at 
the senior level of the administration.

Despite the yearlong campaign against the Bush administration’s 
policies, Clinton’s team saw no reason to unnecessarily alter what was 
widely perceived to have been an efficient and coherent NSC structure.71 
As a result, Clinton’s NSC structure built on changes implemented by his 
predecessor and included a Principals Committee as a forum available 
to cabinet-level officials to address issues not requiring the president’s 
participation, as well as a Deputies Committee for considering national 
security policy issues at a subcabinet level.72 Initially, Clinton’s NSC “was 
not a hierarchical structure,” but was “open access” and “user friendly,” 
a situation that enabled increased access to the president, but did not 
necessarily make for an effective operation.73

somalia and Assertive Multilateralism

No administration inherits a clean slate; however, the Clinton team took 
office in the midst of an ongoing operation in Somalia. The plight of the 
Somali people became apparent during 1992 while America’s focus was on 
the presidential campaign. Only after his defeat did President Bush declare 
the Somali deployment, “necessary to address a major humanitarian 
calamity and avert related threats to international peace and security and 
protect the safety of Americans and others engaged in relief operations.”74 
On December 9, 1992, US troops landed in Somalia under the auspices 
of Security Council Resolution 794, as United Task Force (UNITAF) 
codenamed Operation Restore Hope.

The deployment ensured that the Clinton administration entered office 
with more than 25,000 troops deployed in an ill-conceived mission and 
needed to develop a strategy to deal with the situation, since the mission 
was “inherited” and “not thought out.”75 Dick Moose, Clinton’s Under-
Secretary of State for Management, drafted a memo examining options 
in Somalia that recommended a withdrawal. However, when his report 
received a muted response from Anthony Lake and Sandy Berger “he 
suspected he was saying something that Lake . . . did not want to hear.”76 
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Moose was not alone in his concerns, however; Morton Halperin, at 
that point working for Defense Secretary Aspin, suggested a pragmatic 
approach: “I felt that we should get out of Mogadishu, since we had no 
stake in that fight. I felt that we should establish a base in the countryside 
and tell the people if you want to come and get food, its here, if you want 
to stay in Mogadishu and shoot each other, then stay in Mogadishu and 
shoot each other.”77

However, Lake and Berger were proponents of a humanitarian-led 
foreign policy and feared that such actions might return Somalia to a 
state of anarchy. Lake in particular had a special interest in the plight of 
Africa and was committed to the operation’s completion. In addition to 
Lake and Berger, Ambassador to the United Nations, Madeleine Albright, 
was committed to the mission, having spent the 1980s on the Georgetown 
University faculty developing the concept of Assertive Multilateralism.78 
This posited that if the United States no longer had the political will or 
the resources to act as a global policeman, it should form coalitions to 
do so. It meant, “that when America acted with others, [America] should 
lead in establishing goals and ensuring success.”79 Vitally, this did not 
preclude unilateral action in self-defense or safeguard vital interests. The 
United Nations appeared to offer the best forum for such an approach 
in the 1990s, enabling the United States to lead while simultaneously 
reducing its defense expenditure. Albright was adamant that Assertive 
Multilateralism was a tactic, not a goal and a continuation of President 
Bush’s actions in the 1991 Gulf War. It was an approach that the 
administration believed would receive strong bipartisan support. As late 
as June 1993, Albright was insistent that Assertive Multilateralism was in 
America’s best interests.80

However, the advice from Moose and Halperin should have been 
heeded. Instead, an ideological determination by the administration’s 
senior foreign policy advisors caused them to reject pragmatic options 
and pursue policies that bore no resemblance to anything that had been 
espoused on the campaign trail and which had no place in the grand 
strategy that eventually emerged. It was a decision that contributed to 
tragic results in Somalia and the nadir of foreign intervention for the entire 
Clinton presidency.

In May 1993, the United States handed over operational command of 
the Somali mission to the United Nations and reduced its contingent to 
just 1,100 rapid reaction troops and 3,000 logistical support personnel. 
UNITAF morphed into UNOSOM II as the Clinton administration 
endorsed Security Council Resolution 814, authorizing the United Nations 
to rebuild Somalia. President Clinton hosted a reception on the South Lawn 
of the White House to honor service personnel returning from Somalia 
on May 5, at which point only eight Americans had been lost during the 
deployment. This had been “the largest humanitarian relief operation 
in history” and an operation that the president believed, had “written 
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an important new chapter in the international annals of peacekeeping 
and humanitarian assistance.”81 However, leaving personnel in Somalia 
ensured the United States retained a lingering commitment to a mission 
that was of minimal importance to the administration. The mission 
remained multilateral at this point, but US involvement was anything but 
assertive. Retaining even a token commitment guaranteed that what was 
initiated under Resolution 814 became associated with the administration, 
despite the lead taken on the issue by UN Secretary General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali, whose commitment to social engineering led to a shift in 
the mission’s parameters.

The US withdrawal emboldened Somali warlords, including General 
Mohammed Aideed, who targeted the multinational peacekeeping 
force on June 5, killing 23 Pakistani peacekeepers. This resulted in 
calls to arrest Aideed “pursuant to Security Council Resolution 837.”82 
Having withdrawn more than 20,000 troops from Somalia, President 
Clinton acquiesced to the recommendation of Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs, Colin Powell, and the Deputies Committee of the NSC to 
deploy Task Force Ranger to Somalia to prevent further losses to the 
UN detachment.83 This rapid decision, made at a subcabinet level, 
drew American forces deeper into a land where US interests were 
impossible to define and in an operation that had nothing to do with 
the administration’s priorities.

On October 3, 1993, American Special Forces, dispatched to apprehend 
Aideed, became embroiled in a mission that dragged on throughout the 
night, as two Black Hawk helicopters were lost. The ensuing battle cost 
18 American lives in the worst day of battlefield casualties in the entire 
Clinton presidency. It contributed to the abandonment of Assertive 
Multilateralism as a model of policy implementation and began a shift in 
focus away from the United Nations as the organization of choice for future 
US initiatives. The White House was “totally blindsided by Somalia” 
and the mission raised serious questions about the administration’s 
commitment to its publicly declared principles.84

The Bush administration’s decision to intervene in Somalia was 
recommended by the Deputies Committee of the National Security 
Council. This process continued under the Clinton administration as 
the Deputies Committee, rather than the full National Security Council, 
oversaw events in Somalia.85 There was no Principals Meetings on Somalia 
until tragedy struck, because “the operation seemed to be going well. The 
mission seemed on track for transfer to the UN, with US forces scheduled 
to be out by early to mid-1994.”86 This ensured that cabinet-level officials 
were “not sufficiently attentive” to the Somali operation and that President 
Clinton was removed from the policy-making process.87 Nancy Soderberg, 
Staff Director of the National Security Council at the time, conceded the 
administration “weren’t really paying attention” and “didn’t focus enough 
on the political track as it was being shifted over to the United Nations, so 
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that was a huge mistake.”88 This created a self-perpetuating situation; focus 
on domestic priorities led to inattention to the Somali mission, contributing 
to American fatalities, which ensured political adversaries could exploit the 
Somali debacle for their own ends and derail the administration’s domestic 
policy programs. Clearly, “wild assumptions were made and no one was 
paying attention.”89

President Clinton’s well-documented, but well-hidden temper erupted 
at this stage, as he “felt betrayed by his top team and the intelligence 
community, whom he blamed for soft-peddling the threat just days before 
the raid.”90 The president’s anger at the US deaths in Somalia reflected 
his realization that the incident threatened to dominate the news, 
overshadowing his domestic agenda and his entire presidency. Clinton’s 
fears were realized in a TIME/CNN poll that indicated only 43 percent 
supported a continued US presence in Somalia, down from 79 percent 
in January 1993.91 The administration’s problems were compounded 
when a ship loaded with lightly armed US soldiers seeking to assist in the 
return of Haitian President Aristide chose not to dock in Port-au-Prince 
due to the presence of an armed gang. The incidents caused the House 
Appropriations Committee to impede future humanitarian operations by 
demanding that presidents give 15 days notice before dispatching troops 
and provide estimated costs, projected duration, operational goals, and 
defined US interest. These moves, by a Democratically controlled Congress, 
reinforced growing concerns about President Clinton’s ability to serve as 
commander-in-chief.

However, President Clinton was in the difficult situation of having to 
rectify mistakes made by his own team and members of the former Bush 
administration. The Somalia tragedy “shocked Clinton into taking control 
of his foreign policy and his bureaucracy.”92 Clinton had acted on the 
advice of his senior military officers, including Colin Powell, and therefore 
saw the incident as his own Bay of Pigs. He ordered all US troops out of 
Somalia by March 31, 1994 and dispatched a contingent of 1,700 troops 
to facilitate the withdrawal. As Anthony Lake conceded, the decision 
made itself, since “to do otherwise would have made it open season on 
Americans around the world. The potential message: Kill and humiliate 
our people and the United States will immediately retreat.”93

It was recognized that “the scale of the foreign policy reversals in 
Somalia destroyed the administration’s willingness to pursue foreign 
policy goals aggressively.”94 It led to a change in philosophy at the White 
House and negatively impacted the internal debate surrounding the use 
of US troops for peacekeeping operations. Officials who had previously 
been enthusiastic about the idea acknowledged that “there was a pulling 
back from this idea from that point onwards.”95 A State Department 
official said “We’ll get back to it at some point and hopefully some sort 
of concept of collaborative action with the UN will emerge, but it is not 
going to be what it was.”96 Despite this hopeful assertion, US policy 
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toward the United Nations failed to recover from the incident and resulted 
in a relationship of mutual suspicion that endures.97

The fallout from Somalia impacted not only the policy of Assertive 
Multilateralism but also the administration’s capacity to engage in 
multilateral action. Leon Fuerth lamented that the events in Somalia “created 
on over-hang that was a consistent reminder in other events. It provided a 
realization that future losses or casualties would produce a response in 
Congress similar to that provided by the events in Mogadishu.”98 The 
crisis ensured that President Clinton was initially unable to recommend 
a deployment of US troops to Bosnia under a UN peacekeeping role, 
for fear of crossing “the Mogadishu Line.”99 Similarly, the fallout from 
Somalia coincided with the massacres in Rwanda, as the UN plan to send 
5,500 troops to alleviate the situation was vetoed by Madeline Albright, 
operating under instructions from Washington. Despite protests from the 
White House that the plan had received limited support from other nations, 
the reality was that “it was politically impossible to go into central Africa” 
following the events in Somalia.100 Nancy Soderberg noted, “After Somali 
there was just no enthusiasm for putting troops on the ground anywhere. I 
think it delayed aggressive engagement in Bosnia, it certainly delayed any 
response in Rwanda, but I don’t think we ever really stepped away from 
multilateralism, it was more a question of assessing where multilateralism 
worked and where it didn’t work.”101 The eventual PDD document on this 
issue directed that any involvement in future peacekeeping operations 
required that vital national or allied interests be at stake and that a clear 
commitment to win existed.

Assertive Multilateralism appeared to offer the Clinton administration a 
way to share expenditure, casualties, and divert the focus of hostility away 
from the United States and on to the shoulders of a global organization 
that had the potential to live up to its mandate in the post-Cold War era. 
However, this was predicated on the expectation that the American people 
would tolerate casualties in distant lands when no national interest was 
at stake and that Congress would continue its Cold War era support of 
the president in matters of world affairs. Neither assumption proved to 
be viable as the administration’s efforts met congressional opposition in 
the face of public dismay over the deaths in Somalia. The administration 
noted that mistakes had been made, both operationally and in terms of 
presentation. Tara Sonenshine of the NSC lamented, “we have failed to 
explain why multilateralism is NOT and does NOT have to be a substitute 
for US leadership or an excuse NOT to act.”102 Such issues continued 
to plague the administration for years to come, while overseas, it was 
recognized that “having his fingers burnt in Somalia,” was seen to have 
had “a very sobering impact,” on the president.103 Rather than reinforcing 
US efforts to export human rights and engage in conflict resolution, events 
in Somalia convinced Americans that internal disputes were of no concern 
to the world’s sole superpower.
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Events in Somalia confirmed President Clinton’s worst fears about 
foreign policy being “a murky business, outside the reach of domestic 
presidential control, with greater possibility for negatives than positives, 
out of which relatively little good could come.”104 There would be no further 
deployment of ground forces to locations where US national interest did 
not exist, or could not be adequately defined, as peacekeeping operations 
were not considered a justifiable cause for American casualties. The death 
of 18 American servicemen on October 3, 1993, a number that Colin 
Powell noted would not have even warranted a press conference during the 
Vietnam War, was instrumental in ending a brief era of bipartisan support 
for multilateral operations under the United Nations, and caused the 
Clinton administration to reconsider its commitment to the organization 
and to peacekeeping operations in general.105

iran, iraq, and dual containment

The Somali mission was far from being Clinton’s sole concern during his 
first months in power. Before he even entered office, Bill Clinton was forced 
to confront Iraq. Intelligence reports indicated that Saddam Hussein had 
amassed forces in northern Iraq in an effort to challenge US resolve by 
mounting military strikes against Iraqi Kurds in the safe havens along 
the Turkish border. A spokesman for the president-elect said Saddam 
“should take no comfort in the fact that Bill Clinton is heading towards 
the presidency.”106 The incoming team were determined to demonstrate 
solidarity with Bush over Saddam, least they be portrayed as weak on 
foreign policy, a slight that had blighted the Democratic Party. When 
allied forces shot down an Iraqi MiG that violated the No-Fly-Zone, the 
president-elect supported the action in terms almost identical to those used 
by President Bush, as advisers emphasized the “fundamental continuity 
between the policy of a Clinton administration and the policy of the Bush 
administration on Iraq.”107

To Clinton, however, Iraq was not a personal matter, as it appeared to 
have been for President Bush and his philosophical approach to Saddam 
was apparent from his comments to the New York Times. Clinton freely 
admitted, “I am not obsessed with the man.” Clinton’s view was that “the 
people of Iraq would be better off if they had a different ruler. But my 
job is not to pick their rulers for them.” Clinton appeared open to a new 
relationship, stating, “if he wants a different relationship with the United 
States and the United Nations, all he has to do is change his behaviour.”108 
Clinton was not alone in suggesting that a rapprochement with Saddam 
may be possible. British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd insisted that 
the coalition had never planned to drive Saddam from power and that 
the normalization of relations with Iraq with Saddam in power could be 
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achieved “with difficulty.”109 Britain’s Gulf War Commander General Sir 
Peter De La Billiere maintained that the West was not trying to destroy 
Iraq, but rather “to point out to Saddam Hussein that unless he complies 
with the United Nations, then he must expect retribution, in the form of 
force.”110 There was, however, a world of difference between Clinton’s 
views and those of the British; the president set western policy, Hurd and 
De La Billiere merely followed it.

Almost immediately, Clinton’s remark, totally in keeping with his 
personality, was seized upon by political opponents and portrayed as a 
weakening of American resolve. Within 24 hours, Clinton backed away 
from any suggestion of peaceful relations with Saddam in a retreat that did 
little to inspire confidence in the incoming administration or its capacity to 
stand by stated principles or policies. Having been attacked for appearing 
to move to the left on the issue, Clinton could not veer too far to the right 
without escalating the situation to a point that forced the United States to 
act unilaterally. Iraq and its leaders remained an irritant, but not a priority 
and regime change was not an option for the Clinton administration in its 
first term. Faced with a multilateral framework and with pressing domestic 
priorities upon which to focus political capital and attention, the Clinton 
administration had little or no room to maneuver in regard to Iraq.

Despite this setback, new policies began to emerge following meetings 
conducted by Secretary of State Christopher in the Middle East and a 
review requested by President Clinton shortly after he took office.111 
In April 1993, Vice President Gore and senior officials met with 
representatives from the Iraqi National Congress (INC), a group of exiled 
Iraqi dissidents dedicated to the overthrow of Saddam. Despite concerns 
in the previous administration about their ability to bridge religious and 
ethnic rivalries, the Clinton’s White House believed that the INC had 
“succeeded in broadening its base” and allayed US concerns by pledging to 
maintain current Iraqi borders. Washington was “keen to ensure that the 
INC [received] more regional recognition and support,” particularly from 
Persian Gulf nations, to present a “vision of an alternative, democratic 
future” in Iraq.112 The administration was also encouraged by reports of 
unrest within Saddam’s inner circle, since such trends could lead “to new 
conditions for the citizens of Iraq and new opportunities to build a more 
peaceful and normal relationship between Iraq and the outside world.”

Just as Iraq and Saddam was the bête noire for Republicans, so Iran 
loomed large for Democrats. This was especially true of the Clinton 
administration’s senior foreign policy team who left government service 
when President Carter’s tenure ended so ingloriously, partly due to the 
Iranian hostage crisis. The administration was forthright in stating its case 
against the Iranian regime, which it viewed as being “the foremost sponsor 
of terrorism and assassination worldwide.”113 Secretary of State Christopher 
alleged that Iran had established terrorist training camps in Lebanon and 
Sudan and assisted groups trying to overthrow the governments of Egypt, 
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Algeria, and Tunisia. Christopher was certain that Iran was the world’s 
“most significant state sponsor of terrorism and the most ardent opponent 
of the Middle East peace process.” Due partially to the focus on Iraq, he 
argued that the international community had been “far too tolerant of Iran’s 
outlaw behaviour” claiming that Iran was “intent on projecting terror and 
extremism across the Middle East and beyond.”114

The administration believed that a window of opportunity existed “to 
prevent Iran from becoming in five years time what Iraq was five years 
ago.” The White House stressed that it did not oppose Islamic government, 
nor seek the regime’s overthrow. Instead, it remained “ready for an 
authoritative dialogue” with the Iranian regime. The administration’s 
desire to remove religion from the equation was of importance, as Lake 
noted, “Washington does not take issue with the ‘Islamic’ dimension of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran. It is extremism, whether religious or secular, 
that we oppose.” The administration believed that it had a new approach 
to Iran and Iraq, which it felt was both realistic and sustainable, as well 
as one that took into account both “US interests and the realities of the 
Persian Gulf region.”115

The Clinton administration’s policy for addressing Iran and Iraq was 
Dual Containment, announced on May 18, 1993. However, in a pattern 
that continued to reduce confidence in the administration’s commitment to 
its policies, the plan was not unveiled by the Secretary of State, or by the 
President, or even by the National Security Adviser, but by Martin S. Indyk, 
then Senior Director for Middle East policy at the National Security 
Council. Dual Containment sought to persuade allies to halt loans, 
investment, and arms sales to Tehran and prevent Iran gaining access to 
materials required to achieve a military renaissance. Indyk said, “If we 
fail in our efforts to modify Iranian behaviour, five years from now Iran 
will be much more capable of posing a real threat to Israel and to Western 
interests in the Middle East.”116 Compounding fears of a revitalized Iran 
were concerns over links to the bombing of the World Trade Center on 
February 26, 1993.117 In addition, the CIA reported Iranian meetings with 
Chinese and Russian delegations for the purchase of nuclear material, 
leading to speculation that Iran could become a nuclear power by the end 
of the twentieth century. Robert Gallucci, Assistant Secretary of State for 
Political-Military Affairs, argued that “No country ought to cooperate 
with Iran in the nuclear area.”

Iran, however, had negotiated trade deals with nations as diverse as 
Russia, China, and members of the European Union. Therefore, the 
administration brought pressure not only on Iran and Iraq, but also on 
its own allies by arguing that, “the income supported Iranian terrorism 
and that Iran’s steadily worsening economy made it a bad investment.”118 
The administration stressed the risks in dealing with Iran, referencing the 
$25 billion it had borrowed over the previous 4 years and the $5 billion 
it had already fallen behind in repayments: clearly, Iran was “no longer a 
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good commercial proposition.”119 The policy had domestic implications, 
blocking a bid by Boeing to sell 20 jets to Iran in a deal worth more than 
$750 million.120 However, with high inflation and unemployment, it was 
believed that Iran was “more vulnerable than it has been in the past or is 
likely to be in the future.” Indyk insisted that the White House did not seek 
a confrontation, but refused to normalize relations “until and unless Iran’s 
policies change across the board.”

In regard to Iraq, Indyk explained that the administration sought 
Baghdad’s “full compliance with all UN resolutions” and was “committed 
to ensuring Iraq’s compliance with UN Resolution 688, which calls upon 
the regime to end its repression of the Iraqi people.” The administration 
did not “seek or expect a reconciliation with Saddam Hussein’s regime” 
and called for a UN commission to investigate Iraqi war crimes and human 
rights abuses “to establish clearly and unequivocally that the current regime 
in Iraq is a criminal regime, beyond the pale of international society and, in 
our judgment, irredeemable.”121 Since the end of the Gulf War, the United 
States had enforced the No-Fly-Zone above Iraq, requiring the positioning 
of aircraft carriers in the region. Containing Iraq was, therefore, proving to 
be a costly role, requiring increased military expenditure in the Gulf when 
the administration was looking to reduce costs.122

The administration may have unveiled a new policy to deal with Iran 
and Iraq, but it did not view the two nations as a monolithic power to 
be handled identically. Instead, it recognized the different cultural and 
religious influences and attempted to tailor its policy accordingly: “In 
Saddam Hussein’s regime, Washington faces an aggressive, modernist, 
secular avarice; in Iran, it is challenged by a theocratic regime with a 
sense of cultural and political destiny and an abiding antagonism toward 
the United States.”123 The nations were challenging enough alone, but in 
the early 1990s fears emerged that they could attempt a reconciliation: 
Iran imported refined Iraqi oil and was believed to have obtained a 
shipment of Iraqi steel, acts that violated the UN trade embargo.124 In 
addition, 1993 saw a repatriation of Iraqi prisoners of war from Iran. 
The administration was dismissive of suggestions that by combining 
Washington’s approach to Iran and Iraq, the White House risked driving 
the two nations together: “The prospects for reconciliation will remain 
limited for a simple reason: they mistrust each other more than they 
mistrust the United States.”

The administration believed that Dual Containment was a viable 
concept for a number of reasons. The end of the Cold War removed 
fears of a potential Soviet incursion into the Persian Gulf, significantly 
reducing the strategic importance of Iraq and Iran, since “their ability to 
play the superpowers off each other has been eliminated.” Secondly, Iraq’s 
victory in the Iran–Iraq War “substantially reduced Iran’s conventional 
offensive capabilities, whilst Iraq’s defeat in Desert Storm significantly 
diminished its offensive capabilities and brought its weapons of mass 
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destruction under tight control.”125 Thirdly, following the Gulf War, the 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states were more inclined to enter into 
pre-positioning arrangements with the United States, enabling forces to be 
deployed locally against future threats. However, the administration was 
wary of accusations that the policy was religiously motivated. Eager to 
reject a fashionable concept, Anthony Lake stressed, “This is not a clash of 
civilizations . . . it is a contest that pits nations and individuals guided by 
openness, responsive government and moderation against those animated 
by isolation, repression and extremism.”126

There was a wider dimension to the policy: in 1993, the Middle East 
stood at the threshold of a more promising era that heralded Arab–Israeli 
peace, Israeli security, and unimpeded access to Persian Gulf oil. Before 
Clinton’s first year was over, he presided over the signing of a peace treaty 
between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization. A year later, a 
similar ceremony was held between Israel and Jordan. However, there were 
some that would stop at nothing to disrupt the peace process and it was 
believed that Iran was the main sponsor of groups dedicated to such an 
outcome.

The Boston Globe believed the administration had unveiled “a clear, 
forceful policy adapted to the transformations wrought by the implosion 
of the Soviet Union and by Saddam Hussein’s failure to annex Kuwait.”127 
Paul Wolfowitz, the former Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, referred 
to Dual Containment as having provided “a much-needed break with old 
notions of depending on a balance between the two to protect security in 
the gulf.”128 Despite this initial praise, however, Wolfowitz questioned the 
commitment to the policy, the degree of interest shown in the matter at a 
senior level, and the effect that an Iraqi victory in overcoming sanctions 
may have on the prestige of the United States. Considering that Martin 
Indyk announced the policy, Wolfowitz’s concern about senior level 
interest (itself a thinly veiled reference to the president) was perhaps not 
wide of the mark. President Bush’s former National Security Adviser 
Brent Scowcroft felt the administration had “behaved as if the principal 
issues of the region, Iraq, Iran and the [stalled Israeli–Palestinian] peace 
process, have no relation to each other.”129 However, concern that Iranian-
sponsored terrorism and Iraqi-inspired instability was affecting the Middle 
East peace process was at the heart of the Dual Containment policy. The 
administration sought to enforce UN sanctions that were being flouted 
and to prevent the sale of nuclear materials to Iran in violation of various 
nonproliferation accords.

Daniel Pipes, editor of the Middle East Quarterly, believed that the 
Iranian threat was being underestimated: “They’d want to take control 
of Iraq, at least, if Saddam were gone, but they’d likely create a classic 
satrapy rather than move to an outright annexation.” A senior Kuwaiti 
official added, “it’s exactly because they’re so much more clever than 
Saddam that the Iranians pose the more serious long-term threat.”130 
Therefore, while the containment of Iraq struck many as logical, the 
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decision to impose similar constraints on Iran appeared to others as less 
than wise. Critics pointed to the size of Iran, its population of almost 
60 million, and a leadership determined to be preeminent in the Gulf as 
factors suggesting that an embargo may struggle to succeed.131 Others 
argued that rather than isolate the nations, a move toward rapprochement 
served all interests. Highlighting US policy toward China, it was suggested 
that a more tolerant stance could lead to economic liberalization and 
political democratization. However, despite the Chinese precedent, the 
administration believed that such an approach was flawed in regard to two 
nations that remained openly hostile to Western interests, insisting that 
“fuelling their economic resurgence would only permit them to rearm and 
become more adventurous.”132 These suggestions also failed to consider 
the long-standing hostilities between the United States and Iran and the 
increasing pressure from Congress to take a strong line in the region.

Critics suggested that Dual Containment was “more a slogan than a 
strategy,” that lacked “strategic viability” and had a “high financial and 
diplomatic cost.”133 It was suggested that the policy was “shot through 
with logical flaws and practical inconsistencies” and was “based on 
faulty geopolitical premises,” since it was “hard to see how either Iraq 
or Iran could be contained, in the administration’s sense, without the 
cooperation of its hostile counterpart.” A major debate arose over the 
viability of implementing the policy simultaneously, since “containment 
of Iran requires a relatively strong and unified Iraq on its long western 
border . . . a weak Iraq is an inviting target for an Iran ‘contained’ and 
isolated.” However, the containment of Iraq was “hard to imagine without 
some kind of Iranian cooperation,” since Iran was “an important element 
in keeping the pressure on his regime.”134 Fears of an Iranian super state at 
the heart of the region were prevalent, but this worst-case scenario failed 
to materialize. Additionally, despite the valid notion that “the security 
and independence of the region is a vital US interest” suggestions that 
“a recommitment by President Clinton to the principles of the Carter 
Doctrine—a renewal of US vows to the Gulf—might be both welcome and 
appropriate” appeared self-serving on behalf of Brzezinski who had helped 
to prepare the unloved, unlamented doctrine.135

In Dual Containment the Clinton administration had a policy, which 
along with arms control and Arab–Israeli peace, formed a three-strand 
Middle East strategy, the successful implementation of which could have 
bought sweeping change in a vital part of the world. Like the eventual 
grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, however, the biggest 
hurdle came not in devising the initiative but in implementing the policy. 
For Dual Containment to be effective, the United States needed to convince 
Russia and China not to sell Iran weapons and nuclear reactors and to 
persuade Germany, the United Kingdom, and Japan to cut off loans. Not 
surprisingly, these countries were hesitant to do so at a time of economic 
instability when it meant “forgoing a market whose imports from Europe 
were over $10 billion and from Japan over $2.5 billion in 1992.”136 Neither 
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was the administration’s cause aided when the World Bank loaned Iran 
$165 million to upgrade its electrical power system in March 1993.137 
Given this environment, it is perhaps not surprising that the policy was 
unable to produce the result that was hoped for.

However, during the Clinton years, neither Iran nor Iraq made forays 
into foreign lands, as Dual Containment effectively kept Saddam “in 
his box” for the remainder of the decade. This, however, was a short-
term solution that did little to end Iran’s support for Hezbollah. In Iraq, 
Saddam’s conventional forces were rebuilt following his defeat in Desert 
Storm, allowing him to impose his will over Shiite Muslim rebels in 
southern Iraq and the Kurdish rebels in the north. Gradual alterations 
to Dual Containment led to its eventual demise, and by November 1998 
the administration changed its policy to containment plus regime change. 
Martin Indyk insisted that the objective was not only to contain Saddam, 
“but also to help the Iraqi people remove him and set up a different kind 
of government.” The administration took the opposite approach to Iran. 
Viewing the changes implemented following the election of Khatami, the 
administration indicated that it was ready to move toward an engagement 
with Iran. Regretfully, the Tehran regime failed to respond as hoped. The 
policy continued unabated, but Indyk declared that “Whereas what we’re 
saying is on the Iraqi side it’s containment plus regime change, we’re saying 
on the Iranian side it’s containment until they are ready for engagement.”

Dual Containment maintained the sanctions imposed by the United 
Nations in the aftermath of the Gulf War. This policy did not initially 
endorse regime change since the administration believed that doing so would 
invite an armed conflict that had no backing from Congress, the population 
or within the administration itself. Dual Containment, therefore, fitted the 
administration’s overall approach to the Middle East, which was viewed 
as a two-way process: “The more we succeeded with making peace, the 
easier it would be to contain these two regimes that were threatening our 
interests. The more we succeeded in containing them, the easier it would 
be to pursue comprehensive peace.”138 Anthony Lake was more direct: 
“It was more ‘These guys can screw up what’s going on in the rest of the 
world and we need to contain them and implement the change.’”139 Dual 
Containment did not provide a lasting solution, but throughout the 1990s 
it proved effective at restricting both Iran and Iraq without strengthening 
either side, demonstrating a theoretical alternative to a balance of power 
strategy in the Persian Gulf.

The Tarnoff doctrine

The Clinton administration’s position was not eased on May 25, 1993, 
when Under Secretary of State for Policy, Peter Tarnoff, appeared to reverse 
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US foreign policy that had endured for more than 40 years.140 Washington, 
DC is renowned for “official and unofficial information leaks as well as 
trial balloons for new initiatives,” but what became known as the Tarnoff 
Doctrine was especially problematic for the Clinton administration.141 
Tarnoff was attempting to explain the new administration’s approach 
to foreign policy, however, by making his remarks off-the-record, he 
unnecessarily caused editors to seek verification. This led to denials and 
confusion that could have been avoided had the administration been more 
adroit in its dealings with the Washington press corps.

In remarks that reflected Bill Clinton’s campaign pledge to focus on the 
economy, Tarnoff insisted America’s “economic interests are paramount” 
and would cause the United States to “define the extent of its commitment 
and make a commitment commensurate with those realities,” that may “fall 
short of what some Americans would like and others would hope for.”142 
Tarnoff was forthright, as he believed he was presenting a nonattributable 
briefing: “We’re talking about new rules of engagement for the United 
States and new limits,” he noted, since “we don’t have the money.”143 This 
was a pragmatic approach to policy in which financial considerations were 
weighed. Tarnoff insisted “there may be occasions in the future where the 
United States acts unilaterally—if we perceive an imminent danger very 
close to home.”144 When such situations arose, the administration planned 
to act, but every deployment had to be considered “case by case,” with 
the administration being prepared to limit foreign intervention to “what 
we think is appropriate.”145 This approach was the result of economic 
realities and the administration’s decision to prioritize domestic spending, 
which impacted the funds available to foreign initiatives. Tarnoff stressed 
that in a time of deficits the “importance of money” ensured a “constant 
preoccupation” with expenditure.146

Tarnoff appeared to advocate a less interventionist foreign policy, 
arguing that the United States was not the world’s policeman: “We simply 
don’t have the leverage, we don’t have the influence, we don’t have the 
inclination to use military force, we certainly don’t have the money to 
bring to bear the kind of pressure which will produce positive results 
anytime soon.”147 This was a new administration with new priorities, 
which Tarnoff acknowledged may not be universally welcomed and may 
be “difficult for our friends to understand,” but noted “it’s not different by 
accident; it’s different by design.”148 Financial realities and new priorities 
ensured that a new era was inevitable, in which roles and responsibilities 
were changing and in which “there will have to be genuine power-sharing 
and responsibility sharing.”149 Tarnoff used the debate over intervention 
in Bosnia to explain that inaction represented a calculated withdrawal 
from overseas commitments, not a policy failure: the administration was 
“determined not to go in there and take over Bosnia policy,” Tarnoff 
insisted, adding that the United States would not “take over” if other 
nations could do so.150
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Tarnoff’s briefing was in keeping with statements that had been issued 
previously by the Clinton White House and those that followed for the 
next 8 years: together when possible, alone when necessary—but this was 
not how the briefing was reported. Instead, headlines screamed “Reduced 
US World Role Outlined But Soon Altered” (Washington Post), “Clinton 
Foreign Policy Appears to Retreat From Decades of US World Leadership” 
(Baltimore Sun). Almost a year later, the New York Times continued to 
misquote Tarnoff, as evidence that the United States had “an administration 
that does not believe in the commitment of American power, purpose and 
resolve to keep the peace.”151 Paul Wolfowitz, who addressed the briefing in 
his assessment of Clinton’s first year in office, exacerbated this, noting that 
it was “simply common sense” for the United States “to summon as much 
international support as possible and spread the burden of action to as 
many partners as possible” as it had throughout the Cold War. Wolfowitz 
warned darkly, however, that “it is something else to say, as Undersecretary 
of State Peter Tarnoff apparently did, that the United States can no longer 
afford to act except multilaterally.”152 Except, of course, that this is not 
what Tarnoff had said.

Tarnoff’s briefing did not stay off-the-record for long, as its implications 
demanded an official statement. When it came, it was an apparent 
rebuke from Warren Christopher, who insisted that the remarks did not 
represent official policy “if the implication is that we’d step back from 
our leadership role.” Christopher added, “there is no derogation of our 
powers and our responsibility to lead.”153 When a White House official 
stressed Tarnoff’s statement was “not our foreign policy,” it appeared 
that the undersecretary had been tasked with issuing a statement that 
served as a reminder of the new rules of engagement, while being plausibly 
deniable.154 Despite Christopher’s rebuke, many viewed Tarnoff’s remarks 
as an accurate reflection of the administration’s approach to foreign policy, 
suggesting that Clinton’s “abdication of American leadership and his 
reluctance to sustain attention on a US Grand Strategy, all gave rise to the 
impression that Washington was locked in a policy of inertia and drift.”155 
The situation was exacerbated by the response from the White House; 
although the State Department inadvertently released Tarnoff’s schedule 
that included the briefing, White House Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers 
refused to identify him as the source because the briefing had been off-the-
record and nonattributable.156 State Department Press Secretary Richard 
Boucher faced the bizarre situation of journalists offering him transcripts 
of the briefings, derived from their own recordings, for the administration 
to comment upon in circumstances that did little to boost confidence.

The Tarnoff briefing caused a rewrite for a speech the secretary of state 
gave in Minneapolis 3 days later, which made 23 references to American 
leadership in an effort “to dispel any suggestion at home or abroad that the 
first Democratic administration in a dozen years was sounding a retreat.”157 
Christopher noted that the United States faced “many challenges” that 
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were “unlike any in the nation’s history.” He insisted, however, that this 
meant the United States “must be more engaged internationally, not less; 
more ardent in our promotion of democracy, not less; more inspired in our 
leadership, not less.”158 The speech reinforced Tarnoff’s comments, which 
reflected Clinton’s campaign statements that successful foreign policies 
needed to be based on solid economic foundations. Neither Tarnoff, nor 
his colleagues in the administration, were advocating anything that had 
not previously been espoused by officials dating back several decades; that 
America’s allies should take a greater role in their own protection; and that 
US intervention depended on the circumstances of each situation. However, 
“since the president had not yet made a major pronouncement about his 
foreign policy principles or priorities, Tarnoff’s words filled a conceptual 
vacuum.”159 Tarnoff’s announcement was in keeping with the attempt to 
have foreign policy dealt with by a specific element of the administration 
(as it had been on the campaign), allowing the president and his key advisers 
to focus on domestic affairs. However, while this avoided the necessity of 
involving the president in the rigmaroles associated with such a high-profile 
declaration, it raised questions about the administration’s dedication to the 
policy and reduced the credibility of its senior members who appeared to 
be upstaged by subordinates.

Tarnoff’s statement was in line with stated policy, but its delivery, 
subsequent denial, and attempts at explanation exacerbated the sense of an 
administration out of control. The New York Times argued that Tarnoff’s 
explanation was “a defensible, even sensible doctrine” but asked why its 
defense was left to “covert briefings by unnamed senior officials?” The 
paper argued that what was needed was a clear statement of intent: “A 
thoughtful Presidential speech on American values, interests and priorities 
in the world could also help enormously—especially if he then matches 
deeds to words.”160 Matching words to deeds became the administration’s 
central challenge in the months ahead as it sought to quell doubts over its 
ability to lead in the post-Cold War world.

Conclusion: Clinton’s poisoned chalice

All administrations inherit the detritus of their predecessors. However, 
in Clinton’s case, the presidential chalice was particularly toxic, if not 
altogether poisoned. Clinton assumed responsibility for US forces engaged 
in Somalia, off the Haitian coast, in Bosnia, and in the skies above Iraq. 
Little wonder, perhaps, that his first year in office appeared to be more 
concerned with “putting out fires” than devising a new grand strategy.161 
However, foreign policy was arguably the one area in which President 
Clinton appeared to lack self-confidence and, during the 1990s, there was 
a belief that foreign affairs were so remote to Americans that “success 
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would bring only fleeting advantage, much as George Bush’s Gulf War 
victory was unable to rescue his presidency.”162 When President Clinton 
addressed foreign policy he did so in relation to domestic and economic 
matters, which did little to inspire confidence. As informed as President 
Clinton could be in domestic matters, he seemed unengaged in his response 
to foreign policy issues. This is not to suggest that the commander-in-chief 
was disengaged from international relations, for clearly President Clinton 
“was not the foreign policy innocent he is often portrayed as.” However, it 
is clear that in his initial months in office ‘his primary concern was to revert 
the direction of the American economy.”163 The president’s foreign policy 
advisers advised him, but there was no clear plan emerging as attention 
was focused on the domestic agenda due to the lack of a discernable threat 
from overseas. The communications team did what they could with the 
material they had, but as Halperin observed, “I don’t feel that there was a 
problem communicating, there just was no specific policy to communicate 
since there was no doctrine at the time.”164

As smart as Clinton was in domestic matters, he seemed unfocused on 
foreign policy issues, where critics lamented the absence of a strategic outlook. 
Even the US ambassador to Great Britain noted the administration “almost 
turned foreign policy into a vaudeville act,” as international repercussions 
demonstrated that the president couldn’t abdicate interest over one area of 
government for the benefit of another.165 Clinton’s presidential inheritance 
was a world in flux that demanded close and immediate attention. Neither 
were forthcoming in the first months as the administration plunged from 
crisis to crisis, struggling with its new responsibilities and lacking focus 
and leadership. The best efforts of Clinton’s foreign policy team to espouse 
a new approach to foreign policy failed to generate enthusiasm as global 
events provided “real wake up calls for the administration. They may have 
been thinking about big strategic things, but when you are the big giant 
that’s the problem: you are vulnerable in places that people don’t know 
exist.”166
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CHAPTER THREE

A grand strategy emerges

By August 1993 the Berlin Wall was becoming a memory, but the Clinton 
administration had yet to announce a grand strategy to account for the 
shift in world events. However, while foreign policy appeared to be of 
secondary importance to the administration, this did not mean that 
international issues were not addressed. The Dual Containment policy 
for dealing with Iran and Iraq was developed at the State Department; 
Bob Bell’s team on the National Security Council were preparing the 
first drafts of the Nation Security Strategy Review; and the president had 
delivered a series of addresses that considered aspects of foreign policy.1 
However, the policy initiatives were developed and unveiled discreetly 
by Clinton’s national security team, while the president’s speeches had 
been too content to couch foreign policy in terms of economic issues. 
Therefore, despite the fact that the new evolving strategies were far more 
interlinked than was appreciated at the time, the public perception of the 
Clinton administration was far from positive. To address these growing 
concerns surrounding the direction of US Grand Strategy, the Clinton 
administration devised a series of policy announcements in September 
1993. All too quickly, however, the White House discovered how 
policy declarations could be neutered, as their theoretical efforts were 
overshadowed by real world events that challenged Clinton’s attempt to 
provide global leadership in the post-Cold War world.

The growing mood of unrest

During its first 8 months in office, the Clinton administration actively 
advanced domestic policies at the expense of foreign affairs. President 
Clinton’s Inaugural Address had all but ignored foreign policy and 
his speeches in the spring of 1993 approached the issue in terms of its 
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relationship to the economy. On each occasion the president referenced 
incidents and nations of concern, but failed to espouse a specific policy with 
which to address the world. By May 1993, Clinton’s public approval was 
36 percent, “the lowest for any postwar president at a comparable point in 
his first year.”2 The lack of a Clinton foreign policy produced what Time 
called, “That Sinking Feeling,” while Newsweek felt the nation was on 
“The Road to Indecision.” Writing in September 1993, Jonathan Clarke 
lamented that the Clinton administration, “bristling as it is with academic 
talent,” was “content to live hand to mouth on foreign policy, embracing 
stale concepts from the bygone era of the Cold War.” Clarke noted that 
despite Clinton’s criticism of President Bush’s “lack of vision and despite 
promises of a “fresh assessment” of US foreign policy, the president, it 
seems, either doesn’t comprehend or doesn’t wish to grapple with the fact 
that in foreign policy terms he stands at a historic crossroads.”3 Within 
the White House, President Clinton was growing increasingly tired of 
constant references to the “post-Cold War” era, believing the expression 
to be “agnostic, provincial, backward-looking.” Worse still, “it was an 
admission that while everyone knew what was finished, no one knew what 
had taken its place, to say nothing of what would or should come next. 
He didn’t want his presidency to coincide with an age of uncertainty.”4 
Providing a new definition for the era was becoming almost as pressing a 
matter as providing a new grand strategy.

The president’s predicament was not aided by his disregard for cabinet-
level structures, including the National Security Council, as formal meetings 
chaired by the president became rare. Although he immersed himself in 
domestic affairs, President Clinton tended to avoid meetings with his foreign 
policy advisers. Anthony Lake attempted to set a specific time to brief the 
president and met weekly for lunch with Warren Christopher, but Clinton’s 
dedication to domestic affairs prevented him from being sufficiently engaged 
in the “larger contemplative discussions.”5 Lake, although experienced in 
Washington, lacked the relationship with Clinton that was needed to serve 
as a surrogate for a president focused on domestic policy.6 This was not 
helped by his decision to adopt “the lowest profile of any national security 
adviser since Reagan’s immortal Judge Clark.”7

It was clear that many within the administration were ambiguous about 
foreign policy; the fact that President Bush had been hindered in his bid for 
reelection by a perceived preoccupation with foreign affairs convinced them 
the subject was potentially toxic. The administration, therefore, sought to 
keep foreign policy contained so the president could “put more than half 
[of his] energies and intensity into these other things.”8 However, the belief 
that foreign policy was being delegated to subordinates led to concerns 
that Clinton had “spent too little time schooling himself in the vagaries of 
foreign policy.”9 Foreign policy was drafted and enacted in the first months 
of the Clinton administration, but it was done quietly and without the 
president’s active involvement.
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This was not something that most were aware of, so that by the summer 
of 1993 it was suggested that the administration lacked even a basic 
foreign policy and the president’s “ideas about the world and his policy 
preferences were mostly borrowed.”10 To get away from his “reactive, seat-
of-the-pants” approach to foreign policy, Clinton needed to construct a 
concept of America’s place in the world in order to “protect the interests 
and project the values of the United States.” This needed to be done “while 
simultaneously finding significant savings in those sections of the budget 
devoted to defense and international discretionary spending.”11 However, 
the world was not about to wait for the administration to perform such a 
political juggling act.

Within the NSC, a growing realization emerged in the summer of 1993 
that change was needed. Experts were “looking to hear an overarching 
theme and to sense that this administration has a coherent, strategic vision 
for its foreign policy.” The White House began to appreciate a growing 
concern that Clinton was “comfortable with ‘ad hocery’ and . . . content 
to say that the post-Cold War era does not lend itself to an overall strategy 
and theme, and we will simply have to make policy case-by-case.” Despite 
the repeated assertions of Warren Christopher, internal memos expressed 
concern over a perceived lack of direction and structure: “Most foreign 
policy thinkers are NOT prepared to accept the notion of an administration 
without a central, overarching strategy and not ready to concede that the 
world simply does not lend itself to gameplans anymore.” This was a total 
repudiation of Warren Christopher’s most basic approach to his position 
and after 6 months in the job the NSC were reporting that “There is still 
an expectation that we can articulate and deliver on a long-range plan that 
gives people a comfortable feeling that we are not simply managing crises, 
but organizing the world.”12

Contrary to reports at the time suggesting that US foreign policy was in 
“disarray and confusion” and that “flips and flops of policy toward Bosnia, 
Somalia, Haiti, North Korea and China . . . have elicited ridicule from 
all points on the political spectrum,” the administration did have specific 
foreign policy aspirations.13 Its aim was to place the US relationship with 
Russia “on a very strong footing” and to pass “a new and streamlined 
defense programme.”14 Neither the administration nor the president failed 
to recognize the significance of foreign policy, but in the initial months it 
was “too busy trying to do, rather than to sort out a pre-existing doctrine.”15 
The administration also unashamedly prioritized the promise of domestic 
reform that was credited with securing its election. As the president 
noted, “I wanted to be able to devote most of the first year to dealing 
with the domestic problems of the country that I thought were necessary to 
strengthen us so that we could formulate and carry out a successful foreign 
policy in the post-Cold War world.”16 Yet, conversely, it was recognized 
that the administration had a unique opportunity. As Morton Halperin 
noted, “there was the perception at the end of the Cold War that there was 
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the lack of a threat and so we had an opportunity to deal with longer-term 
problems and opportunity to do things in keeping with our interests and 
values.” Bringing these interests and values to bear in a rapidly evolving 
geopolitical environment proved to be the central challenge for the Clinton 
White House.

devising Clinton’s doctrine

The Clinton administration came to Washington openly divided on the 
wisdom of espousing a presidential doctrine. Throughout US history and 
particularly during the Cold War, administrations developed a series of 
principles to guide their global conduct. The concept of a presidential 
doctrine is largely predicated on the belief that only by articulating such a 
vision can an administration claim to be directing events, rather than being 
at the whim of history. During the initial months of the administration, 
President Clinton “was content to focus on his domestic agenda rather than 
formulate a doctrine. There was a preference to deal with events rather than 
formulate doctrines.”17 With a world in flux, many believed that such a 
doctrine risked offering a hostage to fortune that may be rendered irrelevant 
by a rapidly transforming world environment. In his confirmation hearing, 
Warren Christopher refused “to fit the foreign policy of the next four years 
into the straitjacket of some neatly tailored doctrine.”18 Others, however, 
felt a doctrine was needed that was “adoptive to the impulses at work in 
the world . . . that would encapsulate the conclusions of those working in 
the foreign policy team.”19

The necessity of devising a new strategy was compounded by internal 
debate concerning the validity of previous strategies. President Clinton 
was convinced that no grand strategies had sufficiently explained “how to 
exert American leadership against the global threats posed by Hitler and 
Stalin.” Instead, he believed that FDR and Truman had “powerful instincts 
about what had to be done, and they just made it up as they went along.” 
The president suggested that the sense of an overarching policy had been 
applied retrospectively, as the victors wrote their own histories, a practice 
that continued unabated and which perpetuated the “huge myth that we 
always knew what we were doing during the Cold War.” Despite this, the 
president recognized that the public needed to have policy explained to 
them in a simple, coherent fashion: “You’ve still got to be able to crystallize 
complexity in a way people get right away.” Clinton realized in 1993 that 
this was not happening. Instead, he complained, “The operative problem 
of the moment is that a bunch of smart people haven’t been able to come up 
with a new slogan.”20

Differences of opinion within the administration regarding the relative 
benefits of a presidential doctrine were compounded by bureaucratic and 
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personal challenges. In June 1993 Bob Boorstin of the NSC expressed 
his concern to Mark Gearan, Assistant to the President and Director 
of Communications and Strategic Planning, that “there is little or no 
coordination between domestic and foreign policy messages . . . our 
external communications failures are grounded in dysfunctional internal 
communications in the Executive Office of the President.” The impact 
of such issues was that “people don’t talk to each other. Meetings don’t 
include relevant parties. People don’t show up at meetings, and then 
countermand decisions. Decisions are made, remade and then reversed.” 
The result of this was “confusion, both in message and policy.” The NSC 
sought to rectify this and called for the integration of the administration’s 
foreign policy message with its domestic message. It recognized that 
this was “a hazardous and complicated undertaking,” but stressed that 
the administration had thus far “not developed an easy to understand 
‘Clinton doctrine’ that is in line with our domestic themes.” As a result, 
the “haphazard approach threatens to bury domestic events that we want 
to stress or to highlight foreign policy issues that we could muffle with 
domestic pronouncements.”21

The operational logic behind such a document was open to question. 
While a grand strategy document may have been congressionally mandated, 
the actual benefit may have been purely for public consumption. As Anthony 
Lake conceded,

These strategy papers are seen as opportunities to provide coherence for 
the bureaucracy for what the strategy is and to make public statements 
of what the strategy is and to inform the Congress, as legally required 
at the time, as to what the strategy is and in the process of working 
on them to get the very senior folks together. But the process involves 
putting together a lot of the things that you are doing with the general 
strategy. It is not a process of saying, “OK, first, what’s our strategy 
and then secondly, what are all of our polices,” because the world just 
doesn’t work that way.22

However, as criticism mounted over his apparent disengagement, 
President Clinton ordered his foreign policy advisers to combine the 
administration’s policies into a discernable concept to capture the public 
attention and provide a rallying call for politicians. The plan called for 
the president to unveil the strategy in his address to the UN General 
Assembly in September 1993 and be underscored in speeches by Warren 
Christopher, Anthony Lake, and Madeleine Albright. The speeches 
were designed to do more than inform the public and Washington elite 
about the direction of policy; they were used “to drive decisions and 
focus the bureaucracy” and specifically designed “to force consensus 
internally.”23 However, as a senior administration official said, “with 
no Cold War, the threats are more amorphous. The rallying ground is  
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more difficult to find. It’s tough to put US policy goals on a bumper 
sticker.”24

The NSC had been drafting material for a grand strategy document, but 
with no success. As Morton Halperin revealed: “There is no general staff 
to do stuff like this at the NSC. At State they’d have the Policy Planning 
Staff do it. At the NSC it fell under the Defense Directorate and Robert 
Bell’s people were involved in drafting it, but Lake was unsatisfied with 
it.”25 As a result Halperin was asked to come up with a coherent policy. 
Accordingly, Halperin, Anthony Lake, and NSC staff members Jeremy 
Rosner, Donald Steinberg, and Leon Fuerth began the task of “devising a 
strategic vision with an accompanying catchphrase.”26 The challenge was 
to produce a doctrine that embodied the foreign policy ideas articulated on 
the campaign: reconstructing US military and security capabilities, elevating 
the role of economics in international affairs, and promoting democracy. 
The aim was to dispel the perception that the administration had an ad 
hoc foreign policy while making it “simple so people would understand 
the heart of the strategy, while writing a fairly nuanced speech that did not 
overstate what we could do.”27

Leon Fuerth advocated “Global Civilization,” a concept Al Gore 
developed in his book, Earth in the Balance.28 It emphasized continued 
US leadership in the post-Cold War world and insisted that failure to 
do so invited “a decent towards chaos.” The philosophy fitted with the 
administration’s position that the United States needed to discharge its 
“obligation to world leadership,” since the end of the Cold War should 
cause the West “to do more than merely indulge in self-congratulation.” 
Gore’s position was in keeping with Anthony Lake’s philosophy that 
“Enlightened governments and their leaders must play a major role in 
spreading awareness of the problems, in framing practical solutions, in 
offering a vision of the future we want to create.” Yet Gore also introduced 
a Clintonesque rationale as he stressed the “substantial economic and 
geopolitical benefits for the United States.”29 Despite this, Lake felt 
“Global Civilization” failed to convey the scale of the new policies the 
administration was seeking to unveil. It was also a concept associated 
closely with the vice president, recognized for his work in foreign policy 
and the exercise would have backfired if it were believed that Gore was 
defining and devising foreign policy.

At the height of the internal quest for a definition of policy, George 
Kennan advised the Clinton administration to reconsider their actions. He 
lamented that in retrospect he “had tried to pack so much diagnosis and 
prescription into three syllables,” a folly that led to “great and misleading 
oversimplification of analysis and policy.” Instead, Kennan recommended 
drafting a “thoughtful paragraph or more, rather than trying to come 
up with a bumper sticker.” When notified, President Clinton observed 
wryly, “That’s why Kennan’s a great diplomat and scholar and not a 
politician.”30
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Eventually “Democratic Enlargement” emerged as Lake’s chosen 
description of policies required in the post-Cold War world. It fell to the 
NSC’s Senior Director for Legislative Affairs, Jeremy Rosner to prepare 
the documents that stressed the US intention to “remain the world’s pre-
eminent military power and its chief advocate for liberalizing the global 
economy” a ploy to be unveiled in a series of speeches in September 1993.31 
President Clinton appreciated that Democratic Enlargement signified 
the notion that as free states grew, the international order became more 
prosperous, more secure, and likened the concept to the Domino Theory 
in reverse.32 Democratic Enlargement posited that where command 
economies collapsed, free markets may rise and flourish: “What Clinton 
liked best about Lake’s Enlargement policy was the way it was inextricably 
linked to economic renewal with its emphasis on making sure the United 
States remained the number one exporter.”33 Lake and the NSC staff had 
tailored a bespoke foreign policy to match the aspirations of the president 
and his domestic agenda. The administration finally appeared to have an 
agreed upon grand strategy concept with which to engage the post-Cold 
War world. In September 1993, in a week of high-profile speeches, it was 
unveiled to a waiting world.

Warren Christopher’s address

The policy announcements got off to a poor start, however, as the first 
official to address the issue was Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, 
whose support for the new concept was less than total. Speaking at 
Columbia University on September 20, 1993, Christopher alluded to 
Democratic Enlargement, but without any enthusiasm and singularly failed 
to reference it directly, revealing the “typical” and “cautious” approach of 
the department.34 The focus of Christopher’s remarks was the Middle East 
peace process, which had been energized by agreements between Israel and 
the Palestinians. This was promoted as a priority for the administration 
since “the real barrier to peace between the Israelis and Palestinians—the 
psychological barrier—has been breached.”35 Christopher revealed plans 
to provide $250 million to the Palestinians over the next 2 years. While 
conceding that the money would come from the foreign aid budget, leaving 
less for other countries, Christopher confirmed that aid to Israel and 
Egypt would remain at current levels, which in 1993 totaled $3 billion 
and $2.1 billion a year respectfully, accounting for more than one-third of 
the US foreign aid budget.36 Christopher also revealed the administration 
had decided it could not count on the United Nations to keep order in the 
post-Cold War world, since it was often unwilling to take military action 
except in instances where the US had demonstrated a willingness to act 
unilaterally if necessary.
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Christopher appeared to be a warm up act for Anthony Lake and gave 
notice that the national security adviser’s speech would “address the broad 
outlines of our foreign policy. His speech will reflect broad policy discussions 
within our administration and I commend it to your attention.”37 He did 
not indicate that Lake would unveil specifics or agreed upon concepts. 
Christopher was used to dealing with traditional foreign policy concepts 
and believed that the theories developed by Anthony Lake and the NSC 
staff went too far.38 As Nancy Soderberg noted, “The State Department 
tried its own hand at defining America’s doctrine and put forth its own 
plan, everyone was trying to find something, all coming up with their own 
ways of trying to get at the same idea of what the United States had to do.”39 
The lack of overall policy coordination was revealing.

Rather than endorsing Democratic Enlargement, Christopher offered a 
policy of Engagement, which he referenced five times. His speech utilized 
a false construct as the secretary of state insisted “in the latest round in a 
century-old debate between engagement and isolationism, the United States 
chooses Engagement.” Yet this was a false debate since no one was seriously 
advocating a policy of isolationism, while Engagement was a concept 
previously espoused by James Baker and Gary Hart. Christopher intoned 
that the central purpose of US foreign policy was “to ensure the security of 
our nation and to ensure its economic prosperity as well—and to promote 
democratic values.” His second justification for Engagement was security, 
in a concession to classic power politics where Christopher felt at ease. 
US national interest was spelt out in the ensuing national security strategy 
documents, but Christopher asserted that the United States “must maintain 
its military strength and reinvigorate its economy so that we can retain the 
option to act alone when that is best for us.” In defending its interests, the 
United States would not necessarily act alone and Christopher was at pains 
to stress the pragmatic approach the administration intended to adopt. He 
discussed how collective action could “advance American foreign policy 
interests. It can bolster our efforts to stem the proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction, to knock down barriers to global trade and to protect 
the environment. We have also seen that collective action requires—and 
cannot replace—American leadership.”

Christopher sounded a scornful note when he suggested that the 
speculation surrounding policy development was of secondary importance 
to the implementation of diplomacy, noting that while “this largely 
tactical debate on the means of American engagement has proceeded, 
President Clinton has been meeting the key foreign policy tests and 
challenges.” It was, however, a debate that had been brewing within the 
administration itself, both between and within departments. Clinton’s 
challenges included addressing potential crises that could threaten the 
United States in the future, such as democratic reversals in Russia and 
the risk of ethnic conflict in Europe. As Christopher noted, “If any of 
these things comes to pass-then our own security and our ability to 
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focus on domestic renewal will be directly put at risk.” These potential 
developments were highlighted to justify Christopher’s stance regarding 
continued US engagement. The alternative, he stressed, must be rejected 
“for the dangerous argument that it is . . . the pied pipers of isolationism 
misread the history of this century . . . they minimize the threats to our 
security.”40 However, suggestions that the alternative to Engagement 
was isolationism dramatically overstated the case. Calls for isolationism 
had been heard only from Pat Buchanan and the defeated fringe of the 
Republican Party and no one anticipated that such a policy would be 
enacted by the Clinton administration.

Christopher’s lack of reference to the agreed upon concept of Democratic 
Enlargement was noticeable. The missing element in Christopher’s speech 
was indicative of differences at the heart of the administration, between 
those who espoused an embrace of Democratic Enlargement and those who 
felt it was a step too far. It seemed that this was an effort by the State 
Department to dampen expectations in regard to US adventurism in the 
1990s and betrayed Christopher’s pedigree as a Cold War diplomat, ill 
prepared for the realities through which President Clinton was governing. 
This was a fact that had already dawned on the White House; “The idea 
that you’re going to get independent thinking from Warren Christopher 
is ridiculous,” lamented a Clinton adviser.41 The Berlin Wall may have 
fallen but the Cold War mentality of a state-based approach to foreign 
policy remained constant, for as Nancy Soderberg noted after leaving 
office, “The world had changed and the government hadn’t changed with 
it.”42 Christopher personified this mentality, a shortcoming that hindered 
the administration and reduced its standing around the globe, repeatedly 
confirming fears that “his personality was too restrained for him to be 
effective.”43 The fact that the secretary of state failed to publicly endorse 
the new policy spoke volumes about the level of support the initiative had 
within the administration. It was indicative not only of the challenges that 
the policy faced, but also of tensions within the administration between the 
State Department and the National Security Council.

madeleine Albright’s address

While Warren Christopher could be accused of paying lip service to the 
new policy, the same could not be said of US Ambassador to the United 
Nations, Madeleine Albright. In her address at the National War College 
on September 23, Albright openly supported the idea of enhancing 
democracy and empowering nations to take steps toward human rights 
and political reform. This stance marked her as a dove to many, however, 
as a firm advocate of military intervention when necessary, she was viewed 
as a hawk within the Clinton administration. Eight months into office 
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and with questions being asked about the direction of foreign policy at 
the White House, Albright noted that “a debate has raged about whether 
it is necessary to spell out a set of specific circumstances—a checklist—
describing when America will or will not contemplate the use of military 
force.” Despite these having been issued in the past, Albright suggested 
that “Too much precision in public, however well-intentioned, can 
impinge on the flexibility of the commander-in-chief or generate dangerous 
miscalculations abroad.”44 Perhaps not surprisingly, she has subsequently 
stated her belief that the search for a new doctrine was “merely a public 
relations device and not very helpful in practical terms.”45

Notwithstanding such concerns, Albright’s speech developed the 
themes that the administration had chosen to unveil, announcing the 
policy goals as being “to strengthen the bonds among those countries that 
make up the growing community of major market democracies . . . to help 
emerging democracies get on their feet . . . to reform or isolate the rogue 
states . . . to contain the chaos and ease the suffering in regions of greatest 
humanitarian concern.” Unlike Christopher, Albright made specific 
reference to the policy, insisting that “taken together, our strategy looks to 
the enlargement of democracy and markets abroad” and presented a tour 
de force of the administration’s view of the world.

Albright was quick to note that while few mourned the passing of 
the Cold War and its Containment policy, “anyone who concludes that 
foreign adversaries, conflicts and disasters do not affect us misreads the 
past, misunderstands the present and will miss the boat in the future.” 
Whereas Christopher felt Lake’s Democratic Enlargement concept went 
too far, Ambassador Albright appeared to suggest that it could have gone 
much farther. Her previously espoused concept of Assertive Multilateralism 
adopted a liberal internationalist approach that sought to preserve US 
involvement abroad at a reduced cost by working through alliances and 
international organizations, enabling a sharing of the burdens. Albright 
acknowledged that “some say we must make rigid choices between unilateral 
and multilateral, global and regional, force and diplomacy. But that is not 
true . . . We have a full range of foreign policy tools with which to work and 
we will choose those that will be most effective in each case.”

Albright continued her use of the “assertive” prefix, insisting that “as a 
result of our assertive diplomacy,” the United States had garnered “global 
support for sanctions against Libya for shielding the alleged saboteurs of 
Pan Am 103, against Iraq for its continued failure to meet its obligations 
following the Persian Gulf War and against Haiti prior to the agreement 
reached recently to restore democratic rule.” Despite her personal preference 
for multilateral action, Albright stressed the unilateral options that the 
United States was willing to initiate when necessary, highlighting President 
Clinton’s strike on Saddam Hussein’s military intelligence headquarters in 
response to an attempt to kill President Bush. She also placed Clinton’s 
willingness to embrace unilateral action in a wider context: “If America’s 
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vital economic interests are at risk . . . or if terrorists need to be tracked 
down . . . President Clinton will not hesitate to act as a commander-in-chief 
to protect America.” It was, however, revealing that Albright was chosen 
to speak about the use of military force in the post-Cold War world, as she 
was not representing the Pentagon and her direct reporting line was to the 
State Department. The content, tone, and location of the speech indicated 
that it could, and perhaps should, have been delivered by Defense Secretary 
Aspin who was noticeably absent from the high-profile addresses that were 
made that September.

Despite the military component of the speech, the central focus 
of Albright’s remarks was the future of the United States within a 
UN framework. Albright was at pains to highlight the benefits and 
the drawbacks of continued cooperation, particularly in the area of 
peacekeeping operations. The administration saw the benefits that such 
missions brought by way of reducing rivalry with the former USSR, but 
expressed concern at the expansion of such missions, particularly in 
addressing ethnic conflicts: “More peace-keeping operations in the past 
five years than in the previous forty-three; a sevenfold increase in troops; 
a tenfold increase in budget; and a dramatic but immeasurable increase 
in danger and complexity.” At best, Albright insisted, such missions 
“have the potential to act as a ‘force multiplier’ in promoting the interests 
in peace and stability that we share with other nations.” Despite these 
potential benefits, Albright was forthright in her observations regarding 
the flaws in peacekeeping operations, insisting that “UN peace-keepers 
need reformed budget procedures, more dependable sources of military 
and civilian personnel, better training, better intelligence, better 
command and control, better equipment and more money.” Accordingly, 
the administration expected reform of the UN decision-making process 
on peacekeeping and insisted that key issues be addressed prior to any 
future commitment. These included ensuring that a cease-fire was already 
in place, that an exit strategy was agreed upon, that the mission had 
clearly defined objectives, and that sufficient resources be made available 
to ensure success. Albright announced that the administration was 
“preparing guidelines for American participation that will promise greater 
assistance in specialized areas such as logistics, training, intelligence, 
communications, and public affairs.” Notable in their absence was 
reference to troops or to the latest technology.

The speech occurred at a time when the administration was being 
critiqued for its embrace of the United Nations, forcing Albright to 
walk a fine line between support for the organization and a defense of 
US sovereignty and determination to act unilaterally when necessary. 
Ambassador Albright outlined the administration’s policy on multinational 
peacekeeping operations within a framework of Democratic Enlargement. 
The administration, she insisted, supported the United Nations, but 
understood “that there are limits to what that partnership can achieve for  
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the United States . . . we cannot rely on the UN as a substitute guarantor 
for the vital interests of the United States.” Pragmatism reigned supreme in 
the Clinton White House and “The tools that America will use to carry out 
its foreign policy will be both unilateral and multilateral.” Albright wanted 
to leave no doubt that the United States had “strong reason to help build 
a United Nations that is increasingly able and effective. But America will 
never entrust its destiny to other than American hands.”46

The Clinton administration initially believed that US participation in 
UN-led actions may remove some of the military burden shouldered by 
the United States and allow the president to concentrate on his domestic 
agenda. That did not mean that America intended to surrender her right to 
act alone and Albright asserted the nation’s right to act unilaterally where 
its interests were at stake. Such declarations, however, were included 
primarily to appease the administration’s domestic critics and belied the 
fact that the evolving US Grand Strategy reflected a Wilsonian belief in 
multilateralism and a sense that action through international institutions 
could foster global peace. However, not all were convinced by such 
Wilsonian principles. Unilateralists felt that America should and could 
act alone and rejected involvement where humanitarian needs did not 
represent a challenge to American self-interest. They feared the Clinton 
administration was ceding too much authority to the United Nations in 
what Senator Robert Dole called “an abdication of American leadership.”47 
Ambassador Albright’s address was an attempt to refute such allegations, 
while stressing the limits to America’s embrace of multilateralism.

The speech also reflected a Senate Foreign Relations Committee report 
of August 1993 that stipulated clear mandates should be provided to troops 
going into war zones and that a realistic time frame of action should be 
prepared so that operations could be properly planned and implemented. 
However, neither Albright nor the Senate ruled out using American troops 
in multinational peacekeeping operations where US interests were not 
threatened. Despite the attempt at a coordinated effort the administration 
was accused of “patching together, amid much internal squabbling, a policy 
framework,” with which to engage with the world.48

The presidential address

The presidential address at the United Nations on September 27, 1993 
should have been an historic event, as Bill Clinton became the first US 
president born after the foundation of the organization to address the 
General Assembly. With a new era, a new president and a new global strategy 
to deliver, this could have been a key moment in UN history. However, 
the president was under congressional pressure to justify continued 
involvement in UN peacekeeping operations and was forced to neuter his 
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advocacy of multilateralism. The president faced two distinct challenges: 
the need to reveal policies that adhered to his campaign promise of putting 
domestic affairs first and the need to outline a vision for America’s place 
in the world, which he had struggled to do in his first 8 months in office. 
While an American withdrawal from the world was never in question, the 
domestic focus of the administration and the anti-UN tone of Congress 
forced the president to dispel fears about continued US involvement in 
international affairs. The president advocated an activist foreign policy 
and full cooperation with the United Nations in a speech that called for 
the bolstering of democracy around the globe, new initiatives on weapons 
proliferation, environmental protection, and population control.

Never one to shy away from a Kennedy reference, Clinton attempted 
to cloak himself in the mantle of his fallen hero, telling the gathered 
dignitaries, “Thirty-two years ago, President Kennedy warned this 
Chamber that humanity lived under a nuclear sword of Damocles that 
hung by the slenderest of threads.” Under Clinton’s leadership, the United 
States was striving to heed Kennedy’s warning by “working with Russia, 
Ukraine, Belarus and others to take that sword down, to lock it away 
in a secure vault where we hope and pray it will remain forever.” While 
the threats that Kennedy spoke of may have been reduced, the end of the 
Cold War “removed the lid from many cauldrons of ethnic, religious and 
territorial animosity.” Clinton believed that this ensured nations must 
“work together more effectively in pursuit of our national interests and 
to think anew about whether our institutions of international cooperation 
are adequate.”49

Continuing a theme from the campaign, the president rejected the 
distinction between the domestic and international systems, describing 
them as inseparable, insisting that this was necessary if America was to 
compete economically and promote a more stable international system. To 
Clinton, domestic and foreign, as well as political and economic issues, 
were inextricably intertwined and what was needed “was an integrated 
approach in which foreign policy would take its place as part of an overall 
strategy for guaranteeing the security of present and future generations of 
Americans.”50 As a result, while this may have been an address on foreign 
policy, economics were never far from the surface. By 1993, the US economy 
was entwined in the global economy and its security with global security. 
Therefore, Clinton insisted that “a thriving and democratic Russia not 
only makes the world safer, it also can help to expand the world’s economy. 
And the growing economic power of China, coupled with greater political 
openness, could bring enormous benefits to all of Asia and to the rest of 
the world.” The administration believed that domestic problems should be 
prioritized, but that in an interdependent world foreign policy could not 
be considered in isolation.

It was on such a note that President Clinton introduced the policy of 
Democratic Enlargement. He insisted that America’s “overriding purpose” 
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must be to “expand and strengthen the world’s community of market-based 
democracies,” since democracy and free markets were “reducing suffering, 
fostering sustainable development, and improving health and living 
conditions.” This was a new policy for a new era. During the Cold War, 
the West “sought to contain a threat to the survival of free institutions”; 
now it should “seek to enlarge the circle of nations that live under those 
free institutions.” Democratic Enlargement was presented as a worldwide 
effort in which the United States supported “the consolidation of market 
democracy where it is taking new root, as in the states of the former Soviet 
Union and all over Latin America.” This was not to be a pax-Americana, 
however, as the president demanded this was “no crusade to force our way 
of life and doing things on others.” It was necessarily, however, a policy 
that depended on multilateral support, something that was soon to be in 
short supply as the future of the US relationship with the United Nations 
came into question.

Despite praising the United Nations for its peacekeeping activities 
and hailing it as the instrument that “holds the promise to resolve many 
of this era’s conflicts,” President Clinton used his address to demand 
changes in the way the United Nations embarked on and operated 
peacekeeping operations.51 The UN budget was of concern to many in 
Washington, despite its total budget being “roughly what the Pentagon 
spends every thirty-two hours.”52 There was a duality to the president’s 
speech, therefore, which insisted that the United States intended to 
continue to be engaged globally, while indicating to the Congress that 
future participation in UN peacekeeping was to be restricted. President 
Clinton may have believed in the United Nations, but he was forced to 
inoculate himself from congressional critics. He insisted that the United 
States had not supported peacekeeping missions “as some critics in the 
United States have charged, to subcontract American foreign policy,” 
but rather “to strengthen our security . . . and to share . . . the costs 
and effort of pursuing peace.” Despite the ambiguity in the president’s 
message, it was clear that the administration was ideologically committed 
to the United Nations in a way that many of its predecessors were not. 
Yet while Clinton supported the concept of multilateralism, he refused 
to surrender his powers as commander-in-chief, insisting that the 
United States intended to “work in partnership with others and through 
multilateral institutions,” while refusing to hesitate “when there is a 
threat to our core interests or to those of our allies.”53 This had long  
been US policy and remained so during the Clinton administration, as 
revealed in speeches and documents released during the campaign and 
its time in office.

Although time and events put the administration’s faith in multilateralism 
to the test, President Clinton’s UN address demonstrated that he was 
more than just a domestic president and the results were immediate—his 
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approval rating jumped to 56 percent, the highest since shortly after 
taking office.54 However, the mood in Washington prevented President 
Clinton from making a Kennedyesque call for sacrifice “to assure the 
survival and success of liberty” and this lack of absolute commitment 
led some to question his dedication to the international order.55 Indeed, 
despite the jump in his approval ratings, it was noted that his delivery 
“gave away the difference within him [between] domestic or foreign policy 
issues . . . He was wooden and projected little confidence.”56 It was further 
noted that, “If the belief takes hold in Washington that America need only 
provide the technology while others die on the ground, Clinton’s hopes of  
providing leadership will quickly dissipate.”57 After US losses in Somalia, 
however, this approach effectively became the operating principal for US 
forces for the remainder of the decade.

Anthony lake’s address

While the president spoke of America’s global status and its relationship 
with the United Nations, the speech was short on specifics. As a result, the 
clearest explanation of the Clinton administration’s foreign policy came 
not from the president but from Anthony Lake, in a speech delivered on 
September 21, 1993 entitled “From Containment to Enlargement.” It was 
to be the most succinct foreign policy statement to come out of the Clinton 
White House in its 8 years and set forth the administration’s view of the 
world and how it intended to shape it. Speaking at the School of Advanced 
International Studies at Johns Hopkins University, Lake argued that the 
end of the Cold War presented an opportunity to reassess America’s place 
in the world, as the United States returned to “debates about our role in the 
world that are as old as our Republic.”

Communism’s collapse presented a challenge that Lake believed was one 
of the greatest America could face: “whether we will be significantly engaged 
abroad at all.” As it enabled him to identify with the architects of the modern 
world, Lake was eager to highlight a similar debate after the Second World 
War that had “pitted those Democrats and Republicans whose creativity 
produced the architectures of postwar prosperity and security against 
those in both parties who would have had us retreat within the isolated 
shell we occupied in the 1920s and 1930s.” Lake may have made an ally of 
history, but he recognized that times had changed, for in 1993, “rallying 
Americans to bear the costs and burdens of international engagement is no 
less important. But it is much more difficult.” Americans were anticipating 
a peace dividend, not a call to arms, which hindered advocacy of an activist 
foreign policy. This public sentiment had contributed to Clinton’s election  
and, despite this paradox, Lake placed such concerns in their historical 
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context, recognizing that with the end of the Cold War, “there is no longer 
a consensus among the American people about why and even whether, our 
nation should remain engaged in the world.”

Lake was eager to dismiss two fashionable foreign policy concepts, 
insisting the United States faced neither the end of history nor a clash 
of civilizations, but rather “a moment of immense democratic and 
entrepreneurial opportunity.” What was needed was a policy that took 
account of the rapidly changing geopolitical circumstances, leading Lake 
to insist, “the successor to a doctrine of Containment must be a strategy 
of Enlargement, enlargement of the world’s free community of market 
democracies.” This policy promoted global democracy, isolated Iran and 
Iraq, and worked with the United Nations to implement international 
policies that combined America’s “broad goals of fostering democracy and 
markets with our more traditional geopolitical interests.”

As Lake surveyed the initial months of the Clinton administration, he 
implied that a policy of Democratic Enlargement was already in effect. The 
administration had “completed a sweeping review of our military strategy 
and forces . . . led a global effort to support the historic reforms in Russia 
. . . helped defend democracy in Haiti [and] facilitated major advances in 
the Middle East peace process.” However, he insisted that such an approach 
no longer sufficed; a doctrine was required to prevent dire consequences. 
If not, “foreign events can seem disconnected; individual setbacks may 
appear to define the whole,” resulting in “unwise cuts to our military force 
structure or readiness, a loss of the resources necessary for our diplomacy 
and thus erosion of US influence abroad.” Lake’s unveiling of a doctrinal 
approach was intended to shore up support and provide direction for future 
US foreign policy initiatives.

However, the Clinton administration was reliant on the United Nations 
to implement various aspects of its far-reaching Democratic Enlargement 
program and it was feared that this risked ceding too much power to the 
UN Secretary General. In this instance, Lake stressed that the argument 
between unilateralists and multilateralists was misplaced. Since both 
agreed that the United States had important interests abroad it should 
rely on a pragmatic use of both approaches: “We should act multilaterally 
where doing so advances our interests and . . . act unilaterally when that 
will serve our purpose. The simple question in each instance is: What 
works best?” This pragmatic approach to policy defined the Clinton 
administration, though it infuriated many and confounded others. On 
the policy of Democratic Enlargement, however, Lake was adamant: 
“I believe strongly that our foreign policies must marry principle and 
pragmatism.” Lake emphasized that the new policy had its roots in the 
history of the twentieth century, since “throughout the Cold War, we 
contained a global threat to market democracies; now we should seek to 
enlarge their reach, particularly in places of special significance to us.” 
Clearly Democratic Enlargement was designed to have a special meaning  
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to those with an East European heritage, a region that eventually benefited 
greatly from these new policies.

Underlying the policy of Democratic Enlargement was the notion of 
neo-Wilsonianism, which Lake attempted to implement, fully conscious 
of the historical parallel he was attempting to draw. Wilson, Lake 
explained, “understood that our own security is shaped by the character 
of foreign regimes.” The League of Nations failed, but “most presidents 
who followed, Republicans and Democrats alike, understood we must 
promote democracy and market economics in the world, because it 
protects our interests and security and because it reflects values that 
are both American and universal.” The Clinton administration built on 
Wilson’s legacy, and also drew inspiration from the post-Second World 
War generation, whose spirit America “needed to recapture in forging 
a coalition of the center.”58 To demonstrate his efforts in this direction, 
Lake consulted with Newt Gingrich on the formulation of Democratic 
Enlargement and attempted to fulfill his self-imposed mandate of delivering 
a concept that was “simple so that people would understand the heart of 
the strategy.”59 To do so, he equated the modern struggle with that of the 
Cold War, when Americans “knew we were trying to contain the creeping 
expansion of that big, red blob.” Now, Lake explained, “we might 
visualize our security mission as promoting the enlargement of the ‘blue 
areas’ of market democracies.”60 Gingrich concurred that no Republican 
could oppose the spread of democracy, but despite Gingrich’s “interesting 
comments, [he was not] committed to supporting us publicly.”61 The 
future Speaker of the House may have been a dedicated internationalist, 
but as the White House discovered, neither he nor his fellow Republicans 
hesitated to use foreign policy initiatives against the administration if it 
promised electoral reward.

Lake stressed that practical interests, not starry-eyed idealism, defined 
the Clinton administration: “This is not a democratic crusade; it is a 
pragmatic commitment to see freedom take hold where that will help us 
most.” For the plan to work, America needed to target its efforts “to assist 
states that affect our strategic interests, such as those with large economies, 
critical locations, nuclear weapons, or the potential to generate refugee 
flows into our own nation or into key friends and allies.” The policy was 
open to interpretation, so while Democratic Enlargement was presented as 
a challenge to the growing mood of neo-isolationism and a way to maintain 
American global leadership, Lake insisted that the United States was to 
be selective in its interventions. In this respect, Lake’s statement echoed 
the Tarnoff Doctrine, with implications for the global implementation of 
policy. It was this pragmatic approach that did much to raise doubts about 
the policy, as it granted the administration the right not to intervene when 
the mood suited. Indeed, the strategy rejected the belief that the United 
States was duty bound to promote constitutional democracy and human 
rights everywhere, as this was not a politically viable approach. Rather, 
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Democratic Enlargement was aimed at US strategic and economic interests: 
“We cannot impose democracy on regimes that appear to be opting for 
liberalization, but we may be able to help steer some of them down that path 
while providing penalties that raise the costs of repression and aggressive 
behaviour.”62 For those hoping for a return to the ideology of the Carter 
years, the Clinton administration proved to be disappointing as it placed 
economic considerations ahead of human rights concerns, despite early 
rhetoric to the contrary.

The backlash from rogue states of concern

For all of the administration’s hopes for Democratic Enlargement, it 
recognized that certain states fell beyond its capacity to enact social and 
political reform.63 In his speech and subsequent writings, Lake developed 
the idea that the United States was threatened by the Backlash States of 
Cuba, North Korea, Iran, Iraq, and Libya, which sought “to traffic in 
the weapons of mass destruction, support terrorism and are dedicated 
to the destruction of the tolerant society.”64 Lake may have been a neo-
Wilsonian, but he was not blind to the threats that such nations posed to 
his policy. In a passage that had great resonance 8 years after its delivery, 
Lake insisted America “respects the many contributions Islam has made to 
the world . . . but we will provide every resistance to militants who distort 
Islamic doctrines and seek to expand their influence by force.” Islamic 
Fundamentalism was a growing threat during the 1990s, but Lake believed 
the Backlash States posed a more immediate threat and that the United 
States should “expect the advance of democracy and markets to trigger 
forceful reactions from those whose power is not popularly derived.”65

The Backlash States concept built on the Dual Containment policy 
unveiled by Martin Indyk and posited that certain states needed to be 
targeted for radical change, in a precursor for the Regime Change policy 
that evolved during Clinton’s second term and was implemented in Iraq 
by his successor. It was the repressive nature of the ruling bodies, as 
opposed to the ethnicity or creed of the population that best underscored 
the rationale for the Backlash States concept, of which Iran and Iraq 
were but two. Lake believed such nations had defining characteristics: 
they were “ruled by cliques that control power through coercion, they 
suppress basic human rights and promote radical ideologies . . . their 
leaders share a common antipathy toward popular participation that 
might undermine the existing regimes.”66 There was a general consensus 
within the administration that the term defined “all those who would 
return newly free societies to the intolerant ways of the past.”

Therefore, years before President George W. Bush announced an Axis 
of Evil, the Clinton administration prepared a similar list of similar states, 
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against which it would fight for “small victories, through persistence and 
pragmatism.” Such initiatives were “the hallmarks of determination, of a 
nation engaged in the long struggle for democracy and the freedom and 
tolerance it brings.”67 The Backlash States threatened their neighbors, 
US allies, and vital American interests and met the full resistance of the 
United States, though not necessarily via military engagement. “Our policy 
toward such states must seek to isolate them diplomatically, militarily, 
economically and technologically,” Lake insisted and it was via such a 
policy that Saddam Hussein was to be “kept in his box” for the remainder 
of the decade.68

The ideology that motivated the Cold War may have gone, but the 
Clinton administration recognized that it faced “a struggle between 
freedom and tyranny . . . between those who would build free societies 
governed by laws and those who would impose their will by force.”69 
While conceding that in the short term the Backlash States lacked the 
resources to “enable them to seriously threaten the democratic order,” 
it was feared that “the ties between them are growing as they seek to 
thwart or quarantine themselves from a global trend to which they 
seem incapable of adapting.” The administration sought to solve what 
it viewed as “a strategic puzzle” that had confounded the three previous 
administrations, yet one it believed the United States could resolve and, in 
doing so, “transform these Backlash States into constructive members of 
the international community.” Lake was aware that there were those who 
advocated a more conciliatory approach, but the administration believed 
that these nations were “on the wrong side of history” and that an 
opportunity existed to rectify this. This, he insisted, was “not a crusade, but 
a genuine and responsible effort, over time, to protect American strategic 
interests, stabilize the international system and enlarge the community of 
nations committed to democracy, free markets and peace.” As stressed 
in the eventual National Security Strategy Reviews, the administration 
recognized the need to tailor policy specifically to address the history, 
culture, and circumstances of each nation. In regard to the Backlash 
States, however, the White House sought “to contain the influence of these 
states, sometimes by isolation, sometimes through pressure, sometimes 
by diplomatic and economic measures” and encouraged the international 
community “to join in a concerted effort.”70

This, however, remained a state-based approach to issues that failed 
to take into account the rise in importance of non-state-based actors. 
Eventually, the policy evolved to one of States of Concern, since “Rogue 
States suggests a state that you fundamentally cannot deal with. States of 
Concern are states that you have strong concerns about but will continue 
to deal with, Pakistan was one, Saudi was another.”71 The announcements 
highlighted the administration’s recognition that all nations needed to be 
dealt with independently, depending upon their status, a vital element in 
the policy announcements and one that fitted the administration’s world 
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view. Lake identified challenges and advocated a manner in which to deal 
with them, something that was missing in many pronouncements from the 
White House in this era. All too often it appeared that a great deal of 
attention had been lavished upon defining policy, but with far less attention 
paid to how such policies were to be implemented.

Reaction

Democratic Enlargement was conceptually simple, acknowledged the 
potential unleashed by the end of the Cold War and, “unlike all the self-
proclaimed competitors like Clash of Civilizations, it had a positive rather 
than a negative sound to it.”72 It was an important message that some felt was 
overdue, but the Clinton administration had only been in office 8 months, 
was the first in 45 years not to be able to rely on a policy of Containment, 
and had a mandate to concentrate on domestic reform. Anthony Lake was 
adamant that US foreign policy had “to be based on ideas as well as on 
interests, ideas, not ideals” and, despite the apparent differences between 
them, this philosophy was clear in the speeches of September 1993. If 
the speeches lacked operational specificity, they nevertheless conveyed 
the message that America intended to remain engaged in world affairs, 
albeit selectively. The speeches refuted allegations of an overdependence 
on multilateralism and left no doubt that the Clinton administration 
intended to pursue an activist foreign policy and remain internationalist 
in perspective, adopting a multilateral approach when possible, but acting 
unilaterally when necessary. Lake insisted that the concept was simple: 
“together when we can, alone when we must.”73

That was not to say that President Clinton planned to engage US 
forces recklessly. An underlying theme of the speeches was that the 
administration sought to be selective about where and when it posted 
its resources. As such, the speeches reflected a caution about military 
engagement that characterized the Clinton years. However, while 
the administration wished to be cautious in its execution of military 
operations, this did not mean that it adopted a passive foreign policy. The 
speeches emphasized a proactive effort to introduce positive change to 
the world, roll-back the remaining influences of the Cold War, and usher 
in a new era of democracy. The difficulty came not in convincing policy 
makers of the righteousness of the concept, but in its implementation. The 
lack of an external threat ensured that the administration could focus less 
on foreign policy. This also meant that when the White House sought to 
address international affairs, it found that congressional support was far 
more difficult to generate, as there was relatively little to focus against. 
This was apparent in the emerging Clinton Grand Strategy, which had no 
specific focus against an overseas aggressor. The administration’s repeated 
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efforts “were really inadequate to describe America’s role in the world 
because people wanted a containment theory for the post-Cold War and 
there wasn’t one.”74

In this environment the policy announcements failed to appease critics 
who argued that an opportunity had been lost, as the speeches “fell short. 
And they received little attention.”75 Democratic Enlargement was branded 
“a strained attempt,” to replace Containment, with much of the criticism 
reserved for Anthony Lake, whom opponents concluded was “no Henry 
Kissinger or even a Zbigniew Brzezinski.”76 Kissinger contrasted Lake’s 
Democratic Enlargement policy with Containment, noting “Lake’s speech 
contained very elevated attitudes, yet he gave it no operational definition. 
When George Kennan put forward Containment . . . that was an operational 
definition, being something that one could actually do.”77 The man who 
had set out to devise a new foreign policy for the post-Cold War world 
was branded, “Lake Inferior” and his policy critiqued as “academic and 
abstract, that while seemingly high-minded, failed to explain anything 
beyond Americans’ good intentions [and] aspiration to morality.”78 This 
was exacerbated by a failure to coordinate the speeches and ensure that 
the same policies were advocated with the same phraseology. Lake “had 
wanted the whole team to deliver a single message, but he was unable to 
get his colleagues on board, since none of them shared his passion to find a 
single concept to replace Containment.”79

The criticism leveled at Lake seemed more personal than professional 
and certainly went beyond what may have been expected or anticipated 
for a presidential adviser who made no effort to conceal his disdain for 
publicity or the limelight. He had, of course, burnt bridges by his decision 
to resign from the National Security Council in protest at the Cambodia 
operations during the Nixon administration. However, the vitriol that his 
philosophical approach to policy attracted was all the more perplexing 
considering the complex nature of Wilson, whose political and philosophical 
approach to foreign policy Lake sought to update for a late twentieth-
century administration.

It was suggested that Lake had invoked a singular reading of history. 
Gaddis remarked that Wilson had not sought universal democracy, but 
rather “democracy and capitalism where possible within a framework of 
great power cooperation; but he was not so naive as to believe that the 
other great powers’ interests would automatically accord with his own.”80 
However, what appear to be contradictions in the Clinton administration’s 
interpretation of Wilsonianism are less problematic than initially appear 
when Wilson’s record is examined. Much like the widely accepted 
interpretation of Clinton, the single dimensional view of Wilson distorts 
the historical record, which is far more complex than either his supporters 
or detractors care to concede.81

Wilson’s democratic crusade of 1917 can be seen as an idealist veneer to 
conceal the realist principles behind US entry to the First World War, as he 
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blended realist policies with an idealistic rhetoric to inspire the American 
people to engage in a conflict that many believed was of little consequence 
to them. Wilson’s much-vaunted idealism was certainly not on display in his 
address to the Senate in January 1917, as he told the assembled lawmakers 
that a “peace forced upon the loser, a victor’s terms imposed upon the 
vanquished . . . would be accepted in humiliation, under duress, at an 
intolerable sacrifice and would leave a sting, a resentment, a biter memory 
upon which terms of peace would rest . . . as upon quicksand.”82

Wilson had previously praised the Kaiser’s system of government as a 
“shining model” of efficiency.83 The man credited with making the world 
“safe for democracy” had also dismissed the role of elections within 
democracies and resorted to force in Mexico, Haiti, the Dominican 
Republic, in the First World War, northern Russia, and Siberia between 
1914 and 1918.84 As Cox reminds us, “Wilson was neither a fool nor a saint 
and to portray him as if he was one or the other only serves to distort his 
place in history.”85

On April 2, 1917, however, the same president insisted that “the world 
must be made safe for democracy,” a rallying call that defined Wilson 
and provide his ideological legacy. Rousing a peaceful populace in the 
name of balance of power or geostrategic leverage is unlikely to succeed. 
Urging them to fight to defend liberty and democracy, the very bedrock 
of American political life, proved to be a successful model that has been 
emulated ever since, despite what George Kennan later bemoaned as the 
“legalistic–moralistic approach to international affairs” that become 
synonymous with Wilsonianism.86

The concept of Wilsonianism has been adopted, interpreted, and 
utilized ever since and the Clinton administration’s attempt to do so was 
merely the latest example. Interpretations have differed considerably, but it 
has been suggested that they have fallen into two camps: liberals embrace 
a “soft” interpretation of Wilsonianism and seek to rely on treaties and 
international organizations to foster peace and secure US ambitions. A 
conservative approach embraces a “hard” interpretation of Wilsonianism 
with which to use US power to advance national interests and ideals.87 
However it was interpreted, it was a clear break with the previous model 
that had endured since the founding era. It has been suggested that 
Wilson’s fate was that of “a man who let his ideals exceed his grasp and 
whose immodesty for America led to his fall.”88 It was a fate Bill Clinton 
was determined to avoid as he sought to make the world safe not only for 
democracy, but also for American commerce.

Considering the transition from the Cold War to the Age of Clinton, 
however, the reaction was to some extent to be expected: “For a generation 
hand-reared on the truths of realism and the doctrine of power politics, 
the idea that a change in the form of other countries’ governments would 
enhance US security must have sounded a little odd, especially coming 
from someone so inexperienced in the ways of the world as Bill Clinton.”89 
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Worryingly, however, the speeches exposed differences that existed between 
the National Security Council and the State Department, which viewed 
Democratic Enlargement as naive and self-aggrandizing on the part of 
Anthony Lake. “Was it enlargement or engorgement?” one official asked.90 
As the reaction against the speeches gathered pace, the president turned 
on its architect, insisting that the speeches of September had been “weak, 
pathetic . . . I just didn’t get it; it just didn’t grab.”91

By dividing the speech writing process between the State Department 
and the NSC, the administration inadvertently highlighted internal 
divisions in relation to the direction of policy. These differences 
undermined the credibility of the efforts to launch a cohesive approach 
to foreign policy. Yet Leon Fuerth later explained, “we all believed 
in engagement and the expansion of democracy. We viewed it as a 
Ratchet Principal, a guard against the situation slipping back to the 
previous situation, particularly in the former Soviet Union.”92 However, 
differences clearly existed. The NSC’s Jeremy Rosner, described by Don 
Baer as a “tremendous writer with force and punch,” had prepared the 
addresses for Lake and the president, while the State Department had 
prepared Christopher and Albright’s remarks.93 Both bodies were meant 
to support administration policy, but the feuding that left Madeleine 
Albright feeling like Anthony Lake’s student had repercussions beyond 
personality and into the realm of policy making.94 The speeches had been 
coordinated “but they didn’t write them for each other” and the failure 
to ensure that the speeches were watertight ensured that while they may 
have been policy-coordinated, “the rhetorical gap was not closed.”95

The difficult birth of Clinton’s Grand strategy

Having delivered a series of high-profile speeches, the administration 
recognized that its foreign policy credibility rested on its ability to formulate 
a credible, coherent strategy with which to address the new geopolitical 
environment. The administration had dealt with issue-specific polices 
to address regions and organizations and had formulated approaches to 
policy through PDDs, but had yet to demonstrate a capacity for linked-up 
thinking. This process did not constitute a grand strategy, but it was the 
first step toward the formulation of an overall policy, which began to take 
shape during the autumn of 1993 and into 1994.

Under the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act, the White House was mandated to produce an annual 
National Security Strategy Report (NSSR) even if it was naturally inclined 
to focus on domestic policy. Having espoused policies of Democratic 
Enlargement, Engagement, Dual Containment, Assertive Multilateralism, 
and the Tarnoff Doctrine, the NSSR process gave the administration an 
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opportunity to demonstrate its capacity to produce a strategy for dealing 
with the world at large. Clearly, there were many competing concepts to 
amalgamate and the risk was producing a report of “mushy ‘globaloney’ 
to be fed to Congress.”96 This was not a problem unique to the Clinton 
administration. As Richard K. Betts has noted, the report “has sometimes 
been a Christmas tree on which every interest groups hangs its foreign 
policy concerns.” As a result, the NSSR reports “rarely says much that 
really illuminates national security strategy.”97

The Goldwater-Nichols Act was an attempt by Congress to encourage 
the White House to formulate a coherent national security strategy. While 
few in the Congress at that time doubted that such a concept existed, what 
was in doubt “was its focus in terms of values, interests and objectives; its 
coherence in terms of relating means to ends; its integration in terms of 
the elements of power; and its time horizon.”98 The concern was that too 
few administrations gave too little serious thought to medium- or long-
term foreign policy initiatives and failed to elucidate a coherent strategy 
with which to engage the world. It was hoped that requiring a written 
report would focus the attention of the White House and generate horizon-
scanning perspectives with regard to foreign policy, which would assist in 
annual budget planning and resource allocation. Each report was expected 
to include the worldwide interests, goals, and objectives of the United States 
that were judged vital to its national security; the foreign policy, worldwide 
commitments, and national defense capabilities necessary to deter aggression 
and to implement the national security strategy; the proposed short-term 
and long-term uses of the political, economic, military, and other elements 
of national power; and the adequacy of the capabilities of the United States 
to carry out the national security strategy.99

However, “even when submitted,” the reports had “generally been late,” 
noted Senator Strom Thurmond in 1994, who added that the documents had 
“seldom met the expectations” of those who had drafted the legislation.100 
The NSSR was supposed to be presented to Congress along with the annual 
budget in February, but exceptions have occurred, usually when the date 
conflicts with military deployments or a presidential transition. At the start 
of the Clinton administration, five previous documents had been prepared; 
two by the Reagan administration in 1987 and 1988 and three by the 
Bush administration in 1990, 1991, and 1992. Intriguingly, the Clinton 
administration came to make more use of the NSSR process than any 
administration before or since, as it sought to present a strategic vision for 
the role of the United States in the post-Cold War world.

Ultimately going through 21 drafts, the administration’s first National 
Security Strategy Report was quietly released in July 1994. Elements of 
the December 1991 Georgetown University Address, the 1993 Inaugural 
Address, the speeches of September 1993 and the 1994 State of the Union 
all found their way into the report. As had been the case since the 1991 
Georgetown speech, Clinton’s Grand Strategy was based around three 
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central pillars: national security, prosperity promotion, and democracy 
promotion. Yet just as Lake’s specific policy of Democratic Enlargement 
blended the apparently opposing policies of Wilsonianism with a post 1945 
realism, so now the administration combined Lake’s policy of Democratic 
Enlargement with the State Department’s notion of Engagement, a term 
Lake felt to be “rather wimpy, because of course we were going to be 
engaged” and which “became a part of it just to make everyone happy.”101 
The competing policies of Engagement and Democratic Enlargement 
were brought together to form the 1994 National Security Strategy of 
Engagement and Enlargement. Accordingly, the document appeared to 
be both a composite and a compromise, a collection of policies developed 
during the previous 18 months brought together under a title that combined 
opposing notions. The document’s unceremonial unveiling led some to 
conclude “it was intended to be missed, or it was eminently missable.”102 
Clinton may have been searching for a pragmatic policy, but many saw 
flaws in its principles even before it could be implemented.

The 1994 report revealed a broad approach to foreign policy that 
was decidedly more muted than Clinton had anticipated earlier in his 
administration and was seen as little more than “watered-down versions of 
earlier White House pronouncements.”103 Gaddis suggested later that such 
reports “tended to be restatements of existing positions, cobbled together 
by committees, blandly worded and quickly forgotten. None sparked 
significant public debate.”104 The report also revealed the bureaucratic 
challenges involved in its preparation. While Leon Fuerth viewed Clinton’s 
NSC as “an ensemble” in which “there was a collective sense of what tasks 
we faced, consistent with our views of the world and of the administrations,” 
the NSSR faced the organizational hurdle of the US national security 
structure.105 The strategy document had been written within the Defense 
Directorate of the NSC, but it had to be cleared by every office in State and 
the Pentagon. This is where Morton Halperin’s “Australia Phenomenon” 
emerged:

What I mean by this is that the Australia desk at the State Department 
will demand that Australia be mentioned, else they may refuse to send 
her 450 troops next time we need them in a peace operation. But then 
once you mention Australia fourteen other desks demand that their 
countries be included. Then you get a document that simply goes around 
the world and results in an unfocused policy.106

In addition to the bureaucratic challenges, personal traits presented 
problems. In an effort to avoid the open warfare that defined the Carter 
years, Anthony Lake was eager to “preserve harmony among the key 
players” within the administration “and if that meant living with decisions 
that were not pushed to a logical conclusion then that was OK in the 
name of not upsetting the apple cart.” Such an approach was evident in 
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the eventual production of the National Security Strategy Review, which 
was devoid of “a lot of sharp edges,” in keeping with Lake’s effort to build 
“an inclusive, open tent and to good working relationships across the 
interagency process.”107

In his statement unveiling the grand strategy, President Clinton insisted 
that although the Cold War was over, American leadership remained 
essential. Accordingly, the administration’s policy was founded on three 
principles: “maintaining a defense capability strong enough to underwrite 
our commitments credibly,” American economic strength at home and 
abroad, and the assertion that “the best way to advance America’s interests 
worldwide is to enlarge the community of democracies and free markets 
throughout the world.” These were seen as being mutually supportive:

Democratic states are less likely to threaten our interests and more likely 
to cooperate with us to meet security threats and promote sustainable 
development. Secure nations are more likely to maintain democratic 
structures and to support free trade. And even with the cold war over, 
our Nation’s security depends upon the maintenance of military forces 
that are sufficient to deter diverse threats and, when necessary, fight and 
win against our adversaries.108

The document was the foundation of grand strategy for the Clinton 
years, which remained largely consistent throughout the two terms of the 
administration. As Lake observed, “It’s always the case that the first one 
is the most interesting and then the others are always looking for places to 
amend it.”109 This proved to be the case as the policy evolved throughout 
the administration to reveal the pragmatic nature of the Clinton presidency. 
It was also a tacit acknowledgment that a liberal grand strategy based 
on the view that “American security and national interests can be best 
advanced by promoting international order organised around democracy, 
open markets, multilateral institutions and binding security ties,” would 
continue to prevail under the new administration.110 Such strategy was 
not prepared in an intellectual vacuum, however and world events and the 
reaction to them influenced the drafting of the annual reports. The impact 
of events was to be found in every incarnation of the US Grand Strategy 
documents as reality repeatedly forced the administration to trim back its 
initial ambitions.

Problems of policy and presentation

Having espoused a grand strategy initiative in a series of high-profile 
speeches and in a fully fledged national security strategy, the Clinton 
administration may have been forgiven for thinking that their problems 
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in the area had been solved. Instead, they were only beginning, as time 
and again their efforts to guide the United States through what Anthony 
Lake referred to as “a radically new international environment” were 
hindered by problems as much to do with presentation as with policy.111 
In December 1993, pollster Stan Greenberg briefed the president on the 
public perception of the administration’s grand strategy thus far. “Foreign 
affairs,” he conceded, “is not our strongest area.” Although the signing of 
the Middle East peace agreement between Israel and the PLO was viewed as 
an important accomplishment by 67 percent of respondents, other foreign 
policy initiatives fared less well. Only 46 percent saw the administration’s 
support for Boris Yeltsin in making the transition to democracy in Russia 
as an important accomplishment, and less (44%) thought similarly about 
the passage of NAFTA.112 The following month, following a meeting of 
academics and administration officials, Greenberg urged the president 
to “use his educative role to shape people’s understanding of this new 
world.”113

As the White House prepared for the State of the Union address in 
1994, it courted the opinion of leading historians and foreign policy 
experts. White House Deputy Communications Director David Dreyer 
advised Clinton to consider the input of Walter Russell Mead, whose work 
Dreyer believed, “succeeds brilliantly on history and theme.”114 Mead 
stressed that the State of the Union “should explain the overall guiding 
strategy of American foreign policy and put it in the context of the current 
world situation. Second, it should show how this overall strategic foreign 
policy supports the overall domestic reform and renewal agenda of the 
administration.” Mead noted that “it is, frankly, not easy for the average 
American citizen to see why chasing warlords in Somalia or sending the 
marines to Haiti would serve his or her interests.” However, he suggested 
that “if global economic growth is properly appreciated as the strategic 
centerpiece of your quest for peace and democracy abroad, then your 
foreign and domestic policies will be seen to be complementary.” Mead 
observed “Foreign policy is not a diversion from the domestic agenda.” 
Instead, he suggested, it should be harnessed as “a method to reach the 
central Administration goal of renewed prosperity for the American 
middle class.115

By September 1994, Bob Borrstin of the NSC briefed Lake that 
the president needed to “set out US interests in clear terms for the 
American people, and to convince the media/foreign policy elite to 
take a fresh look at the President’s leadership and policies.”116 Doing so 
was seen as being vital to the future of the administration, as the NSC 
urged Clinton to remind voters “of what he stands for and what his 
Presidency is fundamentally about.”117 The administration required “a 
deep commitment to explain, explain and explain again, in simple and 
concrete terms, the ideals that drive our overseas agenda and how that 
agenda relates to life at home.”
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It is clear from declassified internal memos that the NSC saw the lack 
of communications as a serious impediment to the administration’s ability 
to establish a credible grand strategy initiative. The NSC feared that the 
administration had allowed its critics “to draw old, outdated lines between 
domestic and foreign policy without making a strong case for why the 
distinction is no longer valid.” Despite this, the Clinton administration 
failed “to build a strong bridge between national security and international 
security and to explain why and how in an interdependent world it no 
longer makes sense to look at foreign policy in isolation from domestic 
issues and vice versa,” despite repeated efforts by the president and his 
advisers to do so.

These conclusions make it clear that the White House believed its 
challenges were not in the devising of policy, but in its communication: 
“Neither those who make foreign policy nor those whose responsibility it is 
to articulate the policy are consistently doing so in a way that communicates 
strength, clarity and decisiveness.” The administration had a variety of 
media outlets to utilize, however, and the NSC feared that “too much of 
that reporting and analysis takes places without an administration point 
of view. We are, therefore, constantly on the defensive.” Much of this was 
viewed as being a continuation of interdepartmental infighting, as “too 
much happens at State and Defense without White House knowledge.” 
As a result, “too many journalists now find they can play one agency off 
another.”118

Anthony Lake had attempted to prevent this by ensuring that the 
NSC wrote the president’s national security speeches, a move that both 
Kissinger and Brzezinski had sought, but which Lake had implemented in 
what was described by Jeremy Rosner as “the biggest turf grab in White 
House history.” Lake insisted that this move had been made for “simple 
efficiency” wanting speeches to be drafted “in the NSC by a speechwriter 
who [knew] the substance behind foreign policy so that you’re not 
then getting behind and trying to fight over nuance.”119 This may have 
taken national security speechwriting away from the White House, but 
not from the State Department, resulting in a continued lack of policy 
coordination.

In the wake of the Somali disaster, special assistant to White House 
Chief of Staff, Roderick K. Von Lipsey, prepared a memo for his boss, 
Thomas McLarty, highlighting the continuing flaws in the administration’s 
presentation of grand strategy initiatives. Von Lipsey noted that widespread 
media coverage “insinuates that the administration lacks viable foreign 
and security policies,” and that without “clear and coherent statements of 
national interest and policy objectives by senior administration officials,” 
the administration’s entire grand strategy initiative “is put at risk.” Von 
Lipsey recommended McLarty “provide guidelines or talking points to all 
cabinet officials which clearly outline our interest in, and policy toward 
Bosnia, Somalia and Haiti.”
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Von Lipsey urged McLarty to “convene a working group to define, in 
plain language, the administration’s overarching foreign and security policy 
objectives, and . . . relate these objectives to an overall Presidential strategy 
which includes NAFTA, Health Care Reform, the Crime Bill and Deficit 
Reduction.”120 Once the American public understood the interconnectivity 
of policy, it was believed, they would fall in line behind the administration. 
The fact that such a coordinated response had only been unveiled weeks 
beforehand, however, spoke volumes as to its impact with the American 
public.

Indeed, the coordinated outreach that Von Lipsey envisioned was 
rendered less likely by the president’s own actions. Tara Sonenshine and 
Tom Ross of the NSC argued further that President Clinton “should not be 
placed in the position of articulating foreign policy on the run. He needs 
to communicate our foreign policy in carefully structured and dignified 
settings on matters of great importance.” All too often in his first year in 
office, President Clinton had addressed policy while literally on the run, as 
he jogged around Washington. Such impromptu incidents ended, but not 
before they eroded some of the majesty of the presidency. In their place, the 
president was urged to deliver “well-crafted speeches, appropriately placed 
and well-timed,” to ensure that foreign policy issues were dealt with “in a 
proactive, not reactive manner.”121

Conclusion: Clashes on the road  
to grand strategy

The addresses of September 1993 were the tip of an intellectual iceberg that 
betrayed the different priorities key members of the administration sought 
to promote. The central themes in the speeches had been Lake’s concept of 
Democratic Enlargement and Christopher’s policy of Engagement. Despite 
Leon Fuerth’s insistence that he didn’t “recall any clash between State 
and the NSC” and that he failed to “see any great distinction between 
Engagement and Enlargement,” the lack of coordination and differing 
emphasis revealed clear divisions between personalities and departments. 
Bill Clinton had campaigned on a promise to strengthen America’s global 
standing by promoting democratic values, while embracing the need for a 
continued strong defense—themes of the speeches of September 1993 and 
the initial NSSR document were intended to espouse.

Having been out of power for a political generation, it was not surprising 
that Clinton’s foreign policy team had differing views on how best to define 
grand strategy. However, rather than attempting to coordinate policy, it 
appeared that there was intense internal competition to define policy. The 
speeches of September 1993 were intended to convince critics that the 
White House had a grasp of foreign policy and put an end to accusations 
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of incompetence in this area. However, rather than heralding the prompt 
publication of a National Security Strategy Report, the White House became 
embroiled in a debacle that saw the report delayed until July 1994, during 
which time Fuerth conceded the administration was “busy wrestling with 
crocodiles!”122 Rather than ushering in a new era of calm, the speeches 
coincided with a flare up of violence in Somalia and accusations of double 
standards in Bosnia. Having considered the manner in which policy was 
devised on the campaign trail and during the Clinton administration’s 
initial months in office, it is vital to consider the manner in which it was 
implemented under these conditions and the degree to which it adhered to 
the three central policies espoused in its grand strategy.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Enhancing security

Despite being the first administration elected to the post-Cold War world, 
the Clinton White House noted that its primary responsibility was to 
defend the United States by maintaining “a strong defense capability of 
forces ready to fight.” This had been central to Bill Clinton’s foreign policy 
speeches on the campaign and remained at the heart of his administration’s 
grand strategy throughout his time in office. The Clinton administration’s 
national security team prepared a rolling policy that addressed key 
geographical regions and identified the vital components of national 
security to promote and defend including the US nuclear posture, national 
missile defense (NMD), the role of intelligence, and counter-terrorism. The 
Clinton era grand strategy documents provide an insight into the evolving 
relationship with the United Nations and NATO, organizations viewed as 
central to the implementation of US Grand Strategy at varying times in 
the 1990s.

The Clinton administration recognized that the national interest 
continued to dictate the need for “unparalleled military capabilities” 
and the capacity to project firepower. It had no plans to withdraw to a 
Fortress America and appreciated the need to maintain forces overseas to 
deter aggression and advance US interests, arguing that such deployments 
demonstrated a commitment to its allies, ensured regional stability, and 
permitted prompt responses in times of crisis. The administration sought 
to ensure the United States was “the security partner of choice in many 
regions,” enabling it to act as “a foundation for regional stability through 
mutually beneficial security partnerships.” This was an essential aspect 
of grand strategy, designed to ensure the United States remained integral 
in political, military, and economic affairs, a role it could best maintain 
by retaining “the military wherewithal to underwrite [its] commitments 
credibly.”1 The evolving nature of Clinton’s Grand Strategy revealed the 
manner in which state-centered threats diminished during his time in office 
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and how they were replaced by threats of a more nomadic, but no less 
devastating nature.

national security in the Clinton administration

The Clinton administration may have come to power after the end of the 
Cold War, but the world it inherited was anything but stable. The collapse 
of the USSR, the rise of China, the emerging European Union, the rise 
of nationalism in the Balkans, ongoing tensions with Iran and Iraq, and 
the threat of nuclear proliferation, all ensured that the maintenance of US 
national security remained vital to Clinton’s Grand Strategy. Despite the 
many challenges it faced, however, one of the administration’s greatest 
tests was defining America’s adversaries in the 1990s and convincing the 
American people of their credibility in the absence of a single, unifying foe. 
Applying a grand vision to US national security in the 1990s was one of 
Clinton’s most formidable challenges, as Anthony Lake admitted this was 
the first president since Truman whose foreign policy “has not had a single 
defining issue against which it could define itself.”2

As a former governor of a southern, rural state, Clinton was typical of 
most presidents who enter office with little experience in foreign affairs. 
Indeed due to his actions during the Vietnam era, “Clinton was perhaps 
a little bit more gun-shy than the others.”3 This improved with time, but 
it hurt him in the initial months of the administration. Clinton’s national 
security team was comprised of his selected Cabinet officers and serving 
members of the armed forces. In neither case could Clinton’s initial tenure 
be descried as ideal. Key civilian advisers proved to be ineffectual and 
Clinton’s relationship with the armed forces was problematic long before 
he became commander-in-chief. His southern charm appeared to fail 
him in his relations with the military and the tension was reciprocated. 
A letter he had written in 1969, referencing his “loathing of the military” 
and desire to “maintain [his] political viability,” emerged during the 1992 
New Hampshire Primary, confirming what critics saw as his “Slick Willie” 
reputation.4

President Clinton inherited Colin Powell as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and he clearly daunted Clinton to a degree that was inappropriate 
for the nature of their relationship. Tension between the civilian leadership 
and the uniformed officers at the Pentagon was not unique to the Clinton 
administration, but it was exacerbated by a series of factors, not least of 
which was the fact that Powell had a greater international standing than the 
new president. In London, Powell was viewed as “a very powerful asset for 
the Clinton administration” since he was “very highly respected and he was 
better known than most people in that position usually are.”5 Domestically, 
however, President Clinton’s lack of military service and active avoidance 
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of the Vietnam War hurt his standing with the military. It was also 
acknowledged that Powell disagreed with Clinton over the policy of gays 
in the military, which had dominated the president’s first weeks in office, 
utterly overwhelmed his first news conference and created an impression at 
odds with the New Democrat approach espoused on the campaign.6 It was 
believed that Powell considered resigning over the issue, something Clinton 
could ill-afford, as he had “limited political capital and [could not] afford 
to alienate Powell.”7 Polling also revealed that Powell would beat Clinton 
42 percent to 38 percent in a campaign for president in 1996, which did 
little to ease tension.8 President Clinton’s dealings with the military eased 
considerably when General Shalikashvili succeeded Powell as Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs. “You cannot exaggerate the influence, both military 
and political, that Colin Powell had on the early administration,” a senior 
official said once Powell retired; “Everything we did effectively over the 
following two or three years, we did without the shadow of Colin Powell 
and the so-called Powell doctrine.”9

Clinton’s dealings with his civilian advisers proved to be equally 
frustrating. Les Aspin had been selected as Defense Secretary due to his 
help on the campaign and his reputation in the House of Representatives. 
However, his rumpled style and absent-minded demeanor did not endear 
him to the Pentagon. Aspin’s poor health caused him to have a pacemaker 
fitted in March 1993, prompting questions about his continued capacity 
to serve after less than 2 months in office.10 It became clear to those both 
near and far that Aspin was “not in great health . . . not at the top of his 
game . . . not completely vigorous.”11 From across the Atlantic, Malcolm 
Rifkind, British Defence Secretary at the time, noted that Aspin “just 
couldn’t cope with the pressures of that particular department” and that 
“quite apart from his health, he was finding it a great personal strain.”12 
Events in Somalia compounded Aspin’s situation and opened up a breach 
between the Defense Secretary, members of Congress, and senior officers at 
the Pentagon, where “the uniformed guys hated Aspin . . . they found him 
loathsome.”13 The situation became untenable, leading to Aspin’s departure 
in December 1993, after less than a year in post.14 President Clinton’s 
relationship with the military finally found equilibrium by 1994 as William 
Perry replaced Aspin at the Pentagon, bringing stability to the department 
for the remainder of Clinton’s first term. The moves reinforced the image of 
an administration coming to grips with power, and defining the parameters 
of future deployment as Bill Clinton “became a foreign policy president and 
found his readiness to stand up to the Pentagon.”15

In an attempt to avoid the warfare that had affected Carter’s foreign 
policy team, President Clinton arranged for Secretary of State Christopher 
and National Security Adviser Lake to meet every Wednesday. Despite 
these good intentions and the fact that both men “subscribed to the tenets 
of economic liberalism and a strong strain of Wilsonian idealism permeated 
their outlooks,” differences emerged as both sought to define policy.16 
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The incompatibility between Lake and Christopher contributed to delays 
in publishing the administration’s key foreign policy declaration, which 
diminished the White House in the eyes of many observers. Much of the 
fault lay with the president who sought consensus from the various options 
presented to him by advisers. This was exacerbated by a psychological and 
political determination to avoid conflict and ensure harmonious relations, 
both on the part of the president and his senior foreign policy advisers. 
Clinton’s tendency toward empathy and conflict-avoidance was matched by 
a determination to avoid bureaucratic clashes within the national security 
team. Lake in particular was seen to have “over compensated for the internal 
division of the Carter years.” His low profile and cerebral management style 
ensured that, as informed as the administration was on events, it appeared 
to lack energy and drive.17

It was also clear that as focused as Clinton could be in domestic matters, 
he seemed unfocused on foreign policy issues, despite longer daily briefings 
being introduced to remedy this. In 1994, foreign policy became a “more 
disciplined, tightly focused process,” as the daily national security briefing 
was increased by “another fifteen minutes to thirty minutes over and above 
the base-line time we normally give it.” President Clinton noted that such 
sessions now lasted “normally . . . forty-five minutes.” Incredibly, this 
implied that the president had previously spent less than 15 minutes a 
day on foreign policy matters.18 Therefore, 1994 began with the president 
spending 30 minutes in daily foreign policy briefings, which comprised 
of a 10-minute presentation from the CIA and a 20-minute update from 
Anthony Lake.19 However, even the timing of these briefings, at 8 a.m., 
ill-suited the personality of the president they were designed to aid. This 
“was defiantly not the time that Clinton was at his best” ensuring that 
the president “was often groggy and wanted to cancel his NSC briefing,” 
further contributing to a lack of rapport with Anthony Lake.20

Un peace operations

The Clinton administration had initially viewed the United Nations as the 
organization of choice for the execution of US foreign policy in the 1990s, 
allowing the president to concentrate on domestic policy. This required a 
new United Nations for a new age and the president planned a reformed 
Security Council to reflect the new balance of power in the world. Warren 
Christopher announced that the time had come for a reorganization of 
the UN Security Council, which he declared should be brought “into tune 
with 1993 realities rather than with 1946 realities.” The main alteration 
proposed the appointment of Germany and Japan as permanent members 
of the Security Council. The British Foreign Office was appalled by the 
suggestion, realizing the detrimental impact it would have on UK global 
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influence: “To make any changes would take years and every country, 
not just Germany and Japan, would want to be on the council.” The 
British pledged to use “all necessary means, including our right of veto, 
to ensure we retain our rightful position on the council.” The suggested 
changes also raised serious questions about military capability. Britain and 
France were the only powers apart from the United States with substantial 
overseas military forces, while Germany’s constitution-bound forces were 
dismissed as “a joke” and Japan did not have a minister of defense.21 The 
administration’s dealings with the United Nations and the organization’s 
standing within the United States deteriorated further over time, as the 
administration’s initial aspirations gave way to distrust and dissent.

As a candidate, Clinton had suggested that a UN Rapid Deployment 
Force be initiated “for purposes beyond traditional peacekeeping, such 
as standing guard at the borders of countries threatened by aggression; 
preventing attacks on civilians; providing humanitarian relief; and 
combating terrorism and drug trafficking.”22 However, as president, he was 
forced to consider the implications of such a proposal in terms of national 
sovereignty and his role as commander-in-chief. Clinton believed the United 
States “had to strengthen the institutions-and habits-of international 
cooperation, while preserving our ability to act alone if necessary to protect 
America’s security” and that US foreign policy should be constructed 
around a coherent approach to international cooperation and the use of 
international institutions, particularly the United Nations.23 Implementing 
this was a central challenge in Clinton’s first years in office, as the president’s 
ambitions for the United Nations simply unraveled. The man who came to 
be blamed for this was UN General Secretary, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, a 
character with an ability to alienate people and draw personal criticism for 
the organization’s failings. His lack of empathy collided with the will of the 
United States, preventing the relationship from developing as Clinton had 
envisaged.

The Clinton administration entered office committed to the principle of 
UN-led peacekeeping operations, but immediately recognized the need to 
review such initiatives, having inherited the Somali mission from the Bush 
administration. On February 9, 1993, Richard Clarke and Michael Sheehan 
initiated PRD-13 on Multilateral Peacekeeping Operations for Anthony 
Lake. It addressed both the broad concept of UN peacekeeping operations 
and the specific viability of US participation in future missions. The report’s 
conclusions were incorporated into the 1994 National Security Strategy 
Review as well as the eventual PDD-25 that emerged in May 1994.

The initial grand strategy document of 1994 established the basis 
for future US multilateral action and attempted to demonstrate that the 
administration had learned from the lessons of Somalia. “The lesson 
we must take away” it reported, was not to “foreswear such operations 
but that we should employ this tool selectively and more effectively.” 
The administration identified peace operations “as a means to support 
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our national security strategy, not as a strategy unto itself.”24 Despite 
efforts to portray this as a profound shift in policy, Clinton’s approach 
had long been one of “multilateral if possible, unilateral if necessary” 
and this was reiterated in the 1994 grand strategy document. When vital 
or survival interests were at stake, the use of force would be “decisive 
and, if necessary, unilateral.” However, in less threatening situations, 
US military engagement would be “targeted selectively on those areas 
that most affect our national interests.”25 In the aftermath of the Somali 
operation, humanitarianism became a category that could justify the use 
of armed intervention, but the administration noted that the military was 
not necessarily the best tool to use in such instances.26

The administration sought to ensure that when possible, US intervention 
accompanied a multilateral force, “especially on those matters touching 
directly the interests of our allies,” in which case the White House 
believed that there should be “a proportional commitment from them.” 
Such multilateral action spread the financial and political burden of 
intervention—an important consideration since “the costs and risks of 
US military involvement must be judged to be commensurate with the 
stakes involved.”27 During an era of economic restrictions, “Working 
together increases the effectiveness of each nation’s actions, and sharing 
the responsibilities lessens everyone’s load.”28 As identified in PRD-13, 
financial considerations had to be weighed alongside military maneuvers 
as the administration pondered future troop deployments and the need to 
balance interests against costs. The interrelated economic restrictions that 
the administration operated under and its domestic economic priorities 
are an often-overlooked aspect of Clinton’s Grand Strategy. The budget 
had been capped; so in any circumstance where troop deployments were 
a consideration the Pentagon provided a cost estimate that required 
congressional approval for extra funds: “The problem with this was that if 
we did this, it would break the budget cap and end the president’s efforts 
to reduce the deficit and help the bond and stock market and improve the 
US domestic economy.”29 This was further evidence of the linkage between 
foreign and domestic policy and between the three central elements of 
Clinton’s Grand Strategy.

These were the principles and limitations governing peace operations 
in Clinton’s Grand Strategy, as the administration sought to balance 
“interests against costs” and “put power behind [US] diplomacy.”30 The 
administration’s efforts to gain control over UN peacekeeping operation 
were inspired in part by congressional efforts to assert increasing 
control over foreign policy in general and over multilateral operations in 
particular. In the Senate, Bob Dole attempted to initiate a Peace Powers 
Act to curb the commitment of troops and cash abroad and to “rein in” 
what he viewed as the “misguided, if not dangerous, peacekeeping efforts” 
of the administration.31 Of particular concern to Republicans was the 
question of command of US forces and their operation under UN control. 
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The National Security Revitalization Act, a tenet of the Contract With 
America, sought to prevent American units from serving under foreign 
officers anywhere in the chain of command. Ambassador Albright ventured 
that if Republican efforts succeeded in barring the United States from UN 
peacekeeping, the United States may be unable to launch another Desert 
Storm-style operation: “If we put the UN out of business, our costs will go 
up, not down, for our interests will require that we act on our own more 
often,” she warned.32

Grand strategy remained firm in regard to concerns over command and 
control, insisting that “There may be times when it is in our interest to 
place US troops under the temporary operational control of a competent 
UN or allied commander.” However, “Under no circumstances will 
the President ever relinquish his command authority over US forces.”33 
Former Clinton campaign adviser Michael Mandelbaum denounced 
both parties as being “incoherent,” suggesting that Democrats favored 
multilateralism but blamed the United Nations “for its own failures 
in Somalia,” while Republicans favored unilateralism but their budget 
cutting threatened the US global reach.34 Such was the nature of politics 
for the remainder of the twentieth century and well into the next.

The policy response to the Somali mission took the form of PDD-25: 
“Reforming Multilateral Peace Operations.” Delivered to the president 
in May 1994, this was the first comprehensive policy on multilateral 
peace operations in the post-Cold War era. It developed new standards 
to determine future participation in peacekeeping operations and restated 
the importance of congressional support for such missions. PDD-25 
stressed that multilateral peace operations must be “placed in perspective 
among the instruments of US foreign policy.” Following congressional 
criticism in this area, PDD-25 restated President Clinton’s insistence 
that, “As President, I retain and will not relinquish command authority  
over U.S. forces.” However, when necessary he would “consider placing 
appropriate US forces and personnel under the operational control of a 
competent UN commander for specific UN operations authorized by the 
Security Council.”35 PDD-25 made it clear that such a situation would only 
arise under certain conditions and be consistent with the US Constitution, 
US federal law, and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Therefore, 
if and when US combat units became necessary in the future and when 
national interests justified this, the findings of PDD-25 would define their 
involvement.36 This was not designed to present the United Nations with an 
ultimatum, but rather “to maximise the benefits of UN peace operations,” 
allowing the United States to make “highly disciplined choices about when 
and under what circumstances to support or participate in them.”37 The 
administration retained its commitment to utilize multilateral options and 
to participate in peacekeeping operations, but PDD-25 established new 
parameters for such involvement. In doing so, the administration ensured 
its grand strategy undulated between one of cooperative security and of 
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selective engagement.38 In future, the administration would support such 
initiatives when it believed “the operation’s political and military objectives 
are clear and feasible; and when UN involvement represents the best means 
to advance US interests.” The question of US interests was to be the key-
determining factor in any future deployment, as the administration noted 
that it would not support UN involvement in situations “when it would 
interfere with US interests.”39

Somalia did not convince the White House of the need to withdraw 
from a multilateral embrace of peacekeeping, “but that if we were going 
to sustain it either in substantive terms, or in political terms, we had to 
become more precise in how we thought about it.” Accordingly, PDD-
25 was not an end to multilateralism, “it was saying we’ve got to get 
multilateralism right, if we’re going to a) do it right and b) be able to sell it 
politically to show that we know what we’re doing, and Somalia certainly 
led to that.”40 Accordingly, the drafting of PDD-25 was a tacit admission 
that while the Clinton administration may have wished to solve the world’s 
problems, neither the United States nor the international community 
had the resources or the mandate to do so. Involvement in peacekeeping 
operations required that vital national or allied interests be at stake and 
that a clear commitment to win existed. PDD-25 placed intense restrictions 
on the US involvement in future operations and “if taken at face value, 
would ensure the US is seldom actually engaged.”41 From now on, it was 
clear that “the responsibility for peace ultimately rests with the people of 
the country in question.”42

Morton Halperin acknowledged that Somalia “interrupted an 
important policy debate upon the use of peacekeeping troops in 
operations. People had been very enthusiastic about the concept but it 
was seen as a bad idea after Somalia.”43 In the aftermath of the Somali 
debacle, a new pragmatism was present in the administration’s policy 
on peacekeeping. The administration expressed its hope to move beyond 
the debacle and to return to a constructive relationship with the United 
Nations, but such aspirations proved fruitless. In spite of the multilateral 
aspirations of many in the White House, the administration’s dealings 
with the UN never truly recovered, as suspicion and finger pointing 
prevailed.

Whatever the benefits of such operations, participation in UN peace 
operations could “never substitute for the necessity of fighting and 
winning our own wars, nor can we allow it to reduce our capability to 
meet that imperative.” Quite simply, “peacekeeping became a dirty 
word after Somalia,” as reflected in the language of the directive.44 The 
report concluded that while peacekeeping remained a component of 
US foreign policy it would be “a part of our national security strategy, 
not the centerpiece.”45 Following the initial ambitions of the Clinton 
administration, PDD-25 severely restricted US participation in future 
peacekeeping operations. Following its drafting, Clinton sent forces abroad 
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on 15 occasions. Between January 1993 and 1995, US troops deployed 
overseas eight times, all in conjuncture with the United Nations. For the 
remaining years of the Clinton presidency, they did so only on four more 
occasions—an indication of the change that PDD-25 introduced.

A nuclear grand strategy

Rather than fighting the Cold War, the Clinton administration was 
required to tidy up its diplomatic and military mess. A key component of 
Clinton’s Grand Strategy, therefore, involved continuing efforts initiated 
by previous administrations in the field of arms control, viewed by the 
White House as being “defense by other means.”46 Accordingly, the “full 
and faithful implantation of existing arms control agreements,” including 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, Strategic Arms Reduction Talks 
(START), Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), Intermediate-range 
Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, and the Conventional Forces in Europe 
(CFE) Treaty, became central to US Grand Strategy.47

Defense Secretary Aspin observed that the threats posed by nuclear, 
chemical, biological, and ballistic missile systems required a five-point 
counter-proliferation drive to ensure international cooperation in 
curtailing such threats. These points involved viewing the era as distinct 
and not the continuation of the Cold War; focused intelligence efforts on 
detecting weapons of mass destruction (WMD); reengineering plans to use 
against these threats; purchasing the correct weaponry to destroy WMD; 
and ensuring international cooperation with allies.48 The administration 
entered into bilateral negotiations with former Soviet states and multilateral 
agreements with international organizations to combat the threat from 
WMD as early meetings of the National Security Council sought to 
identify actionable solutions. In March 1993, PDD-3 urged the ratification 
and implementation of START I and START II and the denuclearization 
of Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. In May 1993, PRD-34 initiated a 
review of policy on nuclear arms control beyond START I and START II, 
conducted by the Interagency Working Group (IWG) on Arms Control, that 
was reviewed by the NSC Deputies Committee on September 9, 1994.

On October 29, 1993, Defense Secretary Aspin announced the Nuclear 
Posture Review (NPR) to build on the findings of the Bottom Up Review 
(BUR). The findings were incorporated into PDD-30, dated September 
1994, along with findings from PRD-34, which established the US nuclear 
posture beyond START I and II. The central premise of the NPR was that 
the United States should “retain a triad of strategic nuclear forces” designed 
to deter potential adversaries from acting against US interests and against 
seeking a nuclear advantage. While remaining true to its commitments 
under the START I and II agreements, Clinton’s Grand Strategy ensured 
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the United States continued to maintain nuclear forces of “sufficient 
size and capability to hold at risk a broad range of assets valued by such 
political and military leaders.”49 These options ensured that the United 
States could eliminate its surface ship nuclear capability by the end of the 
administration’s first term.50

Despite the end of the Cold War, the focus of US arms control 
remained the former USSR, ensuring that Clinton’s most striking 
example of the overlap between domestic and foreign policy was in 
relation to Russia, where President Yeltsin’s democratic initiatives not 
only made the world safer, but also allowed the United States to prosper: 
“The reductions in our defense spending that are an important part of 
our economic programme . . . are only tenable as long as Russia and 
the other nuclear republics pose a diminishing threat to our security,” 
the president insisted in February 1993. Despite the costs involved, the 
figures were negligible compared to past expenditure. “If we were willing 
to spend trillions of dollars to ensure communism’s defeat in the Cold 
War, surely we should be willing to invest a tiny fraction of that to 
support democracy’s success where communism failed.”51

During the Cold War, the White House had been able to deal directly 
with the Kremlin in regard to Soviet nuclear forces. With the breakup 
of the USSR, however, the White House was required to deal with a 
host of newly empowered nuclear states including Ukraine, Belarus, 
and Kazakhstan. National Security Council memos reveal the extent of 
anxiety over the proliferation of nuclear materials and the threat of nuclear 
smuggling. Declassified NSC communiqués note the threat this posed to 
the United States and warned that “failure to address this danger could 
ultimately become a crisis powerful enough to define this administration, 
just as the Iranian hostage incident defined the Carter Presidency.”52 By 
1995, however, many of these concerns had been placated due to the quiet 
diplomacy of the United States, which had secured much of the nuclear 
material that had been inherited by the former Soviet Republics. One of 
the tools that brought this about was the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat 
Reduction effort.

The Nunn-Lugar process was one of the most successful initiatives 
of the post-Cold War era and proved to be a vital component in the 
effort to secure nuclear material and build “a more secure international 
environment by combating the threat posed by the possible theft or 
diversion of nuclear warheads or their components.” The initiative 
safeguarded nuclear materials from the former USSR in a variety of ways 
that were designed to ensure increased security and stability. As a direct 
result, nearly 600 kilograms of nuclear material, including uranium, 
was transferred from Kazakhstan to the United States in 1994 alone, in 
a joint mission undertaken by the Departments of Defense and Energy. 
Similar agreements ensured that by the end of the administration’s first 
term all nuclear warheads had been removed from Kazakhstan under 
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Operation Sapphire, most had been removed from Belarus, while Ukraine 
had agreed to transfer its nuclear warheads to Russia for dismantlement 
“in return for fair compensation.”53 Finally, an agreement was reached 
for Russia to convert highly enriched uranium from dismantled weapons 
into commercial reactor fuel to be delivered to the United States. This 
approach continued into the second term as the administration oversaw 
the removal of 34 metric tons of plutonium from Russia’s nuclear weapons 
program and worked to refashion former Soviet WMD sites, along with 
transferring thousands of former scientists in Eastern Europe and Eurasia 
from military activities to civilian research.54

The central components of Clinton’s Grand Strategy of Engagement 
and Enlargement were present in this agreement: The deal made the 
world safer by removing nuclear materials from unsecured locations; it 
enhanced both the Russian economy and the relationship between the two 
nations, while providing the United States with much needed reactor fuel, 
thus aiding its domestic economy. These efforts ensured that in January 
1995, President Clinton delivered the first State of the Union Address 
since the beginning of the Cold War “when not a single Russian missile 
[was] pointed at the children of America.”55 Despite the success of these 
initiatives, there was increasing frustration that White House efforts 
were not being recognized, as declassified NSC memos reveal: “It is high 
time that the administration gets the credit it deserves for its important 
accomplishments, such as Operation Sapphire in Kazakhstan, or the 
lab-to-lab efforts improving nuclear security in Russia right now.”56 The 
public relations battle was one that continued to rage for the duration of 
the administration.

On taking office, the Clinton administration prioritized efforts to 
secure the “indefinite and unconditional extension” of the Treaty on the 
Non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) as well as “its universal 
application.”57 This was achieved in May 1995 and formed the bedrock of 
grand strategy initiatives aimed at reducing the global nuclear threat Clinton 
inherited. The Clinton administration secured bilateral agreements with 
Ukraine, Russia, and South Africa that ensured adherence to the guidelines 
of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and convinced China 
to observe MTCR guidelines, as well as a commitment not to transfer 
MTCR-controlled ground-to-ground missiles.

START I came into effect in December 1994 following Ukraine’s 
accession to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and the rejection of 
nuclear weapons by Belarus and Kazakhstan. Progress immediately began 
on gaining congressional approval for START II, designed to leave the 
United States and Russia with between 3,000 and 3,500 deployed strategic 
nuclear warheads, a two-thirds reduction from the Cold War peak.58 
On January 26, 1996, the Senate voted to ratify the START II Treaty, 
designed to “eliminate additional US and Russian strategic launchers 
and will effectively remove an additional 5,000 deployed warheads, 
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leaving each side with no more than 3,500.”59 Such a move to reduce the 
deployed strategic arsenals of the United States and Russia by two-thirds 
was unimaginable only 10 years beforehand, but progress had been so 
sweeping that the announcement was barely noticed. It was agreed at the 
March 1997 Helsinki Summit that following ratification of START II, 
negotiations could begin on START III, designed to leave the United States 
and Russia with between 2,000 and 2,500 missiles by the end of 2007, a 
reduction of 80 percent from the height of the Cold War.60

The next step was a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). President 
Bush had signed the Energy and Water Appropriations Bill, which included 
a 9-month moratorium on US nuclear testing and required the president 
to submit a plan for achieving a multilateral test ban by September 30, 
1996. Yeltsin and Clinton confirmed their intention to adhere to the 
moratoria as the Clinton administration issued a number of directives 
that addressed nuclear testing. PDD-11, dated July 4, 1993, announced 
the intent to negotiate a nuclear test ban treaty and extend the moratorium 
on US nuclear testing until September 30, 1994, in accordance with the 
1992 Hatfield-Exon-Mitchell Amendment. Following Chinese nuclear 
tests in October 1993, the Clinton administration prepared PDD-15 that 
confirmed the president’s decision to place the United States in a state 
of readiness to resume nuclear testing and addressed the stewardship of 
nuclear weapons stockpiles.

Negotiations for the CTBT commenced at the Conference on 
Disarmament in Geneva in January 1994 and concluded in August 1996. 
The UN General Assembly adopted it on September 10, 1996, but despite 
being the first world leader to sign the treaty, President Clinton failed 
to secure Senate ratification. The chamber voted 51–48 on October 13, 
1999, falling well short of the two-thirds majority needed, demonstrating 
how grand strategy was beholden to domestic politics, as Senator Jessie 
Helms, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, targeted 
the treaty for defeat. When Matt Gobush of the NSC suggested holding 
Helms publicly accountable for being unprepared to discuss the CTBT in 
his committee, he was reminded by Counselor to the National Security 
Advisor, Mara Rudman, that “Taking Helms on directly in the press is 
the surest way to ensure that you never see any CTBT hearings, let alone 
moving the ratification through his committee.” Rudman noted that “If 
later on in the summer we decide we want to just make a public case 
KNOWING we will get nothing from the Senate, and nothing likely as 
long as Helms is the chair, then we may want to use that kind of frontal 
attack. Otherwise, I don’t think it makes a lot of sense.”61 The Financial 
Times observed that the rejection was “the clearest indication yet of the 
radical change in US politics and the country’s view of its role in the world. 
Thumbing its nose at the rest of the world was not an option open to the 
US during its struggle with communism.”62 Clearly, much had changed in 
the post-Cold War world.
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national Missile defense

Despite a solid commitment to reducing nuclear threat levels, the 
Clinton administration demonstrated an ambiguous record in regard 
to NMD. As revealed by President Reagan, the concept of a space 
shield to intercept incoming long-range missiles entered the zeitgeist 
in the 1980s. Having placed its faith in the fledgling program, the US 
government continued to spend heavily on research despite the end of 
the Cold War. The Clinton administration never abandoned the project, 
but it placed a reduced level of intensity on the initiative than previous 
administrations and sought instead to reduce the likelihood of such 
missiles being fired on the United States. On April 26, 1993, the Clinton 
administration issued PRD-31, initiating a review of US Ballistic Missile 
Defenses (BMD). Following a review of the findings, PDD-17 was signed 
on December 11, 1993 to address the future direction of both BMD and 
the ABM Treaty. The document was mindful of changes underway in 
Russia, but was explicit in its insistence that missile defense cooperation 
with the Kremlin was dependent on their “continued progress in political 
and economic reform” as well as their “adherence to arms control 
agreements . . . and a willingness to enter into and abide by a bilateral 
agreement on cooperative activities.”63 In his 1994 State of the Union 
Address, President Clinton announced that due to agreements that had 
been reached, Russia’s strategic nuclear missiles “soon will no longer be 
pointed at the United States, nor will we point ours at them. Instead of 
building weapons in space, Russian scientists will help us to build the 
international space station.”64 This was seen as a more productive way to 
protect the nation from any potential missile strike and an effective way 
to pre-empt such attacks.

Initially, therefore, the administration argued that the best form of 
defense against missile attack was to “locate, identify and disable arsenals 
of WMD, production and storage facilities for such weapons and their 
delivery systems.”65 Rather than seeking to deploy NMD, the Clinton 
administration committed to utilizing localized, theatre missile defense 
capabilities. Such a stance was based on findings from the US intelligence 
community, which concluded no rogue states would be capable of 
launching an ICBM attack on the United States “in the foreseeable 
future.” Despite this, the administration continued to fund research into 
“a national missile defense deployable program” that could be launched 
“quickly (within two–three years) should a sooner-than-expected threat 
materialize.”66 Such a timescale revealed the lack of dedication to a 
national program during the administration’s first term in office.

With a second term, however, came an increasingly robust approach 
to NMD, as the Clinton administration notably increased its interest in 
the initiative as its time in office went on. This was in part due to the 
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changed atmosphere in Washington following the Republican takeover of 
Congress. Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich placed a commitment to 
NMD at the heart of his 1994 Contract with America and insisted that 
this revealed, “the difference between those who would rely on lawyers 
to defend America and those who rely on engineers and scientists.”67 
However, Republican efforts to hold the administration to account for not 
committing to NMD backfired, as many Americans “refused to believe 
that the United States did not already have such a system in place.” A 
participant in a focus group, when told no missile shield existed, stated, “I 
don’t believe you, you couldn’t pay me enough to believe you . . .you see it 
in the movies.”68 Bizarrely, therefore, the Clinton administration appeared 
to benefit from the lack of public engagement on the issue as well as from 
an increasingly blurred line between factual and fictional presentations of 
the presidency and national security scenarios in the 1990s.69

The administration highlighted its “highly effective missile defense 
development programs” designed to protect the nation, its armed forces, 
as well as its allies, “against ballistic missiles armed with conventional 
weapons or WMD.”70 However, the administration noted in 1998 that it 
was unlikely that Russia, China, or North Korea could target the United 
States with an ICBM within 20 years. This was amended a year later, as the 
White House claimed that “during the next fifteen years the United States 
will most likely face an ICBM threat from North Korea, probably from 
Iran and possibly from Iraq.”71 This was a conclusion reached, in part, from 
evidence provided by a commission headed by Donald Rumsfeld. Therefore, 
political pressure and global events, including the August 1998 North 
Korean test of a Taepo Dong I missile, contributed to the administration’s 
increasing focus on NMD.

On July 23, 1999, President Clinton signed the National Missile 
Defense Act, stating that, “It is the policy of the United States to deploy 
an effective NMD system as soon as technologically possible.” Despite 
the steadfastness of this declaration, the act contained two amendments 
that appeared to suggest otherwise. First, any NMD deployment had to 
be “subject to the authorization and appropriations process and thus . . . 
no decision on deployment has been made.” Secondly, US policy remained 
committed to seeking “negotiated reductions in Russian nuclear forces, 
putting Congress on record as continuing to support negotiated reductions 
in strategic nuclear arms, reaffirming the administration’s position that 
missile defense policy must take into account important arms control and 
nuclear non-proliferation objectives.” Despite these ambiguities, in August 
1999, President Clinton announced that the initial NMD architecture was 
to be based in Alaska, to include 100 ground-based interceptors, 1 ABM 
radar, and 5 upgraded early warning radar.72

As the administration entered its final year in office, it adopted an 
increasingly strident approach to NMD and increased Pentagon spending 
by $10.5 billion over a 6-year period for a limited NMD program.73 By 
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the publication of its final NSSR document, the Clinton administration 
defined itself as being “committed to the development” of a limited 
NMD system designed “to counter the emerging ballistic missile threat 
from states that threaten international peace and security.” However, 
despite this commitment, the president announced on September 1, 2000 
that while the technology was promising, the system was not yet proven 
and he was therefore not prepared to proceed with its deployment. 
Instead, the Pentagon was granted permission to continue the research 
and development of a potential NMD system, ensuring that the process 
developed, but was not deployed. NMD was promoted as being “part of 
the administration’s comprehensive national security strategy to prevent 
potential adversaries from acquiring and/or threatening the United 
States with such weapons.” The White House, however, recognized 
that continuing arms control agreements with Russia also formed an 
integral aspect of this strategy, since they helped to “ensure stability 
and predictability between the United States and Russia, promote the 
dismantling of nuclear weapons and help complete the transition from 
confrontation to cooperation with Russia.”

The contradiction between these two positions was apparent in the 
language of the 1972 ABM Treaty that limited anti-missile defenses 
according to the following principle: “Neither side should deploy defenses 
that would undermine the other’s nuclear deterrent and thus tempt the 
other to strike first in a crisis or take countermeasures that would make 
both our countries less secure.”74 In March 1997, Clinton and Yeltsin met 
in Helsinki and agreed to adapt “to meet the threat posed by shorter-range 
missiles, a threat we seek to counter through our theatre missile defense 
(TMD) systems.”75 Both leaders committed to the continuation of the ABM 
Treaty, which remained “a cornerstone” of US “strategic stability” as late as 
December 2000.76 President Clinton’s decision to delay the implementation 
of a limited NMD system was made, at least in part, to provide more time 
to negotiate how to deploy such a system without undermining the existing 
ABM Treaty. It was a position that would not long endure following his 
departure from office.

intelligence

With the end of the Cold War, questions were raised at the highest level 
with regard to the future of the US intelligence services. Senator Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan raged that the failure to predict the demise of the USSR 
was reason enough to abolish the CIA and give its functions to the State 
Department.77 In a new geopolitical environment, sweeping changes to the 
US intelligence community were considered, as it was noted that if changes 
were not implemented the community risked becoming “an expensive 
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and irrelevant dinosaur just when America most needs information and 
insight into the complex new challenges that it faces.”78 Efforts were made 
to pass the Boren-McCurdy Omnibus Act to restructure the intelligence 
community in a move that mirrored the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act. 
Senator Boren, Chairman of the Senate Intelligence Panel, argued 
in 1992 that reform was vital: “It is clear that as the world becomes 
more . . . complex and no longer understandable through the prism of 
Soviet competition, more intelligence—not less—will be needed.” The 
solution, he insisted, was “to change the existing community, including 
the CIA.”79

Plans to eradicate the CIA, however, never materialized and carried 
no favor within the administration, as Joseph Nye observed, “eliminating 
the community’s chief source of nondepartmental analysis would weaken 
estimates. In policy circles the old adage is that where you stand depends 
on where you sit. In intelligence, what you foresee is often affected by 
where you work. The primary duty of departmental analysts is to respond 
to the needs of their organizations.”80 From the beginning of its time 
in office, the Clinton administration noted that national security had 
taken on “a much broader definition” in the post-Cold War era and that 
“intelligence must address a much wider range of threats and dangers.” 
The information provided by the intelligence community was seen as 
being an “essential complement” to data accessed from “foreign service 
reporting, media reports and private analysts who rely entirely on open 
sources.”81 All aspects of Clinton’s Grand Strategy depended on strong 
intelligence capabilities, recognized by the administration as being 
“critical instruments of our national power and integral to implementing 
our national security strategy.”

In the first term, the administration focused on ways the intelligence 
community could enhance its domestic economic initiatives. However, 
as it moved into its second term, the White House appeared more 
willing to recognize the CIA’s more traditional remit. In terms of the 
national security component of Clinton’s Grand Strategy, the intelligence 
priorities included, but were not limited to, rogue states, belligerent 
nuclear powered nation states, nuclear proliferation, drug smuggling, 
terrorism, and organized crime. The administration acknowledged that 
the intelligence community needed to be assigned specific roles for dealing 
with such threats and defined them as being the support of US military 
and diplomatic efforts worldwide and the thwarting of efforts to develop 
WMD and terrorism.82

On June 18, 1993, PDD-9 tasked the Director Of Central Intelligence 
with “responsibility for foreign intelligence in support of interdiction 
efforts” by the Coast Guard and Immigration and Naturalisation Service 
to prevent alien smuggling into the United States.83 On August 5, 1993, 
President Clinton signed PDD-12 addressing security awareness in an 
attempt to thwart foreign intelligence gathering operations within the 
United States. In May 1994 President Clinton signed PDD-24, designed 
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to enhance “cooperation, coordination and accountability among all US 
counterintelligence agencies.”84 This focus on intelligence followed the 
Aldrich Ames espionage case and led to the establishment of the National 
Counterintelligence Center.85 The administration also sought to initiate 
the “exchange of senior managers between the CIA and the FBI to ensure 
timely and close coordination between the intelligence and law enforcement 
communities.”86

With the end of the Cold War, the US intelligence services underwent 
a decade of upheaval. Consistent with the provisions of the 1995 
Intelligence Authorization Act, President Clinton directed the Chairman 
of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board to conduct a review of the 
roles and missions of the intelligence community to define its needs in the 
post-Cold War world. In March 1995, President Clinton signed PDD-35 
to establish the Intelligence Priorities IWG, which served as a forum for 
identifying issues that required specific attention from the intelligence 
community and supplemented the President’s Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board. Regardless of changes in focus, however, Clinton’s 
second CIA Director, John Deutch, insisted that the primary mission 
of intelligence remained the need to provide the president with the best 
possible information: “We have to maintain an unassailable reputation 
for unvarnished treatment of the facts, never allowing ourselves to tailor 
our analysis to meet some policy conclusion that may be of convenience 
to one of our leaders at one time or another. If we do so, it will quickly 
destroy [our] credibility.”87

The second term’s intelligence priorities extended to include “trans-
national threats; potential regional conflicts that might affect US 
national security interests; intensified counterintelligence against foreign 
intelligence collection inimical to US interests; and threats to US forces 
and citizens abroad.”88 The administration utilized technology to enhance 
its grand strategy, including the use of “continuous, non-intrusive, 
space-based imaging and information processing,” designed to “monitor 
treaty compliance, military movements and the development, testing and 
deployment of weapons of mass destruction” and to “support diplomatic 
and military action” initiated by the White House. Such efforts, however, 
were reliant on Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and the administration 
recognized the need to “continue to attract and retain” qualified staff 
to provide much-needed regional analysis and to develop relations with 
private enterprises and public institutions whose expertise was deemed to 
be “especially critical.”89

The evolving national security threat

Throughout its 8 years in office, the Clinton administration’s policies 
evolved to reveal a shift in focus from a state-centered approach to a 
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growing recognition of the dangers posed by non-state actors in the post-
Cold War world. Grand strategy accepted, however, that certain nation 
states retained the desire to challenge US interests and that in some instances 
these states were “actively improving their offensive capabilities, including 
efforts to obtain nuclear, biological or chemical weapons.”90 Accordingly, 
US Grand Strategy focused on major theatre conflict and identified North 
Korea, Iran, and Iraq, as nations it anticipated may need to be resisted. The 
strategy called for a multilateral response if possible, but recognized that 
unilateral action might be required.

Accordingly, the administration advocated “forces that can deploy 
quickly and supplement US forward based and forward deployed 
forces, along with regional allies, in halting an invasion and defeating 
the aggressor.” Such a strategy was utilized during the October 1994 
operation when Iraq threatened to invade Kuwait. With continuing 
global commitments and operational requirements, the Clinton 
administration recognized that “An aggressor in one region might 
be tempted to take advantage when US forces are heavily committed 
elsewhere.”91 Accordingly, it adopted a Two War philosophy, designed 
to repel such a threat “in concert with regional allies.” The justification 
for such a stance was revealed “by the real prospect of near simultaneous 
hostilities with Iraq and North Korea in the late summer of 1994.”92 
By the second term, it was clear that the administration was presiding 
through a transitional era, one in which it needed to lead a “revolution 
in military affairs and to restructure the defense budget” to ensure 
continued “dominance of information systems, awareness technologies 
and directed energy weapons.” To do otherwise risked enabling 
competitors “to keep us out of regions of vital national interest, 
checkmating anything else we might do with the rest of our military 
establishment.”93

Despite Republican concerns, Clinton’s defense budget continued to 
equal the total defense spending of France, Russia, Japan, China, and 
Germany, despite the defense budget having been steadily reduced by 
35 percent between 1985 and 1995. Military budgetary requests of $1.7 
billion for 1994 and $2.6 billion for 1995 were made to ensure training 
readiness was not impaired by the costs of “unanticipated contingencies,” 
while the administration added $25 billion to the defense budget over a 
6-year period to increase funding for readiness and improve the quality of 
life for military personnel and their families.94 Such moves were a concession 
to Republicans and the military, two groups the administration were keen 
to sway, but to little avail. In April 1997, the Republican controlled House 
National Security Committee reported that “Declining defense budgets, 
a smaller force structure, fewer personnel and aging equipment, all in the 
context of an increase in the pace of operations, are stretching US military 
forces to the breaking point.”95 Despite the president’s lack of inroads with 
the military, Labor Secretary Robert Reich revealed “everyone . . . knows 
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that the Defense Department will get what it wants. [Clinton] won’t stand 
in the way of the Pentagon.”96

Into its second term, the administration continued to advocate an 
integrated approach to the challenges it faced in the international arena.  
In addition to military force, this included “a strong diplomatic 
corps and a foreign assistance program” to ensure the United States 
continued to “shape the international environment, respond to the full 
spectrum of potential crises and prepare against future threats.”97 The 
administration noted that the threats posed to the United States grew 
more diverse as its time in power drew to a close, justifying its calls for 
an integrated approach “to defend the nation, shape the international 
environment, respond to crises, and prepare for an uncertain future.”98 
The administration’s stated ambition was “a stable, peaceful” world in 
which the United States continued to “prosper through increasingly open 
international markets and sustainable growth in the global economy,” 
and in which, “democratic values and respect for human rights and the 
rule of law are increasingly accepted.” To achieve this meant ensuring 
“close cooperative relations with the world’s most influential countries,” 
in order to “shape the policies and actions” of those who could negatively 
impact US national security.99

The Clinton administration governed not only in the post-Cold War 
era, but also at the dawn of the Information Age, which presented “new 
challenges to US strategy even as it [offered] extraordinary opportunities 
to build a better future.” Technology had benefits and shortcomings, since 
it brought the world closer “as information, money and ideas move around 
the globe at record speed” but it also enabled “terrorism, organized crime 
and drug trafficking to challenge the security of our borders and that of our 
citizens in new ways.”100 As early as April 1993, the Clinton administration 
recognized the dilemma of the times; advances in technology made life 
easier for Americans, while modern technology in the hands of terrorists 
posed a major challenge to the security of the United States.

To address this, the administration prepared PDD-5 to address 
advances in telephone encryption technology. It introduced Clipper Chip 
technology to address “encryption’s dual-edged sword,” to enable secure 
transactions and privacy for citizens, while preventing it from acting as 
a “shield” for criminals and terrorists.101 It also drafted PRD-27 that 
committed the administration “to the development of an information 
superhighway and National Information Infrastructure.”102 Five years 
later, on May 20, 1998, the administration produced PDD-63, dedicated 
to the protection of the US critical infrastructure, in an indication of how 
far the information revolution had progressed.103 The administration 
conceded that the internet had “increased the ability of citizens and 
organizations to influence the policies of governments” and sought, 
therefore, to use public diplomacy as a tool to leverage foreign opinion in 
favor of US directives and, in doing so, increase pressure on their leaders.104 
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However, in an indication of the pre-9/11 environment through which 
the Clinton administration sought to introduce such changes, Congress 
slashed the White House spending request for Critical Infrastructure 
Protection by 55 percent in September 2000.105

While technological advancements benefited many, they also 
demonstrated what Bill Clinton later referred to as “the dark side of this 
new age of global interdependence.”106 Such was the way of things in the 
new era, for “the demise of communism not only lifted the lid on age–
old conflicts but it opened the door to new dangers, such as the spread of 
weapons of mass destruction to non-state, as well as state, forces.” The 
administration recognized in 1996 that America’s “freedom, democracy, 
security, and prosperity were threatened by regional aggressors; the spread 
of weapons of mass destruction, ethnic, religious, and national rivalries; 
and the forces of terrorism, drug trafficking and international organized 
crime.”107 Long before September 2001, the Clinton administration 
recognized it was engaged in a new kind of battle; a covert quest to prevent 
death and destruction unleashing themselves upon the streets of the United 
States.

Counter-terrorism

If threats from former adversaries were receding, time demonstrated that 
dangers to the United States remained real and present. At home and 
abroad, the Clinton administration fought a war that went unnoticed by 
many until it exploded above the streets of Manhattan in 2001. Since that 
day terrorism has become “an indispensable part of the argot of the late 
twentieth century,” about which, however, “most people have a vague idea 
or impression . . . but lack a more precise, concrete and truly explanatory 
definition.”108

President Clinton spoke many times on terrorism, including at the 1995 
General Assembly of the United Nations. In 1996, he convened a Summit 
of Peacemakers in Egypt devoted to counterterrorism and raised it at  
the G-7 in Lyons. On August 5, 1996, he addressed the issue at George 
Washington University, lamenting, “fascism and communism may be dead 
or discredited . . . but the forces of destruction live on.”109 Clinton had not 
campaigned stressing threats from terrorism, but his administration came 
to appreciate its dangers very quickly. Four days into its time in office, CIA 
employees were targeted on their way to work and a month later the World 
Trade Center was bombed.110 Therefore, as early as 1994 the administration 
noted that “from time to time,” it may be necessary “to strike terrorists 
at their bases abroad, or to attack assets valued by the governments that 
support them.”

This was far from a theoretical exercise. On June 26, 1993, following 
a determination that Iraq had plotted to assassinate George Bush, Clinton 
ordered a cruise missile attack against the headquarters of Iraq’s intelligence 
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service. Similarly, on March 4, 1994, the United States secured convictions 
against four defendants in the bombing of the World Trade Center.111 
Speaking at a groundbreaking ceremony for a memorial to victims of the Pan 
Am flight 103 bombing over Lockerbie, Scotland, President Clinton weaved 
the administration’s stance on terrorism into a wider narrative relating to 
the direction of history. Terrorists, he insisted, realized that history and “the 
rising tide of democracy seen everywhere in the world, is turning against 
them. And so with terrorism and any other means at their disposal, they 
lash back.”112 Speaking 2 years later at the opening of the memorial, the 
president insisted, “America is more determined than ever to stand against 
terrorism, to fight it, to bring terrorists to answer for their crimes.”113

The administration addressed counterterrorism in a series of PDDs 
that were later incorporated into the annual National Security Strategy 
Review documents. In May 1994, PDD-24 was prepared to “foster 
increased cooperation, coordination and accountability among all 
US counterintelligence agencies” and established a new national 
counterintelligence policy structure.114 The directive also led to the creation 
of the National Counterintelligence Center, which operated until President 
Clinton replaced it in January 2001 with the Office of the National 
Counterintelligence Executive. In June 1995, PDD-39 directed all federal 
agencies to review their security requirements and take necessary steps to 
ensure the continued safety of the American people. It also committed the 
government to “pursue vigorously efforts to deter and pre-empt, apprehend 
and prosecute, or assist other governments to prosecute, individuals who 
perpetrate or plan to perpetrate” terrorists attacks. The directive was based 
on reducing vulnerabilities, deterring terrorist acts, responding to terrorist 
incidents, and preventing the use of WMD.115

On August 8, 1995, the Transportation Secretary advised the White 
House Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta, that the Federal Aviation Administration 
would increase airport and airline security in accordance with PDD-39  
and following input from law enforcement and intelligence sources. 
Intriguingly, the Transport Secretary relayed the concerns of the Air 
Transport Association about “the potential impact on their industry if civil 
aviation alone is the focal point for increased security” and proposed that 
the White House publicly acknowledge that the measures were “part of an 
administration-wide effort in response to a general increase in the potential 
for anti-American terrorism.”116 In 1997, the Clinton administration 
publicized its efforts to improve aviation security at airports in the United 
States and worldwide to “ensure better security for all US transportation 
systems; and improve protection for our personnel assigned overseas.”117

In the aftermath of September 2001, international terrorism obtained 
a new dimension. In the years prior to the attack, however, the Clinton 
administration was not irresolute in its efforts. Since 1993, it had arrested 
and extradited more terrorists to the United States “than during the 
totality of the previous three administrations.”118 In addition to such legal 
maneuvers, covert operations were utilized to expel terrorists to nations 
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that had less stringent human rights policies: “If we do not receive adequate 
cooperation from a state that harbors a terrorist whose extradition we 
are seeking, we shall take appropriate measures to induce cooperation. 
Return of suspects by force may be effected without the cooperation of 
the host government, consistent with the procedures outlined in NSD-77, 
which shall remain in effect.”119 Such language reveals the extent to which 
rendition was utilized prior to September 2001 and had been put in place 
prior to the Clinton administration, in classified documentation prepared 
for George H. W. Bush in January 1993.120 Beginning in 1996, the Clinton 
administration persuaded allies to apprehend terrorists and ship them to a 
third country, without legal process. More than 50 terrorists were forcibly 
removed in this fashion with a view to breaking organizations “brick by 
brick.”121 The administration stressed that “foreign terrorists will not be 
allowed to enter the United States, and the full force of legal authorities 
will be used to remove foreign terrorists from the United States and 
prevent fundraising within the United States to support foreign terrorist 
activity.” Definitions of what defined a terrorist, however, were open to 
interpretation, as Yasser Arafat became the most regular visitor to the 
White House during the Clinton presidency and Sinn Féin president, Gerry 
Adams, was granted a visa despite protests from the British government.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy was committed to eliminating foreign terrorists 
and their support networks in the United States, destroying terrorist 
sanctuaries and confronting state-sponsored terrorism using “diplomatic, 
law enforcement, economic, military and intelligence activities.”122 
Domestically, the administration proposed legislation designed to provide 
law enforcement officials with the tools to combat terrorism including 
additional manpower and training, methods to mark and trace explosives, 
as well as legal mobile wiretaps.123 Although the language focused on 
international terrorism, the major threats faced by the Clinton administration 
were home grown: the destruction left by the Unabomber, the attacks at the 
Atlanta Olympics, and the Oklahoma City bombing were all perpetuated 
by Americans. Indeed, it was President Clinton’s reaction to the devastation 
in Oklahoma that enabled him to find his presidential voice, and his role as 
Empathiser in Chief. This was a task he was forced to return to time and 
again during his presidency, noting, “you have lost too much, but you have 
not lost everything. And you have certainly not lost America, for we will 
stand with you for as many tomorrows as it takes.”124

Following the destruction in Oklahoma, the administration urged 
Congress to pass anti-terrorism measures. The Senate approved a bill in June 
1995 by a wide margin of 91–8, but similar legislation languished in the 
House of Representatives. In March 1996, the chamber approved a series 
of amendments proposed by Congressman Bob Barr (R-GA), including one 
to ban the use of wiretap evidence obtained without a warrant to prosecute 
terrorists. The amendments caused the bill’s sponsor, Congressman Henry 
Hyde (R-IL), chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, to observe, “this 
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is no longer a real anti-terrorism bill.” John Conyers, Jr (D-MI) agreed that 
the move “eviscerated the heart and soul of the anti-terrorism bill.”125 The 
White House shared the sentiment, where Alan J. Kreczko, legal adviser to 
the National Security Council, advised Anthony Lake that the amendments 
“effectively gut an already-weakened anti-terrorism bill.”126

The Clinton administration was eager to stress its focus on preventing 
terrorism as much as its determination to seek revenge for attacks once they 
had occurred. This included “active diplomatic and military engagement, 
political pressure, economic sanctions and bolstering allies’ political and 
security capabilities.” In language that reflected pre-9/11 era priorities, 
the administration noted the need to continue to devote “the necessary 
resources for America’s strategy to combat terrorism, which integrates 
preventive and responsive measures and encompasses a graduated scale of 
enhanced law enforcement and intelligence gathering, vigorous diplomacy 
and, where needed, military action.”127 Despite what was retrospectively 
critiqued as a dependence on law enforcement to counter terrorist threats, 
the administration noted that there would be times when these were not 
sufficient and that when national security was challenged it would take 
“extraordinary steps” to protect US citizens.128 It insisted that “a coalition 
of nations is imperative to the international effort to contain and fight the 
terrorism that threatens American interests.”129 However, in language that 
echoed that of its successor, the Clinton administration insisted that “as 
long as terrorists continue to target American citizens, we reserve the right 
to act in self-defense by striking at their bases and those who sponsor, assist 
or actively support them.”

The Clinton administration addressed terrorism throughout its time 
in office and sought to re-task the federal government to address this 
gathering threat. However, the risks posed by bureaucratic resistance 
were apparent to the administration as it insisted that countering the 
terrorist threat required the “day-to-day coordination within the 
US Government and close cooperation with other governments and 
international organizations.” It noted improvements in such efforts 
between the Departments of State, Justice, Defense, Treasury, Energy, 
Transportation, the CIA, and other intelligence agencies and sought extra 
funding and manpower from Congress to increase the ability of these 
agencies to combat terrorism.130 In a move that revealed the lackadaisical 
approach to this issue, however, President Clinton was advised on 
September 11, 2000 that Congress had slashed administration requests 
for counter-terrorist activities. The House cut the funding request by 
$225 million (10%), while the Senate cut funding by $664 million (29%) 
from a total $2.34 billion request.131

While Clinton’s Grand Strategy was designed to prevent the use of 
force against the United States, it accepted that such an eventuality 
must be planned for and initiated a policy of National Security 
Emergency Preparedness. Such a plan was necessary in the event of 
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an emergency “in order to ensure the survivability of our institutions 
and national infrastructure, protect lives and property and preserve 
our way of life.” This initiative was enshrined in PDD-67 “Enduring 
Constitutional Government and Continuity of Government Operations,” 
dated October 21, 1998. Continuity of Government became an area of 
increasing concern in the second term of the administration as officials 
recognized the need to ensure the continued function of the federal 
government in the event of a national emergency. While this did not 
constitute the creation of a new department for National Security, it 
was the first step in the direction of the eventual Homeland Security 
Department established in the wake of the attacks of September 11, 2001. 
Until then, the Clinton administration continued to build up resources to 
ensure “comprehensive, all-hazard emergency preparedness planning by 
all federal departments and agencies continues to be a crucial national 
security requirement.”132

The Clinton administration continued to address terrorism through 
the use of PDDs. President Clinton signed PDD-62 in May 1998, 
which created a new approach to fighting terrorism and reinforced the 
mission of the agencies charged with defeating terrorism. It “codified 
and clarified their activities in the wide range of US counter-terrorism 
programs, including apprehension and prosecution of terrorists, increasing 
transportation security and enhancing incident response capabilities.”133 
Vitally, it established the Office of the National Coordinator for Security, 
Infrastructure Protection, and Counter-Terrorism, designed to oversee a 
“broad variety of relevant polices and programs including such areas as 
counter-terrorism, protection of critical infrastructure, preparedness and 
consequence management for weapons of mass destruction.”134

The administration led efforts at G-7 conferences to coordinate 
international efforts to counter threats from terrorism. At the G-7 Summit 
in 1995, leaders agreed to work more closely in combating terrorism and 
at a December 1995 meeting in Ottawa, eight nations pledged to adopt 
counter-terrorism treaties by the year 2000, “to cooperate more closely in 
detecting forged documents and strengthening border surveillance, to share 
information more fully and effectively and to work together in preventing 
the use by terrorists of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons.” The 
Clinton administration identified Iran as the main state sponsor of 
terrorism, noting in 1996, “Iran’s support of terrorism is a primary 
threat to peace in the Middle East and a major threat to innocent citizens 
everywhere.”135 On August 5, 1996, the president signed the Iran and Libya 
Sanctions Act, designed “to deny those countries the money they need to 
finance international terrorism. It will limit the flow of resources necessary 
to obtain weapons of mass destruction.” This was, in part, a continuation 
of policies initiated under the Dual Containment policy and revealed the 
extent to which the administration was seeking to address terrorism on 
three fronts: “first, abroad, through closer cooperation with our allies; 
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second, at home, by giving our law enforcement officials the most powerful 
counter-terrorism tools available; and, third, by improving security in our 
airports and on our airplanes.”136

To counter potential threats, the administration imposed an embargo 
against Iran as part of the Dual Containment strategy, designed to deprive 
Tehran of “the benefits of trade and investment with the United States.” 
The primary result of this embargo “was to further disrupt an Iranian 
economy already reeling from mismanagement, corruption and stagnant 
oil prices.” Importantly, the United States did not act unilaterally in its 
actions against Iran as the G-7 joined in condemning Iran’s support for 
terrorism. The United States also gained commitments from Russia not 
to sell weapons to Iran that had dual-use technologies with military end-
uses.137 As late as November 24, 2000, the Clinton administration sought 
to enforce restrictions on Iraq. When Shaykh Hamad bin Ali bin Jaber Al 
Thani made a gift of a Boeing 747 airplane to Saddam Hussein, Secretary 
of State Albright and Secretary of Commerce Mineta announced immediate 
measures. In accordance with UN Security Council Resolutions designed 
to prevent the diversion of US-origin goods to Iraq, the Department of 
Commerce moved to “restrict export and re-exports of a broad category 
of US-origin goods” to the Shaykh or his commercial entities. The State 
department also moved “to ensure that those directly responsible for the 
transfer of this airplane [would] not enjoy the privilege of travel to the 
United States.”138

Vitally, the Clinton administration stressed its readiness to defend US 
interests “by striking at terrorist bases and states that support terrorist 
acts.”139 On August 20, 1998, President Clinton authorized air strikes 
against facilities in Afghanistan in an effort to confront “the network of 
radical groups affiliated with Osama bin Laden,” identified in the 1998 
NSSR as “perhaps the pre-eminent organizer and financier of international 
terrorism in the world.”140 The attacks also included a strike on a factory 
in Sudan that was believed to have been involved in the production of 
materials for chemical weapons, in what was deemed “a necessary and 
proportionate response to the imminent threat of further terrorist attacks 
against US personnel and facilities.”141 The strike targeted bin Laden’s 
“network of radical groups” that came “from diverse places but share a 
hatred for democracy, a fanatical glorification of violence and a horrible 
distortion of their religion to justify the murder of innocents.”142 The 
language of the Clinton era reports was revealing. A 1996 CIA report 
entitled “Usama bin Laden: Islamic Extremist Financier” did not emphasize 
the relevance (if indeed there was any) of the term “al-Qaeda.”143 As Jason 
Burke notes, State Department memos from the era make no reference to 
any single group that bin Laden was fronting, identifying him purely as an 
“ex-Saudi financier and radical Islamist.”144

The administration was at pains to stress that its efforts were not new 
and that the United States had “battled terrorism for many years” and 
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had done so using the tools at its disposal. “Where possible, we’ve used 
law enforcement and diplomatic tools to wage the fight. The long arm of 
American law has reached out around the world and brought to trial those 
guilty of attacks in New York and Virginia and in the Pacific.” But it noted 
that legal niceties may not always be viable: “There have been and will be 
times when law enforcement and diplomatic tools are simply not enough, 
when our very national security is challenged and when we must take 
extraordinary steps to protect the safety of our citizens.” Such was the case 
with “the bin Ladin network of terrorist groups.”145 Again, the language is 
important, for as Burke stresses, “sensibly, Clinton talks of ‘the network’ 
not of ‘al-Qaeda.’”146

The administration committed its 1998 address to the UN General 
Assembly to the subject of terrorism, identified as being “a clear and present 
danger to tolerant and open societies and innocent people everywhere.” 
The president argued that “terror has become the world’s problem” and 
took issue with those who noted that “the number of deaths from terrorism 
is comparatively small, sometimes less than the number of people killed 
by lightning in a single year.” Terrorists were exploiting the benefits of the 
sweeping technological revolution that the administration was so eager to 
advance and of the “greater openness and the explosion of information and 
weapons technology.” This raised the “chilling prospects of vulnerability to 
chemical, biological and other kinds of attacks, bringing each of us into the 
category of possible victim.” Rather than acceding to popular theories of 
the time, however, the president rejected suggestions of “an inevitable clash 
between Western civilization and Western values and Islamic civilizations 
and values.” Instead, Clinton argued that potential threats represented “a 
clash between the forces of the past and the forces of the future, between 
those who tear down and those who build up, between hope and fear, chaos 
and community.”147 This was highlighted in an un-dated note urging the 
administration to “Find a Muslim! This effort will get us to the real issue: 
‘Terrorism’ vs. A perceived issue of religion. (Muslims against us and vice 
versa.)” It is not clear what event this was relating to, but there was a clear 
recognition of the need to “find a prominent Muslim associate directly or 
indirectly with the US Gov” so as to not appear to be making a racial issue 
out of the situation at a time that was at least months, if not years prior to 
the attacks of September 2001.148

As the administration prepared to leave office, its final grand strategy 
document revealed the extent of its anti-terrorism program. Noticeably 
more robust than in 1994, the document’s language and tone repeated the 
greater threat faced by the United States. The document claimed to have 
“mounted an aggressive response to terrorism,” a statement that came 
under close scrutiny 9 months later. It also claimed to combine “enhanced 
law enforcement and intelligence efforts; vigorous diplomacy and economic 
sanctions; and, when necessary, military force.”149 The priorities of the 
United States soon reversed, however, as military force took precedence over 
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law enforcement initiatives. The dramatic nature of the September 2001 
attacks enabled a focus on anti-terrorism initiatives that were unimaginable 
during the Clinton presidency as initiatives designed to thwart equally 
spectacular actions, such as the Millennium Eve celebrations, were largely 
overlooked.150

Enhancing security: nATO expansion

Clinton’s Grand Strategy depended on utilizing existing international 
organizations and nowhere was this more evident than in Europe, 
which remained “at the center of America’s geopolitical map of the 
world” in the 1990s.151 The administration identified several entities that 
it sought to work with including the European Union, the Council of 
Europe, the Western European Union, and the Organization for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe. The utilization of these entities, working 
“together in harmony on common problems and opportunities,” was 
identified by the administration as a way to demonstrate its commitment 
“to building a united, free and secure Europe.”152 However, the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was central to the administration’s 
plans in Europe. Indeed, despite initial European fears that the Clinton 
administration was focusing its attention on the Pacific, Europe saw the 
most tangible example of US Grand Strategy when NATO expanded 
during Clinton’s second term.153

NATO enlargement was the most profound foreign policy undertaking 
of the Clinton presidency, designed to do for Europe’s East what NATO 
had already done for Europe’s West, to “create a secure environment 
for prosperity and deter violence in the region where two world wars 
and the Cold War began.”154 This ambition had been highlighted in 
1994 when the White House announced that NATO’s expansion 
“will not be to draw a new line in Europe further east, but to expand 
stability, democracy, prosperity and security cooperation to an ever-
broader Europe.”155 When the administration took office, however, such 
a move was far from certain, as many questioned the continuing need 
for NATO. In the words of Lord Ismay, the organization had proved 
adept at keeping “the Americans in, the Russians out and the Germans 
down,” but as a collective defense arrangement, based on an external 
threat from the USSR, the end of the Cold War raised questions about 
NATO’s continued necessity.156

Intriguingly, the Clinton administration, with its apparent domestic 
focus and uncertain relationship with the military, was responsible for 
the enlargement of what it referred to as “history’s greatest political–
military alliance.”157 This was in part due to the presence within the 
administration of individuals such as Morton Halperin, William Perry, 
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and Ashton Carter, who were known for their advocacy of cooperative 
security, of which NATO enlargement was seen as a perfect example. 
Therefore, rather than extinguish the alliance, the United States sought 
to expand it by incorporating those nations of Central and Eastern 
Europe previously segregated by the Iron Curtain, insisting that NATO 
alone had “the military forces, the integrated command structure, the 
broad legitimacy and the habits of cooperation that [were] essential 
to draw in new participants and respond to new challenges.”158 The 
twentieth century had twice been disrupted by conflicts originating 
in these areas and so expanding to this region was viewed as a way to 
consolidate the end of the Cold War and reduce the chance of conflict 
by providing democratic foundations for the newly independent states. 
The Clinton administration declared that the organization had always 
“looked to the addition of members, who shared the Alliance’s purposes 
and its values, its commitment to respect borders and international 
law and who could add to its strength.”159 This concept was embraced 
by the administration in its efforts to push the boundaries of Europe 
further east.

The drive to expand NATO was informally proposed on October 21, 
1993 by Defense Secretary Les Aspin at a meeting of NATO defense 
ministers. Three months later, on January 10, 1994, President Clinton 
made it official at a NATO summit meeting in Brussels, declaring “the 
Soviet Union is gone, but our community of interest endures. And now 
it is up to us to build a new security for a new future for the Atlantic 
people in the twenty-first century.”160 Speaking on his first trip to Europe, 
Clinton declared, “I have come here today to declare and to demonstrate 
that Europe remains central to the interests of the United States and 
that we will help to work with our partners in seizing the opportunities 
before us all.”161 Six months later NATO enlargement was enshrined in 
the 1994 National Security Strategy Review and gathered momentum 
during Clinton’s first term. With the end of the Cold War, the Clinton 
administration recognized the opportunity “to complete the construction 
of a truly integrated, democratic and secure Europe, with a democratic 
Russia as a full participant.” In doing so, the administration believed 
that it “would complete the mission the United States launched fifty years 
ago with the Marshall Plan and the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization.”162 It sought to work with Europe to “address global 
challenges . . . consolidate the region’s historic transition in favour of 
democracy and free markets . . . and to build a more open world economy 
without barriers to transatlantic trade and investment.”163

The primary aspect of US Grand Strategy in Europe was “security 
through military strength and cooperation,” for while the Cold War had 
ended, “war itself is not over.”164 The Clinton administration insisted that 
the NATO alliance remained “the anchor of American engagement in 
Europe and the linchpin of transatlantic security” as it sought to keep the 
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organization “strong, vital and relevant.”165 NATO’s continued relevance 
was defended robustly by the administration. Ambassador Albright 
insisted that “no other institution had comparable clout,” while the 1995 
grand strategy report referred to NATO as “a guarantor of European 
democracy and a force for European stability . . . its mission endures even 
though the Cold War has receded into the past.”166 The concept of using 
NATO, identified as “the sword and shield of democracy,” as a force for the 
promotion of democracy as well as increased security, addressed two of the 
three central elements at the heart of US Grand Strategy.167 Strobe Talbott 
noted that “enlargement of NATO would be a force for the rule of law 
both within Europe’s new democracies and among them . . . An expanded 
NATO is likely to extend the area in which conflicts like the one in the 
Balkans simply do not happen.”168

Just as the administration sought to expand NATO, it also strove to 
utilize it as the organization of choice for US foreign policy, in a move 
that mirrored the relative decline of the United Nations. Despite the 
administration’s philosophical belief in multilateralism, the diluted power 
of the United States within the United Nations and the actions of fellow 
members of the Security Council tainted the organization in the eyes of 
many. Unlike the United Nations, where the United States was but one of 
five nations with a veto, the United States could control NATO without fear 
of sanction. As the most powerful military contributor, NATO depends on 
US hardware and the organization’s chief military commander is by design 
an American. As Anthony Lake revealed,

The problem with the Security Council was that the threat of vetoes 
made it difficult to do things in a classic multilateral way and, therefore, 
it’s not that we made a conceptual choice for NATO over the UN, it is 
that if we could have done it through the UN effectively it would have 
been better, but when the UN couldn’t act we had to find other ways to 
do things . . . but that was just because of events and the nature of the 
Security Council.169

When NATO expansion was first considered, critics feared that it would 
discriminate against those states that were not accepted.170 However, 
advocates such as former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
argued that NATO’s existing boundaries were outdated and that ‘Preserving 
NATO on the basis of the lines that were drawn by Stalin in 1945 would 
doom the alliance to atrophy.”171 Two schools of thought quickly emerged: 
The first advocated rapid NATO expansion to preserve democratic and 
capitalist institutions in Central and Eastern Europe. Delay, it was suggested, 
would be fatal since “a Russia facing a divided Europe would find the 
temptation to fill the vacuum irresistible.”172 Others favored “taking gradual 
steps toward expanding the alliance, while at the same time encouraging 
Russia to join NATO in co-operative security arrangements.”173 The latter 
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approach had the support of the Clinton White House, but the very concept 
of NATO expansion met with vocal opposition.

A collection of politicians and academics believed that NATO’s time 
had passed. Irving Kristol of the American Enterprise Institute argued 
NATO had become “a vast irrelevance” that should be allowed to “slide 
into obsolescence.”174 George Kennan criticized the initiative as “the 
most fateful error of American policy in the entire post-Cold War era” 
and viewed it as “a badly conceived strategy designed to counter a highly 
artificial, unforeseeable and improbable military conflict.”175 Kennan feared 
NATO enlargement would have an adverse effect on Russian democracy 
and lead to another Cold War due to Russian militarism. Opponents saw 
the administration’s decision as an ad hoc response to events over which it 
had no control and were appalled at the costs involved. The Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) estimated that NATO expansion would cost $61 
billion to $125 billion between 1996 and 2010.176 British Foreign Secretary 
Malcolm Rifkind called such costs “a small price to pay for the security of 
the continent,” while NATO Secretary General Solana suggested “opening 
NATO to new members is a good bargain, a sound investment.”177 It 
was suggested that no matter how much of a bargain it seemed, NATO 
expansion threatened to provoke a costly reaction from the Russians, who 
historically had most to fear from the organization.

Russia had lost large segments of the Soviet-era early warning network, 
leaving her vulnerable to the increasingly sophisticated capabilities of 
US conventional forces. The situation contributed to what Brzezinski 
referred to as an “oblong of maximum danger” from the Adriatic to 
China, from the Persian Gulf to the Russian–Kazakh border.178 Given 
the domestic priorities of Yeltsin’s government in the mid-1990s, there 
were no prospects to redress this imbalance. Rather, the question arose 
over the extent to which Yeltsin could compensate by increasing Russia’s 
reliance on tactical nuclear weapons. The official Russian military 
doctrine appeared to indicate an intention to react in this manner and it 
was acknowledged that NATO enlargement could seriously jeopardize 
both the START treaties and the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty, 
producing new divisions in Europe and restoring Cold War tensions. 
There was also concern within the administration, as the NSC’s Charles 
A. Kupchan argued that it was a mistake to “push a geopolitical dividing 
line up into Russia’s face.”179 The administration concluded, however, that 
“The end of the Cold War cannot mean the end of NATO and it cannot 
mean a NATO frozen in the past, because there is no other cornerstone 
for an integrated, secure and stable Europe for the future.”180 Despite 
Kupchan’s concerns, NATO expansion, as championed by Anthony 
Lake, became a high priority for the administration, as “the consensus 
was that NATO should be expanded.”181

Questions arose, however, over how to enlarge NATO without 
antagonizing Russia or threatening its interests, since “the prize, was 
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anchoring Russia in Europe.”182 Accordingly, the Clinton administration 
sought to placate the Kremlin by declaring that NATO expansion was 
not “aimed at replacing one division of Europe with a new one, but to 
enhance the security of all European states, members and non-members 
alike.”183 While the administration was eager to calm Russian concerns, 
they refused to allow Moscow to dictate terms, asserting, “NATO will 
not automatically exclude any nation from joining. At the same time, no 
country outside will be allowed to veto expansion.”184 No one was under 
any illusions about whom this was directed toward, despite claims that 
“the enlargement of NATO is not directed against any state.”185 While 
the White House did not require Russian jubilation at NATO expansion, 
its begrudging consent was a prerequisite and Clinton was insistent that 
Russia should be recognized as “a vital participant in European security 
affairs.”186 Such tensions, however, raised questions about the focus of 
the NATO expansion program as some members of the administration 
expressed concerns that the policy risked being overlooked due to the 
methods used to pursue a more open and democratic Europe.

The Partnership for Peace

To remedy this situation, the Partnership for Peace (PfP) was created, 
enabling NATO military cooperation with “all former members of the 
Warsaw Pact as well as other European states” and bestowing the status 
of partner on all former Warsaw Pact nations, including Russia.187 By the 
summer of 1994, 21 nations including Russia had joined the partnership, 
paving the way for a growing program of military cooperation and 
political consultation. Richard Holbrooke, by this point serving as 
Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs, called 
PfP “an invaluable tool that encourages NATO and individual partners to 
work together. It helps newly democratic states restructure and establish 
democratic control of their military forces and learn new forms of military 
doctrine, environmental control and disaster relief.”188 The administration 
viewed PfP as “a dynamic instrument for transforming former adversaries 
into lasting partners and for consolidating, strengthening and extending 
peace for generations to come.”189

The move enabled the administration to justify a continued military 
deployment in Europe in the face of calls to repatriate US troops, a point 
reiterated by the Brookings Institution, since “If the United States intends 
to lead and shape this process, then we will have to retain significant 
American ground forces in Europe.”190 The White House stressed that 
participation was no “guarantee that a participant [would] be invited 
to begin accession talks with NATO.”191 With the end of the Cold War, 
the Clinton administration was determined not to lose the ensuing peace 
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and PfP became a vehicle to achieve this, ensuring that the United States 
remained “a vital participant in European security affairs.”

US Grand Strategy in Europe, therefore, was driven by a desire for “a 
growing, healthy NATO–Russia relationship” that had Russia “closely 
involved” in PfP.192 It is clear to see how the development of NATO fit 
within the grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement: Bringing 
nations into NATO ensured that the organization had to depend less on 
American troop deployments, allowing the administration to reduce the 
military budget, which assisted efforts to reduce the budget deficit. NATO 
membership increased the likelihood of nations joining the European 
Union, thereby opening up more markets for US exports, which would 
in turn lead to more American jobs. Membership of the European Union 
depended upon specific forms of governmental structures for member 
states, thereby ensuring the enlargement of democracy to Central and 
Eastern Europe.

This was not the first time NATO’s configuration had been altered: 
France withdrew from the integrated military command structure in 1966; 
Greece withdrew in August 1974 after Turkey’s invasion of Cyprus, but 
rejoined in 1980. Finally, Spain was admitted to the alliance in 1982. In 
the 1990s, however, the overriding dilemma arose over which nations to 
admit and when. It was decided that NATO membership be dependent on 
five criteria: an established democracy, respect for human rights, a market-
based economy, armed forces under full civilian control, and good relations 
with neighboring states. It was intended that the choice of country to be 
invited for membership should be based on the strength of their candidacy, 
but the United States also insisted that candidates confirm their military 
and political integration into NATO and contribute to the financial cost of 
expansion.

Such decisions carried the possibility that other factors may play a part 
in determining which nations would be invited to join and, ultimately, 
geopolitical factors became involved. Technically, since East Germany had 
become part of a unified Germany, in practice, it had become the first new 
contingent of NATO, albeit by a different route. The official rationale for 
the expansion of NATO was to provide the stability and security required 
for democratic and free market reforms in Eastern Europe; “But it was 
always assumed that Poland in particular was by far the strongest claimant 
and of course Poland, unlike most of the others, had a military contribution 
to make to NATO.”193 The first new members, Poland, Hungary, and the 
Czech Republic, were the states in which such reforms required the least 
encouragement or protection and were selected because of their strategic 
value. Slovenia was at least as far along the path of democratic reform but was 
not selected because it did not offer as much strategic value to NATO. The 
countries where reforms were needed the most: Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, 
the Baltic States, and Slovakia were excluded from the first round of the 
process. NATO enlargement followed the Clinton principle of pragmatic 
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realism first, idealism always a close second, as defined by Dick Morris: 
“When you lead in an idealistic direction, the most important thing to do 
is to be highly pragmatic about it.”194

In allegations that reveal a lack of comprehension not only about 
how grand strategy was constructed, but also of the policy formulation 
process, it was suggested that President Clinton enlarged NATO merely 
to gain electoral favor with the immigrant population in the Great Lake 
States. However, NATO Enlargement had been championed by Anthony 
Lake in 1994 when he referred to PfP as “the lighthouse at the entrance to 
NATO’s harbour, offering real, practical military and defense cooperation 
with NATO” for the new European democracies.195 The policy had been 
espoused at the January 1994 NATO conference and was the cornerstone of 
European policy in every NSSR document. However, in October 1996 the 
President announced his determination to admit the first group of countries 
in 1999, on “NATO’s fiftieth anniversary and ten years after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall.”196 He made the speech in Detroit, Michigan, 2 weeks prior 
to Election Day and here the claims of politicization have some merit, as 
there had been no consultation with the Congress or the European allies 
and Clinton had previously stated that there was no consensus to enlarge 
NATO. However, the impact of the policy was of questionable electoral 
impact, as “only 10% of Americans could name even one of the three 
countries granted a US nuclear guarantee via their admission to NATO on 
12 March 1999.”197

The White House believed that NATO expansion reduced the risk of 
instability in Europe, assured that no part of Europe could revert to a 
Russian sphere of influence, built confidence, and gave new democracies 
incentives to consolidate reforms.198 The policy had wide ranging support, 
as the president told the people of Berlin in 1998, “This is the opportunity 
of generations. Together, we must seize it. We must build a Europe like 
Germany itself, whole and free, prosperous and peaceful, increasingly 
integrated and always globally engaged.”199 Five months earlier President 
Clinton noted in his State of the Union Address that this was also the 
commitment of a decades-long pledge: “For fifty years, NATO contained 
communism and kept America and Europe secure. Now, these three 
formerly Communist countries have said yes to democracy . . . by taking 
in new members and working closely with new partners, including Russia 
and Ukraine, NATO can help to assure that Europe is a stronghold 
for peace in the twenty-first century.”200 By the time it left office, the 
administration could reflect on a policy that had helped to establish “an 
undivided, peaceful Europe.”201 As noted in 2013 by former British Foreign 
Secretary Sir Malcolm Rifkind, “the extent to which Central and Eastern 
Europe is now firmly part of the European mainstream with democratic 
government, not perfect rule of law, but certainly infinitely better than it 
was in the past and getting better as the years go by. That has been a huge 
achievement.”202
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An assessment of national security 
Policy 1993–2001

The national security aspect of US Grand Strategy enabled Bill Clinton to 
establish a credible foreign policy that moved beyond the disappointment 
of Somalia to a point where, by 1996, he had become the embodiment of 
what President Bush had strived to achieve: “a president visibly confident 
of re-election, facing a parade of unconvincing campaign rivals, presiding 
over the world’s healthiest economy and the very embodiment of global 
leadership.”203 The Clinton administration was adamant that its grand 
strategy helped to “shape the international environment in ways favorable 
to US interests and global security.”204 It had done so using “diplomacy, 
economic cooperation, international assistance, arms control and non-
proliferation efforts, military presence and engagement activities,” in an 
attempt to “strengthen alliances, maintain US influence in key regions and 
encourage adherence to international norms.”205

However, many remained unconvinced by such calls and by the attempt 
to redefine concepts of national security. Former Deputy Under Secretary 
of Defense Dov Zakheim critiqued components of the strategy as being, 
“primarily non-military and [focused] on economic, social and even 
environmental concerns.” References to the environment reflected the 
presence of Al Gore in the administration and, while there were sections 
devoted to economic, social, and environmental issues, it was far from non-
military. Perhaps a more appropriate complaint was that when military 
matters were raised it was often in relation to multilateral operations, 
which many opposed, due to fears centering on command and control 
issues. Zakheim remained unconvinced by the strategy, suggesting that 
“This radical revision of the notion of national security goes to the heart 
. . . of the administration’s understanding and employment of military 
means.”206

Clinton’s Grand Strategy walked a fine line between defending the 
administration’s natural inclination toward multilateralism, which it 
viewed as “an important component of our strategy” and the fact that 
events caused a need to articulate a more robust unilateral approach to 
foreign policy.207 The intellectual divide between aspiration and political 
reality was evident in an evolving policy that repeatedly stressed the 
philosophical commitment to international engagement, while insisting 
that the United States could not “become involved in every problem.”208 
The continued interaction with allies was essential during the 1990s as the 
administration engaged in “combined training and exercises, coordinating 
military plans and preparations, sharing intelligence, jointly developing 
new systems and controlling exports of sensitive technologies according 
to common standards.”209 Only by leading, the strategy concluded, could 
the administration ensure a safer and more prosperous United States. This 
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could only be achieved by “fostering the peaceful resolution of dangerous 
conflicts, opening foreign markets, helping democratic regimes and tackling 
global problems.”210

Much of this was lost on the administration’s critics, who saw a 
grand strategy light on military supremacy and dominated by notions 
of trade and democracy. However, the strategy was pragmatic in its 
stance: “We can and must make the difference through our engagement; 
but our involvement must be carefully tailored to serve our interests and 
priorities.”211 This point was vital to the understanding of the concept: 
idealism when possible, realism when necessary; the prioritizing of 
human rights where feasible, the elevation of the national interest at all 
times; multilateralism when possible, unilateralism if necessary. Such 
was the policy for the coming decade and arguably beyond. From 1994 
onward, Clinton’s Grand Strategy documentation insisted, “It is clear we 
cannot police the world; but is it equally clear we must exercise global 
leadership.”212 Questions remained over the administration’s willingness 
to use force, however, and Nancy Soderberg’s admission that it took 
2 years to devise an approach to the use of force was compounded in 
the second term by Secretary of State Albright’s insistence that, “We’re 
talking about using military force, but we are not talking abut a war.”213 
As Andrew Bacevich noted, “the cause of peace may from time to time 
impel the United States to use force; but peace-loving Americans did not 
start war on others: That was Albright’ Rule.”214

The capacity to deliver upon grandiose ambitions of global leadership 
may appear fanciful in retrospect. However, as Kupchan noted, in the 
1990s there remained a lingering attachment to Fukuyama’s End of 
History thesis and in “the degree to which the American way would be 
bought hook line and sinker around the world.” With the sudden end of 
the Cold War, the victory in the Gulf War, and the unrivalled global status 
of the American economy and its accompanying military firepower, such 
optimism appeared justified. It is clear, however, that such a stance was 
flawed, as the administration “mistook that there was a true geo-political 
quiescence at the time and I think we understood it as a deeply grounded 
linear historical advance, whereas I think it was a pause.”215 It was a pause 
that was to out-last the administration by fewer than 9 months.

Conclusion

From December 1991, until his last day in office, national security 
considerations remained one of three central pillars to Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy, which was committed to ensuring the United States continued 
to lead the world that it had done so much to create. Its national security 
component recognized, however, that the end of the Cold War had 
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unleashed forces that were beyond the power of any nation to control. 
Whether threats were from groups, individuals, states, or rogue regimes, 
the Clinton administration was adamant that working with allies was a 
more viable option than operating alone. Accordingly, Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy was committed to adapting security relationships with allies to 
address common threats, while retaining the right to act unilaterally in 
support of US national interests.

The strategy’s integrated approach also applied to the federal 
government, for just as the president sought to break down the wall 
between foreign and domestic policy, so too did his grand strategy, 
requiring elements of the US government to work together in common 
cause. As noted in 1997, “at a time when domestic and foreign policies are 
increasingly blurred,” grand strategy placed “a premium on integrated 
interagency efforts to enhance US security.”216 By attempting to integrate 
the components of the federal government, the Clinton administration 
sought to maximize the tools at its disposal as it moved to shape the 
international community in the new geopolitical era. Diplomacy, 
international assistance, arms control programs, non-proliferation 
initiatives, and overseas military presence were all adopted to shape the 
new era, while the United States maintained its ability to respond to any 
potential military crisis.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy committed the United States to a full and 
vital role in world affairs and active promotion of its national security 
structures, unperturbed by calls for a more truncated approach to foreign 
policy. As President Clinton stated at George Washington University, 
“Where our interests and values demand it and where we can make a 
difference, America must act and lead.”217 Anthony Lake was adamant 
that continued American leadership in the world was a prerequisite: “It 
can mean more democracies and fewer dictatorships” and he called on 
Congress to help the administration “shape a second American Century 
of security and prosperity.”218 Lake’s optimistic, ideological philosophy 
was clear: “If we can help lead the dozens of nations . . . who are trying 
to adapt to democracy and free markets, we help to create the conditions 
for the greatest expansion of prosperity and security the world has ever 
witnessed.”219 By the end of Clinton’s second term in office, with the nation 
at peace and with the longest economic boom in American history, few 
argued with such an ambition. In hindsight, it is possible to see a certain 
naivety to the stance adopted in the 1990s as the United States dominated 
the world in an era of sudden unipolarity. Yet the Clinton administration 
did not seek to enforce its military might on the world. It rejected a 
preponderance of power approach and presided over an era of peace and 
prosperity. This was an era ruptured all too suddenly, but during its time 
in office, the Clinton administration’s optimism and cautious use of its 
military capacity were certainly justified.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Prosperity promotion

Of the three central aspects of US Grand Strategy, it was prosperity 
promotion that most revealed President Clinton’s hand in foreign policy 
developments in the post-Cold War world. Other administrations had 
addressed economic policy and the importance of foreign trade, but the 
Clinton administration took this to a new level by incorporating them 
into US Grand Strategy. The administration’s embrace of economic 
policy within the international sphere ensured it was at the vanguard of 
foreign policy initiatives, in a timely combination of a new era, a new 
administration and a new approach to grand strategy. The decision to 
bring economic policy into grand strategy was a way to redefine policy to 
minimize the president’s lack of experience in international relations as it 
had been practiced throughout the Cold War. With a new geopolitical era, 
the administration claimed that old definitions of international relations 
were no longer valid and it was time for new ideas and concepts. Prosperity 
promotion as a part of grand strategy had a profound impact on other 
nations and institutions, giving direction and impetus to the CIA, driving 
US policy with a new Europe, an emerging China, and new international 
trading blocks.

Promoting prosperity in US history

The Clinton administration was not the first in US history to harness the 
power of national economic might. Indeed, its ability to emphasize trade 
and economic power as an element of grand strategy stemmed in part from 
the manipulation of economic interests by previous administrations in 
their effort to win the Cold War. However, while this had been the case, 
prosperity promotion had not previously been placed at the center of US 
Grand Strategy.
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For 80 years following the American Revolution the United States was, 
for the most part, content with expansion into the Western territories of 
North America. The Civil War further ensured that any notions of foreign 
economic excursions were placed on hold until the 1880s when, with a 
continent peopled, a constitution defended and a new century looming, 
the United States began to look overseas for economic growth. US 
manufacturing output, which greatly assisted in the construction of the 
nation’s railroad network, grew to a point where it was in surplus and in 
need of markets, as US Gross National Product rose from $13 billion in 
1890 to $35 billion in 1910, contributing to a rise in overseas trade, from 
$93 million in 1880 to $223 million by 1898.1

With the dawn of the Industrial Age a more confident United States 
emerged, which adopted an entrepreneurial approach to the Western 
hemisphere in particular. The Monroe Doctrine was used to ward off not 
only unwelcome imperial armadas, but also competition for US economic 
domination. With European powers seemingly content to colonize Africa 
and Asia, future Secretary of State James G. Blaine declared it to be “the 
especial province” of the United States “to improve and expand its trade 
with the nations of America.”2 The lack of infrastructure ensured that 
US efforts to establish an economic foothold did not occur immediately, 
but Blaine’s efforts to establish a customs union to ensure that the United 
States became “the industrial provider of the agricultural nations of Latin 
America” was a harbinger of policy to come.3 It was also a sign of change 
in foreign policy, as the United States deviated from what Secretary of State 
Gresham called its “traditional and well-established policy of avoiding 
entangling alliances with foreign powers in relation to objects remote from 
this hemisphere.”4 By 1895, Gresham’s successor at the State Department, 
Richard Olney, noted that the United States’ “infinite resources combined 
with its isolated position render it master of the situation and invulnerable 
against any or all other powers.”5 Three years later, Albert Beveridge 
insisted, “fate has written our policy for us; the trade of the world must 
and shall be ours.”6

Throughout the twentieth century, successive administrations stressed 
the importance of international trade, as “foreign commercial expansion 
and national prosperity seemed intertwined.” It was suggested that 
governments had an obligation to “take every step possible towards the 
extension of foreign trade” and ensure domestic employment.7 Politicians 
of all persuasions agreed; during the 1920s, Calvin Coolidge insisted that 
“the chief business of the American people is business” while in 1934, 
FDR appointed Cordell Hull to his administration and passed the Trade 
Agreements Act, prompting Henry F. Grady to observe that the United 
States was “to a greater degree than ever before meshing our domestic 
economy into the world economy.”8 Two decades later, Defense Secretary 
Charles Wilson noted that “what was good for our country was good for 
General Motors.”9
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Throughout its history, therefore, the United States had encouraged 
economic expansionism and had, on occasion, militarized such a 
commitment. Some presidents had even put their names to doctrines 
designed to maximize this, but this was quite distinct from what the Clinton 
administration attempted with its grand strategy. The growing importance 
of economics in the post-Cold War era was becoming apparent during the 
1992 campaign, as Michael Mandelbaum noted: “If the US is to play a 
useful role in the reconstruction of the world’s economies . . . a far greater 
public appreciation of the importance of particular economic policies will 
have to be developed.”10 In Bill Clinton, the United States had a president 
determined to do all he could to educate the populace as to the role of 
economics in the post-Cold War world, referencing the economy in a public 
setting 12,798 times in 8 years, or around 133 times a month.11

Prosperity promotion in the Clinton 
administration

Governor Clinton had stressed the need to base national security on a 
sound economic footing from the first moments of his campaign for the 
presidency. In his Announcement Address, Clinton spoke of the economic 
challenges posed by Europe and Japan and of the risks to US international 
standing due to domestic economic decline. In his December 1991 address 
at Georgetown University, he reiterated his belief that a continued refusal to 
blend foreign and domestic policy risked harming the economy. Affirming 
this approach, Warren Christopher told the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee at his confirmation hearings that economic growth was the 
president’s highest foreign policy.12 The administration utilized economic 
policy to enhance the nation’s finances and end a mild recession that had 
contributed to George Bush’s electoral defeat in 1992; it subsequently sought 
to utilize this element of foreign policy for domestic purposes, to assist in 
Clinton’s bid for reelection in 1996 and to serve as a powerful legacy once 
the administration left office in 2001.13

Clinton’s domestically focused campaign and his administration’s 
focus on the economy were both made possible by the end of the Cold 
War. Beforehand, national survival had dominated policy as successive 
administrations sought to contain Soviet advances. With the end of the 
Cold War, the Clinton administration sought to reinforce strategic 
gains. Whereas a Domino Theory once existed to explain the spread of 
communism, now such a process was attempted in reverse. The Clinton 
administration sought to ensure that free markets flourished and replaced 
command economies. Such thinking was apparent during the campaign and 
reflected not only the personal view of Governor Clinton, but also that of 
foreign policy advisers such as Michael Mandelbaum, who observed that in 
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the post-Cold War world “economic issues will predominate, particularly 
as former Communist Europe and countries in other regions move toward 
market institutions and practices.”14 Mandelbaum may not have joined the 
eventual Clinton administration, but his thinking was incorporated into 
policy nevertheless.

Combining economics with foreign policy enabled President Clinton 
to engage more fully in the subject, finally exclaiming “‘I get it, this is 
as interesting as domestic policy,’ and from that point on he was deeply 
engaged. But it didn’t begin on day one.”15 Blending economics with foreign 
policy also enabled President Clinton to maintain his commitment to focus 
on the economy, while initiating a foreign policy that was in tune with 
the geopolitical realities of the post-Cold War world. Mickey Kantor may 
have reached too far in his assertion that Clinton was “the first president 
to really make trade the bridge between foreign and domestic policy” since 
commerce and foreign policy have long been entwined in the American 
experience, but Clinton was, however, able to elevate the importance of 
such issues, freed from the Cold War constraints, to ensure that “trade and 
international economics have joined the foreign policy table.”16

To implement the prosperity promotion element of its grand strategy, 
the Clinton administration sought to implement a variety of structural 
changes, designed to enhance the status of geoeconomics. This involved 
changes to the federal bureaucracy as well as to international bodies. 
Existing entities were adopted and new organizations created to ensure the 
viability of the policy. New, emerging markets were targeted and a variety 
of organizations utilized as the administration looked to engage in both 
multilateral and bilateral negotiations to promote prosperity.

The national Economic Council

The most concrete structural change was the creation of the National 
Economic Council (NEC) by Executive Order 12835 on January 25, 1993, 
designed to coordinate domestic and foreign economic policy making. 
Although previous administrations had sought to coordinate national and 
international economic policy, President Clinton was determined to have 
better control of economic strategy than his predecessors and less infighting. 
Clinton had promised such an entity on the campaign trail, insisting 
in Putting People First that the United States required an “Economic 
Security Council, similar in status to the National Security Council, with 
responsibility for coordinating America’s international economic policy.”17 
A memo drafted during the transition noted that the end of the Cold 
War and the nation’s economic woes demanded “a shift of priority and 
resources away from national security as traditionally defined, toward the 
broader problems of making America competitive in a fiercely competitive 
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world.” The NEC, it insisted, “would be your instrument for assuring 
that economic policy gets attention equal to traditional national security, 
working extremely closely with the NSC and its staff when international 
economic issues are under consideration, and with the Domestic Policy 
Council and its staff on domestic policy matters.”18

The NEC was designed to manage the flow of economic advice to the 
president, direct economic policy making, and ensure that policies and 
programs were implemented in accordance with the administration’s stated 
ambitions. President Clinton was adamant that members of his economic 
team “use this instrument to harmonise their efforts and coordinate 
policy,” adding his personal stamp of approval to the NEC.19 The name of 
the new body was specifically intended to reflect Clinton’s insistence that it 
enjoy a status akin to the National Security Council. Indeed, “the goal was 
to do for economic policy what the National Security Council has done for 
national security policy.”20 The NEC was structured to coordinate both 
domestic and international economic policy, but with a far smaller staff 
than the NSC. However, the NSC provided an existing framework that 
the NEC deliberately mirrored, with a principals committee, a deputies 
committee, and various ad hoc interagency working groups. President 
Clinton later viewed the successful establishment of the NEC as having 
been “the most important innovation in White House decision making in 
decades.”21

Economic appointees

The shift from Cold War militarism to post-Cold War economics was 
apparent in the Cabinet announcements that followed President Clinton’s 
election. Four years earlier, President-Elect Bush named “one of the 
strongest foreign policy teams ever fielded in Washington: a group that cast 
a heavy shadow over the president’s less impressive domestic advisers.”22 
The opposite was true under Clinton, who promised to “focus like a laser 
beam on the economy” and defied convention by prioritizing members 
of the Cabinet with financial responsibilities.23 With the precarious state 
of the US economy and the new priorities of the administration, the 
appointment of the Treasury Secretary was considered more important 
than the appointment of the Secretary of State.

Managing the NEC called for a particular individual, respected by 
economists and politicians alike. President Clinton found such a person 
in Robert Rubin, co-chairman of Goldman Sachs and a major adviser 
and fund-raiser to his campaign. Rubin noted that his time at the NSC 
presented a series of daunting challenges: “we had to define it, we had to 
create its acceptance within the government process, and then we had to 
staff it, all at the same time that we were working on the economic plan.”24 
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Rubin was part of an economic team recruited from academia, business, 
and politics, designed to inspire confidence in the administration and its 
economic aspirations, which became responsible for the longest period of 
economic growth in US history.25

To head the Treasury Department, Clinton selected the Chairman of 
the Senate Finance Committee, Lloyd Bentsen, whose appointment was, 
in part, designed to convey a sense of maturity and counter the impression 
of a young, inexperienced administration. His reputation proved essential 
in gaining Republican support for NAFTA and GATT and mirrored the 
appointment of Warren Christopher as a respectable, fatherly figure whom 
the president found reassuring. Clinton named his fellow Rhodes Scholar 
Robert Reich as Labor Secretary, since his personal politics precluded him 
from serious consideration as Treasury Secretary. Although he contributed 
material to Clinton’s campaign and headed the economic transition team, 
Reich’s tenure at the Labor Department was later revealed as having 
been less than satisfying. Reich and Bentsen clashed over the direction of 
economic policy and both departed the administration before the start of 
the second term. Filling out the economic team were Commerce Secretary 
Ron Brown—who aided Clinton’s campaign as Chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee—and Federal Reserve Chairman, Alan Greenspan, 
whom Clinton saw no reason to remove, despite his ties to the Republican 
administrations he had campaigned against. Mickey Kantor was appointed 
US Trade Representative, while California Congressman Leon Pannetta 
was appointed to head the Office of Management and Budget, the first in a 
series of roles that he came to fill in the coming years as his reputation for 
efficiency blossomed.

Vice President Gore was a key supporter of prosperity promotion, 
drawing his inspiration from fellow Tennessean, Cordell Hull, who served 
as Franklin Roosevelt’s Secretary of State from 1933 to 1944. Gore often 
invoked Hull’s Trade, Prosperity, and Peace concept, arguing that trade 
agreements increased global economic stability.26 Gore’s influence on 
policy was further demonstrated by the unprecedented participation of his 
foreign policy adviser, Leon Fuerth, on the National Security Council. His 
long-standing participation was cemented on January 9, 1997, when PDD-
53 established him as a member of the Principals Committee. President 
Clinton noted Gore’s contribution to the administration, referring to him 
as “the most influential and constructive force ever to occupy the Vice-
Presidency’s office.”27

Clinton’s economic inheritance

Despite having secured the presidency in part due to a pledge to focus 
on the domestic economy, the administration quickly discovered that the 
economic conditions they had inherited were far worse than had been 
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revealed and their ability to rectify the situation was more diminished than 
they could have imagined. The state of the economy posed “a cancerous 
threat to the long-term vitality of the American economy.”28 Chairman 
Greenspan made it clear that the Bond Markets were looking for a clear 
sign of intent to deal with the deficit as a matter of urgency. If this was 
not forthcoming, Greenspan warned of spiraling interest rates and an 
economic downturn that would spell disaster for Clinton’s reelection 
ambitions. The ensuing debate between deficit reduction and investment 
caused tension within the administration, particularly between Treasury 
Secretary Bentsen and Labor Secretary Reich.

As a long standing Friend of Bill (FOB), Reich had been instrumental 
in devising the economic blueprint for his campaign that called for 
investment spending and infrastructure development to spur the domestic 
economy. Reich, along with James Carville, argued that Clinton had 
campaigned on a pledge to invest in the US infrastructure and that this 
had the approval of the American people. J. Thomas Cochran, executive 
director of the United States Conference of Mayors, reminded the White 
House that the president had promised “an annual increase of $20 billion 
to rebuild America and the mayors believe that this promise should 
be kept.”29 Secretary Bentsen, Robert Rubin, Leon Panetta, and Alan 
Greenspan, however, cautioned the president to deal with the financial 
markets first: “By the time he took office, the deficit hawks inside the 
new administration were winning the debate” to shape its financial 
priorities.30

The administration’s economic plan was presented to Congress in 
February 1993, projecting a deficit of $500 billion over a 5-year period and 
reduced military spending by $112 billion over the same period. A major 
component of this was the deficit reduction plan—initiated as a signal to 
the markets and the Federal Reserve Chairman that the administration was 
serious about economic reform. Under these initiatives, the federal deficit 
fell for 3 years between 1992 and 1995 for the fist time since Truman’s 
presidency and the deficit as a percentage of GDP sank to its lowest level 
since 1979, from 4.9 percent to 2.4 percent.31 Joseph Stiglitz, appointed 
as Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers by President Clinton, 
later observed that “everybody seemed to be benefiting from . . . this 
Economia Americana, which brought unprecedented flows of money from 
developed countries to the developing world—sixfold increases in 6 years—
unprecedented trade—an increase of over 90 percent over the decade—and 
unprecedented growth.32

However, the administration’s ability to deliver on its pledges was 
placed in doubt by the Democratic Congress, which imposed a nonbinding 
budget resolution that retained spending caps. This limit on increased 
spending for domestic programs unless cuts were made elsewhere left 
the administration with less than $1 billion for new investments in 1994 
and less than $6 billion in 1995.33 Outraged, Clinton asked, “Where are 
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all the Democrats? We are all Eisenhower Republicans here and we are 
fighting Reagan Republicans. We stand for lower deficits and free trade 
and the bond market. Isn’t that great?”34 This was hardly the reason that 
Clinton had sought the presidency and these new priorities were indicative 
of the faltering party unity in Washington as well as further evidence that 
President Clinton, “the policy wonk, entered the candy store just as its 
shelves had been emptied.”35

The Big Emerging markets

An early and continuing approach to promoting prosperity was the 
Big Emerging Markets (BEMs) concept, developed at the Commerce 
Department, under the guidance of Secretary Ron Brown and Under 
Secretary Jeffrey E. Garten. The policy was based on a forecast that the 
ten markets involved held remarkable potential for economic growth and 
political development in the medium term. Due, in part, to the scale of the 
development projects that were proposed and required in these nations, 
estimated at over $1 trillion over 10 years, the White House sought to 
assist US businesses secure valuable contracts in a discernable break from 
previous practice.

The individual locations selected emerged from early horizon-scanning 
efforts by the Clinton administration to discern innovative ways to aid US 
companies compete and win in overseas markets. Despite the “developing” 
nature of the economies in question (Argentina, Brazil, China, India, 
Indonesia, Mexico, Poland, Turkey, South Africa, and South Korea), they 
played a role arguably disproportionate to their stature, indicative of the 
potential for future growth. Maximizing the potential profit for US companies 
was the basis for the BEM concept of the Clinton administration.

The administration calculated that by the end of its time in office, the 
BEM nations would collectively be importing more from the United States 
than either Japan or the European Union and that those import numbers 
could jump to total more than the figures for the European Union and 
Japan combined by 2001.36 The Clinton administration envisioned the 
role that US companies could play in the establishment of new airports, 
infrastructure projects, telecommunications systems, and financial 
entities. To ensure that this was achieved, the administration recognized 
the need to ensure market access to these nations that had historically 
proved difficult to penetrate due to trade barriers. In this endeavor, the 
administration revealed its capacity to work in tandem with private 
enterprise and, in doing so, maximize opportunity for increased outlets 
for US goods and services.

It was apparent that the nations under scrutiny could well provide 
a vast outlet for US business opportunities. However, the BEMs also 
served as regions of potential political development in keeping with the 
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administration’s democracy promotion policy, and by extension proved 
to be a focus of the administration’s security policy, demonstrating 
once again, the interconnectivity of Clinton’s Grand Strategy initiative. 
In determining where to place emphasis, it was believed that the policy 
“has the balance about right between aggressively selling (with its 
inevitable bilateral orientation) and a longer-term effort to liberalize 
the trade practices of these countries (with an emphasis on World Trade 
Organization membership and improvements in the treatment of services 
and intellectual property).” It was feared, however, that viewing these 
nations solely in terms of commercial exploitation brought with it 
risks associated with income inequality, governmental corruption, and 
environmental degradation. “If these issues are not taken seriously in our 
policies towards these countries, they at least need to be factored into 
our expectations about how stable they are as commercial partners.”37 
To succeed, the Clinton administration required the latest data from the 
nations involved, not all of which was openly available.

The CIA and prosperity promotion

The combination of economics and security was most vividly 
demonstrated in the administration’s use of the US intelligence services, 
as Clinton’s Grand Strategy provided an unlikely solution regarding 
the future of the CIA. The Clinton administration recognized the need 
to draw on all aspects of the federal government to enact its policies; 
redrafting the role of intelligence recognized the need to retain the 
agency’s services, and also to adapt to changing times. In an age with no 
discernable enemy, the continued rationale for the agency was in doubt. 
Indeed, as the new administration took office, it was suggested that 
“to many in Congress and perhaps to the incoming president, the CIA 
seemed to have lost its traditional enemy and not yet found a role.”38

Clinton’s Grand Strategy re-tasked the agency to assume new 
responsibilities in the area of economic intelligence. The administration 
believed that such a role would “play an increasingly important role in 
helping policy makers understand economic trends” and that “economic 
intelligence can support US trade negotiators and help level the economic 
playing field by identifying threats to US companies from foreign intelligence 
services and unfair trading practices.”39 Elements of the new mission were 
consistent with their previous tasking, such as the need to assist in military 
and diplomatic missions and combat terrorism. However, in tasking the 
CIA to “contribute where appropriate to policy efforts aimed at bolstering 
our economic prosperity” and to provide “timely information necessary to 
monitor treaties, promote democracy and free markets and forge alliances 
and track emerging threats,” the administration specifically utilized the 
CIA in its grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement.40
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It was Clinton’s predecessor, however, who initiated many of these 
changes. In 1991, President Bush began the reallocation of CIA resources 
away from its previous focus “toward new economic targets, as the world 
marketplace became an ever more important battlefield for America.”41 
Previously, up to 60 percent of CIA resources had been targeted on the 
USSR, a figure that dropped to 13 percent by 1993.42 Intelligence analysts 
continued to address weapons proliferation, counter-terrorism, and 
traditional espionage activities, but the Clinton administration tasked the 
CIA with aiding American companies in the global market. During the 
Cold War, economic intelligence accounted for 10 percent of CIA activity, 
a figure that rose to 40 percent under Clinton. The intelligence community 
had always engaged in economic intelligence gathering, but under Clinton 
this new role helped justify the CIA budget and assist the administration in 
its efforts to forge domestic renewal. Business intelligence played a crucial 
role during the Cold War; now intelligence assisted business in the post-
Cold War era, as the full weight of the US national security apparatus was 
brought to bear in maintaining economic security. This was an example 
of the policy’s duality: Clinton’s Grand Strategy gave new direction to the 
CIA, ensuring its continued relevance and, in doing so, the agency’s new 
remit helped revitalize the economy. Such changes were required in a time 
of uncertainty and change “because national security has taken on a much 
broader definition in this post-Cold War era, intelligence must address a 
much wider range of threats and dangers.”43

Structural approach

Despite concerns expressed in Congress regarding the administration’s 
adoption of a multilateral approach to national security policy, the White 
House identified multilateralism more readily with its plans for prosperity 
promotion. The administration recognized the need for American 
business to gain access to international markets and the 96 percent of 
global consumers that lived outside the United States. This was necessary 
not only to ensure continued innovation and productivity, but also as 
a means to improve American living standards by improving access to 
foreign markets. Internal NSC memos reveal the extent to which the 
administration sought to present President Clinton “as a pioneer in 
making antiquated institutions fit the new realities of the post-Cold War 
world and giving birth to brand new institutions and mechanisms for 
solving international problems.”

Therefore, the administration devised a three pronged approach for 
prosperity promotion: US participation in the development of regional 
economic bodies including NAFTA and the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation forum (APEC); the utilization of and influence over a series 
of multilateral organizations including the International Monetary Fund 
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(IMF), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the World Bank; and 
bilateral agreements with trading partners. The challenge would be in 
ensuring that neither the administration, nor the United States was “held 
hostage to an international bureaucracy and to make global institutions 
active agents of change.”44

Prosperity promotion and regional bodies: 
nAFTA and APEC

Establishing regional economic bodies was a major focus of the Clinton 
administration in its initial time in office. The primary focus was securing 
agreement for NAFTA, designed to create a free-trade zone among the 
United States, Canada, and Mexico. Negotiations had been initiated by 
the Bush administration, but were opposed by trade unions and Democrats 
over fears they would negatively impact US manufacturing. Ross Perot 
also emerged as a leading sceptic of the initiative and forecasted “a great 
flushing sound” as jobs and industries headed south to Mexico, leaving 
their US counterparts decimated.45 There was also internal White House 
concern in July 1993 over the amount of initiatives underway and the 
implications involved: “In the cases of health care and NAFTA, failure to 
take immediate action threatens the ability of policy teams to present final 
proposals in time for September action. Failure to decide also means that 
we could return to the ‘loss of focus’ theme that injured the president’s 
standing during the spring” with wide ranging ramifications for the 
administration.46

In addition to the domestic opposition to NAFTA, the administration 
faced the added challenge of Mexican perception, as a White House memo 
dated July 23, 1993 insisted, “those working on NAFTA argue that it 
needs to be launched as early as possible because attacks by NAFTA foes 
are damaging it and because President Salinas of Mexico will regard the 
delay as an abandonment, and may tilt in a more nationalist direction.”47 
The Clinton administration’s support for NAFTA revealed several factors: 
its readiness to defy union pressure and the Democratic congressional 
leadership in defense of its New Democrat philosophy, its strategic vision 
of free trade and free markets, and its concept of prosperity promotion as 
a component of grand strategy. The White House viewed the agreement as 
“vital to the national interest and to our ability to compete in the global 
economy” and as a “pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-exports agreement.”48 The 
president was adamant; “NAFTA means exports; exports means jobs. No 
wealthy country in the world is growing more jobs without expanding 
exports . . . This is a job winner for our country, more jobs with Latin 
America, even more jobs when we have a new world trade agreement. It all 
begins with NAFTA.”49
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Vice President Gore was an early champion of NAFTA and debated 
the issue with Ross Perot on “Larry King Live,” identifying the trade 
pact as “a starting point for dealing with the common challenges of the 
Americas.” The administration viewed NAFTA as a core element of its 
grand strategy as it advanced all three of its objectives: “Not only does it 
mean new jobs and new opportunities for American workers and business, 
but it also represents an important step in solidifying the hemispheric 
community of democracies.”50 The White House defied congressional 
Democrats to gain support for NAFTA from Republicans and passed the 
North American Free Trade Act in December 1993, providing a much-
needed boost at the end of its first year in office. It also demonstrated 
that Clinton “was willing to take unpopular foreign policy positions—
but not often, and almost always to promote the US economy, such as 
NAFTA.”51

Passed in the face of overwhelming hostility from members of the 
Democratic Party, NAFTA had already created more than 100,000 
American jobs by 1995, a figure that jumped to almost 310,000 by 1996.52 
The agreement created the world’s largest free trade area and increased 
trade among its member nations by over 85 percent. In 1997 the Clinton 
administration anticipated that by 2010, US exports to Latin America and 
Canada would exceed those to Europe and Japan combined.53 By 1999 US 
merchandise exports to Mexico had nearly doubled, as Mexico became 
the second-largest export market for the United States.54 By the end of the 
Clinton administration, Mexico and Canada imported almost 40 percent 
of all US exports.55 Beyond the economic benefits, NAFTA also aided 
US national security by increasing Mexico’s ability to cooperate with the 
United States on a range of issues including the environment, narcotics 
trafficking, and illegal immigration.56

NAFTA was one of the administration’s most recognized successes, 
described by Henry Kissinger as being “the most innovative American 
policy toward Latin America in history.”57 Even administration critic 
Richard Haass was forced to note that in its first 5 years, NAFTA helped 
to almost double trade with the US’s two largest trading partners and 
insulate Mexico from recession and political instability.58 Paul Wolfowitz 
conceded, “President Clinton’s foreign policy already looks much stronger 
than it did before his recent victory in the battle over the NAFTA.”59 The 
success caused the administration to advocate expanding NAFTA across 
the Western hemisphere, which in 1995 accounted for over 35 percent of 
all US overseas sales.60 In 1994, hemispheric leaders agreed to negotiate 
the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) by 2005.61 The 1995 Denver 
Trade Ministerial and Commerce Forum encouraged the decision “to 
promote trade liberalization and business facilitation throughout the 
Western hemisphere.”62 Plans for the FTAA were particularly important as 
it could, “accelerate progress toward free, integrated markets, which will 
create new high-wage jobs and sustain economic growth for America.”63 
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The administration also sought to bring Chile into the existing NAFTA 
agreement.

However, despite its success in securing passage of NAFTA, the 
establishment of Chile as a NAFTA partner and eventual its success in 
successfully negotiating more than 300 trade agreements during its time 
in office, the Clinton administration was unable to leverage support for a 
regional free trade agreement to cover the Western hemisphere, or for full 
Chilean accession.64 Despite Republican plaudits for ensuring that “one of 
the most important political successes of this young president challenged 
the argument that the United States can no longer afford to play an active 
and engaged role in the world,” the administration’s capacity to expand 
NAFTA further fell victim to domestic political maneuvering surrounding 
Fast Track Authority.65

Between 1975 and 1994, Fast Track negotiating authority had enabled 
successive presidents to negotiate international trade agreements that 
Congress could vote to accept or reject, but not filibuster or amend. 
President Clinton had inherited Fast Track negotiating authority; however, 
this lapsed in April 1994 and his efforts to secure its re-instatement were 
hampered by organized labor and disaffected Democrats, angered over the 
passage of GATT and NAFTA. The issue had been a major concern to 
other administrations. Former Secretary of State James Baker expressed 
his concerns over the expiration of an earlier agreement in 1991, noting, 
“without it, individual members [of Congress] could literally amend an 
agreement to death. Opponents of NAFTA saw the Fast Track vote as a 
chance to derail negotiations almost before they had begun.”66 The Clinton 
administration viewed trade-negotiating authority as essential in its remit 
to enhance US economic interests. In 1997, the administration observed 
that securing Fast Track negotiating authority was “a litmus test for trade 
expansion and US interest in leading the hemisphere toward the creation of 
the FTAA.”67 However, despite it being in place from 1975 until 1994 and 
again from 2002 to 2007, the Clinton administration was unable to secure 
congressional support for such powers as “renewal of Fast Track authority 
languished because of irreconcilable differences between the opponents 
and supporters of globalization.”68

The administration observed that “Congress has consistently recognized 
that the President must have the authority to break down foreign trade 
barriers and create good jobs,” but despite this, the Republican-controlled 
Congress denied the administration Fast Track Authority for the remainder 
of its time in office, before finally bestowing it on President George W. Bush 
in 2002.69 Clinton’s inability to secure continued Fast Track negotiating 
authority and the impeachment hearings in his second term did little to 
assist the situation, despite the advantages that such authority promised 
for the US economy and broader aspirations of US Grand Strategy. In an 
example of domestic politics impacting foreign affairs, the FTAA and 
expansion of NAFTA became victims of the political tensions caused by the 
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impeachment process that cast a shadow over the Clinton administration’s 
second term in office.

NAFTA proved to be so successful that by 1995 European leaders 
made enquiries about expanding it across the Atlantic. The Clinton 
administration considered the concept of a Transatlantic Free Trade Area 
(TAFTA) following an October 1994 meeting with UK Prime Minister 
John Major.70 Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke suggested 
TAFTA would be “part of the intense dialogue on the future of Europe” that 
would develop in the years ahead, but noted, “it’s a good idea whose time 
hasn’t quite come yet.”71 Despite this, President Clinton launched the New 
Transatlantic Agenda at the US–EU Summit in December 1995 to reduce 
barriers to trade and investment beyond what had already been agreed in 
the Uruguay Round of GATT. The move made economic sense as Europe 
and the United States produced over half of all global goods and services. As 
President Clinton told the people of Berlin in 1998, transatlantic commerce 
was already “the largest economic relationship in the world, encompassing 
more than half a trillion US dollars each year, supporting millions of jobs 
in both America and Europe . . . Europe’s investment in America has now 
created so many jobs that one of twelve US factory workers is employed by 
a European-owned firm.”72

Beyond Europe, the Pacific Rim was vitally important to the prosperity 
promotion element of Clinton’s Grand Strategy. When the administration 
came to power, Asia-Pacific was the world’s fastest growing economic 
region. Asia had accounted for just 8 percent of the world’s gross domestic 
product in the 1960s, a figure that jumped to 25 percent by 1994, as 
Asian economies grew at three times the rate of established industrial 
nations.73 The Clinton administration announced that the United States, 
Mexico, and Canada were key members of the Asia-Pacific Economic 
region, enabling the White House to identify the region as accounting 
for half of the world’s GDP and a third of the global population. The 
administration convened the first APEC summit in November 1993 to 
“open new opportunities for economic co-operation and commit US 
companies to become involved in substantial infrastructure planning and 
construction” in the area as it sought to promote “open regionalism.”74

Since 1989 US exports to Asian nations had increased by over 
50 percent and, by 1994, US exports to APEC economies accounted for 
$300 billion, supporting nearly 2.6 million American jobs. By 1995, US 
investments in the APEC region reached in excess of $140 million, almost 
one-third of all US direct foreign investment.75 By 1996, 60 percent of US 
merchandise exports went to APEC economies and half of these went to 
Asian countries.76 The influence of the APEC economies was felt most 
evidently in California, Washington, and Oregon, where sales to Asia 
accounted for more than half of each state’s total exports.77 Between 1989 
and 1994, US exports to many Asian nations increased by 50 percent 
or more as Asia became America’s largest trading partner, with exports 
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accounting for 2.5 million American jobs. With such figures at stake, the 
change of heart on China’s MFN status becomes understandable: “Three 
decades ago, Asia had only 8% of the world’s gross domestic product. 
Today it exceeds 25%.”78 Understandably, a prosperous and freely trading 
Asia Pacific region was key to the economic health of the United States.

The Clinton administration envisioned a New Pacific Community, 
“cementing America’s role as a stabilizing force in a more integrated Asia 
Pacific region.”79 At the second APEC summit, leaders agreed in principle 
to “free and open trade and investment throughout the region by early 
in the twenty-first century,” as the administration continued to lock the 
United States into the heart of free trading areas.80 Doing so enabled the 
United States to benefit from and exert influence over, the organization and 
the region, with the pragmatic aspect of grand strategy never being far from 
the surface. In 1999, the administration acknowledged that US initiatives 
in APEC promised “new opportunities for economic cooperation and 
[would] permit US companies to expand their involvement in substantial 
infrastructure planning and construction throughout the region.”81 The 
administration, therefore, continued to utilize foreign initiatives to assist 
the domestic economy late in its term.

US Grand Strategy reflected the domestic requirements of the 
administration as the White House increased exports to the APEC region 
“through market-opening measures and levelling the playing field for US 
business.”82 During the administration’s 8 years in office, its grand strategy 
in the region remained consistent in purpose, based on the premise that 
“a stable and prosperous East Asia and Pacific” was vital to US national 
security interests. Despite regional economic crises, the administration 
continued to advocate its approach of “promoting democracy and human 
rights, advancing economic integration and rules-based trade and enhancing 
security” on the basis that the three pillar approach was “mutually 
reinforcing” and provided a framework for its bilateral and multilateral 
initiatives in Asia.83

NAFTA and APEC were examples of the United States locking itself 
into the global economy, at the heart of the global structures that 
dictated the future direction of global trade. The initiatives allowed 
the administration to unite domestic growth with a foreign policy that 
advocated free trade and US exports. It was this concept of linking foreign 
policy to domestic renewal that most appealed to the president. This was 
the establishment of an international core, including “the major industrial 
democracies of Europe, North America and East Asia—a community of 
states with stable governments, liberal societies and advanced market 
economies, linked by security alliances, economic interdependence and a 
variety of multilateral governance institutions.”84 Through its utilization 
of international trading blocks, the Clinton administration locked the 
United States into closer trading positions than had been achieved 
previously and positioned the United States for the twenty-first century.
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Prosperity promotion and multilateral 
organizations

The second aspect of the Clinton administration’s structural approach to 
prosperity promotion was to utilize and influence a series of multilateral 
organizations including the IMF, the WTO, and the World Bank. These 
relationships proved to be essential for the economic revitalization the 
president envisaged for the United States and formed an essential element 
of US Grand Strategy. However, it would not be enough to passively 
participate in such organizations; the United States actively sought to 
influence them and the list of organizations grew during the Clinton years. 
The concept of seeking multinational solutions was a continuation of policy 
espoused on the 1992 campaign and was enshrined in grand strategy: 
“Whether the problem is nuclear proliferation, regional instability, the 
reversal of reform in the former Soviet empire, or unfair trade practices, 
the threats and challenges we face demand cooperative, multinational 
solutions.” The administration was forthright in its assertion that, “The 
only responsible US strategy is one that seeks to ensure US influence over 
and participation in collective decision making in a wide and growing 
range of circumstances.”85

Despite widespread criticism for Clinton’s multilateral approach to 
military engagement, it was in the economic sphere that the administration’s 
true multilateral intentions were most evident. Yet here, too, there were 
concerns about the manner in which the policies were perceived. Tara 
Sonenshine, Deputy Director of Communications at the NSC, noted, “the 
reality is that our administration has come to rely more and more on global, 
international, multilateral institutions and mechanisms for addressing 
world problems.” This, she explained was not a problem. However, 
she feared that the administration had “failed to explain why and how 
we view these institutions and the role of American leadership both in 
driving these bodies to act, and reforming them in ways that increase their 
effectiveness.”86 For the most part, however, the success of this endeavor 
mitigated any perceived doubts about the viability of Clinton’s aspirations 
in this area.

The administration benefited from excellent timing with respect to 
economic affairs. It came to power partly due to a mild recession that 
was effectively over by the time it took office, but which had undermined 
confidence in the Bush administration. Clinton also inherited a number 
of negotiation positions that had been initiated during the Bush years. 
The president’s team successfully continued these negotiations to their 
eventual implementation, enabling the administration to make a series of 
rapid developments by building on existing foundations. Chief among these 
were the NAFTA deal and the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of GATT 
that led to the establishment of the WTO. Clinton argued that the GATT 
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agreement “not only tears down trade barriers, it also bulldozes differences 
of party, philosophy and ideology . . . It is an American agreement, designed 
to benefit all the American people in every region of our country from every 
walk of life.”87

The Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade was concluded in December 1993 at the end of the Clinton 
administration’s first year in office. It was hailed as “the largest, most 
comprehensive trade agreement in history,” that promised to create 
“hundreds of thousands of new US jobs and expand opportunities for 
US businesses.”88 The deal resulted in the establishment of the WTO, 
designed to provide a forum for dispute resolution. The administration 
anticipated that the new entity would add $100–200 billion and 
hundreds of thousands of jobs each year to the US economy, as well as 
“provide a new institutional lever” for securing access to new markets.89 
The Uruguay Round had another unexpected impact according to 
administration insiders. At a meeting on the issue President Clinton 
said, “you know, I’m starting to get this!” Charles A. Kupchan recalls 
“the light bulb going on and him starting to show deepening interest 
and knowledge and passion for foreign policy issues.”90 The agreement 
had an impact above and beyond the president’s own comfort levels 
in foreign affairs; however, even administration critic Richard Haass 
conceded that the WTO “provided a set of rules to govern important 
areas of world trade and a mechanism for resolving disputes among 
member countries.”91

It was clear that the Clinton administration did not see itself as a mere 
member of the WTO, but as the driving force promoting progressive 
change, particularly with regard to the admission of new member states. 
In 1997, it insisted that it was “setting high standards for accession in 
terms of adherence to the rules and market access. Accessions offer an 
opportunity to help ground new economies in the rules-based trading 
system.”92 In this respect, no nations were more prominent than China 
and Russia. At the start of its second term, the administration insisted 
that it was in America’s interest that China join the WTO, but remained 
“steadfast” in its effort to ensure China’s membership occurred on “a 
commercial basis.” This was because China retained “many barriers 
that must be eliminated” and the administration sought to ensure that 
necessary reforms were agreed to before accession occurred. Similarly, 
the administration believed that Russia’s accession to the WTO would 
play a “crucial part in confirming and assuring Russia’s transition 
to a market economy, enhanced competitiveness and successful 
integration into the world economy.”93 Such statements revealed the 
multidimensional approach that was necessary to global trade initiatives 
in the post-Cold War world, as the United States sought to deal with 
nations via multilateral organizations, as well as on more traditional, 
bilateral terms.
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Bilateral agreements

The third component of the Clinton administration’s structural approach 
to prosperity promotion was bilateral agreements, enacted with key 
trading partners including Japan. When the Clinton administration came 
to power, Japan was America’s second largest export market. At his first 
news conference with Japan’s Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, Clinton 
insisted “there is no more important relationship for the United States 
than our alliance with Japan. We are the world’s largest economies, with 
forty percent of the world’s GNP between us.”94 Despite this, tensions 
simmered over the difficulties involved in accessing key sectors of the 
Japanese domestic market. The concept of Japan-bashing emerged during 
the Bush era as the US domestic economic situation soured. During the 
1992 campaign, Democrats and Republican attempted to gain national 
prominence by blaming Japan for the US economic slowdown.95 In 
addition, Japan’s current-account surpluses created problems in the global 
economy.

Accordingly, the Clinton administration viewed moves to address 
the trade imbalance with Japan as a priority in its first years in office 
and continued efforts that had been initiated by the Bush White House. 
Following years of trade wars, the prosperity promotion aspect of grand 
strategy sought to ensure that such skirmishes were as much a part of 
history as the Cold War. Despite initial tensions that led to questions over 
the administration’s commitment to a multilateral trading system—with 
former US ambassador to Japan Michael H. Armacost lamenting that 
“trade frictions generated mistrust and resentment that threatened to 
contaminate our security relations,” US Grand Strategy recognized Japan 
as a major target for prosperity promotion in the 1990s.96 Accordingly the 
administration sought to ensure that “competitive American goods and 
services” gained access to the Japanese market and sought to ensure that 
opening its markets stimulated the Japanese economy “both to benefit its 
own people and to fulfil its international responsibilities.”97

In July 1993, the Clinton administration and Japanese Prime Minister 
Miyazawa established the US–Japan Framework for Economic Partnership, 
designed to address outstanding issues of trade imbalance. By the end 
of Clinton’s first term, 20 market access agreements had been reached 
under the Framework Agreement that included medical technologies and 
insurance, as US exports to Japan in these sectors doubled.98 Between 1993 
and 1996, US exports to Japan increased from $47.9 billion to $67.6 billion 
while the bilateral trade deficit fell from $59.4 billion to $47.6 billion.99 By 
1999, the United States and Japan had signed 38 agreements to open Japan 
further to American goods and services.100

The bargaining position of the United States was enhanced by an 
economic downturn in the Japanese economy. Having entered the 1990s 
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with a vibrant economy that appeared capable of dominating for decades 
to come, Japan suffered an ignominious collapse: the bilateral trade deficit 
with the United States for the first four months of 1998 rose to $20.8 billion, 
up 32 percent from the same period in 1996. By 1998, US Grand Strategy 
advocated reform of Japan’s financial sector, efforts to stimulate domestic 
demand, the deregulation of its economy, and greater efforts to open its 
markets to US goods and services.101 This combination of a domestic 
demand-led recovery, a restored financial sector, and deregulation coupled 
with greater US access to markets defined US Grand Strategy toward Japan 
in the second term of the Clinton administration.

Prosperity promotion in the  
post-Cold War world

While Cold War tensions had subsided, the world faced by the Clinton 
administration was far from stable. The collapse of communism ushered 
in an era of instability and opened a Pandora’s Box of regional conflicts. As 
the president noted in his Inaugural Address, his administration governed 
“in a world warmed by the sunshine of freedom but threatened still by 
ancient hatreds and new plagues.”102 While the administration wanted to 
enhance the US domestic economy by increasing exports, it recognized 
the potential dangers involved in selling certain technologies to foreign 
nations. As a leading manufacturer of technology with potential military 
applications, the United States was mindful to avoid these products being 
used by states or organizations in a manner that could threaten American 
national security. The debate resulted in divisions within the administration 
over the best course of action: “The Commerce Department actually was 
constantly trying to argue that foreign direct investment by the United 
States was the best foreign policy. It was basically the Labor Department 
verses the Commerce Department verses the Defense and State Department. 
Defense were worried about Chinese access to technology.”103

However, it also noted that placing “excessive restrictions” on such 
exports in a competitive global market did not limit the availability of 
such goods, but would instead “make US high technology companies less 
competitive globally, thus losing market share and becoming less able to 
produce cutting-edge products for the US military and our allies.” Clearly, 
a balance was required in regard to dual-use technology that enabled US 
sales to flourish overseas while ensuring that export controls continued 
to protect US national security—without making American companies 
less competitive globally. This represented a challenge for a nation that 
led the world in defense contractors, whose sales helped to sustain the 
domestic economy in key congressional districts and who were themselves 
part of a corporate structure that included influential media corporations. 
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Clinton’s Grand Strategy resulted in the signing of the Information 
Technology Agreement to remove tariffs on technology exports, as well as 
increased US cooperation through the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Missile 
Technology Control Regime, the Zangger Committee, the Australia Group 
for the control of chemical and biological weapons-related items, and the 
Wassenaar Arrangement for greater transparency in conventional arms 
transfers.104 These initiatives were part of a coordinated grand strategy to 
open markets, restrict WMD proliferation, and ensure US manufacturers 
remained competitive.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy recognized that the US economy was 
susceptible to events overseas and sought not only to improve the 
economy of the United States, but also to improve global macroeconomic 
performance through the G7. The initial aspiration was to initiate a 
growth strategy by complementing a reduced US budget deficit with 
lower German interest rates and reduced current account surpluses in 
Japan. The administration believed that working at a macroeconomic 
level increased the ability “to prevent and mitigate international financial 
crises.”105 Indeed, it was the effort to address developing economic turmoil 
that most drove policy in this area. The administration recognized that 
although the influence of globalization provided new opportunities for the 
American economy, it also exposed the US financial markets to increased 
risks from overseas, with the ensuing dangers to the US domestic economy 
that the administration had won office pledging to fix: “Global economic 
turmoil today threatens to undermine confidence in free markets and 
democracy. Those of us who benefit particularly from this economy have 
a special responsibility to do more to minimize the turmoil and extend 
the benefits of global markets to all citizens.”106 Prosperity promotion, 
therefore, included a decidedly pragmatic domestic element, designed to 
ensure that the administration did not suffer politically due to foreign 
economic incidents beyond its control.

In this approach to policy, it is possible to recognize the rationale for the 
grand strategy’s declared policy of seeking to exert control over an ever-
increasing number of international entities: control meant the power to 
influence and direct policy in the best interest of the administration and the 
United States. By 1998, American unemployment stood at a 28-year low and 
inflation at a 32-year low. Wages were rising at twice the rate of inflation 
and the budget was balanced for the fist time in 29 years.107 Despite such 
positive results, President Clinton remained vigilant, reminding the nation 
that it must “never lose sight of what the fundamental problem is—we 
need . . . more growth in this world today.”108 The Clinton administration 
believed that its implementation of grand strategy contributed to the 
establishment of a “stable, resilient global financial system” designed to 
promote “strong global economic growth while providing broad benefits 
in all countries.”109 Clinton’s Grand Strategy was devised to ensure that the 
future was one of free trade, so that the United States could thrive, but also 
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the world as well: “As the world’s premier economic and military power 
and its premier practitioner of democratic values, the US is indispensable 
to the forging of stable political relations and open trade.”110 By 1999, 
the administration saw itself as being involved in nothing less than the 
“worldwide transition from military industrial economies reliant upon 
government capitol to information-based economies reliant on intellectual 
capital.”111

Global implementation

Beyond the structural approaches to prosperity promotion, Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy contained a series of philosophical elements, based 
around the concept of Free Trade and Free Markets. The principle of free 
trade was at the core of Clinton’s concept of security. The White House 
acknowledged that the post-Cold War world demanded that economics, 
rather than military power, become the most efficient tool to implement 
US global leverage. It was in this light that the administration’s focus on 
NAFTA, GATT, APEC, and the US–EU Transatlantic Marketplace must 
be viewed; not merely as financial entities, but as vehicles to expand US 
values and interests in the new geopolitical era. The implementation of 
these initiatives represented “unprecedented progress towards more open 
markets both at the regional and global levels.”112

The Clinton administration was determined that its grand strategy 
should accurately reflect the varying challenges and opportunities 
presented by contemporary conditions. Clinton’s team addressed each 
continent individually to determine how best to implement US strategy 
and whether one or more of the three components should be prioritized. 
Clearly, some regions posed more of a challenge than others in allocating 
resources and priorities. Clinton’s Grand Strategy had an overriding goal 
in terms of implementation: how to integrate a “commitment to the 
promotion of democracy and the enhancement of American prosperity” 
with the “security requirements to produce a mutually reinforcing 
policy.”113 However, a quarter of the world’s population was declining in 
growth, causing Alan Greenspan to observe that the United States “cannot 
forever be an oasis of prosperity.” Indeed, 30 percent of US growth since 
Clinton became president had been due to expanding involvement in 
the global economy.114 America’s ability to offer aid and trade during 
the Cold War was a key facet in its arsenal of soft powers; however, 
its slide from being the world’s greatest creditor to the world’s greatest 
debtor nation had undermined this resource. Emerging democracies may 
have preferred greater financial assistance, but the US budget deficit tied 
Clinton’s hands and the funds were simply not available to initiate a 
latter day Marshall Plan.
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Western Europe

US Grand Strategy in Europe was primarily focused on building a 
continent that was “integrated, democratic, prosperous and at peace.”115 
Having been a driving force for closer European integration since the 
Marshal Plan, the United States continued to promote closer political and 
economic ties on the European continent. The Clinton administration 
appreciated the importance of European stability to US national and 
economic security, since “vibrant European economies mean more 
jobs for Americans at home and investment opportunities abroad.”116 
Economically, Europe was vital to the economic expansion element of 
US Grand Strategy, since what was good for Europe was seen to be good 
for the United States: “If Europe is at peace, America is more secure. If 
Europe prospers, America does as well.”117 Together the United States and 
Europe were responsible for the production of almost half of all global 
goods and services, while Transatlantic commerce employed 14 million 
on both sides of the Atlantic—with Europe accounting for more than 
60 percent of US overseas investment.118

The administration sought to continue its work with the European 
Union in support of its economic goals and was also committed to “the 
encouragement of bilateral trade and investment in countries not part of 
the EU.”119 The Clinton administration recognized the opportunity for 
prosperity promotion in a developing European Union that was seeking to 
establish itself on the world stage. Just as US Grand Strategy sought to lock 
the US economy into an ever-increasing number of economic entities, so too 
was it designed to ensure closer economic cooperation with regional trading 
blocks and none loomed larger than the European Union. With the nations 
of Central and Eastern Europe free of Soviet domination, the European 
Union faced calls to expand, a move the Clinton administration openly 
supported, so long as it was “appropriate” and welcomed the European 
Union’s Customs Union with Turkey.120

However, the recession that had contributed to Clinton’s victory also 
impacted Europe, ensuring that economic conditions were far from ideal 
as the continent continued to integrate. Britain, France, and Germany were 
all undergoing economic difficulties, with almost 20 million unemployed 
across the continent. The price of peace was felt most clearly in Germany, 
which bore the financial burden of national unification. The Clinton 
administration recognized the economic plight of Western Europe and 
sought to reduce unemployment and promote long-term growth, holding 
a jobs conference in Detroit in March 1994 and a G7 summit in Naples in 
July 1994 to address the issue.121

The most significant manifestation of US–EU relations in the Clinton 
years was the December 1995 launch of the New Transatlantic Agenda, 
designed to enhance US–EU relations “from consultation to joint action on 
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a range of shared interests, including promoting peace, stability, democracy 
and development; responding to global challenges; and contributing 
to the expansion of world trade and closer economic relations.”122 This 
led to the establishment of New Transatlantic Marketplace, designed to 
reduce barriers to trade and investment, as well as the establishment of 
the Transatlantic Business Dialogue, Transatlantic Consumer Dialogue, 
Transatlantic Environment Dialogue, and Transatlantic Labor Dialogue.123 
The US–EU Mutual Recognition Agreement eliminated “redundant 
testing and certification requirements covering $50 billion in two-way 
trade.”124 Such initiatives were designed to ensure continued dialogue 
aimed at lowering and eradicating barriers to increased US–EU trade and 
cooperation. Richard Holbrooke observed at the time that leaders had “to 
lead to break through the layers of ambivalence, confusion, complacence 
and history that inhibit reforms. As the great architect of European unity, 
Jean Monnet, observed, ‘Nothing is possible without men, but nothing is 
lasting without institutions.’”125

On May 18, 1998, the Clinton administration launched the Transatlantic 
Economic Partnership, designed to strengthen economic and political 
relations, as well as diminish trade disagreements that had arisen in a 
number of bilateral relations with EU member states. The partnership 
addressed issues raised by US companies trading with the European 
Union, focusing on standards of manufacturing and regulatory issues 
for biotechnology while seeking to create opportunities for US service 
industries in Europe.126 In January 1999, the Clinton administration 
welcomed the launch of the Euro currency, noting “the steady progress 
that Europe has demonstrated in taking the often difficult budget decisions 
that make this union possible” and insisting that “a successful economic 
union that contributes to a dynamic Europe” was in US interests.127 More 
broadly, US Grand Strategy in Europe focused on working to meet a series 
of contemporary challenges, including ways to “build a more open world 
economy and without barriers to transatlantic trade and investment.”128 
It was clear that the administration remained committed to “a very rich, 
active transatlantic agenda.”129

Central, Eastern Europe, and Russia

The malaise that was felt in Western Europe could not dampen the 
euphoria that was evident in Central and Eastern Europe, where the end 
of the Cold War was most clearly felt. This region of the world presented 
perhaps the greatest opportunity for full implementation of the US 
Grand Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement. The Soviet withdrawal 
enhanced US national security; the end of command economies 
granted opportunities for prosperity promotion; while the collapse of 
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communism presented opportunities for democracy promotion. This 
was identified as early as 1994 when the administration noted its 
“unparalleled opportunity to contribute toward a free and undivided 
Europe.” Its goal was “an integrated democratic Europe co-operating 
with the United States to keep the peace and promote prosperity.”130 
However, there was more to grand strategy than American largesse. 
Prosperity promotion, the most mercantile element of US Grand Strategy, 
continued to emphasize the pragmatic philosophy of the Clinton White 
House: “As we work to strengthen our own economies, we must know 
that we serve our own prosperity and our security by helping the new 
market reforms in the new democracies in Europe’s East that will help 
to deflate the regions demagogues.”131

The prosperity promotion aspect of US Grand Strategy was dedicated to 
ensuring that the economies of the Newly Independent States (NIS) were 
able to integrate into “international economic and other institutions and 
develop healthy business climates.”132 The administration declared that 
the “independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and democratic and 
economic reform” of the NIS were important to US interests as it actively 
pursued bilateral relationships as well as the leadership of international 
institutions to mobilize resources.133 Primary among these organizations 
was the WTO, which the administration worked with to ensure accession 
by Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, and Estonia, in addition to advocating membership 
for Georgia, Albania, Armenia, Croatia, Lithuania and Moldova, Russia, 
and Ukraine.

Among the former Soviet states, Ukraine was identified by the 
administration as being of specific importance. US Grand Strategy sought 
to rid the nation of a perceived lawlessness that threatened international 
principles of the marketplace and impeded efforts to implement democratic 
governance. The US–Ukraine Bi-National Commission was established to 
coordinate relations and encourage reform. The administration focused 
its energies on encouraging international support for Ukrainian efforts to 
reform its economy and energy sector, a move dominated by the closure 
of the Chernobyl nuclear facility. To succeed, Ukraine needed to attract 
foreign sources of investment to engender domestic growth and to integrate 
into the European, transatlantic, and global economic institutions.134 To 
assist in this effort, the Clinton administration took the lead in “securing 
agreement by the G-7 to make available four billion dollars in grants and 
loans as Ukraine implemented economic reform.”135

The evolving nature of US Grand Strategy was apparent in its focus 
on the Caspian Sea region. Stability in this part of the world was viewed 
as essential, delivering “security from the Mediterranean to China,” as 
well as enabling the “rapid development and transport to international 
markets of the large Caspian oil and gas resources, with substantial US 
commercial participation.”136 On November 18, 1999, President Clinton 
attended the signing of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline agreement and 
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the  Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline Declaration in Istanbul, both initiatives 
designed to bring oil and gas out of the Caspian region as environmentally 
as possible. US Grand Strategy in the Caspian was driven by economics 
but this move fully embraced the three-strand approach to foreign policy 
as espoused repeatedly by Governor Clinton since December 1991. In 
addition to the economic benefits that US companies would derive from 
the pipelines and energy supplies, the administration believed the process 
promised to draw together the Caspian nations of Azerbaijan, Turkey, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan and encourage them to work 
together for the betterment of all, increase potential market penetration 
and opportunities for democracy promotion.

The administration sought to encourage US investment in the region’s 
energy resources for “expanding and diversifying world energy supplies 
and promoting prosperity in the NIS.”137 The approach to the NIS 
continued the Clinton administration’s three-pronged strategy: support 
for market reform in Central and Eastern Europe and the NIS promised 
to “help new democracies take root by avoiding conditions, such as 
corruption and poverty, that can weaken democratic governance and 
erode the appeal of democratic values.”138 The administration identified 
Poland as typifying the “new dynamism and rapid growth that 
extensive, democratic, free market reforms” that US Grand Strategy had 
made possible.139 To this end, the White House sponsored a Trade and 
Investment Conference for Central and Eastern Europe in Cleveland in 
January 1995 and worked to encourage inward investment by private 
US organizations.140 The administration recognized, however, that 
the fate of its grand strategy toward Europe would not be decided in 
Cleveland. Instead, “the circumstances affecting the smaller countries 
depend in significant measure on the fate of reform in the largest and 
most powerful—Russia.”

Of all the individual nations in the world, none encompassed US hopes 
and fears more clearly than Russia and no other nation better epitomized 
the ambitions of US Grand Strategy and its three-strand approach of 
national security, prosperity promotion, and democracy promotion. 
Clinton had pledged to continue the emergency aid programs to Russia 
that President Bush had launched, including food for vast regions that were 
on the brink starvation, but realized this was not enough. The Russian 
people may have had political reform, but market reform was proving 
desperately hard to implement, ensuring that Russians were beginning 
to question the benefit of the entire reform movement; the ability to vote 
suddenly appeared less pressing compared to the ability to eat. Clinton 
saw the situation in Russia as a looming storm that threatened global 
economic and security assumptions. The end of the Cold War had already 
led to cuts in defense expenditures and a reduction in perceived threat 
levels; a potential collapse of the Yeltsin regime and a return to a hard-
line Russian government placed all such developments in doubt. However, 
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given his domestic priorities and weak electoral mandate, President 
Clinton’s ability to seek increased congressional funding for Russia was 
minimal.

The administration stressed that while it would “continue to 
promote Russian reform and international integration,” US economic 
and political support depended on Russia’s “commitment to internal 
reform and a responsible foreign policy.”141 To help engender economic 
relations, the Clinton administration liberalized controls on computer 
exports in September 1993 and eliminated controls on most civilian 
telecommunications equipment to Central and Eastern Europe, the NIS, 
and China in March 1994.142 Reducing trade barriers was a tangible way 
in which Clinton’s Grand Strategy could assist in the economic liberation 
of Russia and the NIS. With limited funds for an economic bailout, the 
administration recognized that “The success of market reforms in the 
countries recently emerged from communism will depend more on trade 
and investment than official aid.”

Despite its fiscal restraints, the Clinton administration provided 
$4.3 billion in bilateral assistance to Russia during its first term. US Grand 
Strategy assisted in the rehabilitation of Russia by fighting inflation and 
stabilizing the ruble, ensuing that by 1997 over 70 percent of Russia’s 
Gross Domestic Product was generated by the private sector.143 Grand 
strategy ensured that the United States became Russia’s largest foreign 
investor, with commercial transactions valued at more than $4 billion, 
as US–Russian trade rose 65 percent.144 By the end of Clinton’s first term 
in office, more than 120,000 Russian enterprises had been transferred to 
private hands as grand strategy committed the United States to assisting 
Yeltsin transform Russian society. The policy helped Russia to privatize 
more property in less time than any other foreign development venture in 
history and such developments, coupled with the 1996 elections, led the 
administration to believe that a new era may have arrived in Russia. The 
Clinton administration sought to ensure that Russia could not return to 
a command economy and perhaps nowhere better demonstrated what 
Leon Fuerth referred to as the Ratchet Principle of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy.145

The long-term logic of this approach was highlighted in 1998 as 
Russia faced an economic crisis. On August 17, Moscow announced 
that it was devaluing the ruble, imposing a moratorium on bank-held 
loans and defaulting on its short-term treasury bills. The stock market 
plummeted as the government struggled to pay its debts and salaries. 
Talk emerged of Russia having “abandoning the path of reform and 
returning to policies of the past, even policies that have already failed.” 
Such prospects carried obvious threats to the West, since the situation 
threatened “not only the Russian economy and prospects for our economic 
cooperation—at worst, it could have an impact on our cooperation with 
Russia on nuclear disarmament, on fighting terrorism and the spread 
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of weapons of mass destruction.”146 The circumstances caused the IMF 
and World Bank to shelve a $17 billion aid package, but the Clinton 
administration continued to work with the Kremlin “toward passage 
of key economic and commercial legislation,” as it strove to promote 
“American investment and Russia’s integration into various international 
economic institutions.”147 As the president observed, “never has there 
been a more important moment to set a clear direction for the future, 
to affirm the commitment of Russia to democracy and to free markets 
and to take decisive steps to stabilize the economy and restore investor 
confidence.”148

Relations were conducted at the highest levels of government, with 
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin developing a relationship based on mutual 
appreciation of the other’s past and political predicament. In addition, 
the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission ensured that the United States 
and Russia collaborated in the vital areas of defense, trade, and science 
and technology.149 Despite the progress, the Clinton administration 
recognized that much remained to be done in order to build on the reform 
momentum of the Yeltsin years and ensure continued economic recovery 
coupled with enhanced democratic freedoms. Grand strategy committed 
the United States to continue to “promote political and economic reform 
in Russia, working to create a thriving market economy while guarding 
against corruption.”150 Clinton sought a strategy to help Russia become, 
“a going concern within ten years.”151 Such an exercise was more than 
the United States could achieve alone, however, and required sweeping 
internal reform and external assistance on an unprecedented scale, all 
at a time of widespread economic retraction. As on a range of issues, 
President Clinton discovered the limits of American power as his 
aspirations confronted political expediency and Russia became “a fifty-
year problem, not a five-year problem,” in which the administration could 
not have imagined “how much the kleptocracy would grab on as fast 
as it did.”152 As the Clinton administration prepared to leave office, it 
reminded the new occupants of the White House and the Kremlin that 
only “by supporting historic market reforms in these areas, we help new 
democracies take root by avoiding conditions, such as corruption and 
poverty, that can weaken democratic governance and erode the appeal of 
democratic values.”153

China

The Clinton administration believed that China provided the perfect 
justification for its grand strategy of national security, prosperity 
promotion, and democracy promotion, since “the emergence of a politically 
stable, economically open and secure China is in America’s interest.”154 
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The administration’s primary method for achieving its ambitions was 
economically driven as it sought to integrate China into the world economic 
system and gain access to its internal markets by lowering border barriers 
and removing restraints on economic activity.155 The Clinton administration 
sought to use US capitol to leverage access and political reform in China: 
“America must look to the East no less than to the West. Our security 
demands it . . . Our prosperity requires it. More than 2 million American 
jobs depend upon trade with Asia. There, too, we are helping to shape 
an Asia–Pacific community of cooperation, not conflict.”156 The results, 
however, were decidedly mixed.

China had featured prominently during the 1992 campaign, as 
Governor Clinton lamented President Bush for “coddling dictators” 
and moving too quickly to stabilize relations after the Tiananmen 
Square protests. As John Brummett noted, Clinton “talked tough about 
removing China’s MFN status if it did not change its ways in violating 
human rights and suppressing its people, but that was an irresponsible, 
self-penalising idea from which he not so subtly retreated once elected.”157 
The Clinton campaign pledged to make China’s continued MFN trading 
status dependent on changes to its human rights laws, an approach that 
continued in office until the White House recognized the futility of such 
a stance. The Chinese made it abundantly clear that they were not going 
to change their stance on the issue and so the administration capitulated, 
since it “could not get them to budge on human rights.”158 The White 
House presented the move as a victory that granted “American farmers, 
businesses and industries with market access to the world’s most populous 
nation.”159 It was, however, a reversal of policy and a climb-down for the 
administration in the face of unwillingness by the Chinese to negotiate on 
the situation.

Announcing the shift in policy on May 28, 1993, the Clinton 
administration noted that China held an important place in US foreign 
policy: “Its future will do much to shape the future of Asia, our security and 
trade relations in the Pacific and a host of global issues from the environment 
to weapons proliferation. In short, our relationship with China is of very 
great importance.” The White House insisted on its commitment “to 
supporting peaceful democratic and pro-market reform” in China and was 
“hopeful” that China’s “process of development and economic reform will 
be accompanied by greater political freedom.” The administration drew 
inspiration from the efforts of Governor Patten in Hong Kong, identified 
as “a catalyst of democratic values.”160 That view was reiterated a year 
later when the president stressed he was “supporting Governor Patten’s 
efforts to have a genuine, long-term strategy for economic and political 
success in Hong Kong.”161 Such efforts reinforced President Clinton’s 
assertion that “stability can no longer be bought at the expense of liberty 
. . . The more we bring China into the world, the more the world will bring 
change and freedom to China.”162 Finally, on May 24, 2000, the House of 
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Representatives voted 237 to 197 to approve normal trade relations with 
China. Only 73 of the 237 votes came from Democrats, so the bill passed 
due to the support of Republicans who only months before had sought to 
remove Clinton from office; “Clinton achieved a major victory, consistent 
with his tactic of using trade to promote political and economic ends.”163

In keeping with overall grand strategy, the Clinton administration sought 
to develop an engagement with China that encompassed “economic and 
strategic interests.” The administration recognized the economic benefits 
to be derived from China’s development of “a more open market economy 
that accepts international trade practices.”164 Doing so, the administration 
maintained, was in the US national interest and, therefore, it pursued 
bilateral trade negotiations with China on a range of issues, relating to 
market access and intellectual property rights, which many in the United 
States believed were being widely abused. The challenge, as identified by 
Samuel Berger, was “to steer between the extremes of uncritical engagement 
and untenable confrontation.”165 The eventual bilateral agreement on 
intellectual property rights promised to save US companies billions of 
dollars in revenues lost because of piracy.

A key goal of US Grand Strategy in regard to China was its membership 
of the WTO on “commercial terms.”166 These terms were not for the 
benefit of China, but for nations such as the United States that wanted to 
do business there, since a “ stable, open, prosperous China, shouldering 
its responsibilities for a safer world, is good for America.”167 In 1997, it 
was agreed that China’s “full participation in the multilateral trading 
system” was in both county’s interest.168 When China’s membership of 
the WTO was finally agreed upon, the administration hailed the decision 
as “a landmark accord.”169 Second-term National Security Adviser, Sandy 
Berger referred to the agreement as “the most constructive breakthrough 
in US–China relations since normalization in 1979.”170 Membership of 
the WTO promised to create opportunities as Chinese markets opened, 
encouraged economic reform, and enhanced “the understanding of the 
Chinese people of the rule of law in the development of their domestic civil 
society in compliance with international obligations.”171

Clinton’s Grand Strategy appreciated that China was a vital market 
for US goods and services and that exports would support hundreds of 
thousands of jobs across the United States. To ensure that the US domestic 
economy continued to thrive via exports to the burgeoning Chinese market, 
Clinton’s Grand Strategy prioritized the removal of “distorting restraints 
on economic activity” and China’s full integration into the market-based 
world economic system.172 As with so many aspects of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy, there was a long-term goal involved in its approach to China. The 
administration was eager to determine “whether true economic growth 
will create a large middle class in China; whether the presence of a large 
middle class spurs democratic reforms because people who are educated 
want to be participants.”173 The success or failure of such an approach 
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would necessarily be decades in the deciding. Undeniably, however, the 
US–Chinese relationship developed considerably during the Clinton years 
to one of “openness and candour.” This is not to say that both sides were 
always in agreement, but it became possible to “speak openly and honestly 
in an effort to understand our differences and, if possible, to work toward 
a common approach to resolving them.”174

The Western hemisphere

The passage of NAFTA, the completion of GATT, and the Summit of 
the Americas all represented “unprecedented progress toward more open 
markets both at the regional and global levels” in the Western hemisphere.175 
Progress in this area was a viable option due to the apparent end of armed 
conflicts, particularly in Central America, which the administration 
hoped was a turning point. Drawing a line between the various elements 
of its grand strategy, the Clinton administration observed that “sustained 
improvements in the security situation there . . . will be an essential 
underpinning of political and economic progress in the hemisphere.”176 
The administration believed that many of the positive developments in 
the Western hemisphere were due to the economic and trade policies that 
had been initiated since the administration had come to power: by 1998, 
Latin America became the world’s fastest growing economic region and the 
US’s fastest growing export market, as exports to Latin America and the 
Caribbean were expected to exceed those to the European Union.177

The Clinton administration presented the NAFTA agreement as one of 
its most important foreign policy achievements—not merely an economic 
policy success—as it embraced all three components of US Grand Strategy: 
national security, prosperity promotion, and democracy promotion. 
Indeed, the administration believed that the growth of market economies 
in the region offered “an unparalleled opportunity to secure the benefits of 
peace and stability and to promote economic growth and trade.”178 As a 
result, the administration hosted the Summit of the Americas in Miami in 
December 1994, at which the hemisphere’s 34 democratic nations pledged 
to negotiate the FTAA by 2005. President Clinton pledged “a more mature 
and cooperative relationship with the hemisphere” as the summit agreed on 
areas including counter-narcotics and anti-corruption, health, education, 
environmental protection, and the strengthening of democratic institutions. 
The ensuing Summit Action Plan resulted in increased activity between 
government agencies in the United States and in Central and Latin America 
on issues relating to finance and the environment.179

The biggest crisis the administration faced in the Western hemisphere 
was in regard to the Mexican Peso crisis of 1994/1995. Coming less than a 
year after NAFTA was implemented, the collapse of the Mexican economy 
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confirmed the worst fears of those who had opposed the trade agreement 
and the policy implications that came with it. Fears grew that a contagion 
could be triggered, resulting in financial crisis in the Western hemisphere 
and possibly beyond. It was, perhaps, a stroke of good fortune that this 
crisis related to finance, allowing the president to act with a confidence that 
may have been lacking in a military operation. As their currency reserves 
fell to $3.5 billion, the Mexican government requested a loan of $40 billion 
from the United States, a figure that met with fierce opposition on Capitol 
Hill and among the general population, with 80 percent of Americans 
voicing their opposition to the bailout.180

The Clinton administration, however, supported the efforts of Mexican 
President Zedillo and the economic program he devised to rectify the 
situation, which gained the support of the IMF.181 Speaking on January 
18, 1995, President Clinton referred to the coalition of forces that initially 
supported a bipartisan agreement as being “significant; it may be historic,” 
as he and the leaders of both parties in Congress and the Chairman of 
the Federal Reserve Board agreed to a rescue package. Such a deal, the 
president stressed, would be a guarantee, “not foreign aid . . . not a gift . . . 
not a bailout.”182 In his State of the Union address that month, President 
Clinton acknowledged the opposition to the deal, but insisted that action 
was required “not for the Mexican people but for the sake of the millions of 
Americans whose livelihoods are tied to Mexico’s well-being.”183 American 
jobs, exports, and the safety of its borders were at risk. However, despite 
the support of the bipartisan leadership, members of Congress sought to 
attach a series of conditions to any bailout, including demands that Mexico 
increase border security, destroying any potential agreement.

Instead, on February 21, the White House released $20 billion from 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund to the Government of Mexico and the 
Bank of Mexico.184 Revenues from crude oil exports and other petrol-based 
products were used to guarantee these loans. In addition, the United States 
required Mexico to maintain the value of peso deposits with the United 
States, ensuring that if the value of the peso dropped against the US dollar, 
Mexico would be required to further compensate the United States.185 The 
IMF increased its contribution to $17.8 billion and several other central 
banks increased their participation to $10 billion.186 Despite criticism from 
Rush Limbaugh for “giving away our money and taking away our rights,” 
the deal turned out well for all involved.187 By June 1996, Mexico had 
repaid three-quarters of its debt and US exports to Mexico had exceeded 
their 1994 postings by 11 percent.188 Several months later, at his 1997 State 
of the Union, the newly reelected President Clinton was able to announce 
that Mexico had completed its loan repayment, 3 years ahead of schedule, 
with half-a-billion dollars profit to the United States.189 Even Richard 
Haass, a noted critic of the Clinton White House, was forced to concede 
in his assessment of the administration that this constituted an “economic 
achievement” that had “rescued Mexico from an economic meltdown.”190 
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While the administration secured a vital economic success, however, the 
congressional backlash contributed to the removal of the Presidential Fast 
Track negotiating authority with significant and far-reaching implications 
for US Grand Strategy.

Across the continent, the growing popularity and increasing 
availability of the internet, as championed by the Clinton administration, 
ensured that the peoples of the Western hemisphere could take 
increasing advantage of the opportunities created as markets became 
“connected through electronic commerce and as robust democracies 
allow individuals to more fully express their preferences.”191 The support 
for the internet revealed the grand strategy’s interconnected nature as 
technology promoted trading opportunities for US companies in overseas 
markets and championed direct democratic participation by citizens in 
the hope of encouraging pro-Western governments and increased US 
national security. By 1998, President Clinton noted that the United 
States had been founded at a time of “enormous economic upheaval 
when the world was beginning to move from an agrarian to an industrial 
economy.” He recognized that the world was “drawing up the blueprints 
for a new economic age,” which could design “the architecture for a 
global economic marketplace, with stable laws, strong protections for 
consumers, serious incentives for competition, a marketplace to include 
all people and all nations.”192 It was clear how the Western hemisphere 
stood to benefit in such circumstances.

The Clinton administration’s commitment to the region was personalized 
by the president, who invested time there in his second term to reinforce 
the aspirations of his grand strategy. He visited President Zedillo of 
Mexico in May 1997 and followed that with meetings with the leaders of 
Costa Rica and various Caribbean leaders in Barbados. In October 1997, 
President Clinton visited Venezuela, Brazil, and Argentina, on all occasions 
addressing the challenges that impacted all nations in the Americas: crime, 
immigration, drug manufacture, and distribution, as well as the potential 
benefits derived from a continent with a growing democratic base and more 
accessible markets.193

US Grand Strategy in the second term sought to aid nations in the 
Western hemisphere “translate economic growth into social progress,” 
a move the administration felt was “critical for promoting sustainable 
growth and sustaining democracy,” especially since, despite encouraging 
progress, nations in the Caribbean and Latin America had the greatest 
income disparities in the world “with the poorest 20% of individuals 
receiving just 4.5% of the total income within the region.”194 US Grand 
Strategy remained committed to prosperity promotion in the Western 
hemisphere: Canada was the United States’s largest merchandise export 
market and trade partner in the world, as US exports grew rapidly under the 
US–Canada Free Trade Agreement. Grand strategy in the region continued 
to utilize the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and 
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the IMF, in partnership with Latin American governments and private 
enterprise “to help the region’s countries in their transition to integrated, 
mature market economies.”195 However, Argentina, which had openly 
embraced the Clinton administration’s free market strategy, suffered its 
own economic collapse in 2001, but was denied an economic bailout by the 
newly installed George W. Bush administration. Washington’s attempt to 
blame Argentina for the financial crisis set off a rise in Anti-Americanism 
that did much to end support for the proposed FTAA.196

The commitment to the Western hemisphere and the consistency of 
the grand strategy in the region were evident from a consideration of 
PDD-28. Prepared in 1994, it addressed US policy toward Latin America 
and the Caribbean and committed the administration to a hemisphere 
“of democratic nations with capable, efficient governments and vibrant 
civil societies and with open, dynamic economies providing rising living 
standards for their people and expanding export markets for US products 
and services.”197 PDD-28 encompassed the full range of US Grand 
Strategy initiatives, including national security, prosperity promotion, and 
democracy promotion. It was reinforced by the president’s statement in his 
1997 State of the Union Address that his grand strategy was “about more 
than economics: By expanding trade, we can advance the cause of freedom 
and democracy around the world. There is no better example of this truth 
than Latin America, where democracy and open markets are on the march 
together.”198

Africa

Despite proclaiming that most parts of the world were natural locations 
for its grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, the Clinton 
administration conceded that Africa posed “one of our greatest 
challenges.”199 The administration acknowledged that the environmental, 
economic, social, ethnic, and political challenges associated with Africa 
contributed to a feeling of “Afro-pessimism.”200 The administration’s 
ultimate ambition, “a stable, economically dynamic Africa,” depended 
on the integration of African nations into the global economy. The 
prosperity promotion aspect of grand strategy, therefore, sought “to assist 
African nations to implement economic reforms, create favorable climates 
for trade and investment and achieve sustainable development.” Grand 
strategy was not intended as an African panacea and the administration 
recognized that it would be unable to “address every challenge or reap 
every opportunity” available in Africa. Instead, in a continuation of 
the pragmatic approach that characterized much of the administration’s 
approach to policy, the United States would “identify those issues where 
we can make a difference and which most directly affect our interests 
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and target our resources efficiently.”201 The economic aspect of US Grand 
Strategy in Africa contained the dual caveat of seeking to aid continental 
development, while ensuring the United States benefited as a direct 
result.

As part of the administration’s grand strategy in the region, the White 
House hosted the 1994 Conference on Africa. Attended by President 
Clinton, Vice President Gore, Secretary of State Christopher, National 
Security Adviser Lake and more than 200 members of the administration, 
members of Congress, human rights activists, business leaders, labor 
groups, religious organizations, development agencies, and academics, 
the conference addressed the role that the United States could play in 
the development of the continent. This was the first time the White 
House had sponsored an effort to bring together regional experts and 
the administration believed it “produced a wealth of new ideas and a 
new commitment to Africa.”202 The administration stressed that its grand 
strategy in relation to Africa sought to promote “democracy, respect 
for human rights, sustainable economic development and resolution of 
conflicts through negotiation, diplomacy and peacekeeping” and had 
deliberately supported efforts to increase an appreciation for the need for 
“budgetary and financial discipline.”203

In the first years of the administration, the grand strategy spoke in 
broad, positive generalities about the desire to address challenges in Africa 
and “create a synergy that can stimulate development, resurrect societies 
and build hope.” To do so, the administration sought to draw upon “the 
knowledge, experience and commitment of millions of Americans to 
enhance our nation’s support for positive change in Africa” and in so doing, 
strengthen “the American constituency for Africa.”204 The administration 
established a series of initiatives to formalize relations between South 
Africa and the United States. One of the first was the US–South Africa 
Bi-National Commission, formed during the October 1994 state visit of 
President Mandela.205 The commission was inaugurated on March 1, 1995 
and was designed to strengthen the bilateral relationship and identify ways 
in which the United States could ensure South African Reconstruction and 
Development Program goals were met.206

Clinton’s Grand Strategy sought to “spur economic growth and 
promote trade and investment by examining new ways to improve the 
economic policies of African nations and by sustaining critical bilateral 
and multilateral development assistance.” Efforts to integrate African 
nations into the global economy presented political and economic 
benefits to all concerned, but particularly benefited US interests by 
opening previously untapped markets of more than 600 million people 
in sub-Saharan Africa to US goods and services. As of 1997 the United 
States exported more to this region than to all of the former Soviet 
states combined, but enjoyed only 7 percent market share in Africa.207 
Clinton’s Grand Strategy sought to ensure that such moves led to an 
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increase in the 100,000 American jobs that depended on exports to the 
continent.208

The administration’s commitment to Africa was underscored by visits 
to the continent by senior personnel, as Vice President Gore and the First 
Lady represented the United States at Nelson Mandela’s inauguration 
in May 1994. The vice president returned to South Africa in November 
1995 where he and President Mandela held the first formal meeting of 
the US–South Africa Bi-National Commission. During his second term, 
President Clinton made a 12-day trip to Africa in March/April 1998, 
during which he co-hosted the Entebbe Summit for Peace and Prosperity, 
along with President Museveni of Uganda, to advance cooperation on 
conflict prevention, human rights, and economic integration. The trip 
afforded opportunities to announce “a number of new programs to support 
democracy, prosperity and opportunity, including initiatives on education, 
rule of law, food security, trade and investment, aviation and conflict 
resolution,” as well as providing President Clinton with an opportunity to 
address “the violent conflicts that have threatened African democracy and 
prosperity.”209 A meeting of US and African officials followed the trip in 
March 1999, addressing “security, economic and political issues.”210

On March 24, 1998, the administration announced the Education for 
Development and Democracy Initiative to improve access to technology 
at community resource centers and increase the quality of education in 
Africa. The administration planned to provide $120 million over 2 years 
to help fund the initiative, which focused on educating and empowering 
girls. The Africa Food Security Initiative was also introduced to improve 
African agriculture and food security. Budgeted at $61 million over 2 years, 
the program was designed to exacerbate similar efforts being enacted by 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The 
focus of the project was to improve African agricultural practices, increase 
efficiencies, and encourage the use of technology to improve yields and 
distribution. Finally, the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria was launched 
to complement the Infectious Disease Initiative for Africa and support the 
Regional Malaria Lab in Mali.211 By 2000, the initiative had expanded 
beyond its original focus on Ethiopia, Mali, Mozambique, Malawi, and 
Uganda into Tanzania, Zambia, Ghana, and Kenya. Notwithstanding 
natural disasters, productivity and agriculture incomes in these nations 
rose and as part of the initiative the countries either met or exceeded their 
performance targets in 1999 as food security improved.212

The Clinton administration acknowledged that developing countries 
faced “an array of challenges” as they sought “broad-based economic 
and social progress” to benefit from the opportunities afforded by the 
end of the Cold War and the onset of globalization.213 In June 1997, the 
Clinton administration launched the Partnership for Economic Growth 
and Opportunity in Africa Initiative, designed to support economic 
reform in the continent. The plan was to help African countries to pursue 
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“growth-oriented policies” and encourage them to “sustain growth and 
development.”214 While the plan sought to aid African development, it also 
fostered US investment and trade in the continent and, as a result, the initiative 
contained a variety of programs, including “greater market access, targeted 
technical assistance, enhanced bilateral and World Bank debt relief and 
increased bilateral trade ties.”215 With half the world’s population existing 
on incomes of less than $2 a day, it was clear to see why US Grand Strategy 
took into account the threats posed by hunger, malnutrition, economic 
migration, and political unrest.216 However, the administration only began 
to advocate the relief of unsustainable foreign debt obligations late into the 
second term. In June 1999, the administration adopted the Cologne Debt 
Initiative to reduce the debts of Heavily Indebted Poor Countries, in an 
effort to promote economic growth and poverty reduction.217 The eventual 
enactment of the African Growth and Opportunity Act on May 18, 2000 
marked the beginning of a new relationship between the United States and 
sub-Saharan Africa, just as the Clinton administration was coming to an 
end. The bill granted substantial preferential access to the US market for 
eligible sub-Saharan African countries “and benchmarks towards which 
current non-eligible countries could aspire and focus their development 
efforts.”218

Reflections on prosperity promotion  
as grand strategy

The Clinton administration’s decision to “tear down the wall in our 
thinking between domestic and foreign policy” ensured that this facet 
of US Grand Strategy bore political dividends.219 The White House 
successfully blended the president’s economic preferences into a grand 
strategy that promoted prosperity promotion abroad, resulting in 
economic renewal at home. The economic results of the era were 
remarkable, with the macroeconomic performance in particular being 
hailed as “exceptional” by the chairman of George W. Bush’s Council of 
Economic Advisers, Gregory Mankiw.220

Clinton’s Grand Strategy prioritized the revitalization of America’s 
economy, which by 1996 was in a far better state than it had been 3 years 
earlier. The federal budget deficit had successfully been lowered as a 
percentage of the Gross Domestic Product from 4.9 percent in 1992 to 
2.4 percent in 1995, the lowest since 1979.221 Having campaigned in 1992 
promising to focus on the economy, Clinton utilized US Grand Strategy 
during his first term to position himself for reelection in 1996. Indeed, 
US Grand Strategy, as espoused in the 1996 National Security Strategy 
Review, was specifically utilized as part of the administration’s campaign 
for reelection. By combining economic initiatives with its foreign policy, the 
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Clinton administration was able to highlight how US Grand Strategy and 
specifically its trade initiatives, including NAFTA, the GATT agreement, 
and more than 80 other trade deals, had created more than 2 million 
American jobs.222 The 1996 NSSR was determined to demonstrate that the 
events of the past 4 years had not been predetermined, but had been driven 
by the administration, often in the face of open hostility and criticism, from 
both sides of the political aisle.

Much of the prosperity promotion initiative was indicative of the 
evolving concept of globalization and the developing market-based 
economies, of which Bill Clinton was an early proponent, having alluded to 
them in his first Inaugural Address. As Robert Rubin observed, President 
Clinton was “the first American President with a deep understanding 
of how these issues were reshaping our economy, our country, and the 
world.”223 From its first days in office, the Clinton administration began 
“unabashedly using globalization to remake the world in its image.”224 
This was a process the administration was determined to harness and 
manipulate, estimating that 2 million of the 7.5 million new jobs created 
since 1993 had been the result of efforts to expand market access for 
American products. In 2000, President Clinton insisted that globalization 
was “tearing down barriers and building new networks among nations, 
peoples and cultures at an astonishing and historically unprecedented 
rate.”225 The administration believed that its efforts had resulted in the 
creation of over 3 million new small businesses and the lowest combined 
rates of unemployment and inflation in 25 years.226 The administration 
stressed that the prosperity promotion element of its grand strategy was 
good not only for US foreign policy, but also for the national economy 
and therefore for American voters. Globalization, however, like US Grand 
Strategy, was about more than economics. As President Clinton noted in 
his final State of the Union address in January 2000, “Our purpose must 
be to bring together the world around freedom and democracy and peace 
and to oppose those who would tear it apart.”227

The prosperity promotion element of US Grand Strategy was perhaps 
the most successful element of Clinton’s Grand Strategy, with much of 
its success being due to the administration’s efforts to lock the American 
economy into the heart of the developing economic entities, including 
NAFTA, the WTO, and APEC. Each agreement represented a triumph 
for international free trade and for globalization. NAFTA established a 
free trade zone with the United States’s closest trading partners; the WTO 
provided a mechanism to ensure US access to foreign markets; APEC granted 
the US access to the emerging markets of the Pacific Rim and “opened 
markets, expanded export and investment opportunities and protected 
intellectual property rights for American companies.”228 The Summit of the 
Americas provided an opening to the markets in the Western hemisphere, 
while the emerging Transatlantic Marketplace initiative allowed for 
even greater US penetration of the European Union. As declassified NSC 
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memos from 1994 reveal, the administration believed that “with new 
nations interconnected economically and politically, it is foolhardy NOT 
to be looking to international bodies for solutions.”229 Clinton’s success 
in placing the United States at the heart of these international institutions 
enabled the United States to lead and mold the bodies according to its own 
design. Indeed, it was noted that Clinton’s ability to secure trade deals “was 
to economics what Richard Nixon’s opening to China was to security.”230 
By becoming the common denominator in all these financial entities, the 
United States was perfectly placed to benefit from and manipulate the 
direction of global economic policy.

As logical as this approach was, critics suggested that the 
administration had confused trade policy with foreign policy, with Leslie 
Gelb lamenting, “A foreign economic policy is not a foreign policy and 
it is not a national security strategy.”231 Gelb noted that international 
trade was the only area in which President Clinton had demonstrated 
conviction, but that despite its successes it failed to provide a framework 
with which to respond to the challenges that erupted in the 1990s and, 
was therefore, “a triumph of process over substance.”232 The promotion of 
free markets may have given direction to US Trade Representative Kantor 
and Commerce Secretary Brown, but critics remained unimpressed, 
viewing it as a policy with no connection to reality, as an aspiration 
rather than a strategy, “the predictable by-product of Lake, a former 
professor, pursuing arcane geopolitical textbooks.”233 Lake’s time in 
academia hardly distinguished him from his predecessors at the NSC, 
including Kissinger and Brzezinski, and it is feasible to conclude that part 
of the criticism leveled at the administration stemmed in part from the 
administration’s fundamental approach to grand strategy.234 As Warren 
Christopher noted, “it used to be said that balance-of-power diplomacy 
and arms control were “high politics” and economics “low politics.” 
The Clinton administration rejected such distinctions, believing instead, 
“that political and economic diplomacy are indivisible.”235

The Clinton White House was adamant that it was more productive to 
assist American companies in the expanding markets of the world than 
to post the Marines “to quell unrest in economically inconsequential 
nations,” as global organizations were utilized to aid the US recovery and 
ensure its continued dominance, through a process of globalization, if not 
outright Americanization.236 Such a process was dependent on an engaged 
and internationalist approach to foreign affairs. As has been revealed 
throughout this book, and as acknowledged by Jeffrey Garten, “before he 
was elected, Clinton was promising to recast the entire intellectual basis 
of US trade policy . . . It was to be placed at the center of foreign policy, 
becoming at least as important as political and security questions.”237 
Clinton was adamant that the United States must “remain actively engaged 
in global affairs,” for while the Cold War may have ended, “the need for 
American leadership abroad” remained as strong as ever, with the president 
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being personally “committed to building a new public consensus to sustain 
our active engagement abroad.”238

However, due to US electoral timetables the policy needed to be 
results-driven to remain politically viable, ensuring that investments in 
foreign policy were “proximate and easily demonstrated in terms of job 
creation, growth, and export market shares.”239 Therefore, the grand 
strategy’s prosperity promotion initiative was initially introduced in 
Central and Eastern Europe and the Asian Pacific region, where nations 
were in the advanced stages of becoming open-market democracies. 
There was little point in selecting China as a testing ground for the 
most sweeping sections of the policy, just as there was little point in 
selecting a nation in sub-Saharan Africa. Both locations presented near 
insurmountable obstacles to the speedy implementation of the policy. 
Rather, it was designed “to protect US strategic interests abroad and 
Clinton’s personal popularity at home.”240 Accordingly, it was difficult 
to argue with the results of the initiative.

As the nation prepared to vote in 1996, a New York Times/CBS News 
poll revealed 55 percent approved of Clinton’s handling of the economy, 
with 70 percent of respondents reporting that they felt the economy was 
very good or fairly good.241 The domestic economic recovery was fueled in 
large part by the export market, which produced new jobs. The economy 
grew steadily and constantly throughout the administration’s two terms. 
Unemployment fell, millions of new jobs were created, and the federal 
deficit was erased, so that by the election of 2000, debate focused on what 
to do with the vast and growing budget surplus that had been accumulated 
under Clinton’s economic initiatives.242

Conclusion

The prosperity promotion element of grand strategy was central to 
President Clinton’s endorsement of Engagement and Enlargement. It 
was as an economic variation of Rollback, based on the premise that in 
countries where command economies collapsed, free markets, teeming 
with American goods and services, may thrive. However, the Clinton 
administration ultimately failed to implement many of its policies, 
including the introduction of Chile into NAFTA in its second term, due 
to domestic political obstructions. Clinton may have sought to make the 
world safe for commerce, but like Wilson before him, he proved more 
adept at convincing the rest of the world to go along with his ideas than 
he was with members of the Congress, who spent much of his second term 
debating whether Clinton should be removed from office. Despite such 
domestic political issues, it was clear that by the end of the administration’s 
time in office “the commercial side of it has more or less been a success.” 
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As Charles Kupchan noted, the Uruguay Round was completed, “there 
hadn’t been a return of protectionism . . . and that strategy of continued 
global liberalization is with us and it was born and pushed in the 1990s.” 
The policy was predicated on the belief that once the newly democratic 
nations developed market economies, their citizens would seek US goods 
and services, strengthening ties between the nations and allowing for 
peace and prosperity to flourish. This was the fundamental aspiration  
of Clinton’s Grand Strategy initiative and long after leaving office, in an 
age of ever-increasing Americanization of foreign markets, it is difficult 
to argue with its success.

The use of economics in US Grand Strategy was “a good way of bringing 
a president who had been a governor . . . to foreign policy through the back 
door” and enabled Clinton to marry his interests with the requirement to 
operate on a global basis. Clinton, like many of his predecessors, came 
into office with little foreign policy experience and “it took time for him 
to turn on.” He was, however, “hardwired as a politician, so once you do 
the foreign policy thing and start talking about constituencies and votes, 
its like, ‘Cool, I like this!’”243 Accordingly, US Grand Strategy sought 
to ensure full US participation over an increasing array of international 
financial institutions and trade entities. Anthony Lake’s position on this 
was clear: “If we can help lead the dozens of nations . . . who are trying 
to adapt to democracy and free markets, we help to create the conditions 
for the greatest expansion of prosperity and security the world has ever 
witnessed.”244 By the end of Clinton’s second term in office, with the 
nation at peace and enjoying the longest economic boom in American 
history, few would have argued with such a forecast.
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CHAPTER SIX

Democracy promotion

From the first days of his presidential campaign, Bill Clinton stressed the 
importance of democracy promotion as the third element of his grand 
strategy with which to address the post-Cold War world. This was the 
most ideological aspect of US Grand Strategy and the most challenging 
to implement, with its dedication to the spread of democracy, advocacy 
of human rights, and a commitment to humanitarian assistance. It 
remained consistent throughout the Clinton administration’s time in 
office, with changes occurring to reflect ongoing operational developments 
and incidents. The passing of the Cold War enabled the White House to 
actively promote democracy, as it sought to reinforce the strategic gains 
made following the collapse of communism in Central and Eastern 
Europe. Where once a domino theory existed to explain the spread of 
communism, now such a process was attempted in reverse, as the Clinton 
administration sought to ensure that democracy flourished where it had 
once been forbidden.

Despite having been central to Bill Clinton’s foreign policy from his 
December 1991 speech at Georgetown University until the publication of 
his administration’s final National Security Strategy Review, the concept 
of democracy promotion become synonymous with his successor, President 
George W. Bush. Indeed, throughout Clinton’s time in office, the concept 
received underwhelming public attention.1 Despite this, democracy 
promotion was a central component of US Grand Strategy for the duration 
of the Clinton administration as the White House sought to advance the 
causes of freedom in the post-Cold War world.

Democracy promotion in US history

Just as historical tensions existed regarding the appropriate role for the 
United States to adopt on the world stage, between concepts of engagement 
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and relative isolationism, so too has the United States engaged in an  
historical struggle over the appropriate manner in which to advance concepts 
of democracy. As a result, “the singularities that America has ascribed to 
itself throughout its history have produced two contradictory attitudes 
towards foreign policy.”2 One attitude maintains the United States should 
passively act as an example to the world; the other asserts that the nation 
has an obligation to actively advance the cause of democracy, believing that 
to do so increased US security.

For the first century of its existence, the United States largely embraced 
the former role, as advanced by George Washington and Thomas 
Jefferson, avoiding entangling alliances and acting as a global example to 
be emulated by others. The advice of the Founding Fathers echoed through 
successive generations, and on July 4, 1821, John Quincy Adams intoned, 
“wherever the standard of freedom and independence has been or shall be 
unfurled, there will [America’s] heart, her benedictions and her prayers 
be.” However, he insisted that the United States remain true to the intent 
of its founders, inasmuch as “she goes not abroad in search of monsters 
to destroy.”3 In this approach, he was emulating his father, the second 
president of the United States, who, along with Jefferson, believed that 
they were “lighting a beacon for mankind; theirs was a great creation, 
with government based on popular consent and limited under a written 
constitution.”4

This passive approach to democratic advocacy encouraged a focus on 
the North American continent as the United States grew from a collection 
of 13 former colonies along the Eastern seaboard, to a vast continental 
power extending all the way to the Pacific. This Westward expansion, 
implemented in the name of Manifest Destiny, is all too often presented 
as a domestic excursion into the wilderness and as evidence of a desire 
to challenge frontiers, both old and new.5 Often overlooked is the fact 
that the territories that were being peopled belonged to other nations: 
France, Spain, Mexico, not to mention the indigenous tribes of the 
North American people. The Westward expansion of the United States, 
taking with it a nascent form of liberal democracy, was arguably as 
dynamic as any subsequent overseas initiative the United States initiated. 
Although its foreign policy may have been passive in its first 100 years, 
American-style democracy was exported to a growing number of states 
and territories throughout the nineteenth century as the United States 
cemented its political, cultural, and social hold on the North American 
continent.

Despite the oft-stated belief that US efforts to export democracy began 
with President Wilson’s intervention in First World War, the engagement 
in the Philippines during the presidency of William McKinley can perhaps 
be seen as a more definitive turning point, as the president announced 
that the nation had a duty to “uplift and civilize and Christianize.”6 
Such a sentiment, with its inherent religious connotations, expressed a 
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fundamental tenet of developing US foreign policy that reached global 
proportions in the twentieth century, as democracy itself came to be 
advocated with a missionary zeal and adopted a religious quality of its 
own. Where once Christianity was spread far and wide, now democracy 
was promoted on moral grounds as a tool to confront those nations that 
posed an existential challenge to the United States. Indeed, for some 
presidents the distinction between religion and democracy appeared to blur 
as “the justification of America’s international role [became] messianic: 
America had an obligation, not to the balance of power, but to spread 
its principles throughout the world.”7 Theodore Roosevelt contributed 
to this developing approach to foreign intervention, announcing in 1904 
that adherence to the Monroe Doctrine “may force the United States, 
however reluctantly, in flagrant cases of wrongdoing or impotence, to 
the exercise of an international police power.”8 However, once President 
Woodrow Wilson justified US intervention in the First World War on the 
grounds that “the world must be made safe for democracy,” Republicans 
and Democrats embraced the approach, ensuring democracy promotion 
became the unifying principle at the heart of the Henry Luce’s American 
Century.

In the 1940s, the Truman administration initiated a series of policy 
initiatives, including those espoused in NSC-68, to ensure the protection 
of democracy from those forces that threatened to subvert it. In the 1950s, 
the Eisenhower administration advocated a policy of Rollback to defend 
democracy and supported coups in Iran and Guatemala. In 1961, President 
Kennedy announced his intentions to defend freedom and democracy to 
the world in his inauguration as his administration committed itself to 
the “survival and the success of liberty.”9 In June 1982, President Reagan 
addressed the British Parliament and called for a “crusade for freedom,” 
and a “campaign for democratic development.”10 Reagan became the first 
Republican president to “emphatically . . . embrace the essential tenets of 
liberal democratic internationalism, or what might be called Wilsonianism,” 
as he sought to promote democracy in Nicaragua and Afghanistan.11 In an 
intriguing development, it became apparent that “Wilson the idealist and 
Reagan the realist nonetheless shared a common interest in the promotion 
of global democracy.”12

Reagan’s successor, George H. W. Bush, not known for his embrace of 
“the vision thing,” could still muster the rhetoric and the forces to continue 
this approach.13 Addressing the UN General Assembly in October 1990, 
President Bush insisted that “calls for democracy and human rights are 
being reborn everywhere,” which he felt promised hopes “for a more stable, 
more peaceful, more prosperous world.”14 Bush reiterated this in September 
1991, as he insisted, “as democracy flourishes, so does the opportunity 
for a third historical breakthrough: international cooperation.”15 As the 
president who initiated a land war in the Persian Gulf to expel Saddam 
from Kuwait in the name of liberty, if not democracy, Bush noted that 
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the United States was “a nation of rock-solid realism and clear-eyed 
idealism.”16

The Bush administration’s 1991 National Security Strategy concluded 
that a new era was evolving: “A truly global community is being formed, 
vindicating our democratic values.” The administration insisted that it 
planned to “increase our efforts to clarify what America has to contribute 
to the solution of global problems—and to drive home democracy’s place 
in this process.”17 The rhetorical promotion of democracy reached its 
apex in George W. Bush’s second inaugural address, as the president 
announced, “It is the policy of the United States to seek and support the 
growth of democratic movements and institutions in every nation and 
culture with the ultimate goal of ending tyranny in the world.”18 The 
manner in which this was attempted, however, brought US intentions into 
question, as the initiation of what David C. Henrickson referred to as 
“Wilsonianism in boots,” ensured that what the United States saw as 
benevolence was disputed far and wide.19

Defining democracy

In a political environment where bipartisanship is a rare commodity, the 
promotion of democracy has often been a rallying point for politicians 
of varying backgrounds, though disagreements have arisen over its 
implementation and ideological content. While the concept of promoting 
democratic values may be readily agreed upon, conceptions of what 
constitutes “democracy” differ widely, both in defining the term and in 
its implementation. Kissinger noted that the word “democracy” is often 
misapplied and is “often invoked to legitimise whoever is in power.”20 
Clearly, the United States has identified its own brand of “liberal 
democracy” as a goal to be pursued, but this has also been poorly defined.21 
Michael Foley has suggested that American democracy is “a qualitatively 
exceptional form of democracy whose idiosyncratic nature is derived from 
the peculiarities of America itself.”22

Democracy, as a political concept and a governing reality, has come a 
long way since 1776. As Michael Cox has noted, “one of the hidden and 
still understudied themes of nineteenth century politics is the extent to 
which negative images of American democracy were developed by elites 
across the European continent to try to justify their continued rule.”23 Far 
from being seen as an ideal, democracy was viewed as a threat to the status 
quo and dangerous to property rights. In 1861, the English educationalist 
Matthew Arnold posed the great, unanswerably question, “What influence 
may help us to prevent the English people from becoming, with the growth 
of democracy, Americanized?”24
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The practicalities of democracy promotion

The American experience did much to alter perceptions of democracy 
and by the dawn of the twentieth century it was “taken for granted” that 
liberal democracies were “showing the way toward the good life in the 
good society.” Indeed, it was suggested that “few had any doubts of the 
eventual, but certain, progress of all mankind toward more democracy 
and a wider freedom.”25 Having embraced, and as far as it was concerned, 
“perfected” democracy, the United States now felt that what worked at 
home could and perhaps should, be made to work elsewhere. Such an 
approach, however, presented several challenges. Firstly, as de Tocquville 
observed, “the great advantage of the Americans is that they have arrived 
at a state of democracy without having to endure a democratic revolution.” 
Instead, they were “born equal instead of becoming so.”26 As Walter 
Lippmann noted several centuries later, “merely to enfranchise the voters, 
even to give them a true representation, will not in itself establish self 
government; it may just as well lead . . . to a new form of absolute state, a 
self-perpetuating oligarchy.”27

Secondly, there was a hubristic quality to the assertion that a political 
system that had been embraced by a nation of immigrants, fleeing 
persecution, and oppression by vested interests would be embraced by 
the nations that had been left in the first place. There was, perhaps, a 
poetic quality to such thinking, but that was not going to make it any more 
palatable to rulers, despots, monarchs, and tyrants. Kennan critiqued 
such efforts to “transpose the Anglo-Saxon concept of individual law into 
the international field and to make it applicable to governments as it is 
applicable at home to individuals.” This, he argued, smacked of naivety. 
“People are unable to understand that what might have been possible for 
the thirteen colonies in a given set of circumstances might not be possible 
in the wider international field.”28

Thirdly, was the matter of timescales. As Lippmann noted, “democracy 
is not the creation of abstract theorists. It is the creation of men who 
step by step though centuries of disorder established a regime of order.”29 
The constitutionally prescribed political timescales of American life, with 
elections every 2 years, do not reward careful, thought-out commitments to 
long-term initiatives. Instead, they reward short-term, easy fixes, designed 
to bring fast results with minimal expense and low casualties. Presidents, 
clearly, “do not pursue policy in a vacuum.”30 Their policies are in part 
dependent on election cycles, public support for the administration, and 
party control of Congress.

This has been exacerbated by the rise of 24-hour media and the 
explosion of social network platforms, all desperate for sensational stories 
and unlikely or unwilling to dwell on policy initiatives that are not high 
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impact or dynamic in nature. Such a political and cultural environment 
appears ill-placed for long-term ideological projects designed to instill 
democracy in foreign lands. Brzezinski observed that “the spread of 
democracy is generally congenial to global peace”; however, the track 
record of American patience in regard to such overseas endeavors is not 
encouraging, as events in Somalia demonstrated.31 Creating a political 
system that “protects freedom and sustains democracy . . . is hard work.” 
It had not occurred overnight in the United States, but instead had taken 
12 years, “from its Declaration of Independence in 1776 to ratification of 
its Constitution in 1788, to have a functional government.”32

Finally, there remained the question over the rationale for such an 
enterprise. Was democracy promotion the benign act of a gentle, peace-
loving superpower? Was it true, as Brzezinski insisted, that the United States 
merely “propagated a shared aspiration; it did not seek to impose its own 
political culture,” or was this a naive interpretation of continuing efforts to 
remake the world in America’s own self-image?33 Was it “an unnecessary 
intrusion into the otherwise normal conduct of diplomatic relations,” or 
instead “part of a practical strategy designed to advance American national 
interests?”34

All too often there appeared to be a stunning naivety to the concept 
of democracy promotion that emanated from Washington, as though 
having been the world’s original constitutional democracy granted a sense 
of omnipotence or omniscience in regard to how best to govern far away 
lands. Despotism equated to evil in the minds of American policy makers 
and evil was portrayed as a threat to the American way of life that had 
to be extinguished. Such a concept was apparent in 1913 when the US 
Ambassador to London, Walter Page, advised the British Foreign Secretary 
Sir Edward Grey that the United States intended to “continue to shoot 
men . . . till they learn to vote and to rule themselves.”35 Such a stance 
reveals the contradiction in the American position, for “in a democracy the 
opposition not only is tolerated as constitutional but must be maintained 
because it is in fact indispensable. The democratic system cannot be operated 
without effective opposition.”36 Historically, therefore, the United States 
had not promoted nor exported democracy uniformly. With his victory in 
1992, Bill Clinton had an opportunity to determine if the United States 
could extol the virtues of democracy any more equally and in a greater 
diversity of locations, in the new post-Cold War world.37

Promoting democracy in the Clinton 
administration

Bill Clinton identified the promotion of democracy as a key component of 
his grand strategy as early as December 1991. Speaking at Georgetown 
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University, Governor Clinton noted that “the defense of freedom and the 
promotion of democracy around the world aren’t merely a reflection of our 
deepest values. They are vital to our national interests.” Recognizing the 
calls to reduce defense spending, as well as the historic opportunity that 
existed to buttress the strategic gains made following the end of the Cold 
War, he insisted “as we restructure our military forces, we must reinforce 
the powerful global movement toward democracy.”38 Clinton’s dedication 
to democracy promotion “stayed the course,” during his 8 years in office, 
as the president “returned to the theme again and again.”39 As Clinton 
stated explicitly in 1997, democracy promotion was “one of the primary 
foreign policy objectives” of his administration, and remained so for the 
duration of his presidency.40

Anthony Lake was central to this effort and his philosophical approach 
to foreign policy was a strong influence on the president. Lake reiterated 
the administration’s stance on democracy promotion in September 
1993, insisting it was a policy that “protects our interests and security,” 
and which “reflects values that are both American and universal.” The 
opportunity existed, Lake observed, to “mobilize our nation in order to 
enlarge democracy, enlarge markets, and enlarge our future.”41 Lake heavily 
influenced the content and tone of US Grand Strategy in the first term and, 
while it may not have been everything he hoped for, he set the course for 
the administration’s entire foreign policy.

Even Secretary of State Christopher, whose support for Lake’s 
Democratic Enlargement policy was less than total, conceded in his 
appearance before Congress in March 1993 that the United States should 
“embrace and promote this process by sustained support for democratic 
institution-building in the former Soviet bloc and elsewhere. And we 
should by collective engagement, working in partnership with other great 
democracies, promote democracy around the globe.”42 Twelve days later, 
speaking in Chicago, he reiterated that “by helping promote democracy 
. . . we are also making a strategic investment in our nation’s security.”43 
Stuart Eizenstat, Under-Secretary of Commerce for International Trade 
noted in 1994, “Anthony Lake’s enlargement strategy makes perfect 
sense. In the Cold War the concept was Containment, now it is to enlarge 
the scope of democracy. It’s all about widening market access.”44 The 
combination of increasing access to markets and democracy promotion 
formed the basis of Lake’s geostrategic outlook and was central to the 
Clinton administration’s grand strategy.

Democracy promotion supported a key aspect of the entire grand 
strategy, which was to prevent a reversion to less open forms of government. 
Al Gore’s national security adviser, Leon Fuerth, referred to the concept 
in terms of a Ratchet, designed to prevent reversals and ensure that, at 
the very least, democracy was maintained and expanded where possible. 
Democracy promotion provided the ideological rationale for this, as the 
administration observed that the number of states embracing democracy 
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and rejecting authoritarian regimes was “one of the most gratifying and 
encouraging developments of the past fifteen years.” In language that 
remained consistent throughout its first term, the administration conceded 
that while such advances were not guaranteed, grand strategy needed to 
address “the consolidation of those regimes and a broadening of their 
commitment to democracy.” To achieve this, Clinton’s Grand Strategy was 
committed to work “with new democratic states to help preserve them as 
democracies committed to free markets and respect for human rights.”45 
The concept of democratic promotion bore the characteristics of American 
idealism, but the administration was eager to promote the policy as being 
more than just ideologically driven.

In this regard, democracy promotion, the final tenant of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy, complemented the emphasis on national security and prosperity 
promotion in content, intent, and tone. The Clinton administration presented 
Lake’s Wilsonian-inspired concept as an indication of its commitment to 
democratic principles, but constantly stressed its real world, Realpolitik 
attributes. “In nearly every major foreign policy address they cite a host of 
ways that the spread of democracy abroad advances ‘hard’ U.S. security 
and economic interests, from reducing the chances of war to decreasing 
terrorism.”46 Clinton’s Grand Strategy entailed a pragmatic embrace of 
democracy promotion, designed to ensure not only that democratic states 
survived and thrived, but also that they were accompanied by open 
markets, receptive to American goods and services.

Bureaucratic politics and democracy  
promotion

Although democracy promotion had been advocated, and in some 
cases actively pursued, by previous administrations, the Clinton White 
House sought to institutionalize the practice to an extent not previously 
attempted.47 In an effort to avoid suggestions that the policy was beholden 
to any single individual or their department, the administration distributed 
responsibility for democracy promotion across the executive branch 
of government. At the State Department, the Clinton administration 
created the role of Under Secretary for Democracy and Global Affairs, 
a position initially held by Tim Wirth (1994–1997).48 It also established 
the role of Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights, 
and Labor, in a role that built upon a position that President Carter had 
created in 1976, placing democracy promotion front and center.49 The 
remit of the National Security Council was expanded to accommodate 
an office for democracy affairs and a new position of Assistant Secretary 
for Democracy and Peacekeeping was strongly considered over at the 
Pentagon.
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In addition to the specific roles created at the NSC and the State 
Department, the Clinton administration also tasked the Assistant Secretary 
of State for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor with overseeing an 
Inter-agency Working Group on Democracy, designed to coordinate 
programs and “reorganize the international affairs budget around strategic 
priorities.”50 This overarching, interagency approach reflected Secretary 
of State-designate Warren Christopher’s announcement at his Senate 
confirmation hearings that “a strategic approach to promoting democracy 
requires that we coordinate all our leverage, including trade, economic and 
security assistance, and debt relief.”51 Having recognized the need for a 
coordinated effort, the administration’s real challenge came in attempting 
to implement it within a federal bureaucracy that had historically proved 
notoriously change-averse.

The administration appointed USAID as the public face of its 
efforts to provide assistance to pro-democracy groups as part of its 
ongoing grand strategy initiatives. Since 1961, USAID had focused on 
issues of global economic and social development. During the Reagan 
administration, this role was expanded to incorporate a variety of 
roles, including the oversight of elections, particularly in the Western 
hemisphere.52 With the end of the Cold War, USAID launched the 
Democracy Initiative in December 1990, placing the promotion of 
democracy at the forefront of its efforts. With the election of Bill Clinton, 
USAID became the logical agency to front the new attempt to promote 
democracy as an element of US Grand Strategy.

Democracy assistance programs benefited greatly as part of Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy initiative, as spending increased from $100 million 
annually in 1990 to more than $700 million by 2000.53 It was estimated 
that USAID spent $400 million on democracy assistance programs during 
FY 1994, as expenditure for USAID increased rapidly under the Clinton 
administration, rising from $5.3 million in 1990 to $119 million by 1994 
for democratic governance programs in Africa.54

Democracy promotion, however, was not immune to domestic politics, 
especially following the 1994 mid-term elections. A key initiative of the 
administration was passage of the proposed the Peace, Prosperity and 
Democracy Act of 1994 (PPDA) to replace the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961. The initiative faltered however, as the new Chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Jesse Helms, took offence at the 
levels of oversees aid: “The foreign aid program has spent an estimated 
$2 trillion of the American taxpayers’ money, much of it going down 
foreign rat holes, to countries that constantly oppose the United States 
in the United Nations, and many reject concepts of freedom. We must 
stop this stupid business of giving away the taxpayers’ money willy-
nilly.”55 As the National Security Strategy of 1996 made clear, however, 
“Promoting democracy does more than foster our ideals. It advances 
our interests . . . Democracies create free markets that offer economic 
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opportunity, make for more reliable trading partners and are far less 
likely to wage war on one another.”56 In such pronouncements, the 
Democratic Peace concept loomed large and demonstrated the inherent 
pragmatism that sat alongside idealism in the Clinton White House.

The Clinton administration’s democracy promotion concept was imbued 
with national self-interest, concealed by a veneer of idealism, reflecting 
Anthony Lake’s neo-Wilsonian approach to policy. “Democracy,” insisted 
Lake, was “at once the foundation and the purpose of the international 
structures we must build.”57 The administration remained steadfast in its 
insistence that democracy promotion was vital not only to overseas recipients, 
but also to the United States as well, for despite the Wilsonian aspect to 
the principle, there was more than idealism at stake: “All of America’s 
strategic interests—from promoting prosperity at home, to checking global 
threats abroad before they threaten our territory—are served by enlarging 
the community of democratic and free market nations.”58 The relationship 
between the three elements of the strategy was essential, not only to the 
program’s success but also to any effort to comprehend the philosophical 
approach that led to its creation.

In 1991, Morton Halperin wrote in Foreign Policy, “When a people 
attempt to hold free elections and establish a constitutional democracy, 
the United States and the international community should not only assist 
but should guarantee the result.”59 Clinton’s Grand Strategy incorporated 
Halperin’s prescription, noting, “Domestic renewal will not succeed if we 
fail to engage abroad in foreign markets, to promote democracy in key 
countries and to counter and contain emerging threats.”60 However, those 
who believed that the United States would fight to ensure the survival and 
the success of liberty the world over had severely misread the document. 
This was a pragmatic policy for a pragmatic administration: “We must 
focus our efforts where we have the most leverage. And our efforts must be 
demanded driven—they must focus on nations where people are pushing 
for reform or have already secured it.”61

Just as this was not an ideological struggle, neither was it unilateral, 
or designed to stand apart from the other components of grand strategy. 
It consistently recognized that the United States needed to aid “nations 
strengthen the pillars of civil society, improve their market institutions 
and fight corruption and political discontent through practices of good 
governance.”62 The policy recognized that “the first element of our 
democracy strategy is to work with the other democracies of the world 
and to improve our cooperation with them on security and economic 
issues. We also seek their support in enlarging the realm of democratic 
nations.”63 Clinton’s strategy of democracy promotion, therefore, 
complemented the national security and prosperity promotion aspects of 
grand strategy and was a tool with which to cement US foreign initiatives 
into a growing number of multiregional institutions. Hence, throughout 
the administration, its policy spoke of helping to “staunch democratic 
reversals” in Haiti, Guatemala, and Nigeria and of providing democracies 
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with “the fullest benefits of integration into foreign markets,” which partly 
explained “why NAFTA and the GATT rank so high on our agenda.”64

This may not have been a democratic crusade, but into the second term 
it remained expansive and idealist in nature, while acknowledging the 
need to adopt a tough stance when faced with political realities. The 1997 
and 1998 grand strategy reports noted that the United States could not 
seek to export democracy unilaterally and sought “international support 
in helping strengthen democratic and free market institutions and norms 
in countries making the transition from closed to open societies.” The 
administration continued to insist that “This commitment to see freedom 
and respect for human rights take hold is not only just, but pragmatic, 
for strengthened democratic institutions benefit the US and the world.” 
The 1997 and 1998 reports emphasized US efforts to aid foreign nations 
“strengthen the pillars of civil society, supporting administration of justice 
and rule of law programs, assisting the development of democratic civil–
military relations and providing human rights training to foreign police 
and security forces.” The policy interaction that was central in the first 
term remained, as the second-term strategy insisted that the United States 
“must seek to improve their market institutions and fight corruption and 
political discontent by encouraging good governance practices.”65 Despite 
changes to the national security team, the goal of exporting democracy 
and open markets remained constant.

The Clinton administration sought to stress the success that 
democracy had enjoyed during its tenure in the White House, noting 
how the concept, “when allowed to be freely shared, can spread widely 
and rapidly, enhancing the security of all nations.” However, the grand 
strategy stressed that moving forward, the United States “must focus 
on strengthening the commitment and capacity of nations to implement 
democratic reforms, protect human rights, fight corruption and increase 
transparency in government,” an initiative exemplified by the Warsaw 
Declaration of June 2000 in which 106 countries embraced a criteria for 
democracy and pledged to help each other remain on the democratic path.66 
Clearly, therefore, this was to be a multilateral mission that, by its very 
nature, depended on the assistance of other nations and organizations for 
its success, including the United Nations. Despite congressional concerns 
over command and control during troop deployment, the United Nations 
remained the organization of choice for addressing a key aspect of 
democracy promotion: human rights.

Promoting human rights

The appointment of former Carter administration officials such as Anthony 
Lake, Warren Christopher, and Madeleine Albright guaranteed that an 
ethical dimension was intrinsic to Clinton’s Grand Strategy, and this 
was most evident in its embrace of human rights. Grand strategy insisted 
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the United States must “redouble” its efforts to guarantee basic human 
rights “on a global basis.”67 This aspect, as with all elements of the grand 
strategy, was designed to be mutually reinforcing, as the administration 
sought to “increase respect for fundamental human rights in all states 
and encourage an evolution to democracy,” not universally, but “where 
that is possible.”68 The White House was adamant that “the more that 
democracy and political and economic liberalisation take hold in the 
world, particularly in countries of geo-strategic importance to us, the safer 
our nation is likely to be.”69 Markets and democracy formed the basis of 
Anthony Lake’s geostrategic outlook and this was repeatedly exemplified 
in the administration’s grand strategy.

Despite the idealistic nature of many aspects of the initiative, the 
administration was adamant that it not be misunderstood: “The core of 
our strategy is to help democracy and markets expand and survive,” it 
reported. This would not occur everywhere, but where the United States 
had “the strongest security concerns and where we can make the greatest 
difference,” as the administration attempted to blend idealism with a realist 
approach to policy implementation.70 There were to be no flights of fancy, 
no efforts to liberate Cuba or Iran or sustained effort to hold China to 
account over its human rights abuses. The administration stressed that “the 
continued emergence of China as a great power that is stable politically 
and open economically, that respects human rights and the rule of law 
and that becomes a full partner in building a secure international order, is 
profoundly in America’s interest and in the world’s interest.”71 The White 
House was determined to clarify that “this is not a democratic crusade.” 
It was, instead, “a pragmatic commitment to see freedom take hold where 
that will help us most.”72 In this regard, the administration drew a bold 
distinction between its efforts and the rhetorical high point of the Cold 
War when Clinton’s political hero had asserted America’s intention to “pay 
any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose 
any foe to assure the survival and the success of liberty.” Such pledges were 
now a thing of the past.

The Kennedy legend had served Clinton’s purposes during the 
campaign, but in office, Clinton embraced Rooseveltian pragmatism over 
Kennedyesque romanticism. Gone was any pledge to “those people in the 
huts and villages of half the globe struggling to break the bonds of mass 
misery.” No longer would the United States “pledge our best efforts to help 
them help themselves,” despite Kennedy’s promise to do so “for whatever 
period is required.”73 The Clinton administration was eager to champion 
its success in lobbying for the reaffirmation of the universality of human 
rights at a 1993 United Nations Conference and the establishment of a 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. However, US priorities had 
changed considerably since 1961 as the Clinton administration insisted, 
“we must focus our efforts where we have the most leverage.”74 Where 
this sentiment left Kennedy’s assertion that “a free society [that] cannot 
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help the many who are poor . . . [could not] save the few who are rich,” 
remained unaddressed.75

Deep into the second term, Clinton’s Grand Strategy continued “to press 
for political liberalization and respect for basic human rights worldwide, 
including in countries that continue to defy democratic advances.”76 
Changes were apparent, however, as the administration advocated bilateral 
as well as multilateral action to ensure adherence to human rights and 
democratic principles.77 The insertion of bilateral options was indicative 
of a sense of frustration within the administration in regard to the United 
Nations that had grown since the Somali operation and the difficulties in 
enacting policy in Bosnia due to Russia’s veto on the Security Council. With 
a more robust second-term foreign policy team came a change in language 
and tone that was subtler than that of the George W. Bush administration 
in 2001, but which was determined not to be stymied by international 
prevarication in the face of US determination to act.

As the second term drew to a close, Clinton’s Grand Strategy reiterated 
the need to work bilaterally and with international organizations, to 
promote “universal adherence to democratic principles and international 
standards of human rights.” The policy noted the challenges posed by 
ethnic conflict, insisting that “innocent civilians should not be subject to 
forcible relocation or slaughter because of their religious, ethnic, racial, 
or tribal heritage,” as such a situation constituted “a grave violation of 
universal human rights.”78 In 2000, US Grand Strategy went further, 
insisting that “when this occurs, the intersection of our values and national 
interests make it imperative,” that the United States “work to strengthen 
the capacity of the international community to prevent and, whenever 
possible, stop outbreaks of mass killing and displacement.”79

In the second term, US Grand Strategy reflected a traditional American 
philosophy in relation to democracy promotion and human rights 
advocacy. The administration continued to “encourage governments to 
not return people to countries where they face persecution—to provide 
asylum as appropriate, to offer temporary protection to persons fleeing 
situations of conflict or generalized human rights abuses.”80 In addition 
to previous years, the 2000 policy argued that by providing humanitarian 
assistance, US Grand Strategy was “in keeping with our values and 
objective of promoting democracy and human rights.”81

Humanitarian assistance

Clinton’s Grand Strategy was adamant that US global leadership had never 
been more important and insisted that the values that had previously been 
threatened by imperialism, fascism, and communism remained at risk in 
the post-Cold War world. As a result, its democracy promotion and human 
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rights initiatives were complemented by humanitarian assistance programs, 
“designed to alleviate human suffering and to pave the way for progress 
towards establishing democratic regimes with a commitment to respect 
for human rights and appropriate strategies for economic development.”82 
US Grand Strategy revealed the administration’s priorities for the world at 
large: “to secure the peace won in the Cold War against those who would 
still deny people their human rights, terrorists who threaten innocents and 
pariah states who choose repression and extremism over openness and 
moderation.”83 The policy was primarily aimed at stemming the potential 
for international tensions that were the by-product of forced population 
migration and refugee flows. The dilemma for the Clinton White House 
was how to implement such policies and how much political capital to 
expend to ensure their success?

This was a dilemma for foreign policy in general, but particularly so 
with regard to humanitarian assistance, which in itself posed no direct 
challenge to US interests and so made justifying expenditure all the more 
difficult. It was also a policy that depended on long-term multilateral 
cooperation with a range of agencies including the International Red 
Cross and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees. Importantly, 
throughout the first term, the administration repeatedly committed to 
providing “appropriate financial support” to strengthen such entities and 
their missions, but stopped short of committing human resources in all 
instances. The administration sought to engage in “voluntary repatriation 
of refugees,” in a way that took into account the “human rights concerns 
as well as the economic conditions that may have driven them out in the 
first place,” ensuring that, once again, economic considerations found 
their way to the heart of grand strategy.

Espousing policy in this area was also problematic due to the track 
record of events during the first term. The administration could address 
humanitarian assistance in the abstract and insist that “helping refugees 
return to their homes in Mozambique, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Somalia and 
Guatemala” was a high priority, but its actions in Somalia, Haiti, Rwanda, 
and Bosnia called into question the commitment to the policy.84 The 
unfortunate disconnect between policy development and its execution, 
therefore, raised ongoing questions about the implementation of Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy as anything more than a philosophical exercise. Until 
the successful application of humanitarian policies in Haiti and Bosnia, 
grand strategy in this regard remained entirely theoretical, with sweeping 
assertions and promises of commitment, which appeared hollow in the 
face of hesitancy overseas. The administration’s case was not aided by its 
glossing over of incidents that reflected poorly on the United States and 
its tendency to focus on areas where it could highlight relatively minor 
successes.

Having chosen initially not to intervene in Rwanda and Bosnia, US Grand 
Strategy sought to leverage credibility by highlighting the American lead “in 
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assisting the UN to set up international tribunals to enforce accountability 
for the war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda.”85 Suffice to say, 
this appeared to many to be too little, too late for the people of the Balkans 
or Rwanda. However, to govern is to make choices and as defined by its 
grand strategy, Rwanda remained outside the US sphere of interest, since it 
had no strategic importance and appeared incapable of sustaining a viable 
middle class, necessary for the implementation of democracy promotion. 
The Clinton administration was also still in the process of withdrawing 
from Somalia, making another African deployment politically untenable. 
The administration had no interest or intention in intervening in Rwanda, 
despite Anthony Lake’s personal interest in Africa.

However, the White House was torn on the issue, leading the NSC’s 
legal adviser, Alan J. Kreczko, to advise the NSC’s Senior Director for 
African Affairs that, “concluding that genocide has occurred/is occurring 
in Rwanda does not create a legal obligation to take particular action 
to stop it. (Human rights groups have argued to the contrary, saying 
failure to act makes one legally responsible as an accomplice. We would 
not agree.)” Kreczko conceded that “making such a determination will 
increase political pressure to do something about it.”86 Kreczko concluded 
that the drawdown of US forces in Rwanda had been a “very bad process, 
unnecessarily resorted to, with risk of embarrassing the POTUS if 
repeated.”87

Despite the apparent disconnect between policy and practice, as 
its second term began, the Clinton administration continued to stress 
that its grand strategy was rooted in “efforts to promote democracy 
and human rights are complemented by our humanitarian assistance 
programs,” which were “designed to alleviate human suffering, to 
help establish democratic regimes that respect human rights and 
to pursue appropriate strategies for economic development.”88 Not 
only was this seen as the morally correct course of action, but the 
most pragmatic, since it enabled the United States “to help prevent 
humanitarian disasters with far more significant resource implications.” 
Pragmatism continued to define Clinton’s Grand Strategy, a fact that 
the documentation makes explicit: “Supporting the global movement 
toward democracy requires a pragmatic and long-term effort focused on 
both values and institutions.”89 This policy required the United States to 
work in partnership with other nations, supranational entities, private 
firms, and nongovernmental organizations. This was a reflection of the 
administration’s early embrace of globalization and its appreciation that 
the United States could not lead in all instances.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy continued to stress a determination to work 
both multilaterally and bilaterally to protect vulnerable members of society. 
Where the first-term reports spoke in generalities, the strategy from 1998 
was more direct and took issue with specific nations, such as Russia and 
China, which the administration pledged to “continue to work with” in an 
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ongoing effort “to combat religious persecution.”90 From 1999, religious 
freedom was advanced as “one of the highest concerns in our foreign policy,” 
since “freedom of thought, conscience and religion is a bedrock issue for 
the American people.” The president signed the International Religious 
Freedom Act of 1998, to advance religious freedom and counter religious 
persecution. In September 1999, the administration released a 1,100-
page document covering the status of religious freedom in 194 countries, 
as the first phase of the act. Finally, in October 2000, the administration 
“designated and sanctioned the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, Burma, 
China, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, and the Milosevic regime in Serbia as ‘countries 
of particular concern’ for having engaged in or tolerated particularly severe 
violations of religious freedom.”91 Such concerns were expressed directly to 
the Chinese leadership during Clinton’s 1998 state visit when he rebuked 
President Jiang Zemin over the deaths in Tiananmen Square, insisting that 
“for all of our agreements, we still disagree about the meaning of what 
happened then. I believe and the American people believe that the use of 
force and the tragic loss of life was wrong.”92

Pragmatism remained central to an appreciation of the administration’s 
approach to democracy promotion and humanitarian assistance. The White 
House had a philosophical commitment to both, but in all cases it adopted 
a far more realist approach than its critics conceded or its supporters cared 
to admit. It was an approach that granted room to maneuver but which 
garnered few admirers due to its ideological flexibility. In a world in flux, 
however, such an approach appeared eminently logical, especially at a time 
when foreign affairs were far from the minds of the American electorate. 
Every potential intervention and every opportunity to offer humanitarian 
assistance was addressed on its merits, since “sometimes collective 
military action is both appropriate and feasible and necessary.”93 However, 
“sometimes concerted economic and political pressure, combined with 
diplomacy, is a better answer.”94 Joined up policy coordination was vital 
and “all public diplomacy and international information efforts [must] be 
coordinated and integrated into our foreign and national security policy-
making process.” As the administration prepared to leave the White House, 
it noted that at times “the imperative for action” would be “much less 
clear” and that “The United States and other countries cannot respond to 
every humanitarian crisis in the world.”95 Pragmatism, therefore, defined 
the administration until the very end.

The global implementation of  
democracy promotion

Clinton’s Grand Strategy reflected the belief that security, economics, 
and democracy were “mutually supportive” and self-sustaining: an 
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improving economic climate in newly democratic states may lead to 
improved international cooperation and create new markets for US 
exports. These policies were advocated on the principle that “secure 
nations are more likely to support free trade and maintain democratic 
structures . . . democratic states are less likely to threaten our interests 
and more likely to cooperate with the US to meet security threats and 
promote sustainable development.”96 They also aided in “protecting 
the lives and personal safety of Americans . . . and providing for the 
well-being and prosperity of our nation.”97 The pragmatism that defined 
Clinton’s Grand Strategy was present in its global implementation of 
democracy promotion, as Lake insisted, “we are not starry eyed about 
the prospects for democracy—it will not take hold everywhere. But we 
know that the larger the pool of democracies, the better off we will be.”98 
However, there remained the contentious question of how best to execute 
such policies.

In retrospect, the “uneven nature” of the administration’s implementation 
of democracy promotion was “striking,” as its focus ranged “from serious 
engagement to almost complete disinterest.”99 However, in language 
that remained consistent throughout its 8 years in office, the Clinton 
administration recognized as early as 1994 that attempts to consolidate 
democracy and markets must be “as varied as the nations involved.” It was 
certain, however, that there were “common elements.” The administration 
presented its grand strategy as a bespoke policy, reflecting the challenges 
and opportunities of the era: each region was assessed in terms of its 
needs, status, and capacity to implement the policy as the administration 
sought to ensure its approach was “tailored to their unique challenges and 
opportunities.”100

The Pacific Rim/China

In its attempt to rationalize the global implementation of its grand 
strategy, the Clinton administration was loathed to accept that certain 
areas of the world were less receptive to democratic reform than others. 
However, throughout the first term, US Grand Strategy in China and the 
Pacific Rim remained consistent. “Nowhere,” the administration insisted, 
were “the strands of our three-pronged strategy more intertwined, nor is 
the need for continued US engagement more evident.” However, while the 
White House wished to support what it saw as “the wave of democratic 
reform sweeping the region,” it found this difficult to implement during 
its time in office. The administration recognized that its grand strategy 
needed to be flexible to accommodate regional differences, acknowledging 
that Western concepts of democracy and social behavior differed greatly 
from those in Asia. This presented challenges not only in implementing 
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political reform, but also in terms of the physiological barriers involved 
in changing attitudes:

Some have argued that democracy is somehow unsuited for Asia or at 
least for some Asian nations—that human rights are relative and that 
they simply mask Western culturalism and imperialism. These voices 
are wrong. It is not Western imperialism, but the aspirations of Asian 
peoples themselves that explain the growing number of democracies and 
the growing strength of democracy movements everywhere in Asia. It is 
an insult to the spirit, the hopes, and the dreams of the people who live 
and struggle in those countries to assert otherwise.

In an effort to resolve the chasm between the policy of democracy 
promotion and its actual implementation, the administration stressed 
that “each nation must find its own form of democracy.” This pragmatic 
approach, however, left the administration open to charges of double 
standards, but the alternative would have been an inflexible, seemingly 
intolerant foreign policy, offensive to many parts of the world and difficult, 
if not impossible, to implement. To many, however, this appeared to be 
an easy way out of an impossible dilemma and raised doubts over the 
administration’s ability to face hard decisions and stand by them. The 
White House insisted, however, that there was “no cultural justification 
for torture or tyranny,” and “refused to let repression cloak itself in moral 
relativism.” Democracy and human rights, it stressed, were “universal 
yearnings and universal norms” and pledged to “continue to press respect 
for human rights in countries as diverse as China and Burma.”101

The Clinton administration’s decision to separate China’s MFN status 
from its record on human rights was of vital significance in the region and 
reflected the financial motivations inherent in the grand strategy initiative. 
The administration presented this as an attempt to improve relations, 
but the decision proved to be one of the most significant of Clinton’s 
time in office and revealed a move away from an initial idealism to a 
more pragmatic approach to world affairs. Whereas President Woodrow 
Wilson made the world safe for democracy, Clinton sought to make the 
world safe for commerce, as human rights took a secondary role to the 
promotion of trade.

The second-term grand strategy documentation was driven more by 
events than philosophy. In regard to East Asia and the Pacific, it focused 
heavily upon events that had transpired in Indonesia, East Timor, and 
Burma. It continued to argue against what it referred to as “cultural 
imperialism” by refusing to accept that “democracy is unsuited for Asia 
or at least for some Asian nations [and] that human rights are relative.”102 
The democracy promotion aspect of US Grand Strategy in Asia during 
Clinton’s second term sought to focus upon “cementing America’s role as a 
stabilizing force in a more integrated Asia Pacific region”103 by continuing 
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to stress the inherent linkage between security, economics, and democracy,  
insisting that the United States “continue to support the democratic 
aspirations of Asian/Pacific peoples and to promote respect for human 
rights.”104 In its dealings with the Pacific Rim nations, the Clinton policy of 
Engagement and Enlargement can be seen to have combined the key tenets 
of democracy promotion, military preparedness, and prosperity promotion. 
However, such an approach was not tied to the Pacific Rim alone. The 
administration was at pains to define Engagement and Enlargement as 
a true global policy, one capable of replacing Containment for a new 
geopolitical age.

The Western hemisphere

If China and much of Asia presented a series of seemingly endless 
challenges, then the Western hemisphere appeared to be a very different 
proposition and was seen as “a fertile field for a strategy of Engagement 
and Enlargement.”105 Much had changed since the turbulent era of 
the 1960s–1980s, as the continent’s rulers were turning increasingly 
democratic. The administration believed that what it defined as being 
“the unprecedented triumph of democracy,” in the region presented “an 
unparalleled opportunity to secure the benefits of peace and stability” 
throughout the hemisphere.106 The administration saw great hope in the 
fact that “the nations of the Western hemisphere have proclaimed their 
commitment to democratic regimes and the collective responsibility of the 
nations of the Organization of American States to respond to threats to 
democracy.”107

However, Cuba remained a particular blot on the hemispheric 
landscape. The administration’s efforts to support the restoration of 
democracy in Haiti enabled the White House to boast that, partly due 
to its action, Cuba remained the only nondemocratic state in the region. 
It acknowledged, however, that it remained “committed to extending 
democracy to the handful of remaining outposts where the region’s 
people are not free. The Cuban Democracy Act remains the framework 
for our policy toward Cuba; our goal is the peaceful reestablishment of 
democratic governance for the people of Cuba.”108

The Castro regime, like that of Saddam, was not prioritized. Successive 
American administration’s had pledged to end Castro’s time in power and 
had left office certain only in the knowledge that they had failed to do so. 
With the demise of the Soviet Union, Cuba had lost its international sponsor, 
as had the nations of Eastern Europe, and while the tide of democracy 
had not yet reached Cuban shores, it was deemed realistic to expect that 
it would ultimately do so. Until then, Cuba offered nothing in regard to 
the national security framework that Engagement and Enlargement was 
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defining. It posed no threat to the United States; it was not initiating plans 
for democratic governance; and there were no signs of a market economy 
developing in the near future. US Grand Strategy was committed to the 
“peaceful establishment of democratic governance for the people of Cuba,” 
a move that saw development in October 1995, when the United States took 
steps to “promote the cause of peaceful change in Cuba.” These included 
tightening the economic embargo and “reaching out to nongovernmental 
organizations, churches, human rights groups and other elements of 
Cuba’s civil society,” in an attempt to “strengthen the agents of peaceful 
change.”109

Having previously been a political victim of migration from Cuba 
while governor of Arkansas, Bill Clinton was determined that history not 
repeat itself and this was reflected in grand strategy that sought to prevent 
“a mass migration [from Cuba] that would endanger the lives of migrants 
and safety of our nation.”110 The administration sought to build upon the 
Papal visit of January 1998 by “expanding the role of the Catholic Church 
and other elements of civil society, and increase humanitarian assistance.” 
It was anticipated that as Cubans felt an incentive to take charge of their 
own future, they were “more likely to stay at home and build the informal 
and formal structures that will make transition easier.”111 Castro’s 33 year 
defiance of the United States continued unabated, and Clinton found that 
Dr Castro remained in office long after his own second term had expired. 
In the 1990s, however, the primary US objective was “to preserve and 
defend civilian elected governments and strengthen democratic practices 
respectful of human rights.”112

Efforts to ensure free and fair elections in Peru were far from successful, 
but the White House’s ability to leverage President Fujimori was reduced 
due to its dependency on his government in the continuing war on drugs. 
The most evident lack of progress in the hemisphere was in Haiti, where 
much was promised, but with disappointing results. The fiasco surrounding 
the reinstatement of ousted leader Jean-Bertrand Aristide encapsulated 
the well-intended but flawed efforts in the country, whose “catastrophic 
economic situation and ragged socio-political history” made it an unlikely 
location for a successful implementation of such a policy. Indeed, as 
Thomas Carothers has noted, “the fact that the administration chose one 
of the least promising countries in the world to be the leading edge of its 
democracy policy reflects a persistent unwillingness to think strategically 
rather than idealistically in this domain.”113

Africa

Africa was a continent of special interest to Anthony Lake. His first 
public address as National Security Adviser had been on the subject, and 
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he had a track record of publications dealing with the challenges faced 
by the continent. However, it was always going to be difficult to see how 
democracy promotion was to be implemented on the continent. Indeed 
the administration was stark, referring to Africa as “one of our greatest 
challenges for a strategy of Engagement and Enlargement.” Specifically, 
there was little in the way of existing democracy to build on and, therefore, 
few opportunities to greatly enhance American interests on a continent 
that few believed posed a threat to America’s national security.

However, the administration was eager to present a positive portrayal of 
its actions in Africa, especially in light of the Somali incident, which was 
now rendered in a new manner: “US forces in Somalia allowed us to break 
through the chaos that had prevented the introduction of relief supplies and 
UN peacekeepers. US forces prevented the deaths of hundreds of thousands 
of Somalis, established a logistics system and then turned over the mission 
to more than 25,000 UN peacekeepers.” The report shied away from the 
events that led to the deaths of US servicemen in the operation. It was 
clear, however, as early as 1994, that despite the administration’s good 
intentions, “the responsibility for the fate of a nation rests finally with its 
own people.”114

Africa was recognized as being a particularly difficult region within 
which to enact a policy of Engagement and Enlargement, and the events in 
Mogadishu had done little to convince policy makers otherwise. The one 
great region of hope of course was South Africa, where Nelson Mandela 
had recently become president. The country’s rejection of apartheid had 
now made possible what the administration referred to as “a bilateral 
commission to foster new cooperation between our nations.”115 The 
United States worked to assist the transition to democracy in South Africa, 
supporting the nation’s first presidential election with $35 million in aid, 
followed quickly by a commitment of $600 million in trade and investment 
packages.116

While the historic developments in South Africa gave reason for 
rejoicing, however, the outlook in the rest of the continent remained grim. 
While USAID’s Greater Horn of Africa program successfully prevented a 
famine that had threatened millions of lives, the administration’s actions 
in Africa were constantly overshadowed by the Somali deployment.117

US Grand Strategy recognized its limitations and sought to find 
solace in “states whose entry into the camp of market democracies may 
influence the future direction of an entire region; South Africa now holds 
that potential with regard to sub-Saharan Africa.”118 US Grand Strategy 
noted that the “restoration of democracy and respect for human rights in 
Nigeria has long been one of our major objectives in Africa.”119 President 
Clinton met with Nigeria’s President Obasanjo at the White House in 
October 1999 and reaffirmed the US commitment to assist him on “the 
challenges and security, economic, political and social issues.” The 
administration noted the benefits derived from Nigeria’s restoration of 
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democracy and the hope that this may open the way for Nigeria to become 
a leader in Africa. Peaceful elections in 1999 and the inauguration of the 
new civilian government in May 1999 were seen as “important steps” in 
this process.

US Grand Strategy noted that in Africa, as elsewhere, “democracies 
have proved stronger partners for peace, stability and sustained 
prosperity,” and pledged to work “to broaden the growing circle of 
African democracies.”120 Democracy promotion in Africa was attempted 
via a $30 million Great Lakes Justice Initiative, which committed the 
United States to working “with both the people and governments of the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda and Burundi to support judicial 
systems which are impartial, credible, effective and inclusive.” This 
initiative sought to strengthen Ministries of Justice and Interior, create 
civilian law enforcement, provide human rights training, and demobilize 
irregular elements of standing armies.121

US Grand Strategy in Africa continued to “support and promote . . . 
national reforms and the evolution of regional arrangements” that 
contributed to pan-African cooperation, but acknowledged that “the 
prosperity and security of Africa” depended on “African leadership, 
strong national institutions, and extensive political and economic 
reform.”122 It conceded, however, that it was “in the U.S. interest to 
support and promote such reforms,”123 and in doing so defy what it 
acknowledged as a sense of “Afro-pessimism” that existed due to 
the “nexus of economic, political, social, ethnic and environmental 
challenges” that faced the continent.124

Europe

Despite the many challenges it faced in global regions, the Clinton 
administration had doubtless expected a far easier reception in Europe. 
Europe in general and the United Kingdom in particular greeted 
Clinton’s election with caution. European leaders had developed strong 
working relations with the Bush administration and were wary of the 
New Democrat president, who appeared to view relations with Europe 
as passé and indicated that the White House prioritized dealings with 
the Pacific Rim nations. This sentiment echoed Secretary of State John 
Hay’s statement in the early twentieth century that “the Mediterranean 
is the ocean of the past, the Atlantic the ocean of the present and the 
Pacific the ocean of the future.”125 Indeed, for the last 50 years “People 
have been speculating as to whether the United States is losing interest in 
Europe! Whether it’s titling to Asia, whether the Special Relationship is 
no longer special, whether this particular president couldn’t give a damn 
about it!”126 These concerns were exacerbated when President Clinton 
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failed to visit the continent during his first year in office, failing to do so 
until January 1994 when he addressed a NATO summit in Brussels.

The early detachment from Europe was reversed as President Clinton 
made four trips to the continent in 1994, a “commitment of presidential 
time and attention” that revealed what Richard Holbrooke referred to 
as “an inescapable but little-realized fact: The United States has become 
a European power in a sense that goes beyond traditional assertions of 
America’s ‘commitment’ to Europe.”127 In addition to opening markets, 
the administration was eager to see democracy take hold in the former 
Warsaw Pact nations, believing that democratic and economic reform 
in former communist states were “the best measures to avert conditions 
which could foster aggressive nationalism and ethnic hatreds.”128 What was 
less self-evident was how the relationship might develop if and when true 
political and economic integration occurred in Europe, with the potential 
threats such an entity could pose for the United States. However, the 
Clinton administration was adamant that its goal remained “an integrated 
democratic Europe co-operating with the United States to keep the peace 
and promote prosperity.”129

It was evident that elements of grand strategy were more applicable in 
certain regions than others and, while democracy promotion had little 
direct impact on Western Europe, the strategy was particularly relevant to 
Central and Eastern Europe. As President Clinton declared in Budapest, 
in December 1994, “The end of the Cold War presents us with the 
opportunity to fulfil the promise of democracy and freedom . . . we must 
not allow the Iron Curtain to be replaced by a veil of indifference.”130 
Madeline Albright observed that in the early 1990s, Central Europe “was 
still seen by many Americans as a mysterious collective entity characterised 
by medieval castles, spicy sausages and an insufficient supply of vowels.”131 
The view was not dissimilar in Western Europe, where members of the 
European Union were less than eager to incorporate the Central and 
Eastern European states. Various reasons existed for this reticence, not 
least of which was the recent recession, as well as political concerns over the 
potential eastward focus of the organization. These reasons contributed to 
the Clinton administration’s embrace of NATO expansion “as a guarantor 
of European democracy and a force for European stability.” The White 
House insisted that NATO must play the leading role in promoting “a more 
integrated, secure Europe prepared to respond to new challenges.”132

Despite the organization’s military focus, the administration recognized 
its capacity to advance political, social, and democratic reform by admitting 
former adversaries. There was also a logistical reason for adopting this 
approach: expanding NATO “was actually easier than the European 
Union, because NATO only involves a defense commitment, which they 
were very happy to give.” Enlarging the European Union, however, 
involved “so many changes in your domestic legislation and so many 
transitional arrangements are required, that was always going to take a 
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lot more time.”133 Suggestions made at the time that the nations of Eastern 
Europe may have been better integrated by expanding the European Union 
failed to account for the political realities of the era. This was not a viable 
option considering the nature of European relations at the time, for in 
addition to a continent-wide recession, there was the geopolitical reality 
to consider: coming so soon after the reunification of Germany, another 
seismic shift in the European Union was far from welcomed by France, 
which sought to ensure that the European Union remained focused on 
Western Europe.134 This was recognized in Washington, as Holbrooke 
noted that expansion of NATO and the European Union would not be 
simultaneous and “their memberships will never be identical.” They were, 
however, “clearly mutually supportive.”135

By 1998, the Clinton administration could observe that “the prospect 
of joining or rejoining the Western democratic family through NATO, the 
EU and other institutions has strengthened the forces of democracy and 
reform in many countries of the region and encouraged them to settle 
long-standing disputes over borders and ethnic minorities.”136 This not 
only had security and economic implications, but also exemplified Leon 
Fuerth’s Ratchet concept, of locking nations into new, democratically 
focused entities, in a deliberate attempt to prevent a reversion to Cold 
War alliances. The administration saw this move as a benefit to all and 
especially the United States: “Expanding the Alliance will promote our 
interests by reducing the risk of instability or conflict in Europe’s eastern 
half. It will help assure that no part of Europe will revert to a zone of great 
power competition or a sphere of influence.” Above all, it would “build 
confidence and give new democracies a powerful incentive to consolidate 
their reforms.”137

The Clinton administration believed that NATO expansion was 
the first move in the process of integrating Central and Eastern Europe 
into the European Union, and therefore represented “another element 
of a policy aimed at ‘locking in’ democracy where it has been achieved 
in Eastern Europe.”138 This approach made great strides throughout the 
administration’s time in office, ensuring that by 1997, the administration 
was already noting that its ambition was to “complete” the construction 
of a truly democratic Europe.139 Although the concept of nation building 
may have been off the table, the administration was insistent that in 
Central and Eastern Europe, it was determined to work “with our West 
European partners [to help] these nations build civil societies.”140 To this 
end, the administration worked actively with varying groups to ensure that 
“throughout the region, targeted exchange programs have familiarized key 
decision-makers and opinion-moulders with the workings of American 
democracy.”141 Grand strategy focused on support for increased integration 
and the utilization of supranational organizations to cement democratic and 
market reforms. These varied from state to state and from region to region, 
depending on which approach was the most practical. By January 2001, 
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the Clinton administration highlighted elections in Croatia, Montenegro, 
and Kosovo as evidence of its successful advocacy of democracy in the 
region. Such initiatives had been possible due to “the UN, EU, and NATO 
operations in the area focused on developing professional civil and military 
institutions that are respectful and promote human rights and respect for 
civil authority.” Efforts to implement democracy in this region served to 
deepen “support for those civil efforts that promote democracy, the rule of 
law and respect for human rights.”142

These moves were complemented by the administration’s support of 
the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, which it 
heralded as a direct result of its efforts at Dayton in 1995. It was clear 
from the administration’s consideration of grand strategy on the European 
continent that this work would not be completed during its time in office. 
This was to be “the work of generations.” Setbacks would occur and the 
process would be complex. However, “as long as these states continue 
their progress towards democracy and respect the rights of their own and 
other people, that they understand the rights of their minorities and their 
neighbours,” the administration planned to “support their progress with a 
steady patience.”143 This element of grand strategy with regard to democracy 
promotion in Europe remained constant during the Clinton years. It sought 
“to build a Europe that is truly integrated, democratic, prosperous and at 
peace” and in doing so, “complete the mission the United States launched 
fifty years ago with the Marshall Plan and the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization.”144

Russia and the newly independent states

From the beginning of the Clinton administration’s time in office, the most 
ideological aspect of its grand strategy was designed to “to support the 
growth of democracy and individual freedoms” that had begun in Russia. 
The White House believed that such reforms enhanced US security and 
provided a solution to “the aggressive nationalism and ethnic hatreds 
unleashed by the end of the Cold War.”145 Success was far from certain, 
however, as Strobe Talbott warned, “among the contingencies for which 
[we] must be prepared is that Russia will abandon democracy and return 
to threatening patterns of international behaviour that have sometimes 
characterized its history.”146

From their first meeting in April 1993, however, President Clinton and 
Boris Yeltsin developed a strong working relationship that set the tone for 
US–Russian relations in the 1990s. Clinton recognized the scale of the task 
ahead: “The Russians are trying to undertake three fundamental changes 
at once: moving from a Communist to a market economy; moving from 
a tyrannical dictatorship to a democracy; and moving to an independent 
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nation state away from having a great empire. And these are very difficult 
and unsettling times.”147 Therefore, support for Russia was designed to be 
“tangible to the Russian people . . . our challenge is to provide some tools 
to help the Russians do things that work for themselves.”

In its priorities, it is possible to see Clinton’s philosophy of foreign 
and domestic linkage in contrast to the policies of the past. Present were 
the New Democrat notions of providing opportunity while demanding 
greater responsibility in return, the idea that foreign investment should be 
promoted as a means to enhance American security and the realization 
that such programs would not result in immediate success and needed to be 
viewed as long-term initiatives.148 The Clinton administration presented its 
initiatives as an extension of its domestic agenda, since a resurgent Russia 
would cause America “to restructure our defenses to meet a whole different 
set of threats than those we now think will occur . . . Therefore, our ability 
to put people first at home requires that we put Russia and its neighbours 
first on our agenda abroad.”149

President Clinton saw his relationship with Russia as fulfilling two 
criteria. First, it was portrayed as an extension of efforts to enhance the 
US economy and, secondly, it granted him a specific role to play on the 
world stage—a role he turned to with increasing regularity as his domestic 
programs floundered in Congress. However, given the political climate 
during the 1990s, grand strategy did not escape partisan criticism, especially 
on Capitol Hill, where not everyone endorsed this relationship, or Clinton’s 
approach to Russia. Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole insisted that it was 
wrong to ignore Yeltsin’s “serious errors,” his “move toward authoritarian 
rule,” or the fact that he had “lost the political support of virtually all 
reform-minded Russians.”150 Dole insisted that US policy toward Russia 
should be based on an acceptance that the nations were rivals with 
conflicting national interests. The Clinton administration, he insisted, had 
a “misguided devotion” to a “Yeltsin first policy,” which caused the loss of 
“a tremendous opportunity to state American concerns forcefully before 
thousands were slaughtered in Chechnya.”151

Not surprisingly the administration did not concur with Dole’s sentiment. 
Anthony Lake stressed, “To state that this is a Russia-first policy or that we 
have somehow failed to make known our concerns on Chechnya is simply 
wrong.”152 However, maintaining a working relationship with Yeltsin was 
essential for Clinton’s Grand Strategy which sought to maintain peace with 
the former Cold War rival, while simultaneously supporting the spread of 
democracy in the former Soviet satellite states. In spite of criticism, the 
administration took comfort from the fact that Russians were now capable 
of electing their leaders “for the first time in 1,000 years” and presented 
this as a reason why the United States “should support those Russians who 
are struggling for a democratic, prosperous future.”153

As Walter Russell Mead noted, “Russians must choose their future for 
themselves and in their own way. But with the help of Japan and our allies 
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in Europe, we can create the conditions that give the Russian people a 
real chance to build prosperity and democracy.” However, the Clinton 
administration’s support for Yeltsin ensured that the White House was 
forced to overlook the Russian military engagement in Chechnya and was 
unable to adequately engender a true sense of democracy. So long as Boris 
Yeltsin remained in power, “there was also a tendency to underestimate 
the strength of the dark forces in Russia and to overestimate the ability of 
the Russian government to create and maintain the conditions for Polish 
style economic reforms.”154 Too much, it appeared, was dependent on the 
personal relationship between Clinton and Yeltsin, a fact that became all 
too apparent when the Russian leader suddenly left office, replaced by 
the former KGB colonel, Vladimir Putin. Despite the peaceful transfer of 
power from Yeltsin to Putin, doubts were now raised as to the viability of 
democracy under the former KGB chief.155

On June 3, 2000, Clinton held his first formal meeting with Putin. A 
memo from Sandy Berger stressed the importance of visuals as well as 
content: “On Saturday evening, you will have a meeting/working dinner 
with President Putin. The pictures of your first encounter will be important, 
and we recommend business attire. We want to convey ‘getting down 
to business’ and avoid the inaccurate charge that we’re embracing Putin 
without question.” Gone were the bear-hugs and laughter associated with 
the Yeltsin era as both sides recognized the beginning of a new stage in 
US–Russian relations. Berger stressed “this is a working visit with a broad 
agenda of establishing a relationship with the newly elected government,” 
in which “the importance of continued engagement with Russia and the 
Newly Independent States” was to be prioritized.156 As President Clinton 
became the first American president to address the Russian Duma, he 
sought to use the opportunity to press for continued Russian progress on 
economic reform, arms control, and encouraging Putin to preserve Russia’s 
democratic gains. Whatever progress was made with Russia, however, US 
efforts at rapprochement with the Kremlin and its efforts to utilize the 
United Nations as a vehicle of choice for foreign policy initiatives were 
both hindered by developments in the Balkans, where US Grand Strategy 
initiatives were put to the test.

Democracy promotion in the Balkans

The Balkan crisis evolved during the end of the Cold War when the 
world’s attention was diverted away from the region. By the time focus 
had been brought to bear on the situation, European insistence on taking 
the lead initially enabled the United States to avoid the issue. However, 
a degree of paranoia affected both parties: the United States refused to 
send observers to European-sponsored peace talks for fear of implying 
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US involvement, while European determination to pursue a diplomatic 
solution led them to preclude the use of NATO, which was dependent 
on American hardware. As early as May 1991, the International Herald 
Tribune carried the headline: “NATO’s Bosnia Dithering: Waiting for the 
US to Lead.”157

Critics of US inaction in the region overlook the assertion of 
Luxembourg’s Foreign Minister Jacques Poos that “this is the hour of 
Europe, not of America,” a sentiment echoed by the President of the 
European Community, Jacques Delors, who declared, “we do not interfere 
in American affairs; we trust America will not interfere in European 
affairs.”158 These statements highlighted European impotence and were 
used by Washington as a rationale for avoiding military intervention. They 
were, in the words of Sir Malcolm Rifkind, “simply foolish.”159 However, 
the United States decided to take the Europeans at their word. “They 
will screw it up,” Secretary of State Eagleburger argued, “and this will 
teach them a lesson.”160 Eagleburger’s comments proved to be prophetic, 
with disastrous implications for European aspirations of military and 
diplomatic self-sufficiency and far worse implications for those living in 
the Balkans.

During the 1992 campaign, Clinton had promised a “forward leaning 
position” and refused to rule out air strikes against Serb positions or the 
lifting of the arms embargo on the Bosnians.161 During his confirmation 
hearings, Warren Christopher said that the world “must bring real 
pressures, economic and military, to bear on the Serbian leadership” and 
that unilateral American action was not impossible.162 Once in office, 
however, Clinton was faced with the practical realities of such a policy 
and began to prevaricate on potential deployments, an approach that did 
little to inspire confidence in the administration or the president.

Clinton initially asked Colin Powell about the prospect of using 
airpower, but without being “too punitive.” Powell mocked this request 
in his memoir, noting, “there it was again, the ever-popular solution from 
the skies, with a good humanist twist; let’s not hurt anybody.”163 This was 
indicative of the relationship between the White House and the Pentagon 
in the first 18 months of the administration, as the “deep division” over 
the “merits of intervention” contributed to a sense of a lack of direction. 
The Bosnian situation may have been “the most urgent foreign policy issue 
facing the Clinton administration” but it faced “a lot of pushback” from 
the Pentagon, in the days before the United States “had sort of grown 
comfortable again with limited war.” Time and again, Powell reported, 
“we don’t do this stuff, we don’t do mountains and valleys and weird 
ethnic guerrilla groups.”164

On its second full day in office, the Clinton administration produced 
PRD-1 to address US policy in the former Yugoslavia. Signed by Anthony 
Lake on January 22, 1993, the document raised the possibility of a full NSC 
meeting on the situation, with a view to deciding “broad strategic goals and 
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strategies that will guide [US] policies toward the Former Yugoslavia.” Lake 
suggested that the administration needed to decide “what it wants to achieve 
and what price it is prepared to pay to get it.” Ahead of any meeting, Lake 
urged his staff that “no presumptions should be made about limitations on 
policy” but they were only given 4 days to respond to a range of questions 
regarding potential US involvement in the Balkans—a timescale that Lake 
conceded “may make a coordinated product impossible.” However, if 
coordination was possible within such a timescale, agencies were advised 
that “any differences of opinion should be clearly stated rather than 
compromised for the sake of an agreed product.”165

Accordingly, the administration held a series of NSC meetings in its 
first months to understand what had been done so far in the Balkans and 
what its new strategy should be. Defined by Madeleine Albright as being 
“numerous, rambling and inconclusive,” they singularly failed to achieve 
a consensus.166 President Clinton pledged to provide 25,000 troops to a 
multilateral peacekeeping operation, but only after a comprehensive 
peace settlement was reached.167 There was a feeling at the NSC that “the 
situation in Bosnia could not wait for a year’s study since the situation was 
not theoretical.”168 The White House discovered that neutralizing President 
Bush’s foreign affairs experience on the campaign was far easier than 
conducting a coherent foreign policy once in office.

One of the biggest challenges Clinton faced was from critics who 
suggested he had no foreign policy to speak of. Dan Rather asked the 
president, “you seem to have been all over the place in terms of policy 
toward Bosnia. One, tell us exactly what US policy toward Bosnia is at the 
moment and what we can expect in the future.” Clinton insisted that he 
was “appalled by what [had] happened there,” but added that his “ability 
to do anything about it is somewhat limited.” Clinton was “convinced 
that anything we do would have to be done through the United Nations 
or through NATO or through some other collective action of nations.”169 
This response was indicative of two elements within the Clinton White 
House; first, the faith in multilateralism as endorsed by the president 
and his national security adviser, and secondly the belief that the United 
States should work with its allies in consultation, rather than be seen to be 
dictating solutions across the Atlantic.

Unlike many of his predecessors, Bill Clinton prioritized negotiation, 
conciliation, and empathizing with his friends and adversaries; his natural 
inclination was to confer, not to instruct or to seek military engagement. 
This reflected the view of many within the administration, including 
Nancy Soderberg, who acknowledged, “we were unwilling to use force to 
try to solve Bosnia and it took us two years to figure out that we’d have 
to use force to do that.” This was a generation to whom “the use of force 
was reserved for World War One, or the World War Three syndrome and 
containing the Soviet Union, not these smaller ‘Teacup Wars’ as Leslie 
Gelb called them.”170
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This, however, led to misunderstandings about America’s intentions 
in the post-Cold War world—Clinton was reacting to America’s changed 
position in the world while other nations lagged behind. Nowhere was this 
more evident than in the administration’s dealings with its European allies 
over Bosnia. Clinton’s approach took the rest of the world time to adjust 
to and, in the meantime, European leaders continued to look to the White 
House to solve what many in the United States believed to be a European 
problem.

The American press were fundamentally opposed to any deployment 
in the region, with The Wall Street Journal fearing that sending US 
ground troops to enforce any settlement could lead to “another Beirut, 
or even to Vietnam if larger powers begin to side with the Serbs.”171 
Charles Krauthammer noted that US troops could be sent to “a swamp 
of historical grievances.”172 Even the New York Times feared that Clinton 
was on the “slippery slope of military engagement” that could put 15,000 
American servicemen into a “cauldron of violence that our European allies 
have refused to take on themselves.”173 Recognizing the historic parallels, 
President Clinton steadfastly refused to be drawn into the conflict.

Former Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and former British Foreign 
Secretary Lord Owen had searched for an acceptable peace initiative 
throughout 1992. However, when their plan was revealed, many believed 
it legitimized the Serb seizure of territory. The plan recommended dividing 
Bosnia into ten provinces, made up of distinct ethnic communities, a move 
dependent on Serb forces returning conquered lands to non-Serbs. Beyond 
the practical flaws, there were serious moral issues with the plan, which 
contravened the UN Charter that outlawed the acquisition of territory by 
force. Acceptance of the Vance-Owen plan, therefore, necessitated defying 
the charter of the United Nations, “accepting territorial conquest . . . 
accepting genocide as a way of acquiring territory” and most troubling, 
“accepting the destruction of a UN member state.”174 The plan also violated 
the Wilsonian concept of self-determination—a vital tenet to members of 
Clinton’s foreign policy team. Such philosophical niceties were lost on 
David Owen, who accused Clinton of “scuttling the chances of ending the 
war.”175

There were other sensibilities to consider beyond David Owen’s ego, 
however, not least of which were Russia’s historic ties to Serbia and the 
risks posed by intervening in a civil war that had the potential to renew 
Cold War enmities. To avoid rejecting the Vance-Owen plan outright 
and damaging Russian sensibilities, the administration pressed for 
stronger sanctions, the enforcement of a no-fly zone, and the creation of 
an international war crimes tribunal to punish those who had violated 
human rights. While many welcomed the president’s proposals as a viable 
alternative to the Vance-Owen plan, others were more sceptical; former 
UN Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick claimed that the plan was inadequate 
and called for unilateral American military intervention.176 The New 
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York Times warned of the dangers in becoming embroiled in the Balkans 
and asked “Is anyone around the Oval Office reading history books?”177 
Anthony Lake admitted the lessons being learned were from Vietnam: 
“Don’t make commitments that you can’t meet. And just don’t wander 
into something.”178

The Clinton administration made it clear that the United States would 
not act unilaterally, as Warren Christopher urged “the entire international 
community [to] do its utmost to provide economic aid and reconstruction 
assistance to the Bosnian state.”179 Madeleine Albright compounded this 
statement by stressing that the United States “will not act unilaterally when 
a multilateral presence is clearly needed and available.”180 Accordingly, the 
approach to Bosnia was viewed as a policy of “creeping US disengagement” 
devised with the aim of “educating America’s allies into their new 
responsibilities in a post-Cold War world, in which US leadership will 
no longer be automatic.”181 The Clinton administration concluded that 
the United States had not gone through the Cold War merely to emerge 
as the world’s policeman and that from now on the United States would 
adopt a pragmatic approach to foreign policy. On some issues, it planned to 
work with Russia, on others with NATO allies, sometimes with the United 
Nations, and sometimes would not get involved at all.

Time White House correspondent Jef McAllister noted that the 
administration “blundered all over the place,” in regard to Bosnia during 
its initial months.182 However, Europe and the United States did not 
fundamentally disagree on their goals in Bosnia. Both sought the end of 
bloodshed, the return of confiscated land to the country’s Muslims and 
Croats and feared that Western inaction risked widening the conflict. The 
disagreements arose over tactics, with European governments dismissing 
Clinton’s initial plan to arm the Bosnian Muslims and conduct air 
raids against Serb targets as short-sighted and ill-conceived, especially 
considering the presence of European peacekeeping troops working under 
a UN flag who would have been in the target zones. Only once a grand 
strategy had been decided upon and a major reorganization of the White 
House completed, could the Balkan crisis finally be addressed.

By April 1993, Warren Christopher was forced to concede, “The United 
States simply doesn’t have the means to make people in that region of 
the world like each other.”183 The Balkan situation was defined not as “a 
moral outrage necessitating outside military action,” but as “a quagmire 
embodying ancient feuds that defied imposed resolutions.”184 Despite the 
outrage espoused on the campaign trail, the Clinton White House was 
intent on focusing on health care reform, the North American Free Trade 
Agreement, budget reduction, and reinventing government and did not 
intend “to get distracted with bombing raids against the Bosnian Serbs.”185 
Even Clinton’s supporters, however, worried that the situation made the 
president appear “irresolute” and “unsure about the use of force, whether 
in deploying it or refusing to deploy it.”186 However, unilateral US action 
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in the Balkans was not an option, regardless of whatever may have been 
gleaned from prior remarks.

Clinton felt that “America’s allies had to be encouraged to emerge 
from the shadow of Washington’s tutelage and take the lead in solving 
regional problems.”187 This was a position supported by Colin Powell 
who opposed using limited American military force in Bosnia, arguing 
against air strikes and stressing that any intervention would need 300,000 
American troops, which was “sufficient to kill off the whole idea.”188 
Powell maintained that no US forces should be deployed in the absence 
of a political goal and the conditions he set for the use of force were such 
that they effectively ruled out a Balkan intervention, revealing time and 
again how he was “the most dominant voice of caution” with respect to 
the Balkans.189 He also stressed that “No matter what we did, it would be 
easy for the Serbs to respond by seizing UN humanitarian personnel as 
hostages.”190 Not for the first time, it appeared that the Tarnoff Doctrine, 
unveiled in an off-the-record briefing, was guiding US Grand Strategy.

As concerns grew over the potential international ramifications of military 
intervention, a clash of opinion erupted over how best to utilize US forces. 
Defense Secretary Aspin was divided between a personal desire to deploy 
forces and Powell’s hesitancy to do so; Anthony Lake had no interest in 
entering an un-winnable war, but shared Albright’s view that Bosnia affected 
European security and therefore America’s interests. Leon Fuerth and Al 
Gore favored air power to slow Serb advances. George Stephanopoulos 
warned that military intervention could divert attention from the domestic 
agenda, while Warren Christopher “had trouble identifying any option 
he could recommend.”191 In keeping with his diplomatic approach, the 
secretary of state “laid down four strict conditions for military intervention, 
which would render it almost impossible in the conditions prevailing in 
Bosnia.”192 The advisers were not aided by the president, who lamented, “I 
don’t want to have to spend any more time on [Bosnia] than is absolutely 
necessary, because what I got elected to do was to let America look at our 
own problems.”193

On Capitol Hill, Senator Sam Nun raised the specter of Somalia as a 
rationale for avoiding a deployment: “My big question will be not how 
do we go about it . . . but how do we get out if the parties begin fighting 
again?”194 This contrasted with those who felt that national power 
should be used to promote national objectives, as Madeleine Albright 
asked, “What’s the point of having this superb military if we can’t use 
it?”195 This clash of opinion, over which Colin Powell believed he may 
“have an aneurysm,” ensured that consensus was a rarity.196 Albright’s 
remarks revealed the “sense of frustration that was palpable about the 
fact that more was not happening” in the Balkans.197 The crisis was seen 
as “very personal and visceral” by Albright and led her to contrast the 
situation with events in her native Czechoslovakia in 1938. She “could 
not stand doing nothing on Bosnia,” said Toby Gati, Chief of Intelligence 
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at the State Department; “She kept on saying, ‘We have to do more, why 
aren’t we doing more?’” In a memo to the president dated August 1993, 
Albright argued that Bosnia would taint the administration’s foreign 
policy objectives and urged that military pressure should be applied 
to bring the Serbs to the negotiating table.198 Albright was particularly 
cutting regarding the Powell Doctrine, which she suggested only applied 
when “dealing with a crazy dictator with six months to prepare and 
the earth was flat and you’d use overwhelming force and somebody else 
would pay. But those circumstances don’t come along very often.”199 
Albright conceded that two trains of thought were prevalent at the time: 
the “Vietnam Syndrome” that dictated absolute noninvolvement, and the 
“Gulf War Syndrome,” which she defined as “Don’t do it unless you can 
deploy 500,000 marines.”200

In contrast to Somalia, Bosnia was routinely considered by the 
Principals Committee of the National Security Council, in meetings 
chaired by Anthony Lake. However, this body proved to be as divided 
as any other on the issue and its meetings often displayed a “dispirited, 
inconclusive quality,” with “little enthusiasm for any proposal for 
action.”201 Madeleine Albright conceded, America “couldn’t hope to 
persuade others if we had not least persuaded ourselves . . . with a new 
president, a wary secretary of state, a negative Pentagon, nervous allies 
and crises in Somalia, then Rwanda and Haiti blowing up, we weren’t 
prepared to run the risks of leadership in Bosnia.”202 The administration 
faced a serious dilemma in dealing with the Balkan crisis: the United 
States did not have the votes on the Security Council to end the arms 
embargo; a cease-fire would reward ethnic cleansing, while the use of 
significant force to punish the Serbs could have led to UN peacekeepers 
being taken hostage and jeopardizing the humanitarian mission.

It was clear that action was needed and what consensus there was, 
eventually focused on the concept of Lift and Strike: the end of the Bosnian 
arms embargo with threats of NATO air strikes against Serb military 
units. Vitally, there would be no threat to American ground troops, as 
none would be provided: “This option seemed appealing when compared 
to doing nothing or joining the fighting.”203 Yet Lift and Strike would have 
been a more palatable choice if the crisis had only recently begun. If the 
United States were to Lift and Strike, allied troops serving under the United 
Nations would be caught in the front line, as potential hostages or targets 
for retaliation. If the United Nations withdrew, the humanitarian effort 
would falter, perhaps irrevocably. British Defence Secretary at the time, 
Malcolm Rifkind, felt “the Americans were trying to eat their cake and 
have it too. They consistently refused to offer any manpower in Bosnia. 
They were trying, as it were, to lead on the policy, but without accepting 
the need for their own contribution other than up in the sky, and that 
was utterly unacceptable given the function of the UN.”204 When Lift and 
Strike emerged as the US policy, British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd 
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was forced to admit his “deep reservations” in the House of Commons, as 
“privately, both British and US officials [admitted] that differences over 
Bosnia brought US–British relations to their lowest point since the 1956 
Suez crisis.”205

The Clinton administration deployed the secretary of state to Europe 
to address this situation. Importantly, the White House announced that 
the final decision would be made once Christopher returned from Europe, 
forcing him to adopt a “listening mode,” rather than being able to inform 
European leaders of the White House plans.206 In London, Christopher 
was received at Chevening, the Foreign Secretary’s official residence, by 
Prime Minster John Major, Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd, and Defence 
Secretary Malcolm Rifkind. As Sir Malcolm later reflected, “We just 
went through the whole American proposal and we were pretty sceptical 
because we didn’t believe it had been properly thought through and it 
became manifestly clear that it hadn’t been properly thought through.” 
Basic questions regarding the physical implementation of Lift and Strike 
went unanswered, as Christopher “didn’t have any answers to offer at 
that stage on how they would have managed that.”207

Christopher had been appointed secretary of state because he conveyed 
the impression of being “a safe pair of hands,” whom Clinton found 
“reassuring.”208 However, his European visit singularly failed to help 
Clinton’s international standing. His attempts to promote the Lift and 
Strike policy were met with derision: “It was largely a plan designed to 
satisfy the cantankerous Congress and it meant that America would step 
in to change the Bosnian situation without exposing itself to any of the 
consequences if things went wrong.” The US Ambassador to London 
noted that it was “a cockamamie idea.”209 Essentially, there would be no 
American ground troops, which appalled European leaders. “Frankly, he 
didn’t do a very good job of presenting his case,” said one British official. 
The Europeans were expecting a plan, but Christopher thought he had 
come to listen, not to lead. The comparison with Bush’s secretary of state 
was damning: “I knew Jim Baker,” said a senior European diplomat; “Jim 
Baker was a friend of mine. Believe me, Warren Christopher is no Jim 
Baker.”210 Following “a perfectly friendly discussion” with the British 
government, Christopher “was left in no doubt that [they] were profoundly 
unimpressed and un-attracted by what he was proposing.” Upon his return 
to Washington, the Clinton administration “just dropped the idea, they 
said there’s just not the support.” Sir Malcolm Rifkind reflected “We took 
from that, that that meant actually that they were doing this in order to 
keep their critics in Congress happy, rather than that they passionately 
believed this was the way to go and what flows from that its that they 
might not have been too upset by our pretty negative reaction.”211

Christopher’s European trip had dreadful ramifications and left the 
White House open to attack from all quarters. “For an American Secretary 
of State to go and see the allies about a matter on which the president 
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campaigned and about a matter on which the administration was said to 
have strong feelings and then come back and say, ‘They won’t go along with 
it, so we’re going to change our policy,’ well, that was without precedent,” 
declared Richard Perle, former Assistant Secretary of Defense.212 The trip 
“was not consistent with global leadership,” Christopher later admitted, 
as the European mission became a profound lesson in how not to exercise 
American leadership. Fears grew that the administration did not understand 
foreign policy and the use of power, for it appeared that while the president 
and his administration talked about multilateralism, neither he nor his 
advisers knew quite how to achieve it.213

By October 1993, it was suggested that the administration had placed 
the Balkan crisis “on the back burner, desperately hoping the issue will 
go away.”214 Despite European misgivings, however, the president was 
not about to buckle: “I do not believe the United States needs to send 
a lot of troops there which might get involved in a civil war on the 
ground when we had a plan which would have led to a settlement,” he 
told Larry King.215 The administration blamed the failure of its Bosnian 
policy on the Europeans, who were understandably furious.216 Britain 
in particular had been prepared to accede to air strikes if Clinton had 
insisted, but no formal request had been made. However, the president 
understood the futility of endorsing a policy in the Balkans when 
faced by an intransient Boris Yeltsin who refused to permit UN action 
against the Serbs. This was not a point that could be made public, 
as the idea of US foreign policy being dictated by a neutered Russian 
state was not something that would have made positive headlines in 
the New York Times. Regardless of the bloodshed in the Balkans, 
Clinton’s decision to maintain the relationship with the Kremlin and 
ensure Yeltsin’s political survival was simply too important to risk over 
the land Bismarck once claimed was “not worth the bones of a single 
Pomeranian grenadier.”217

The Balkan crisis revealed the uncertainty at the heart of the 
administration over US national interests. International ramifications 
appeared to be secondary to domestic implications, as time and again grand 
strategy was hampered by regional crises. An ambivalent electorate greatly 
impacted President Clinton’s international standing, since his “affinity for 
appeasing opinion at home made it difficult for his allies to predict how 
his administration would behave, though it kept him well ahead in the 
domestic opinion polls.”218 Yet public ambivalence also came to Clinton’s 
aid as the White House avoided the backlash it received following the Somali 
imbroglio, since there was never a popular consensus in favor of intervention 
in the Balkans: “As awareness of ethnic cleansing spread, the proportion 
of those who wanted the United States to ‘do something’ increased, but 
they probably never constituted a majority.”219 Even the National Review 
conceded only “modest risks” were justified, as the United States had no 
vital interests at stake.220 Americans may have been appalled at the Balkan 
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atrocities, but their horror never amounted to a resolve to commit ground 
troops, as opinion polls constantly recorded a two-to-one majority against 
intervention in Bosnia.221 However, neither Lake nor Clinton made a serious 
attempt to build public support for ground troops or for any forceful use of 
American power in the Balkans.

Other issues influenced the Clinton administration’s Balkan policy, or 
lack thereof. The deaths of US servicemen in Somalia and the ensuring 
political fallout had implications not only in Rwanda, but also “delayed 
aggressive engagement in Bosnia.” Somalia and the ensuing debacle 
initiated a policy debate over the future of multilateral peacekeeping 
operations that Nancy Sodeberg conceded, “took us two years. It took 
us two years to figure out the new balance of force and diplomacy in the 
post-Cold War era.”222 It was a 2-year period, however, in which lives 
were lost as the result of political and bureaucratic resistance on both 
sides of the Atlantic. During that time, Madeleine Albright conceded “our 
goal was a negotiated solution, but we never applied the credible threat of 
force necessary to achieve it. Instead we employed a combination of half-
measures and bluster that didn’t work.”223

By the mid-1990s, as the Balkan crisis deepened, the Clinton 
administration took comfort from the knowledge that they were not 
responsible for the outbreak of hostilities, that the European powers 
were in disarray over the issue, and that “little support existed,” for 
the deployment of American troops into “the new world disorder.”224 
The Clinton administration was in the awkward position of benefiting 
from public apathy and hence not under pressure to intervene militarily 
overseas, while still having to attempt to build a new world “in the 
domestic circumstances not of the 1940s but of the 1920s, when there 
was no single, foreign threat against which to rally public opinion.”225 
Despite President Bush’s assertion that the Vietnam Syndrome had been 
buried in the sands of the Persian Peninsula, many in Washington feared 
being sucked into another civil war. An article by Arthur Schlesinger Jr in 
the Wall Street Journal, warning that Clinton’s domestic strategies could 
wither in the Balkans as Lyndon Johnson’s had in Vietnam, confirmed the 
president’s worst fears.226

Yet despite the lack of public or editorial support, the Balkan crisis was 
inflicting serious damage on the Atlantic relationship, in spite of what the 
administration saw as its record of progressive reform: “It had built a new 
relationship with Russia and the other former Soviet republics; started to 
enlarge NATO; tackled the Irish problem; strengthened American ties with 
the Baltic nations and Central Europe; and gained congressional approval 
for the NAFTA and GATT trade agreements.”227 However, as long as the 
belief persisted that America was failing to act over the worst atrocity to 
impact the continent since 1945, such achievements would be negated. 
Accordingly, the administration was caught between its assertions and its 
aspirations, with senior members expressing fears for the future of the 
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transatlantic partnerships that had sustained Europe and the United States 
during the Cold War.

By 1995, events were moving in a direction that threatened not only 
the credibility of US foreign policy, but also the president’s prospects for 
reelection, as Britain and France considered a withdrawal of forces that 
would have required US assistance. These aspects, coupled with the slaughter 
of 6,000 Muslims at Srebrenica, proved to be the catalyst for a reversal of 
attitudes. Having defined the new geopolitical era as “a contest that pits 
nations and individuals guided by openness, responsive government and 
moderation against those animated by isolation, repression and extremism,” 
Anthony Lake subsequently advised Clinton that the debacle over Bosnia 
threatened to impact his reelection hopes.228

A series of memoranda were put to the president for his consideration, 
including several from Madeleine Albright who urged US engagement was 
in keeping with its interests, while continued disengagement would destroy 
American credibility. Albright feared that Clinton’s “entire first term [was] 
going to be judged by how you deal with Bosnia.”229 Albright’s forthright 
manner came to the fore, as she noted at a meeting of the foreign policy 
team in late June: “When US leadership is weak in one area, it affects 
leadership in others.” She lamented that “the strategy we have now makes 
the president look weak” and that to survive politically, the administration 
needed “to get ahead of the game.”230

With the State Department unable to initiate a viable option, Anthony 
Lake introduced a shift in policy: “The choice was no longer between staying 
out and going in. It was between going in to get the allies out or going in 
to impose a peace. As the crisis deepened, a Pax Americana came to be 
seen as the least unpalatable option.”231 NATO unity was prioritized over 
issues such as bombing Serb forces, or lifting the arms embargo. The policy 
of deferring to the Europeans was at an end. No longer would President 
Clinton place his fortunes in the hands of foreign leaders, as he led for 
both international and domestic reasons. French President Jacques Chirac 
had suggested that the post of Leader of the Free World was “vacant.”232 
Clinton needed to demonstrate otherwise to survive politically.

In August 1995, Lake met with European leaders to inform them that 
the UN mission in Bosnia should be allowed to collapse, so their troops 
would no longer find themselves hostages on the ground. This was not a 
consultation; the administration’s philosophy had changed to an approach 
they termed “Tell, don’t ask.”233 Lake’s presentation was a reverse of 
Christopher’s previous efforts, telling the Europeans, “If you won’t act with 
us, we’re going to have to adapt this new strategy.”234 Unsurprisingly perhaps, 
Lake’s move revealed the true nature of government bureaucracy as it was 
suggested he “was pulling an end run around the State Department.”235 
Regardless of departmental in-fighting, the president announced, “We 
have obligations to our NATO allies and I do not believe we can leave 
them in the lurch.” The administration’s appeal to NATO and cooperation 
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with European allies was a sound political strategy. Many members of 
Congress, including senior Republicans, urged Clinton to define a new 
strategy for NATO in the post-Cold War era.236 Clinton responded by 
authorizing substantial air strikes against the Bosnian Serbs, ensuring that 
NATO conducted military air strikes for the first time in its history, with 
US bombers completing 2,318 of the 3,500 sorties flown in the operation. 
As Clinton led NATO in a new direction that was backed by the allies, it 
became much more difficult to criticize the policy.237

In its dealings with Bosnia, the administration tested the boundaries of 
a new and improved relationship with NATO. Since the US relationship 
with the United Nations had been strained during the Somali crisis, the 
concept of identifying a new international body with which to address 
the problems of the world was not surprising. The Clinton team remained 
pragmatic and retained the right to use the United Nations when needed, 
but would not become part of the United Nations task force already 
deployed to the Balkans. Instead, “Should large-scale fighting resume and 
UN troops need to be withdrawn, the President has agreed . . . to provide 
US support, including the use of ground forces, to a NATO-led operation 
to help assure a safe withdrawal.”238 The assertion of NATO airpower, 
the unity of Europe and America, and the intense efforts of Richard 
Holbrooke resulted in the peace talks at a US Air Force base in Dayton, 
Ohio. There, Holbrooke arranged a power-sharing agreement with the 
warring parties, resulting in “the first, most intricate and, arguably, the 
most significant foreign policy success of the Clinton administration.”239 A 
NATO-dominated International Protection Force (IFOR) of 60,000 heavily 
armed troops, including 20,000 Americans, was dispatched to enforce 
the agreement, replacing the lightly armed United Nations contingent of 
peacekeepers. The Dayton Accords altered the perception and the practices 
of the Clinton administration. The White House recognized that it had 
succeeded in halting the bloodshed and “Criticism of President Clinton 
as a weak leader ended abruptly, especially in Europe and among Muslim 
nations.”240

The crisis in the Balkans began before the Clinton administration came 
to power, but neither President Bush nor the Europeans had developed a 
viable plan to end the war. With many Americans questioning US interests 
in the Balkans and with European leaders insisting that America stay 
out of its affairs, it was little surprise that the administration failed to 
prioritize the conflict. However, its location and potential made it a prime 
candidate for its grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement and, as a 
result, intervention should have come much sooner. Yet the ramifications 
of the Somali operation cannot be denied. The early idealism that had 
defined that administration in 1993 had been tested to a point that Lake 
was forced to concede: “You don’t solve foreign societies. You plant, you 
plough, you seed, you water, you weed and then you harvest. You just 
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have to keep working.” Ultimately, however, “If you don’t learn from 
experience, you’re not concentrating.”241

The decision to intervene in Bosnia was a vital one for the administration. 
Not to have done so would have seriously undermined its future role in 
Europe, but the ramifications of a flawed engagement could have been 
equally calamitous and risked drawing the United States into a civil war 
that could have undermined the administration’s domestic agenda. By 
risking the possible rather than the inevitable, the administration had an 
opportunity to build on the success of Bosnia to espouse a new direction 
for international relations. From 1996, US Grand Strategy envisioned a 
continent at peace and sought “to ensure that the hard-won peace . . . 
will survive and flourish after four years of war.” Yet while it is clear to 
see the development of a more assertive US foreign policy, the Clinton 
administration was unable to build upon its success at Dayton to implement 
sweeping change.

While few doubted the importance of the Dayton peace deal, the time 
taken to arrive at its conception was hardly a matter of pride for any 
concerned. The language used to define the ensuing peace mission was 
also revealing: in light of the Somali mission, the United States deployed 
troops in Bosnia as part of a NATO-led initiative, not under a UN banner 
and the mission was a peace implementation force not a peacekeeping 
operation. There would be no ideological mission and no nation-building 
exercises, despite the need to reestablish order in the ravaged land. Rather, 
the coalition of 25 nations limited their ambitions to “assisting the parties 
in implementing the military aspects of the peace agreement, including 
monitoring the cease-fire, monitoring and enforcing the withdrawal 
of forces and establishing and manning the zone of separation.”242 It 
appeared that the Clinton administration had heeded the words of Lord 
Salisbury; “It’s difficult enough to go around doing what is right without 
going around trying to do good.”243

The Bosnia mission revealed the lessons learned from Somalia: never 
lose command of the mission and plan for an exit before the troops arrive. 
In this case, the Clinton administration agreed that “We anticipate a one-
year mission . . . in Bosnia. We believe that by the end of the first year, 
we will have helped create a secure environment so that the people of 
Bosnia can travel freely throughout the country, vote in free elections and 
begin to rebuild their lives.” There would necessarily be a relief effort 
launched in Bosnia, but the administration was aware of the need to 
separate it from the military exercise in light of the Somali mission: “This 
broad civilian effort is helping the people of Bosnia to rebuild, reuniting 
children with their parents and families with their homes and will allow 
the Bosnian people to choose freely their own leaders.” Nation building 
would occur, but not under the guidance of the US military. Neither 
would the American taxpayer be expected to bankroll the operation: 
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“In view of the large role that US forces are playing in implementing the 
military aspects of the agreement, we believe it is appropriate for Europe 
to contribute the largest share of the funds for reconstruction.” No doubt 
remembering the initial declaration that the Bosnia crisis was a European 
dilemma, not an American one, the administration was keen to see such a 
belief acknowledged financially. “The European Union has taken the lead 
in these efforts in tandem with the international financial institutions, in 
particular the World Bank.”244

With the peace deal at Dayton closely identified with Richard Holbrooke, 
the State Department emerged victorious from the encounter, despite the 
initiative having been launched by Anthony Lake, whose successful 1995 
mission to inform the European allies of Clinton’s plan sat in stark contrast 
to Warren Christopher’s efforts in 1993. Despite his widely acknowledged 
triumph, however, Richard Holbrooke’s ultimate prize eluded him. When 
the second-term foreign policy team was announced, he found himself 
passed over for secretary of state once again, on the basis that he was “a 
pain in the ass and he never got the top job because he remained a pain 
in the ass his whole life.”245 It was exactly due to Holbrooke’s directness 
and stubbornness, however, that peace had been secured at Dayton, 
leading to the most successful diplomatic engagement of the entire Clinton 
presidency.

Reflections on democracy promotion

The democracy promotion aspect of US Grand Strategy committed 
the United States to the defense of principles, peoples, and liberties. 
Anthony Lake was adamant that American leadership in the world 
was a prerequisite, since “it can mean more democracies and fewer 
dictatorships.” Lake invited Congress to “join with the president in 
helping shape a second American Century of security and prosperity.”246 
Lake’s ideological philosophy was clear: “If we can help lead the dozens 
of nations . . . who are trying to adapt to democracy and free markets, 
we help to create the conditions for the greatest expansion of prosperity 
and security the world has ever witnessed.”247 Despite this optimistic 
aspiration, the Clinton administration drew criticism for the democracy 
promotion element of its grand strategy initiative, ensuring that what the 
strategy lacked in quantifiable success was made up for in its ability to 
rally opposition.

Gaddis suggested that Clinton’s Grand Strategy amounted to “foreign 
policy by autopilot, a grand strategy of laissez-faire” that “never specified 
who or what was to be engaged or enlarged,” while Kissinger noted that 
the strategy was lacking in “operational terms.”248 Others insisted that 
the suggestion that democracies did not fight each other ignored tensions 
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between India and Pakistan, Greece and Turkey, “not to mention nineteen 
democracies demolishing much of Serbia.” Critics lamented that the 
democracy promotion aspect of grand strategy offered “little guidance 
when national interests among democracies don’t coincide and [there 
is] no framework for dealing with non-democratic states.”249 As the 
administration prepared to leave office, Thomas Carothers reflected that 
democracy promotion had “not lived up to the expansive rhetoric,” but 
conceded that “policy so rarely does.”250

The White House did not need to rely on Republicans for criticism of 
its democracy promotion efforts, as it was clear that not everybody in 
the administration embraced the concept. In a resignation letter that was 
written but never accepted, Anthony Lake conveyed his misgivings about 
the levels of support for his policies at the White House. “What concerns 
me,” Lake wrote, “is a growing sense that your and my own priorities 
and philosophies may not be the same.” Lake knew the president found 
his Democratic Enlargement speech to be “aesthetically displeasing,” 
but insisted that “there was little in the rhetoric that could not have been 
redeemed by vigorous, determined pursuit of our goals.” He continued:

While I have no doubt we agree on the importance of open markets to 
American workers and reshaping our military forces, I do not sense the 
same depth of commitment on issues involving the spread of democracy 
and human rights or the carnage of foreign civil wars. These last are 
messy issues that require painful choices. But once involved, we can 
only resolve them though pragmatic but persistent and, when necessary, 
forceful action.251

In the autumn of 1993, Lake was not alone in his doubts concerning 
President Clinton’s capacity to exert such assertive action.

Democracy promotion was advanced as a global strategy, but was 
clearly targeted in Europe and parts of Asia where success was most 
likely. These areas had benefited previously from America largesse and 
as such had an existing foundation of freedom upon which to build. The 
administration’s efforts in Europe culminated in June 2000, with the 
awarding of the Charlemagne Prize to President Clinton in recognition 
of his leadership on European integration.252 US interests in these regions 
had “evolved from compulsory and coercive, to cooperative and collegial, 
the result was the same: stable countries supporting American interests 
and sharing American values and perspectives.” Colonel M. Thomas 
Davis of the Brookings Institution captured the policy most succinctly 
when he suggested that the actual US objective was simply one of stability, 
since “history is loaded with examples indicating that where stability is 
threatened, American interests are as well.”253

The initial incarnation of Clinton’s Grand Strategy recognized that what 
it proposed was “the work of generations. There will be wrong turns and 
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even reversals, as there have been in all countries throughout history.”254 
The administration, however, did not have an infinite timescale within 
which to work. With electoral timescales set in stone, it recognized that 
advances were necessary to prevent foreign policy becoming another tool at 
the disposal of political opponents. As a result, grand strategy was tasked 
with assisting states that directly affected US strategic interests; “those 
with large economies, critical locations, nuclear weapons, or a potential 
to generate refugee flows into our own nation or into key friends and 
allies.” Above all, the administration consistently noted that it must focus 
its efforts “where we have the most leverage.”255 Pragmatism, along with 
domestic political realities, was a vital component of US Grand Strategy in 
the post-Cold War World.

Conclusion

Democracy promotion was the most ideological component of US Grand 
Strategy during the Clinton administration. As with national security and 
prosperity promotion, it had been at the heart of Bill Clinton’s foreign 
policy initiative since the start of his presidential campaign and remained 
central to his grand strategy throughout his two terms in the White House. 
The administration wished to support the spread of democracy, but sought 
to do so using market forces, not military might. Under Clinton, democracy 
would be encouraged and nurtured, but not imposed, in a classic example 
of the United States seeking to act as an example to others, rather than 
actively seeking to impose its values abroad. Democracy promotion 
required international support; however, events in Somalia and Rwanda, 
along with the election of less-internationally focused Republicans in 
Congress ensured that multilateral operations were no longer en vogue.

Critics accused the Clinton administration of blind engagement, but 
this was a pragmatic policy from the start, which insisted US involvement 
“must be carefully tailored to serve [its] interests and priorities.”256 This 
was vital to understanding US Grand Strategy in the 1990s: idealism when 
possible, realism when necessary; the prioritizing of human rights where 
feasible, the elevation of the national interest at all times; multilateralism 
when possible, unilateralism when necessary. Indeed, the administration 
was forthright in its language, insisting that “in this time of global change, 
it is clear we cannot police the world, but is it equally clear we must exercise 
global leadership.”257

In retrospect, it could be claimed that the best the policy achieved 
was to maintain the equilibrium. During the Clinton years, democracy 
thrived and grand strategy actively supported this. The enlargement 
of the NATO military alliance encouraged the spread of democratic 
principles to Central and Eastern Europe in a process described later as 
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“brilliantly successful.”258 Democracy was sustained and supported by 
the United States during these years, ensuring that where it was existed, 
it was aided to ensure its continued success. However, where democracy 
was challenged, suppressed, or forbidden, US Grand Strategy proved 
ineffectual. Democracy was promoted but not imposed; encouraged but 
not exported. However, the wording of US Grand Strategy explicitly 
stated that this would not be an ideological crusade; it was pragmatic and 
aimed at supporting US national interests. The Clinton administration 
had no ideological intent or desire to initiate overseas adventures in the 
name of liberty, freedom, or democracy. Its focus was on domestic affairs 
and addressed foreign policy when necessary, but all too often through a 
domestic prism.

The democracy promotion element of US Grand Strategy was a product of 
its time, instigated by an administration that chose not to seek unnecessary 
foreign intervention. It was designed to be initiated along with market 
reform and, as such, was inseparable from the second component of the 
grand strategy, prosperity promotion. It was specifically not designed to 
be enacted using military power, which became policy under the George 
W. Bush administration. The two administrations, therefore, perfectly 
encapsulated the continuing historical struggle in US political life in regard 
to democracy promotion.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Reflections on Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy

Bill Clinton was not the first American president who came to power 
hoping to concentrate on domestic affairs, only to have foreign crises 
thrust upon him to the detriment of his original aspirations; nor was he 
the first president to take office following a US victory in a tumultuous 
conflict with an apparent mandate to steer a new course in policy. Clearly, 
however, the Clinton team faced anything but a clean slate when they first 
arrived in the White House, finding themselves hindered by the remnants 
of President Bush’s ongoing policy directives and enactments: crises in the 
Caribbean, Africa, and the Balkans, unrest in Russia, major decisions to 
be made regarding China, the future of global and regional trade, and 
defense alliances all required presidential attention. Although President 
Bush had claimed that only the United States could “provide the kind 
of leadership necessary” for his New World Order, “no Bush doctrine 
or grand design existed for meeting the collective security needs of the 
new world order.”1 Accordingly, the Clinton administration inherited a 
rapidly transforming international environment that demanded constant 
fire fighting.

Rather than providing the necessary attention, however, the 
administration in general and the president in particular initially appeared 
content to let issues drift. The president was not disinterested in foreign 
policy as has often been suggested, but Bill Clinton’s priority upon 
assuming the presidency was a domestic renewal. Where issues of foreign 
trade impacted his plans for the American economy, he was engaged, 
but this was not a president that intended to dwell on foreign affairs for 
their own sake. Foreign policy was utilized to further the goals of the 
administration, but it did not become a goal in and of itself. As a result, 
many have questioned the enduring nature of Clinton’s Grand Strategy and 
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have rejected the idea that a coherent plan even existed. This, however, is 
an injustice to those who contributed to the formulation of foreign policy 
during the time period. The Clinton administration produced a coherent 
vision that it updated in accordance with legislation every calendar year. 
An examination of speeches and documents clearly reveal specific positions 
that Bill Clinton adopted on the campaign and which later formed the core 
elements of his administration’s grand strategy. Such policies remained 
consistent from the time of Governor Clinton’s Georgetown Address of 
December 1991 through the duration of his two terms as president of the 
United States.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy was based on American ideals and 
geopolitical realities and reflected a concerted effort to define an 
innovative approach to foreign policy in a new era, based on the 
reinforcing principles of national security, prosperity promotion, and 
democratic promotion. As Warren Christopher announced, “a vibrant 
economy will strengthen America’s hand abroad, while permitting us to 
maintain a strong military without sacrificing domestic needs. And by 
helping others to forge democracy out of the ruins of dictatorship, we 
can pacify old threats, prevent new ones, and create new markets for US 
trade and investment.”2 The strategy was designed to ensure America’s 
continued interaction with the world through trade and open markets 
and rejected the principle of universality; simply because an approach 
was right for the United States, this did not mean it would be right 
for all people. Instead, the administration sought to bestow a bespoke 
approach to regions of the world. This was a very American concept, 
defined by Walter Russell Mead as being “uniquely far-reaching and 
systemic,” with a deep-rooted belief in human rights, values, and trade, 
but which recognized that America must remain strong militarily.3

Clinton’s Grand Strategy was a break from the past for it recognized 
the limits of American power, but sought to overcome them by adopting 
a multilateral approach to foreign policy. This belief resulted in the 
early embrace of the United Nations as the organization of choice 
to execute US foreign policy in the 1990s. While this enthusiasm 
was tempered by the events in Somalia, the administration remained 
committed to the concept of multilateralism, no matter how much it felt 
the need to advocate unilateralism in the face of congressional hostility. 
However, for those who placed their faith in a preponderance of power, 
the idea that a change in the form of other countries’ governments 
could increase US national security appeared tenuous, “especially 
coming from someone so inexperienced in the ways of the world as 
Bill Clinton.”4 However, the president’s “ability was not as limited 
and his performance in foreign policy [was not] as bad as many critics 
charged.”5 President Clinton’s contribution to strategic thinking was to 
link economic security formally with national security in a pragmatic 
policy for an evolving international environment.
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Clinton’s Grand Strategy advanced the belief that democracies 
were unlikely to threaten American interests and would support free 
trade, as international stability became the ambitious by-product of 
globalization. The policy ensured that the United States remained “the 
world’s indispensable nation” by embedding itself at the center of all major 
international organizations and structures: GATT, NATO, WTO, NAFTA, 
and APEC. The policy resulted in the expansion of NATO without causing 
irreparable damage to US–Russian relations; allowed for the removal of 
nuclear weapons and materials from Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus; 
contributed to the Balkan peace deal; expanded trade throughout North 
America as a result of NAFTA; helped rescue the Mexican economy; 
and moved Haiti toward democracy.6 The policy combined Wilsonian 
principles with the financially motivated notion of opening foreign markets 
to US exports. Under President Clinton, therefore, US Grand Strategy 
encompassed prudent realism and moral idealism, to protect the nation 
from external threats and to stand for ideals worthy of emulation.

Grand strategy as presidential doctrine

A major reason that the US Grand Strategy of Engagement and 
Enlargement is not universally accepted as The Clinton Doctrine is 
because President Clinton did not deliver the speech that introduced 
its key concepts. The president may have been content to allow his 
advisers to announce major policy initiatives, but this greatly reduced 
their impact. Having Anthony Lake declare that “the successor to a 
doctrine of Containment must be a strategy of enlargement” ensured 
that the national and international attention that a similar presidential 
announcement would have received was missing.7 Similarly, a high 
profile unveiling of the annual grand strategy documents by the president 
alongside his national security team would have increased the policy’s 
standing.

The Clinton White House appeared content to allow vital foreign 
policy initiatives to be unveiled by lower ranking members of the 
administration in a move that undermined the policies by raising doubts 
about the level of commitment to them within the Oval Office. While 
President Clinton did make foreign policy addresses, they were few 
and far between, and often failed to inspire confidence in his ability to 
convey strong leadership in matters of military planning or international 
relations. Anthony Lake commented that “a lot of the strategy comes 
more through presidential speeches than through the documents” and 
while this is undoubtedly true, the key foreign policy addresses of the 
Clinton administration, particularly in the first term, were delivered by 
officials and not by the president.8 Of course the processes involved in 
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presidential speechmaking are not straightforward, as interested parties 
from the State Department to the Congress seek to influence tone and 
content. This can mean that presidents are “reluctant to articulate foreign 
policy in detail and with precision,” as the process “can be extremely 
time consuming and contentious. But a reluctance to articulate policy 
with precision is usually a mistake.”9 Such was the case with the Clinton 
administration, as its willingness to delegate the pronouncement of grand 
strategy did much to undermine confidence in the eventual policy.

There was also tension within the administration over the need for a 
Clinton Doctrine or even the existence of a grand strategy: Tara Sonenshine 
of the NSC wrote in 1994, “I keep hoping that someone will pull together 
a Clinton Doctrine description which explains that Clinton’s foreign policy 
is based on a careful calibration of force and diplomacy in which we use 
these dual levers to bring about the resolution of conflicts.”10 However, 
within days Sonenshine’s NSC colleague, Bob Borrstin, advised Anthony 
Lake that the president “should not introduce any new all-encompassing 
term or phrase to describe our foreign policy,” when he addressed the 
UN General Assembly, “nor should it explicitly go back to engagement, 
enlargement and three pillars,” because “the press doesn’t buy them.”11 
Lake had previously attempted to coordinate a series of speeches in 
September 1993 around the concept of Democratic Enlargement, which 
had backfired when the four speeches failed to convey a single, simple 
message. However, it had also been undermined by Lake himself, who had 
told the New Republic the day beforehand that he was “sceptical about 
doctrines on immensely complicated and difficult issues [that] have all the 
answers before you ask the questions.”12 Policy divisions were present, 
therefore, not only between departments, but within them as well, ensuring 
that tension was never far from the surface.

While consultation is a prerequisite in any government bureaucracy, the 
Clinton administration appeared to take such a process to extremes, as 
its initial grand strategy document went through 21 drafts and 2 authors 
before finally appearing in the summer of 1994. Such hesitancy did little 
to inspire confidence either in personnel or in the direction of policy, since 
it appeared that the document was a compromise solution, reached after 
endless wrangling between the State Department and the National Security 
Council in particular. Despite the compromise, the State Department 
harbored a growing concern over the emphasis on trade policy, while the 
apparent refusal of the secretary of state to give his full support to the 
eventual strategy did much to undermine faith in it, revealing the “typical” 
and “cautious” approach of the department.13

Warren Christopher reportedly wanted nothing to do with Anthony 
Lake’s Democratic Enlargement policy, which he viewed as “a trade policy 
masquerading as foreign policy.”14 Lake, in contrast, felt that Engagement 
was “rather wimpy, because of course we were going to be engaged” 
and believed that this was included “just to make everyone happy.” Lake 
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conceded that Christopher “didn’t use it, he didn’t like it, it went, in his 
view, too far . . . but not in the view of Madeleine or me or most of the 
people.”15 As Carl Bildt observed, “A great deal of blood can be spilt in the 
course of inter-agency debates in Washington” and the struggle to define 
foreign policy in the Clinton administration was a prime example of such 
wrangling.16 Reflecting on the situation, Charles A. Kupchan observed, 
“I don’t think that there really was a grand strategy. I think that there 
were ideas floating around and that there were guiding presumptions 
about America and its role in the world. The administration was more 
characterized by pragmatism and problem solving.” This is not to suggest 
that this was a flawed approach: “I think in general in foreign policy, it 
was a successful presidency and America ended up stronger, ended up 
respected, more prosperous.”17 Perhaps, therefore, doctrinal constructs are 
of less importance than results?

Clinton’s Grand Strategy was a fine concept, but providing demonstrable 
results proved difficult as the crises that confronted the administration 
came not from interstate activity but predominantly from internal 
disputes within Backlash States. Therefore, while the policy succeeded in 
providing direction in Central and Eastern Europe and, along with Dual 
Containment, gave direction to policy regarding Iraq and Iran, where 
there was no democratic development—and in the face of genocide—the 
policy offered little strategic value. While the promotion of free markets 
was a priority for the administration, its grand strategy did not provide 
an adequate guide for how to promote democracy. The policy served as 
a general rationale for promoting political liberalization and challenging 
Backlash States, but it did not provide specifics about what actions should 
be taken prior to democratic development in these regions. However, as 
Leon Fuerth noted,

There is always a gap between philosophy and events. You need to judge 
an administration on its actions, not its doctrines. Should we have had 
a doctrine on the use of force that would have bound us to implement 
it everywhere and in all situations? Can a statement explain what we 
should do or whom we should support in all circumstances? Should we 
always adhere to a doctrine? The NSSR was designed to explain the 
general logic, the processes and impressions of the individuals involved 
in policy formulation.18

The grand strategy of Engagement and Enlargement succeeded despite the 
best efforts of the foreign policy intelligentsia to write it off and in spite of 
limited public knowledge or interest. As Kupchan noted, the administration 
could rightly claim to have “brought peace to the Balkans . . . expanded 
trade and presided over the greatest expansion in the American economy.”19 
In the administration’s policies toward Russia, its approach to NATO 
expansion, its endorsement of European enlargement, and normalization 
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of trade with the Pacific Rim nations, one can see the tangible results of a 
policy of Engagement and Enlargement that aided not only the US economy, 
but also the global economy during the 1990s.

The evolution of grand strategy

Anthony Lake observed that “there’s a tendency for all of us, when we’re 
going back and analysing things, to impute more order to processes than 
in fact there is and to give more weight to strategy papers than they 
deserve.”20 However, the official grand strategy documents of the Clinton 
administration are revealing for the manner in which they evolved over 
8 years. As a candidate in 1992, Bill Clinton stressed the desire to offer 
more opportunity in return for an assumption of greater responsibility 
on behalf of the American people. In 1995, he turned this ethos to the 
area of foreign policy, recognizing that “we have a special responsibility 
that goes along with being a great power.” This was not a traditional 
liberal approach to grand strategy, however, for it was tempered by a 
steely realism, born of tragic circumstances in Somalia. The Clinton 
administration was determined to stress the lessons it had learned from 
the events in Mogadishu and expressed them at length: “When our 
national security interests are threatened, we will, as America always 
has, use diplomacy when we can, but force if we must. We will act with 
others when we can, but alone when we must.”21 This was, and had 
been, the guiding principle of Clinton’s foreign policy, but it went largely 
unrecognized throughout his time in office.

Following criticism over Somalia and the Republican takeover of 
Congress in 1994, the administration stressed a more defined concept of 
the use of force, as specific criteria were applied prior to troop deployment 
and military intervention. This did not signify a withdrawal from the 
world, but was a sign that the United States was determined to prioritize 
its own interests. This was done in part to refute Jeane Kirkpatrick’s claim 
that “the Clinton administration offers us a vision of foreign policy from 
which national self-interest is purged.”22 From 1995, “although the United 
States would not wholly eschew multilateral actions in global affairs, the 
administration would be more amenable to utilising unilateral actions—
and would undertake them only if necessary.”23 Grand strategy became 
tempered by a greater degree of realism, as the administration conceded 
“democracy and economic prosperity can take root in a struggling 
society only through local solutions carried out by the society itself.” The 
administration pledged to deploy troops overseas “only when our interests 
and our values are sufficiently at stake,” a position stressed in repeated  
national security documentation and as devised in PDD-25.24 However, 
despite alterations to the philosophy, the basic tenants of Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy remained the desire to free both peoples and markets and to 
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bind them together in a world of growing interdependency and increasing 
globalization. The strategy was guided by a commitment to freedom, 
equality, and human dignity, but this idealism became increasingly 
tempered as time progressed.

While the first administration had to establish policy, by the time of 
the second Clinton administration, “the broad policy framework had been 
set.”25 The second term grand strategy placed prominence on negotiation 
and engagement, particularly with regard to China and Russia. However, 
Engagement was a procedure, a tool of diplomacy, whereas Democratic 
Enlargement was an aim, albeit one that lacked a method. As was noted, 
“engagement is just a fancy word for diplomacy. That’s what the State 
Department does . . . having engagement as the goal means that, by 
definition, a meeting is a success if you simply show up.”26 The policy could, 
therefore, be seen as far more cautious than in the first term, in which great 
strides were sought if not necessarily achieved.

Anthony Lake’s philosophy was apparent throughout: “This is not 
a crusade, but a genuine and responsible effort, over time, to protect 
American strategic interests, stabilise the international system and 
enlarge the community of nations committed to democracy, free markets 
and peace.”27 Such a declaration was indicative of the philosophy and 
expectation that the Clinton administration started out with. However, it 
was the dynamic reach of US Grand Strategy that proved to be its downfall, 
as the inability to enact the policy within a 4-year time frame, and thereby 
demonstrate tangible results proved to be its undoing.28 There was also a 
question about the wisdom of pursuing both Democratic Enlargement and 
NATO Enlargement simultaneously, since “democratic enlargement was 
difficult and other foreign policy issues that did not fit neatly under the 
rubric needed attention.”29

Clinton’s Grand Strategy necessarily took time to implement in key 
geostrategic locations. Indeed the concept of open markets leading to 
free and fair societies seemingly backfired in Russia where “the power of 
the oligarchs increased, government legitimacy fell and the needs of the 
Russian people were ignored.”30 The second Clinton administration chose 
to concentrate on more traditional concepts such as reducing nuclear 
weapons and increasing aid to Russia. In China, the administration 
continued its free trade policy “in the hope that an expanding free market 
would create a more assertive Chinese middle class.”31 Clinton’s second 
term cabinet were also somewhat more robust than the first, a situation 
personified by Madeleine Albright, who feared that “the lessons of 
Vietnam could be learned too well” and lead to a paralysis of American 
leadership.32

Policy evolution was a visible process during the Clinton years and 
by 1998 the emphasis had moved toward Homeland Defense. This did 
not mean an embrace of NMD or the establishment of a Department of 
Homeland Security, but rather an acknowledgement of the threats posed 
by terrorism, international crime, drug trafficking, and WMD. However, 
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much of the philosophy remained consistent, as the 1998 grand strategy 
document contained the three familiar pillars upon which US Grand 
Strategy continued to be based: National security, democracy promotion, 
and prosperity promotion. However, while democracy promotion had not 
been erased, it was now below the horizon, as it was felt that “by the start 
of the second term attempts at Democratic Enlargement had reached an 
equilibrium.”33

Time also saw alterations to the policy of Dual Containment. Martin 
Indyk observed that “over time the nature of the threats changed. The Iraqis 
became more of a problem, more difficult to contain.” By November 1998, 
the Clinton administration changed its policy from Dual Containment 
to Containment Plus Regime Change and declared that its objective was 
“not only to contain Saddam as long as he was around, but also to help 
the Iraqi people remove him and set up a different kind of government.” 
However, the administration took the opposite approach to Iran following 
the election of Khatami and was prepared to move from containment to 
engagement if they were prepared to meet halfway. Regretfully, the Tehran 
regime failed to respond, ensuring that the containment policy remained 
in place.

By December 2000, US Grand Strategy was defined as “A National 
Security Strategy for a Global Age,” though the goals remained familiar: 
“enhancing security at home and abroad, promoting prosperity and 
promoting democracy and human rights.”34 The document had a 
tougher edge to it, but it remained at heart, an internationalist policy 
that warned against a “retreat into a policy of Fortress America.” To 
do so, the document warned, risked “a global loss of our authority and 
with it ultimately our power. A strategy of engagement, however, is the 
surest way to enhance not only our power but also our authority and thus 
our leadership, into the twenty-first century.”35 This was the final grand 
strategy document released by the Clinton White House and the last such 
report prior to the attacks of September 2001, an event that refocused 
attention on foreign policy after a decade of ambivalence. Despite having 
updated US Grand Strategy on an annual basis, Leon Fuerth insisted that 
“events were more influential than documents” and that “ultimately, 
consistency can be over-rated.”36 The Clinton administration’s grand 
strategy documents, therefore, were “more a statement of strategy and 
intent than a guide to action.”37 As a result, it is important to “consider 
reality more than theoretical concepts within a doctrine” when judging 
the success or failure of the administration.38

The evolution of personnel

Just as doubts remain over the veracity of Clinton’s Grand Strategy, so 
too do they loom large in any consideration of his national security team. 
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The group that Clinton initially assembled to devise grand strategy was 
drawn from the upper echelons of the Democratic Party, but many failed  
to measure up. Clinton’s plan had been simple: “It was going to be a well-
organized administration, the president was going to be the boss and Lake 
and Berger . . . would be the intellectual cranks, Christopher would go 
around the world and be the guy who shows up at the press conferences 
and does the right kind of thing.”39 Instead, his first term team was quickly 
tainted by events in Somalia and the president’s perceived lack of faith in 
them proved to be contagious, with regular reports of imminent departures 
and impending resignations.

This was reflected in how the administration was perceived, as 
the National Security Council in particular became concerned at the 
administration’s inability to convey its message. In June 1994, Tara 
Sonenshine and Tom Ross noted that the administration was suffering 
from “major weaknesses in the current foreign policy communications 
apparatus” and devised a 6-month strategy to reengage the public and 
the foreign policy elite. Sonenshine was forthright in her concerns over 
interdepartmental intransigence, insisting that “too much happens at State 
and Defense without White House knowledge.” As a result, she noted, “too 
many journalists now find they can play one agency off another.” Instead 
of the efficient media operation that had defined the Clinton campaign in 
1992, a dysfunctional approach blighted the administration once in office, 
ensuring that “neither those who make foreign policy nor those whose 
responsibility it is to articulate the policy are consistently doing so in a way 
that communicates strength, clarity and decisiveness.” As a result, “too 
much of that reporting and analysis takes places without an administration 
point of view. We are, therefore, constantly on the defensive.”40

There was a constant evolution of personnel within the national security 
structure, with individuals moving in, up or out of the administration, in 
part as a reflection of President Clinton’s growing confidence in foreign 
affairs. The president grew into the role and this was reflected in his 
choice of advisers and the way his administration operated. The initial 
18 months was defined by an “open access, user friendly” style at the 
National Security Council. However, the departure of Thomas “Mack” 
McLarty as Chief of Staff and the arrival of Leon Panetta “led to a tighter 
ship” and ended the sense of “a certain lack of discipline.”41 This shake up 
that occurred within the White House staff following the 1994 midterms, 
however, should have been accompanied by changes in the foreign policy 
team. Warren Christopher singularly failed to provide the sense of 
purpose required of a Secretary of State in the modern era, as Shimon 
Peres’ observation that he was “very finely made . . . like an English 
suit” perfectly encapsulated the rather effete quality Christopher brought 
to the role.42 Tony Lake was “soft-spoken, unassuming, and bookish” 
and appeared more concerned with preserving the harmony among key 
players and overcompensated for the internal division of the Carter years, 
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while Les Aspin’s failing health was a metaphor for a man running out of 
time in every sense.43

Despite the best attempt at achieving cordial relations, it was 
acknowledged that the relationship between Christopher and Lake 
“was still not a good one, replete as it was with mistrust and unilateral 
manoeuvring,” a situation that had “substantial effects on US policy 
making.”44 Throughout the first term, Lake was the key advocate of 
Democratic Enlargement, had overseen its development, and ensured its 
place within US Grand Strategy. He was “a very cerebral person, a nice by 
Washington standards person . . . not a back stabber, or an elbow thrower 
. . . he’s on the nice end of that spectrum in that regard . . . a thinking 
man’s NSC adviser.”45 He was the driving force behind foreign policy 
in the first term, leading Leon Panetta to concede that there were “very 
few times [that Lake’s position was] reversed or changed or modified.”46 
However, despite having been vital to the campaign and to the development 
of policy, Lake failed to develop a warm relationship with the president. 
He had wanted to resign in the autumn of 1993, partly due to “a series of 
constant and growing frustrations—partly at the interagency difficulties 
in pushing though new approaches as hard times bring out new hesitancies 
and partly also with a White House that . . . still treats foreign policy as 
[a] wholly owned subsidiary.”47 He remained distant from a chief executive 
known for his touchy–feely approach to interpersonal relationships and 
as a result, the bond that had developed between previous presidents and 
their national security advisers failed to materialize.

This lack of empathy compounded a sense that the first term team had 
somehow failed to come together as expected. Kupchan noted that “If 
there were a criticism that I would level at the group, it was that they 
were too nice and they were not sufficiently hard headed enough in 
resolving differences of opinion and bringing the policy debate to a sharp 
conclusion.”48 Despite their shared experience in the Carter administration 
and apparent public displays of harmony, tensions existed that refused to 
dissipate. Madeleine Albright noted changes in Lake’s demeanor: “I was 
unnerved by the manner of Tony Lake. The pressures of the job had made 
Tony less easygoing and patient than the clever friend whom I had long 
known.”49

Lake “stayed on through the entire first tem, driven in part by the need 
to resolve the festering problem in Bosnia, somewhat to the frustration 
of Berger, who had gotten him the job and had thought that he might 
take over a year or two earlier.”50 Indeed, it was understood that Lake 
had advised his family that he would only serve for 2 years.51 Lake had 
sought to act as a “behind-the-scenes consensus builder” who presented 
the varying views of senior advisers to the president. He later lamented 
adopting this “discreet posture,” since “in the post-Cold War world, the 
president needs all the help he can get in explaining his policies to the 
nation.”52
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Despite finding him “not entirely simpatico,” President Clinton intended 
to move Lake to Langley at the start of his second term, where he would 
remain within the administration as Director of Central Intelligence 
(DCI).53 President Clinton announced that Lake’s role at the NSC had 
given him “a unique understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of our 
intelligence operations.”54 The president referred to Lake as “one of my 
closest advisers and one of my most trusted ones. He was an integral part 
of every foreign policy decision we made and his legacy can be seen around 
the world.”55 Writing in Foreign Policy, Melvin Goodman noted that Lake 
was an ideal candidate to “restore the integrity and credibility of the CIA 
and to confront its Cold War legacy.”56 However, Lake became the most 
high profile victim of the increasing partisanship that swept Washington. 
His posting as national security adviser had not required congressional 
approval, but the bid to become DCI was derailed in hearings before the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. In Lake’s place, Clinton selected 
George Tenet as the DCI, who continued to serve into the following 
administration.57

With Lake no longer at the NSC, Clinton finally nominated his friend 
of 30 years, Samuel Berger, who had been offered the role 4 years earlier. 
Berger “was not someone you would necessarily think of as a foreign 
policy thinker, but he was a good nuts and bolts guy who knew everyone 
and made sure you didn’t screw up, which was Clinton’s instinct.”58 The 
changes from Lake to Berger were not major ensuring that policy positions 
that had been initiated by Lake were credited to Berger toward the end 
of the administration’s time in office. Writing in the Washington Post, 
Sebastian Mallaby suggested that Berger had brought a much needed 
balance between realism and idealism since “he had declined to be a 
Wilsonian idealist or a Henry Kissinger realist. He has refused to chose 
between a go-it-alone conservatism and liberal internationalism,” a stance 
that perfectly described Anthony Lake’s approach since he joined the 
Clinton campaign in 1991 at Berger’s invitation.59

The appointment of William Perry as Defense Secretary helped to 
improve interdepartmental relations. Similar moves at State and the NSC 
in 1994/1995 could have greatly aided the administration, and enabled 
members of the second term to be promoted sooner, or empowered others, 
such as Richard Holbrooke, with greater responsibility. However, along 
with the obvious problems of replacing the entire foreign policy team was 
the challenge of getting candidates confirmed in the new 105th Congress—a 
fact that undoubtedly tempered the temptation to clean house in 1995, 
especially since “there were concerns that replacing Christopher would 
have been a bloodbath.”60

Clinton’s second-term foreign policy team of Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright, National Security Advisor Samuel Berger, and Secretary of 
Defense William Cohen were “less talented than their predecessors, 
but also less restrained” and better reflected the president’s evolving 
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aspirations.61 Clinton’s selection of Albright was not guaranteed, indeed 
“it was surprising, Clinton ambled into it, wasn’t sure he wanted her.” 
Eventually, President Clinton “warmed to her story and to her as more 
than a figurehead, an embodiment of American values that would work 
well aboard, but he was worried about her ability to make the trains run 
on time.” Richard Holbrook was considered “and would have gotten the 
job, but Clinton didn’t trust him as a team player.”62 As a team, they were 
far more prepared to endorse unilateral action than their predecessors. 
Despite this, during Clinton’s time in office, “the chances of an American 
serviceman being killed by hostile action while on active duty were less 
than 1 in 160,000. He was six time more likely to be murdered by one of his 
comrades, nineteen times more likely to kill himself, and fifty times more 
likely to die in an accident,” odds that changed considerably following 
Clinton’s departure from office.63

Considering the critiques of grand strategy

The Clinton administration envisioned its replacement of Containment 
to be the quintessential foreign policy initiative for addressing the final 
decade of the twentieth century. However, its reception was less than 
glorious: Republicans were damning; foreign policy analysts were 
scathing; the press was unimpressed; and former members of Clinton’s 
campaign team were dismissive. Before the administration had left 
office, its grand strategy was damned for being “indecisive, incoherent, 
contradictory, confused, lacking in vision and purpose.”64 Clearly, this 
was not the reception that the Clinton administration had hoped for. 
However, this was the good news, for at least the aforementioned groups 
noticed that a strategy had been designed. The vast majority of Americans 
remained blissfully unaware that a new global strategy had been devised, 
as polls repeated revealed Americans to be “uninformed, confused, or 
apathetic.”65 With the end of the Cold War, foreign policy ceased to be 
a daily concern for most Americans and, as a result, Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy initiative was “a public relations dud; few liked it or even took a 
passing interest.”66

The Clinton administration sought to convey the “new dangers, 
opportunities, and responsibilities” that had arisen at a time when 
Americans were “preoccupied with domestic concerns.”67 However, 
having campaigned on a domestic agenda, critiquing President Bush 
for his emphasis on foreign affairs, President Clinton was ill-placed to 
complain when much of the country ignored issues relating to foreign 
policy, while those who did express an opinion were unimpressed 
when the administration singularly failed “to build a domestic political 
consensus in support of its strategic vision.”68 In a survey of public opinion 
on foreign policy conducted in late 1994, only 31 percent of the public 
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judged the Clinton administration’s handling of foreign policy as “good” 
or “excellent.”69

The administration did not need to look far for critics of its grand 
strategy, for what its policy lacked in overall success, it made up for in 
an ability to rally opposition. Senator John McCain accused Clinton of 
having “pursued a feckless, photo-op foreign policy” during which there 
had been “little or no effort to define a coherent plan for United States 
engagement in the world.”70 The editor of Foreign Affairs, William G. 
Hyland, suggested that Clinton’s foreign policy amounted to little more 
than one of “selective engagement” and alleged that a “magnificent 
historical opportunity to shape the international system had been 
missed.”71 Richard Haass turned criticism of US Grand Strategy in the 
1990s into an art-form, declaring that Clinton “inherited a world of 
unprecedented American advantage and opportunity,” and presided 
over an age of “underachievement and squandered potential.”72 Henry 
Kissinger went further, as he dismissed not only the president, but also 
his entire generation, as one dedicated to the “self-indulgence or self-
righteousness of the protest period.” Clinton’s generation, Kissinger 
lamented, had “not yet raised leaders capable of evoking a commitment 
to a consistent and long-range foreign policy.”73

Former Clinton campaign adviser Michael Mandelbaum berated 
the administration for its efforts, declaring that, “the seminal events 
of the foreign policy of the Clinton administration were three failed 
military interventions in its first nine months in office.”74 Mandelbaum, 
passed over for a high-ranking position in the White House, lamented 
that “after three years the Clinton administration had not articulated a 
clear foreign policy doctrine for the post-Cold War world.”75 However, 
by the time this had been published, the Clinton administration had 
produced two national security strategy reports and was preparing a 
third. The issues that Mandelbaum referenced had also been inherited 
from “a supposed master of foreign policy, George Bush” and Clinton 
“essentially tried to maintain the policies he inherited in those trouble 
spots.”76 Mandelbaum had also previously written that “whoever won 
the election in 1992 would have had to face a tough choice in 1993 
regarding Somalia . . . The Bush people might have made a different 
choice than Clinton and just pulled out, but they can’t now say that 
they could have avoided that choice.”77 As Jacob Heilbrunn noted, “US 
foreign policy has been increasingly successful precisely because Bill 
Clinton has refused to embrace chimerical visions. As a result, he has 
skilfully piloted the US through a sea of New World disorder.”78

Jacques Attali, former adviser to François Mitterrand, expressed 
concerns that the Clinton administration had failed to provide “long-term 
vision. Leadership becomes an empty concept when day-to-day actions do 
not occur within a broader context.”79 However, a broader context had 
been espoused, though roundly ignored, something that did not prevent 
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Richard Haass from writing in Foreign Affairs that Clinton had failed to 
establish “an overarching intellectual framework” for foreign policy and 
that as a result, “few relationships or institutions bear his imprint.”80 Yet 
the decision to expand NATO, the alterations to APEC, and the moves to 
enact NAFTA and the WTO were all decisions made by the Clinton White 
House that had major, long-term implications for the United States and the 
world well into the twenty-first century. As the great architect of European 
unity, Jean Monnet, observed, “Nothing is possible without men, but 
nothing is lasting without institutions.”81

Not all criticism was unfounded. John Lewis Gaddis suggested that 
that US Grand Strategy amounted to little more than “foreign policy 
by autopilot,” that “never specified who or what was to be engaged or 
enlarged.”82 This was perhaps a fair critique of the policy; it presented 
admirable concepts, but little to help with implementation. Clearly, 
aspirations were set, but the policy lacked a methodology. Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy contained the goal of aiding nations in their efforts to attain 
democracy, but offered little by way of a strategy, which required more 
than the prioritizing of goals. As George Kennan explained, in foreign 
policy, the “what” cannot be separated from the “how.”83 However, Gaddis 
later observed that the administration “assumed the continued primacy of 
states within the international system” and that it needed only to “engage” 
with them in order to “enlarge” the processes of self-determination and 
economic integration. Gaddis suggested that the administration’s view of 
states was that “if you could bind them together by removing restrictions 
on trade and investment as well as on the movement of peoples and ideas, 
then the causes of violence and the insecurity it breeds would drop away.” 
Such efforts were deemed to be “well intentioned but shallow.”84 Gaddis, 
however, failed to address the focus on Backlash States that Anthony Lake 
raised or efforts to combating international terrorism.

Accordingly, Clinton’s critics often revealed their own ignorance of 
the policy-making process and the track record of debate on the subject. 
Writing in Foreign Affairs, Jonathan Clarke complained that “all too often 
the slogan comes first, the substance second,” using as evidence of this, the 
president’s lament that his administration had failed to design a “bumper 
sticker” that encapsulated its foreign policy. Clarke complained that under 
Clinton, “policymakers reach first for the sound bite tested in focus groups 
. . . and then try to construct a policy that fits it.”85 Such an assault on the 
manner in which foreign policy was devised revealed a lack of insight into 
the evolution of policy and totally misconstrued the president’s remarks, 
which had conceded not that there was no policy, but rather that the White 
House had failed to reduce its policy to a simple expression, necessary to 
engage the general public. In every sense, Clarke failed to appreciate the 
manner in which policy had been devised and the importance of conveying 
a message to the media and the world at large. Robert Kagan critiqued 
the administration for failing to contain China, remove Saddam Hussein, 
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maintain US military strength, or deploy NMD.86 However, as Stephen 
Walt noted, the administration’s foreign policy was “well suited to an era 
where there [was] little to gain in foreign policy and much to lose. The 
American people recognise this and have made it clear that they want 
neither isolationism nor costly international crusades.”87

President Clinton recognized that due to America’s electoral timescales 
he had a finite period in which to enact his domestic program and, therefore, 
prioritized his deficit reduction plan and efforts to introduce universal 
health-care coverage to the detriment of other considerations. For much of 
President Clinton’s first year in office, “there was no pressure . . . to focus 
on foreign policy. He was content to focus on his domestic agenda . . . There 
was a preference to deal with events rather than formulate doctrines.”88 By 
doing so, the president remained true to his goal of focusing on America’s 
economy, but this helped to formulate a belief that he was disengaged from 
the foreign policy decision-making process. This reduced the authority of 
the White House and of America’s officials around the globe, leading to 
claims that the Clinton administration “almost turned foreign policy into 
a vaudeville act.”89 The repercussions demonstrated that Bill Clinton could 
not afford to abdicate interest over one area of government merely for the 
benefit of another. As President of the United States, Bill Clinton needed to 
demonstrate mastery of his entire White House, not merely those areas of 
policy that interested him. His failure to do so sufficiently in this first year 
in office was something his critics never forgave him for.

Perhaps the most remarkable critique of the administration, however, 
came not from opponents, but from its former members. Michael 
Mandelbaum’s devastating broadside, “Foreign Policy as Social Work,” 
has been well documented, but Kupchan’s comments in The End of the 
American Era warrant consideration. He noted that, “although members 
of the Clinton team effectively blended realism and liberalism in practice, 
they never did so self-consciously—that is, they never articulated a set of 
guiding principles that could serve as the conceptual foundation for their 
actions.” This is a remarkable declaration from a former member of the 
NSC that raises questions about the impact, even internally, of the annual 
National Security Strategy Review, which laid out, year by year, precisely 
the “guiding principles” that Kupchan refers to. He remarked that as 
Clinton “failed to arm himself with a clear set of guiding strategic principles 
that he could impart to the electorate, he was not even able to begin the 
task of laying the foundation for a new American internationalism.” Yet 
time and again, throughout the administration, Clinton and his officials 
sought to do so, detailing the three central elements to policy that had 
been present since the Georgetown University speech of December 1991. 
Kupchan concludes that “without such conceptual coherence, the whole of 
Clinton’s foreign policy ended up being much less than the sum of its parts. 
The administration may have gotten right many specific policies, but those 
policies did not add up to a coherent grand strategy.”90 This reinforced the 
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fears of the NSC’s Tara Sonenshine that the administration’s message was 
simply not being conveyed adequately, either internally or externally.

Certainly, the administration’s shortcomings were recognized by its own 
officials. Members of the NSC noted that the president needed “to speak 
with the confident voice of the captain and navigator of our ship of state” 
because the American people “crave a sense of national direction.”91 This, 
alas, was not always forthcoming, enabling Richard Haass to conclude that 
Clinton “gave the American people the foreign policy that polls suggested 
they wanted—unlike a truly great president, who would have tried to lead 
them toward the foreign policy they needed.”92 Yet during the 1990s the 
American people were content to focus on a domestic agenda and were not 
seeking foreign wars. Indeed, there is little to suggest that things would 
be any different had it not been for the terrorist attacks of 2001. Despite 
setbacks, the moves made with both Russia and China were examples of the 
policy being utilized to improve both American exports and the safety of 
the world. These successes were compounded by the successful expansion 
of NATO, done without drawing the Russians into either a conflict or 
alienation. It was also a policy that was palatable to the rest of the world 
and did not produce the vitriolic backlash that marked the administration 
of Clinton’s successor.

The significance of Clinton’s Grand Strategy

Whatever their policy successes and despite their best efforts, the 
Clinton administration was unable to define the era through which 
it governed and remained exposed to criticism that it failed to define 
US foreign policy, as the end of the Cold War “meant the loss of a 
single enemy . . . around which to rally a national and international 
consensus.”93 In this regard, little had changed since Al Gore wrote in 
1992, “our geo-politics are labelled post-Cold War. We know what we 
are not, but we don’t seem to know what we are.”94 Fundamentally, an 
administration must define “what constitutes a vital interest—a change 
in the international environment so likely to undermine the national 
security that it must be resisted no matter what form the threat takes or 
how ostensibly legitimate it appears.”95 This was perhaps the greatest 
failure of Clinton’s Grand Strategy, as it failed to engage either the public 
or foreign policy experts. Wolfowitz noted that the administration had 
“failed to explain what American interests are worth defending and to 
justify the actions that it has taken in relation to those interests.”96 This 
was compounded by the fact that so few in the administration appeared 
interested in promoting the concept to the American public, who in turn 
were not very interested in hearing about it. Therefore, the only people 
to comment were those who feared the policy threatened to surrender 
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America’s primacy in the world. Eventually the White House realized 
that in an age when the United States lacked both a defined enemy and a 
defined role, it was no longer advisable to develop narrow concepts and 
attempt to manipulate foreign policy to match.

This had been the view of Warren Christopher all along and his stance 
had supporters. John Lewis Gaddis called it “a defensible position,” 
adding that “there is something to be said for staying flexible . . . One 
of the distinct advantages of a world without clear and present dangers 
is that it allows such improvisation.”97 Gaddis was far from endorsing 
the administration, however, and lamented “the absence of any grand 
design,” believing that “there’s a kind of incrementalism and ad-hocism 
to things.”98 Gaddis was echoed by Condoleezza Rice, writing in Foreign 
Affairs: “The absence of an articulated ‘national interest’ either produces 
a fertile ground for those wishing to withdraw from the world or creates a 
vacuum to be filled by parochial groups and transitory pressures.” Despite 
Dr Rice’s concerns, the Clinton administration’s National Security Strategy 
Reviews were hardly “hijacked by isolationist tendencies” and were not 
prey to “parochial groups and transitory pressures.”99 Indeed, the central 
themes of the annual reports remained consistent with Clinton’s December 
1991 address at Georgetown University.

Clinton openly advocated making economic security a central element of 
grand strategy. His agenda was the foundation for a new, post-Containment 
American mission in the world, as Clinton positioned the United States 
as “a power for free markets, democracy and development.”100 Yet the 
belief that foreign and domestic agendas could be combined for the good 
of the nation was a revolutionary concept and one that appalled those 
who maintained their faith in classic power politics. However, the Clinton 
administration was governing the nation through a new age that called for 
new concepts. The guiding mantra had been Franklin Roosevelt’s desire 
for “bold, persistent experimentation” and in its grand strategy, Clinton’s 
team believed it had found a way to engage in such an activist approach to 
policy, coupled with a much needed pragmatic stance.101

For all of the interdepartmental compromises, even critics conceded 
that no policy “set forth to address the disorder and chance of a rapidly 
evolving world order can be frozen in rigid application”; attempting 
to do so would have been futile and potentially disastrous.102 As Lake 
acknowledged, “Nobody in any government I am aware of except perhaps 
in the Soviet Union, or in Mao’s China, says at a meting, ‘OK, what 
did we say in the strategy document, therefore, here’s what our policy 
is.’”103 Neither the policy of Containment that preceded Engagement and 
Enlargement nor that of Pre-Emption that followed it tied the United 
States to specific unyielding action regardless of the ramifications. Indeed, 
the Containment doctrine, “so celebrated in hindsight . . . saw inconsistent 
implementation.”104 As Anthony Lake observed in his 1994 speech to the 
Council on Foreign Relations, “while the policy of Containment looks 
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obvious to us in retrospect, we should remember that it took . . . several 
years to define their way and build a policy consensus . . . And they had 
the advantage of an ideologically and geographically defined adversary 
with whom to contend.”105 This did not prevent Richard Haass from 
observing in Foreign Policy that, “the one attempt to articulate an overall 
construct was embodied in then national security advisor Anthony Lake’s 
September 1993 address . . . but this neo-Wilsonian vision has had a 
negligible impact on day-to-day affairs.”106 Policy documents can only ever 
exist as a guideline and in many cases “there is no relationship between 
the document and policy.”107 Within the Clinton White House, the grand 
strategy documents “were designed to provide guidance for overall policy. 
However, the responses to ongoing issues should be given more attention 
than theoretical documents. The Clinton worldview was not driven by a 
doctrinal situation.”108

Official US foreign policy, as printed, can only ever be theoretical, 
designed to indicate direction and principles. “Nobody looks at them to 
clear up issues. Any concept that the policy influences events or people’s 
reaction to them is just wrong.”109 To presume that such documents are 
consulted in time of crisis is to misunderstand both the rationale for 
such documentation and also the nature of government and emergency 
responses. “For all administrations they are more a statement of strategy 
and intent than a guide to action.”110 This was recognized by those covering 
the administration, as Jef McAllister of Time observed, such documents 
“might be good for imposing discipline on the machine, but its probably 
not the place where real creative thinking gets done . . . When the president 
wants to come up with a new foreign policy its usually done with him, 
the secretary of state and the national security adviser and a speech 
writer or two.”111 Such documents exist for two reasons: to provide public 
reassurance about the overall strategy of the administration and to fulfill a 
legal requirement to report such a strategy to Congress. For critics to lament 
that the Clinton administration’s “early experiments” with its ambition of 
Democratic Enlargement and tactic of Assertive Multilateralism “were 
quickly abandoned, with ad hoc decision-making becoming the norm” fails 
to convey the realities of the administration or the manner in which all 
foreign crises are addressed as they occur.112

In 2010, Krasner noted that “most foreign policies most of the time have 
not been guided by grand strategy,” and that most efforts to articulate a 
holistic vision have failed. Rather than attempting to initiate grand strategy, 
Krasner suggests, states should base their foreign policy around Orienting 
Principles, an approach that warrants consideration in light of the critiques 
leveled at the Clinton administration’s foreign policy initiatives. Such an 
approach, Krasner believes, “is distinct from pure ad hocery. It aspires to 
something beyond specific short- or medium-term material interests.”

The Clinton administration was repeatedly accused of adopting an ad 
hoc approach to foreign policy, a claim this book has sought to refute, 
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but does this necessarily mean that it was inadvertently adopting Krasner’s 
model? Clinton’s initiatives were certainly more far reaching in their 
ambitions than mere short- or medium-term goals, indeed, this may have 
served to undermine their viability due to the need to produce results in a 
finite political timeframe. Krasner concludes that “coherence is more likely 
to be achieved by aiming at something more modest, a principle around 
which foreign policy might be oriented.”113 This perhaps is the clearest 
point of departure from the aspirations of the Clinton administration; while 
the Clinton approach was based on three key principles around which it 
oriented its foreign policy, these elements were far from modest. Indeed, it 
was their broad aspirations that proved more complex to deliver upon than 
to articulate, that contributed to doubts about their viability.

It is clear that while grand strategy documents are important for 
discerning aspirations and intentions, they can only ever be seen as the 
beginning of policy development. Nancy Soderberg suggested “basically 
it’s an internal document that was largely ignored. A lot of work went 
into it but it was pretty much ignored . . . Rob Bell slaved away on these 
things year after year and most people never read them.”114 Accordingly, 
“the Clinton administration’s presentation of its strategy was been more 
consistent than its actions.”115 Changes in policy during the course of an 
administration are far from unusual and are indeed quite normal, since 
the alternative is stagnation. A consideration of the Reagan White House, 
for an example, reveals an administration that went from decrying the 
Soviet Union as an evil empire in 1981, to the signing of nuclear reduction 
treaties in 1987. It should be no surprise, therefore, to view changes in 
foreign policy during the Clinton administration—as its natural inclination 
for multilateralism morphed into a grudging recognition that American 
unilateralism was required in the face of perceived UN timidity—as being 
quite normal. Considering the rapidly changing environment Clinton’s 
team found itself addressing, evolution was expected. Indeed, to adhere 
rigidly to a policy in an environment where change was the only constant, 
would itself have been a mistake.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy attempted to walk a fine line between 
defending the administration’s inclination toward multilateralism, 
which it referred to as “an important component of our strategy” and 
the fact that world events predicated the need to espouse a more robust 
unilateral approach to foreign policy.116 The documents were adamant 
that America’s “security preparedness depends on durable relationships 
with allies and other friendly nations. Accordingly, a central thrust 
of our strategy of engagement is to sustain and adapt the security 
relationships we have with key nations around the world.”117 This 
continued interaction with loyal allies proved essential to the United 
States during the 1990s and beyond, as the nation sought to define itself 
in an age free of communism, but not yet defined by attacks on the 
American homeland.
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The continued relevance of Clinton’s  
Grand Strategy

The Clinton administration left the White House on January 20, 2001. 
Since then, tumultuous events have occurred that have raised questions 
about the continued relevance of its time in office. However, the issues 
that have defined the Bush and Obama presidencies: terrorism, health care 
reform, economic boom and bust, globalization, and financial reform can 
be traced back to Clinton’s time in office. As such, Clinton’s grand strategy 
looms over his successors, creating a continuity of both personality and 
policy. Since January 1993, the same issues have dominated; the same 
regions have tested; and a surprisingly small number of individuals have 
led US Grand Strategy. Time and again, the same names, faces, and places 
have appeared to lead, challenge, taunt, and defend US interests around 
the world, in a pattern that reveals the continued relevance of Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy.

Due to the relative calm of President George W. Bush’s first 8 months 
in office, the events of September 2001 are often viewed as the start of 
a new era, signifying the end of the post-Cold War period and the start 
of the War on Terror. However, as this book has revealed, international 
terrorism was a major challenge to the Clinton administration during its 
8 years in power. Within weeks of taking office, Clinton was faced with 
the first effort to destroy the World Trade Center in Manhattan. This was 
followed by the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building 
in Oklahoma City, the attack on the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta 
and attempts to bring down airlines and attack the infrastructure around 
Manhattan on Millennium Eve. Suggestions that the United States was not 
engaged in an ongoing struggle with the forces of political violence during 
the 1990s fail to appreciate the rising tide of anti-American sentiment that 
the Clinton administration sought to quell during its time in office.

Throughout the Clinton presidency, Osama bin Laden remained a 
target for US intelligence services as he established his position alongside 
Ayman al Zawarhi, striking at targets in Egypt, Tanzania, and Albania in 
a struggle against the central tenants of Western civilization. The Clinton 
administration’s attempt to destroy terrorist training camps in Afghanistan 
was overshadowed by the president’s impeachment hearings, causing 
political opponents to suggest that the administration was “wagging the 
dog,” a charge latter exacerbated by claims that Bill Clinton bore personal 
responsibility for the 2001 attacks.118 On closer inspection, however, a far 
more complex tale emerges, of an administration focused on removing 
this threat to the American homeland and of stubborn resistance from 
the military and Capitol Hill—in stark contrast to the robust authority 
granted to President George W. Bush. As President Clinton lamented in a 
private meeting with President-Elect Bush as they prepared for the transfer 
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of power, “One of the great regrets of my presidency is that I didn’t get [bin 
Laden] for you, because I tried to.”119

If the attacks of September 2001 narrowed the world’s attention 
on Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda, there remained those in the Bush 
administration who never wavered from their focus on Saddam Hussein. 
As the twin towers burnt, efforts were made to link the Iraqi leader to the 
attacks, with or without evidence of such a conspiracy.120 Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy adopted a variety of policy approaches intended to reduce Saddam’s 
capacity to threaten the United States and its neighbors. The fundamental 
approach was to keep Saddam “in his box” and isolated from world affairs. 
This took the form of policies designed to reduce international access to 
Iraq in the form of Dual Containment; inclusion of Iraq on a list of pariah 
nations, referred to as Backlash States that proceeded the Axis of Evil 
by almost a decade; the continuation of air patrols and efforts to ensure 
compliance with UN resolutions from the end of the 1991 Gulf War; and 
finally the adoption of regime change as official US foreign policy in 1998, 
3 years prior to the presidency of George W. Bush. Vitally, however, the 
Clinton White House refused to prioritize the threat posed by Saddam and 
viewed him as an irritant as opposed to a serious threat to regional or 
global harmony.

The Iraqi leader’s stubborn refusal to placate Western concerns with 
regard to potential violations of UN resolutions ensured that Iraq was never 
far from the minds of Clinton’s national security team. The Iraqi leader was 
not, however, a priority for the president who had no intention of entering 
into a personal battle of wits that had occurred between Saddam and his 
predecessor and which defined his successor’s time in office. The Clinton 
administration believed that it had an appropriate approach to Saddam 
that kept him isolated and unable to initiate military action, but without 
the need to engage in a costly land war, while remaining hopeful of his 
eventual overthrow by Iraqi nationals. This ambition was one that Clinton’s 
successor was not prepared to delay, with devastating consequences for 
America’s global standing and economic well-being that continued to 
impact the administration of Barack Obama.

Clinton’s Grand Strategy initiatives in African set a precedent for future 
missions in Liberia, Sudan, Uganda, Libya, Egypt, and Tunisia. While the 
action of a small group of Somali’s meant they had “effectively written 
themselves off the map,” the importance of the continent could not be 
ignored during Obama’s time in office.121 Events in Somalia continued to 
haunt US decision making, however, ensuring a hesitancy to deploy ground 
forces even at the height of the Arab Spring, resulting in the Obama policy 
of “leading from behind.”122 The lack of direct US action in the uprisings 
and the hesitation to place ground troops on the African continent can be 
attributed, in part, to events that occurred under the auspices of Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy and the administration’s response to them is vital for 
appreciating subsequent US reluctance to engage in the region.123
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Africa may not have become a continent that the United States was 
eager to deploy troops to, but it became a strategic staging post for a new 
generation of un-manned aerial aircraft that had first come to prominence 
during the Clinton years.124 Drones had been a developing technology 
during the Clinton administration, used mainly as a surveillance platform. 
They had, however, become integral to the search for bin Laden and, as 
described by Richard Clarke, were hunting for the elusive terrorist in the 
hope of relaying his whereabouts to a nearby Los Angeles class attack 
submarine, waiting to guide a missile to his location.125 While no sightings 
proved verifiable, the development of drone technology and their deployment 
against international terrorists were a key component in Clinton’s Grand 
Strategy that continues to influence policy.

The Clinton administration reformulated concepts of foreign affairs to 
incorporate prosperity promotion as a central component of grand strategy 
and strove to reduce the budget deficit so that by the time it left office, 
debate centered on what to do with the vast government surplus that had 
been amassed. During the 1990s, Bill Clinton “restored the Democrat’s 
reputation for economic competence that had been established by Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, consolidated by Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy and 
Lyndon B. Johnson and surrendered by Jimmy Carter.”126 As a result, both 
Democrats and Republicans sought to lay claim to Clinton’s economic 
record in a bid to out-promise one another during the 2012 election. In 
a remarkable turn of events, even Bill Clinton’s former critics conceded 
that the 1990s were the most affluent decade in American history with 
unemployment and inflation under control, government spending reduced, 
new approaches to welfare introduced (with the help of Republicans in 
Congress), and a stock market that rose to record highs. Breaking down 
the wall between foreign and domestic economic policy as an aspect of 
grand strategy ensured that President Clinton’s economic policies not 
only reversed the financial woes of the United States, but also did much 
to alter the perception of the Democratic Party standing for higher taxes 
and increased government expenditure, creating a formidable precedent 
for his successors to meet.

However, the economic repercussions of the Clinton years continue 
to be of direct relevance for altogether less favorable reasons, as the 
deregulation policies of that era, which enabled such rampant growth, 
gave way to the eventual collapse of the very institutions that thrived in 
the 1990s. Indeed, it appears possible to track the end of the boom almost 
precisely to the end of the Clinton presidency, as the dot.com bubble burst 
in his final months in office. The market stalled during the drawn out 
election of 2000 and collapsed after the attacks of 9/11. The aftermath 
saw slow and hesitant growth throughout the decade, but the confidence 
of the 1990s was clearly lacking and was removed entirely in the aftermath 
of the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008. It is possible, therefore, to see 
the origins of the age of austerity in the boom days of the Clinton years, a 
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time that witnessed a transition from recession to boom and eventual bust, 
with damning implications.

Just as the economic implications of Clinton’s Grand Strategy continue 
to resonate, so too do members of his administration. Hillary Clinton is 
merely the most prominent of a series of political figures from the era 
that ensure the continued relevance of Clinton’s Grand Strategy.127 Others 
include Leon Panetta, Dennis Ross, Rahm Emanuel, George Mitchell, Eric 
Holder, Susan Rice, and John Podesta. This “revolving door” approach to 
political appointments is based on a desire to retain institutional memory 
and draw on those with executive department experience. With the 
same small group of individuals rotating in and out of power, however, 
campaigns based on a platform of “change” appear at odds with the reality 
of inherent continuity at an institutional and personnel level.128

The strategies and approaches to grand strategy that evolved 
throughout the Clinton administration had a direct bearing on its 
interaction with the world, on the way in which the United States was 
perceived and on the legacy that was bequeathed to future occupants of 
the White House. Issues of globalization, international trade, the rise of 
China, and the emergence of the European Union were all addressed as 
part of an evolving grand strategy. All had consequences for Clinton and 
his successors as the United States sought to recalibrate America’s global 
focus in the aftermath of the Cold War.

Conclusion: A strategy grand enough  
for the times

As the first administration to come to power following the end of the Cold 
War, the Clinton team was required to devise a new approach with which 
to address the world and the rapidly changing geopolitical environment. 
Its efforts to devise a grand strategy where endangered by bureaucratic 
sensibilities, personal rivalries, and the rapidly changing environment 
through which it sought to govern. Despite such difficulties, the Clinton 
administration successfully produced a series of strategy documents in line 
with the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act designed to demonstrate the direction 
and intent behind US Grand Strategy.

However, with no external threat to motivate public opinion, the 
Clinton years quickly become viewed as the age between eras: between 
the end of the Cold War and before the War on Terror. Indeed, it is 
looking increasingly likely that Bill Clinton was elected at the only time 
in his life when it was theoretically possible. Before 1992, the ongoing 
Cold War dictated that foreign policy experience was essential for the 
presidency and, that once in office, foreign policy would dominate the 
administration. Clearly, Clinton would have failed on both criteria, with 
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no foreign policy experience gained during his time as governor and with 
no particular predilection in that direction to guide him even if he had been 
elected. A decade later, the events of September 2001 dictated that foreign 
policy initiatives and the War on Terror dominated administrations to the 
detriment of domestic affairs. Perhaps, therefore, “Bill Clinton was lucky 
to serve as president in such quiet times, times he palpably made better 
through his economic and domestic policy actions.”129

As he prepared to leave office, President Clinton raised Thomas 
Jefferson’s warning of entangling alliances. He insisted, however, that 
despite the eminent wisdom of his predecessor, “America cannot and must 
not disentangle itself from the world. If we want the world to embody our 
shared values, then we must assume a shared responsibility.” Rather than 
withdrawing from the world, Clinton insisted, the United States “must 
embrace boldly and resolutely that duty to lead—to stand with our allies 
in word and deed and to put a human face on the global economy, so that 
expanded trade benefits all peoples in all nations, lifting lives and hopes all 
across the world.”130

Foreign policy may not have driven Bill Clinton’s presidential odyssey, 
but despite this, his administration achieved notable successes, including 
the passage of NAFTA, expansion of NATA, the normalization of 
relations with China, conclusion of the GATT negotiations that led to 
the formation of the WTO, protection of the Mexican peso, the Dayton 
Peace Accords, and the securing of nuclear materials in the former Soviet 
Union. The administration made strides toward peace in the Middle East 
and Northern Ireland and stood by Russia as it struggled to embrace 
democracy. The administration bequeathed its successor a foreign 
policy legacy that included “a commitment to a sustained role for the 
United States in global affairs after the Cold War, an enhanced position 
for economic issues on the foreign-policy agenda and a redefinition of 
the global threat environment that the United States faces.”131 It failed, 
however, to secure backing for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, chose 
not to embrace NMD, and was unable to expand NAFTA to include Chile. 
It also failed in its efforts to develop agreement over the circumstances in 
which America should engage in regional conflicts and “the question of 
how values and interests should shape American foreign policy remained 
unresolved.”132

During its time in office, the Clinton administration underwent a severe 
learning curve. The president entered office critiquing President Bush for 
being “the foreign policy president,” yet “travelled abroad more than any 
other US president, making almost as many overseas trips as Ronald Regan 
and George Bush combined.”133 Just as the president grew into his role, 
so too did his administration, a point conceded by Anthony Lake: “In 
Somalia we tried to do too much. In Rwanda we did too little. In Haiti 
and Bosnia, after false starts, we eventually got it right.”134 Yet the Clinton 
administration kept America out of foreign wars, arranged the expansion 
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of NATO, ended the genocide in the Balkans, and made valiant efforts to 
progress the peace process in the Middle East. As David Gergen observed, 
“one could say of his foreign policy what Twain said of Wagner: ‘His music 
is better than it sounds.’”135

Warren Christopher noted that foreign policy “is always a work in 
progress” and this was never more accurate than under President Clinton, 
who inherited a dangerous international situation with massive nuclear 
proliferation in the former Soviet republics, tensions in the Middle East, 
and massive deficits at home.136 “Did they succeed in making the world 
anew? Probably not. Did they succeed in something that would rival 
Acheson’s Present at the Creation? No. Probably not.”137 However, while 
Engagement and Enlargement was an imperfect policy, in an age when the 
old rules did not apply and no New World Order had emerged, Clinton’s 
Grand Strategy provided a flexible and pragmatic response to an evolving 
world order.
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